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Abstract 

 

The ability to make inferences from linguistic information (spoken and written discourse) 

is regarded as a significant factor in successful reading success. Although, this relationship has 

been researched with English first language/monolingual cohorts (see Cain, Oakhill, Barnes, & 

Bryant, 2001; Oakhill & Cain, 2012; Silva & Cain, 2015), there is a paucity of research on 

inferential skills in other languages as well as in bilinguals or second language learning contexts. 

Therefore, the present study focused on investigating inferential skills and reading 

comprehension in two different languages (Thai and English) within the same group of adult 

students at a college in Thailand. The primary objectives of this study, as reported in this thesis, 

were to examine the reciprocal relationships of inferential skills within Thai and English, and to 

investigate whether inferential skills can predict reading comprehension both within each 

language and across languages (Thai-L1 and English-L2). 

The study involved measures of inferential skills, reading comprehension, vocabulary 

and listening comprehension in Thai and English, following appropriate adaptation, piloting and 

revision. Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices test (short form) was also used to explore non-

verbal reasoning, and a questionnaire was used to provide background details about the participants 

and their views on reading comprehension strategies. Data collection was conducted at one 

campus of a university in Thailand. All ten measures were administered to a group of 220 Thai 

undergraduate students. 

 The results demonstrated a significant inter-relationship between inferential skills in Thai 

(L1) and English (L2). Scores on the inferential tasks were also related to reading comprehension 

within the same language. Furthermore, the findings from hierarchical regression analyses 

indicated that the addition of inferential skill scores significantly increased the predictability of 
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reading comprehension in the same language, after controlling for within-language vocabulary 

levels (and listening comprehension in the case of Thai) and non-verbal reasoning. Analyses 

across languages showed positive correlations between Thai inferential skills and English 

reading comprehension, and between English inferential skills and Thai reading comprehension. 

Hierarchical regression analyses indicated that the addition of English inferential skills scores 

predicted extra variability in Thai reading comprehension, after controlling for English and Thai 

language related skills and non-verbal reasoning measures, but the addition of Thai inferential 

skills scores did not influence the level of prediction of English reading comprehension after 

controlling for the same variables. The reading strategies questionnaire did not reveal a 

significant relationship with either the Thai or the English reading comprehension scores. 

However, relationships between self-reported reading comprehension strategies and inferential 

skills scores were found, though the correlations were relatively small.  

Overall, the findings are consistent with the ability to make inferences being an important 

component of successful text comprehension–although there is little evidence of awareness 

influencing performance among the current participants. The influence of inference making does 

not seem to be explained by more general language skills (such as vocabulary and listening 

comprehension), nor by more general (non-verbal) reasoning skills, and it has the potential to 

occur across languages (from English to Thai in the present study), although within language 

influences may be larger than between languages. These findings have both theoretical and 

practical implications, which are discussed in this thesis. 
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Glossary 

Literal Comprehension is defined as the type of question which aims to explore the factual 

information which was explicitly stated in a reading passage.  

Grammatically Connecting Inference is the term for a type of question which investigates 

readers’ inference ability based on their grammatical knowledge.  

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference is the type of question which examines the readers’ 

ability to infer the meaning of one particular word or phrase in the reading passage from another 

word or phrase which has a similar meaning in a question.  

Text Coherence Inference is used for the type of question which focuses on relating the 

information appearing in two contiguous phrases or sentences to achieve the right meaning of a 

written text.  

 Prior Knowledge Inference is the type of question which aims to investigate the ability to 

connect ideas that are not explicitly stated in the text and background knowledge. This type of 

inference relies heavily on background knowledge which is a significant component that helps 

readers to fill in details missing from the text. 

Lower level comprehension skills are essential as the foundation for the comprehension and 

production of more complex discourse. In this research, vocabulary is referred as one of these 

skills.   

Higher level comprehension skills are the skills which are necessary to construct a mental 

model of a text’s meaning to comprehend the implicit meaning of the text. These skills include 

inferential skills in this study. 
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Chapter One 

General Introduction and Overview of the 

Thesis/Research 

 

1.1. Introduction  

The ultimate goal of reading is to comprehend what has been read (K. Nation, 2005; Paris & 

Hamilton, 2009). Reading, whether in the first, second, or additional language, is a highly 

complex process (Wurr, 2003), and reading is not a passive activity; the task demands that 

participants engage in an active search for meaning (R. C. Anderson & Pearson, 1984). 

Generally, reading comprehension involves two basic processes: lower level comprehension 

processes that involve translating the written code into meaningful language units, and higher 

level processes that involve combining these units into a meaningful and coherent mental 

representation (Kendeou, van den Broek, Helder, & Karlsson, 2014). Furthermore, many 

researchers (e.g., Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch, 1998) suggest that texts cannot 

be understood without contributions from the readers. Readers learn how to use their own 

relevant knowledge and experience to build an understanding of the text. This building of 

understanding depends heavily on the reader’s ability to draw inferences. Individuals who 

experience difficulty in reading and comprehending texts are more likely to suffer from problems 

in school, in the workplace, and in their communities (National Center for Education Statistics, 

2002). Internationally, and in Thailand, English reading comprehension is a necessary skill for 

successful academic performance (Eason & Cutting, 2009). In particular, employees working in 

many organisations,  including  both the government and private sectors, require strong English 
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comprehension skills (Akkakoson, 2011). Moreover, students at all levels who have a greater 

proficiency in reading are likely to have a greater proficiency in language learning (Gillet & 

Temple, 1999). At the undergraduate level, Thai students are expected to understand textbooks, 

articles, or magazines written in English in order to acquire knowledge and gather information 

for both their future careers and their current academic studies. Although reading plays a vital 

role in both academic and working contexts, low reading comprehension in English seems to be 

a problem for many Thai students. Research on English reading in Thailand tends to confirm that 

poor reading ability in English is a common problem for Thai students at all levels of education, 

up to and including undergraduate students  (Adunyarittigun, 1998; Ratanakul, 1998; Sroinam, 

2005). This is apparent from the scores of the 2010 standardised O-Net (Ordinary Nation 

Education Test) nation-wide exam of students in Grades 3, 9 and 12, which revealed low average 

scores in English (total marks = 100: Grades 3-M=20.99, SD=20.13; Grade 9-M=16, SD = 

14.71; Grade 12- M=19.22, SD = 12.01) (The National Institute of Educational Testing Services, 

2013).  The results from all test takers of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) in 

2012 indicated that the average TOEFL score of Thai examinees was found to be 76, which was 

below than the standard score of 80. This average TOEFL score was ranked at 14th out of 17 

countries in Asia (Office of Education Council, 2013). At the higher levels of education, reading 

comprehension in English is a significant problem for many Thai university students. They often 

can read at a slow speed, only understanding small amounts of information and are barely able to 

grasp even major ideas that are directly stated (Attaprechakul, 2013).  

Likewise, low reading proficiency in Thai as their first language is also a problem for 

some Thai students. The Thai language reading performance of Thai students can be seen from 

the 2009 results of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), which investigated 15-year-old 

students across OECD member countries and partner countries. Thai students’ reading 
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proficiency was only 421, significantly below the OECD average of 493 (The Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 2010). Similarly, the majority of Thai 

undergraduate students are often not successful in comprehending some Thai language texts as 

they deal with various tasks in different subjects in their mother tongue. They have difficulty in 

identifying the main idea of what they have read (Panniem, 2009).  

In the Thai education context, there are a number of reasons for low reading proficiency.  

Reasons for the relatively low reading results found among Thai students compared to 

international norms may stem from the cultural context in which the Thai students have learnt to 

read. An important factor is the lack of a strong reading culture in Thailand. Leisure time 

reading, even in the Thai language, is not a favourite pastime for many Thai people (Wisaijorn, 

2005). Consequently, reading proficiency might have not developed sufficiently due to this lack 

of a strong reading habit. Another cultural factor relates to the importance of hierarchical 

distinctions in Thai social relationships and social identity, with many students viewing the 

questioning of their teachers as an expression of ingratitude and therefore highly inappropriate 

(Adamson, 2003; Foley, 2005). Therefore, many Thai students simply accept whatever is written 

in their textbooks without question or critical thought (O'Sullivan & Tajaroensuk, 1997). This 

leads to insufficient practice in critical reading ability by Thai students. Additionally, teaching 

and learning methods themselves may also result in unsuccessful reading competency. Many 

Thai teachers of the English language still use traditional teacher-centred methods, which 

emphasise memorisation and passive learning (Akkakoson, 2011). As a result, Thai students lack 

some of the higher level comprehension skills, which are necessary to construct a mental model 

of a text’s meaning to comprehend the implicit meaning of the text (Hogan, Bridges, Justice, & 

Cain, 2011; Kendeou et al., 2014). These skills include the inferential skills addressed in this 

study. 
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In order to be a skilled reader, the ability to understand words alone is not sufficient for 

the comprehension processes, because the meaning of words generally depends upon the context 

within which they appear (Basaraba, Yovanoff, Alonzo, & Tindal, 2012).  Although some 

readers may have acquired fundamental decoding skills (Catts, Fey, Tomblin, & Zhang, 2002), 

they often have not learned many other essential reading skills, including inferential skills, that 

facilitate reading comprehension (Gersten, Fuchs, Williams, & Baker, 2001). When making an 

inference, readers infer meaning by using their existing knowledge of the world and information 

from the text itself to bridge missing information that has not been explicitly stated in the text 

(Graves, Juel, & Graves, 2007). The strong inference skills are a key to successful 

comprehension (Cain, 2010; Cain, Oakhill, Barnes, & Bryant, 2001; Dole, Duffy, Roehler, & 

Pearson, 1991; Eason, Goldberg, Young, Geist, & Cutting, 2012). Extensive longitudinal studies 

have provided evidence of the importance of inference in the development of reading 

comprehension (Cain et al., 2001; Hannon & Daneman, 1998; Kendeou, Bohn-Gettler, White, & 

van den Broek, 2008).  

Much of the previous research has examined inferential skills in English as a first 

language, particularly with school age children (e.g., Cain & Oakhill, 1998, 1999). There have 

also been some studies with adult learners (Hannon & Daneman, 1998; Long, Oppy, & Seely, 

1994). In addition, there are several studies in a L2 context (e.g., Hatami & Tavakoli, 2012; 

Prior, Goldina, Shany, Geva, & Katzir, 2014) which focused only on lexical inferential skills of 

adult participants who were studying English as a second language. In sum, prior research on 

inferential skills has emphasised a single language, generally English, either as a first language 

or a second language. Therefore, it was timely to examine and compare parallel usage of 

inferential skills in two languages. In this thesis, various cognitive-linguistic skills of adult 

students in a tertiary institution in Thailand, who have Thai as a first language and English as a 

second language, were investigated in both their first and second languages. 
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1.2. Purpose and research questions  

The major aim of this research was to examine the relationship between inferential skills 

and reading comprehension in two languages. The participants were Thai university students 

who use Thai as the first language (L1) and English as the second language (L2). To achieve 

this, the present study posed the following research questions: 

1. Is there a relationship between inferential skills in Thai (L1) and English (L2)? 

2. Do inferential skills support reading comprehension within a single language, i.e., Thai 

or English? 

3. Can inferential skills in one language support reading comprehension in another 

language (Thai-L1 and English-L2)?  

1.3. The overview of the research 

This research took place on a campus in Chantaburi, one of the three campuses of 

Burapha University, which is one of the major public universities located in the eastern region of 

Thailand. The university offers more than 100 programs from Bachelor's Degree to Doctorate 

Degree. The Chantaburi campus, where the study was conducted, presently consists of three 

faculties, which offer a total of nine bachelor degree programs. 

To investigate the research questions presented above, this study used a quantitative data 

collection and analysis method. The eight bilingual measures comprised measures of: reading 

comprehension, inferential skills, listening comprehension, and vocabulary. These measures 

primarily aimed at investigating various cognitive-linguistic skills of the participants. Two 

additional measures were included: the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices to explore non-
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verbal reasoning ability, and a questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies which 

examined the participants’ reading comprehension strategies.  

Two hundred twenty students studying at the Burapha University Chantaburi campus 

participated in this study. The participants were second year Thai students, aged between 18 and 

19 years old. They are all Thai native speakers who had studied English as a foreign language. 

They were studying in different degree programs and none of them majored in English. The data 

collection of the main study was carried out between March and May, 2014 (the summer 

semester of the Thai academic year 2014).  

Testing administration was conducted in two main sessions, conducted on two different 

days. In the first session, the Thai language measures comprised assessments of reading 

comprehension, inferential skills, vocabulary and listening comprehension, and a questionnaire 

on reading comprehension strategies. English language assessments and the Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices were administered in the second session. 

The quantitative analyses were employed, using the data obtained from 220 participants. 

Thai and English reading comprehension performances of the participants were used as the 

dependent variables. The primary predictor (independent) variables were inferential skills scores 

in Thai and English. Three additional predictor (independent) variables were two language skills 

(vocabulary and listening comprehension), and non-verbal reasoning abilities. 

1.4. Significance of the study 

Longitudinal studies have provided evidence for the significance of inference making in 

reading comprehension (Kendeou, Bohn-Gettler, White, & van den Broek, 2008; Kendeou, van 

den Broek, White, & Lynch, 2007; Oakhill & Cain, 2007). While many studies have been 

conducted in a single, specific language—particularly English as L1—there is a scarcity of 
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research relating inferential skills across two or more languages. Therefore, this study is an 

attempt to investigate the impacts of inferential skills on reading comprehension within and 

across two different languages, and to further identify the relationships between students’ 

inferential skills in these languages. The findings of this study will contribute to the existing 

body of literature in the field of reading comprehension within and across languages. 

Furthermore, the findings may be valuable as supportive data for future studies in similar areas, 

including future plans aiming to use inferential skills in teaching reading comprehension in both 

L1 and L2. In terms of teaching and learning languages, the results of this study may provide 

language teachers with insights into the role of inferential skills in different languages. It may 

contribute towards teaching and learning inferential skills, in support of reading comprehension 

in language classrooms in Thailand or other educational settings that share similar 

characteristics. Although the context of this investigation emphasises Thai and English, the 

findings can be applied to both L1 and L2 language classrooms in different settings. 

1.5. Ethical consideration 

 Research ethics were a crucial concern in this study. This research was conducted to 

examine the different cognitive-linguistic competences of the participants, so it was commonly 

accepted that this research setting would not lead to any mental or physical harm. However, it 

was necessary to consider any discomfort that the students might feel about doing the tasks in the 

research. Therefore, it was very important that the study corresponded with the code of ethics. 

All participants in this study were provided with an explanation of the purposes of the study and 

the intended outcome of the research process. Furthermore, the important message that 

participants were guaranteed anonymity and assured that their performance in this research 

would be kept confidential. They were also informed that they have the right to withdraw from a 

study at any time. Participants signed a consent form after this information was advised. 
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Chapter Two 

Review of Literature and Related Research 

 

 

  

2.1. Introduction 

 Reading is a very complicated cognitive process that occurs instantly and privately in 

readers’ minds (Gate, 2000; Huey, 1968; Sipay & Harris, 1990). Reading is not a passive 

activity; instead, participants need to engage in an active search for meaning from the target text 

(R. C. Anderson & Pearson, 1984). Goodman (1971) defined reading as a “psycholinguistic 

guessing game”(Goodman, 1971, p. 35) that involves an interaction between thought and 

language. According to his view, it is not necessary for readers to interpret every word in the 

texts. On the other hand, readers get meanings from the text by using three levels of language 

clues: graphic input, syntax, and the semantic systems of the language.  

To comprehend, readers must use information they have already attained to filter, 

interpret, organise and reflect on the incoming information from the text. Good comprehension 

relies on creating a mental representation of a text’s meaning.  Successful comprehenders  apply  

their word recognition skills, link new information to prior knowledge, and use appropriate 

reading skills such as locating the main idea, making connections, questioning, inferring and 

predicting  (Westwood, 2008). The successful comprehension of written and spoken language is 

a complex task that involves many different cognitive skills and processes (Cain & Oakhill, 

2007). Among the different skills involved in the process of reading comprehension, inferential 
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skills have been identified as a significant skill, as has been well established by a number of 

studies with L1, particularly in the case of English as a first language (Oakhill & Cain, 2012; 

Oakhill, Cain, & Bryant, 2003; Silva & Cain, 2015).  

 The remainder of this chapter outlines the literature underpinning the research presented 

in this thesis. The first section (section 2.2) deals with the models of the reading comprehension 

processes, which provides some background on how different cognitive comprehensive processes 

interact in a mind in order for readers to arrive at the coherent meaning of a text. The subsequent 

section (section 2.3.) describes two types of reading comprehension skills which are involved in the 

process of text comprehension. All necessary aspects of all predictor variables, inferential skills and 

other additional variables, are described in sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. The final emphasis of 

this chapter concerns cross-linguistic transfer, because this investigation examines the effects 

between two languages. Section 2.6 describes models of cross-linguistic skills, and related research 

in L1 and L2 is described in section 2.7. 

2.2. Models of reading comprehension 

To provide a better understanding of the processes involved in reading comprehension, 

many different theoretical models of reading compression have been proposed. Each model of 

reading comprehension aims to provide insights into the processes and skills involved in reading 

comprehension. However, the various models may have different focuses in their explanation of 

models of reading comprehension.  

In this section, the cited models of reading comprehension are focused specifically on the 

reading process, which derives previously stored information from the reader's memory and 

integrates it with information from a new source. In this process, inference skills play an 

important role in the construction of meaning and coherence representation resulting from 

integration of the different pieces of information. Furthermore, as this thesis focuses on reading 
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comprehension in two different languages (Thai and English), the cultural contexts in which 

each of these languages is learnt may be influenced by the Thai culture. The learning and 

teaching of a foreign language, such as English, is likely to be influenced by the Thai culture. For 

example, a communicative, learner-centred approach (CLT) —a methodology of teaching 

English—might be adapted to become a part of Thai practices (Foley, 2005; Saengboon, 2004), 

because many Thai students tend to be attached to rote memorization, and they lack the will to 

express  their own opinions, due to their shyness and a culturally hierarchical seniority system 

(Mackenzie, 2002). Therefore, to provide some insights into the relationships between culture 

and reading comprehension, the sociocultural perspective in reading is described in the last part 

of this section. 

2.2.1. The Constructionist-Integration model 

Kintsch first proposed the Constructionist Integration model (CI) in 1988. The CI model 

was developed based on previous work on discourse comprehension, specifically that of Kintsch 

(1978) and Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983). In 1998, Kintsch expanded on the model and proposed 

a general processing framework for cognition. This model is considered to be the most well-

formulated model of text comprehension (McNamara & Magliano, 2009). 

In this model, Kintsch (1988, 1998) proposed that the reader simultaneously constructs a 

literal text model and a situation model, with the merging of the two forming the integration 

component. Once the reader has constructed meaning from the text to produce a system 

comprised of concepts they have activated, the reader must then integrate the concepts from this 

system that are pertinent to the situation model. Any concepts which have been activated and 

determined to be irrelevant to the implied situation are subsequently de-activated.  
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 Kintsch (1988) outlined the process of reading comprehension from print to 

understanding. First, the reader must identify the individual words on a page, decode the symbols 

by utilising processes of perception, word recognition, and assigning of words to their roles 

within sentences and phrases (parsing); then subsequently and semantically analyse the words to 

comprehend the word meanings. The results of this process are referred to as ‘surface-level 

representation’  (Kintsch, 1998; Kintsch & Rawson, 2007).  Furthermore, in order to successfully 

comprehend the written text, readers are required to construct multilevel representations of the 

text (i.e., microstructure, macrostructure). Microstructure level of text involves comprehending 

the word meanings and the interrelationships between propositions, which are idea units 

combining more than one word in a schematic form. Simple inferences, such as pronoun 

antecedent identification, are necessary to arrive at a coherence microstructure. Then, the 

microstructure is organised into higher order units of the text to comprehend global topics. This 

higher order level is referred to as the macrostructure level. The integration of the microstructure 

into the macrostructure results to the “textbase” representation, which is the text meaning as it is 

explicitly described by the text itself. The meaning explicitly derived from the text alone may 

seem to be shallow and insufficient for deeper understanding of full meaning of the written text. 

Therefore, the text content is constructed into a situation model: that is a mental model of the 

situation described by the text is created (Kintsch, 1998; Kintsch & Rawson, 2007). 

Construction of the mental model, or the situation model, in the text comprehension 

process occurs as the reader integrates the information provided by the text with relevant 

background knowledge to build a mental representation as described by the text. In order to 

construct a situation model of what a reader reads, higher level comprehension skills such as 

inferencing, comprehension monitoring, and sensitivity to story structure, play an important role 

in integrating information across sentences and paragraphs into a coherent situation model (see at 

section 2.3.2). As inferential skills have been regarded as important skills in constructing a 
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situation model (Kintsch & Rawson, 2007; Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983),  Kintsch (1998) 

presented different several types of inferences, which are involved in the reading comprehension 

model. Broadly, different types of inference were classified on the basis of whether they are 

automatic versus controlled and whether they are retrieved versus generated.   

In conclusion, the Constructionist Integration model is a significant model of text 

comprehension, which successfully describes different types of comprehension levels and 

processes. However, in this model, there is lack of information about how the reader  integrates 

the two major levels of comprehension (text base and situation/ mental model) which seem 

necessary for understanding the reading text (Paris & Hamilton, 2009). The next section 

considers some additional models which provide various perspectives on the cognitive processes 

of text comprehension. 

2.2.2. The Structure Building model 

 The Structure Building model was presented by Gernsbacher (1990). This model 

describes the general cognitive abilities in comprehension that are common across modalities. 

Therefore, the model can be applied to the comprehension processes in various media such as 

text and pictures. The goal of comprehension of the Structure Building model is to build a 

coherent mental representation or “structure of the information being comprehended”. 

 Gernsbacher (1990) suggests three cognitive sub-processes being involved in the 

structure building of text comprehension, namely: the process of laying a foundation for mental 

structures, the process of mapping coherent information onto developing structures, and the 

process of shifting to initiate new substructures. The first process, that of laying a foundation, is 

a process whereby readers lay foundations for their mental structures. Laying the foundation 

refers to the processes that occur when a comprehender is first confronted with information (e.g., 
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the beginning of a novel) or when the topic changes (e.g., the beginning of a chapter). The next 

process of mapping and shifting involves developing the mental structures by mapping based 

upon new information, when that incoming information coheres with the previous information. 

However, if the incoming information is less coherent, then readers employ a different process. 

They shift to initiate a new substructure. Therefore, the majority of representations comprise 

several branching substructures. 

The building blocks of these mental structures are memory nodes. Memory nodes are 

activated by incoming stimuli. Initial activation forms the foundation of the mental structures. 

Once the foundation is laid, subsequent information is often mapped onto a developing structure 

because “the more coherent the incoming information is with the previous information, the more 

likely it is to activate similar memory nodes” (p.289). Conversely, the less coherent the incoming 

information is, the less likely it is to activate similar memory nodes. In this case, the incoming 

information might activate a different set of nodes, and the activation of this other set of nodes 

forms the foundation for a new substructure (Gernsbacher, 1990). 

In the Structure Building model (Gernsbacher, 1990), the mechanisms of suppression and 

enhancement were introduced. These two mechanisms control the memory nodes' level of 

activation. In the enhancement process, memory nodes are enhanced (boosted or increased) 

when the information they represent is related to the current structure or necessary for further 

structure building. In the converse situation, the activation of suppression may occur. They are 

suppressed (dampened or decreased) when the information they represent is irrelevant 

information. The efficiency of suppression processes, which determines how quickly the 

irrelevant meanings of ambiguous words lose activation, can be distinguished between skilled 

and less skilled comprehenders (Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991; Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust, 
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1990). Skilled comprehenders quickly identify and suppress unnecessary information, but less 

skilled comprehenders lack this skill (Gernsbacher & St. John, 2000). 

According to the Structure Building model, it is plausible to say that inference is also an 

essential skill in the process of suppression and enhancement, because when the reader integrates 

a new piece of information to all previous information, the reader must decide whether to 

enhance or suppress that piece of information. In addition, Gernsbacher (1990) also compared 

the process of enhancement in this model with the process of integration in the Constructionist 

Integration model. There are some similarities between these two processes, because they 

integrate the contextually relevant information with new information which seem to be coherent 

to the reader, and then all of this information is activated and stored. However, a few differences 

were mentioned, for example Kintsch (1998) assumes that the process of integration operates 

automatically, while it is unclear whether the mechanism of enhancement occurs automatically 

(Gernsbacher, 1990).  The next section discusses the Landscape model of reading, which 

provides information about the connection between each cognitive process in comprehending a 

text. 

2.2.3 The Landscape model of reading   

 The Landscape model of reading comprehension, a new cognitive model, was introduced 

in 1999 (van den Broek, Risden, Fletcher, & Thurlow, 1996; van den Broek, Young, Tzeng, & 

Linderholm, 1999). Prior to the Landscape model, the process of reading comprehension was 

viewed through two main perspectives—memory-based and the constructionist approaches— 

which view the processes of text comprehension differently. The memory-based approach 

describes the reading comprehension process as autonomous, unconscious, and effortless. Thus, 

the activations that are required to connect text elements and understand the whole would be 

automatically facilitated by pre-existing information from the text, as well as from the 
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background knowledge of the reader (e.g., O'Brien, Albrecht, Hakala, & Rizzella, 1995). On the 

other hand, the constructionist approach suggests that the activation of text elements are 

conscious and strategic, time-consuming efforts aimed at accessing prior text and/or background 

knowledge, in order to extract meaning from the text (e.g., Graesser et al., 1994; M. Singer, 

Graesser, & Trabasso, 1994).  

The Landscape Model of reading comprehension (van den Broek et al., 1996; van den 

Broek et al., 1999) proposed that memory-based and constructionist processes both operate 

during the process of reading comprehension and interact according to a principle of standards 

of coherence; if the activations that result from the automatic memory-based processes yield 

coherence that is sufficient in the eyes of the reader, then strategic constructionist processes are 

unnecessary. However, if the reader cannot comprehend adequately based on automatic memory-

based processes alone, then strategic processes are employed until the satisfactory coherence of 

the reader is attained or until the attempt to comprehend at the desired level is abandoned (e.g., 

van den Broek, 1995; van den Broek, Bohn-Gettler, Kendeou, & Carlson, 2011). Standards of 

coherence vary according to different factors, such as the role of working memory capacity 

(Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002), reading goals (e.g., van den Broek, Lorch, Linderholm, & 

Gustafson, 2001), or text genres (e.g., Narvaez, van den Broek, & Ruiz, 1999). 

The dynamics of reading processes are the interaction between automatic and strategic 

processes. When a reader proceeds through a text, concepts presented in the text or retrieved 

from background knowledge constantly fluctuate. The fluctuations in activations of concepts 

during reading result from four types of mechanisms. First, concepts in the newly read text 

segment are activated. Second, text elements from immediately preceding reading cycles can be 

integrated into this activation. Third, elements from prior text or from the reader’s background 

knowledge can be (re)activated through an automatic associative process, called the cohort 
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activation mechanism in the Landscape Mode. It is an effortless memory-based comprehension 

process, which occurs automatically outside the reader’s awareness. Fourth, readers may involve 

constructive processes, by which they strategically (re)activate concepts from prior reading 

cycles or background knowledge to form different types of semantic coherence-based relations 

to currently active text elements. These constructive processes carry on until the readers are 

satisfied with their standards of coherence (McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Yeari & Paul van 

den, 2011). 

In conclusion, the Landscape model is an interactive view which reconciled two different 

views—memory-based and constructionist—by implementing them into a single conceptual 

framework. This provides a broader understanding of how our previous knowledge and new 

information work together in the text comprehension processes. 

2.2.4. Sociocultural theories in reading 

Sociocultural theory emphasizes the interdependence of social and individual processes 

in the development of human cognition. During this learning process, humans use culturally 

“constructed artifacts, concepts, and activities to regulate the material world of their own and 

each other's social and mental activity” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2000, p. 62). From a sociocultural 

perspective, language has been viewed as a means of input for the social activities of everyday 

lives. Human cognition and its development cannot be separated from the society and culture in 

which it is used (Zuengler & Miller, 2006).  

Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (see Vygotsky, 1978) is probably the most quoted 

sociocultural perspective; and others, for example activity theory (e.g. Chaiklin & Lave, 1993; 

Leontiev, 1981) and cultural-historical activity theory (Cole, 1996; Cole & Engestrom, 1994), 

have extended, elaborated upon, or refined aspects of Vygotsky’s theory (see discussions in 
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Zuengler & Miller, 1994). According to Vygotsky, studying how an individual engages in social 

activities, and how these influence mental processes, is necessary to understand human learning. 

Reading, like other aspects of learning, is a social practice. The social context affects when you 

read, what you read, where you read, who you read with, and, of course, why and how you read 

(Gee, 2002; Vygotsky, 1978). The development of language learning occurs when a learner 

engages in socioculturally meaningful activities (Lantolf & Thorne, 2000). This suggests that 

learning activities in a language classroom do not occur in isolation, but rather are built into a 

socially engaged environment (Coyle, 2007). 

2.2.5. Summary of reading comprehension models 

All of the aforementioned models of reading processes have provided insights into what 

happens in the process of text comprehension, particularly in the inference process. Although 

these models of reading comprehension process proposed different terms to describe the reading 

comprehension process, their overall reading comprehension processes share some similarities: 

the reading comprehension process involves constructing the meaning of the text the reader read, 

integrating both explicit textual and background knowledge to arrive at the coherence meaning 

of the text through building a situation or mental model of the text the reader reads. One 

common area of agreement of all these theories is that construction of a situation or mental 

model of the text to enable a higher level understanding of text is a common aim of successful 

reading comprehension. The construction of a coherent situation representation of the text 

requires inference generation by the readers in identifying relations between parts of the text 

(van den Broek, 1995). Therefore, all models of text comprehension were applied in this research 

as the theoretical foundation for a better understanding of text comprehension processes.  
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2.3. Reading comprehension skills  

 The various aforementioned models of reading comprehension provide some insights into 

the ways that reading comprehension processes involve different paths in order to arrive at the 

meaning of the text the reader read. As postulated by these different reading comprehension 

processes, readers seem to apply any number of different reading skills that are best suited to the 

text that they are reading, in order to ultimately understand a reading passage or text (Pressley, 

2000).  

With respect to different language comprehension skills, according to the Simple View of 

Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986), reading comprehension was initially viewed as the product 

of word decoding and language comprehension. Language comprehension skills were classified 

as two types of skills—lower and higher level comprehension skills (Hogan et al., 2011). These 

types defined lower level comprehension skills as vocabulary and grammar and such like, and 

higher level comprehension skills as those  required in a discourse context such as inferencing 

(Hogan et al., 2011). In this study, the definitions of the two types of comprehension skills—

lower level (i.e., vocabulary) and higher level (i.e., inferential skills) comprehension skills—

were based on the study of Hogan et al. (2011). Details of these two types of comprehension 

skills will be discussed below. 

 2.3.1. Lower level comprehension skills  

Lower level comprehension skills are crucial for explicit comprehension of the text, as 

well as serving as the foundational knowledge upon which higher level comprehension skills are 

based. These skills include vocabulary and grammar (Hogan et al., 2011). Vocabulary 

knowledge has been demonstrated as an important lower level comprehension skill. Fluent L1 

readers are likely to recognise almost all of the words they encounter (98-100 per cent of all 
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words in a text) (Pressley, 2006). In contrast, the majority of students who have limited 

knowledge of word recognition tend to have significant difficulties with comprehension 

(Westwood, 2008). Furthermore, grammatical knowledge is crucial, because it guides the 

integration of word meanings into propositional meanings on which the situation model of the 

text is based (Poulsen & Gravgaard, 2016). In sum, linguistic knowledge, such as recognising the 

meanings of words and storing groupings of words according to basic grammatical information, 

is a necessary skills to comprehend at the lower comprehension levels (Grabe & Stoller, 2011), 

which involve translating the written code into meaningful language units (Kendeou et al., 2014).  

However, necessary skills, having only lower level comprehension skills, may not be 

adequate for successful reading comprehension. Some students who have acquired ample word-

reading ability and fluency may still have difficulty understanding what they are reading, 

because they still lack higher level comprehension skills, which facilitate their accurate 

comprehension. (Cain & Oakhill, 2006b).  

2.3.2. Higher level comprehension skills 

 Hogan et al. (2011) stated that higher level comprehension skills consist of the skills 

which are necessary to construct a mental model of a text’s meaning. These skills include 

inference making (see more at section 2.4.), comprehension monitoring and structure knowledge. 

Comprehension monitoring, involves the capacity to reflect on one's own comprehension and 

difficulties being experienced while reading. Successful readers are typically aware of their 

comprehension as they read or listen to written text, and, when they experience difficulty, they 

automatically use a variety of strategies, such as rereading, to increase their comprehension 

(Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995). Without comprehension monitoring, comprehension itself may be 

deficient. The skill of comprehension monitoring facilitates the reader's ability to detect when an 

inference is required. Less skilled readers, with difficulties in comprehension monitoring, may 
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not be able to monitor their reading, so that they do not know when to apply appropriate reading 

skills for accurate comprehension (Oakhill & Cain, 2012).  

Furthermore, text structure refers to how a written text is organized to guide readers’ 

comprehension. Knowledge of text structure may help the reader to relate the ideas in a text. 

Inadequate knowledge about text structures, which may arise because of insufficient reading 

experience, is a possible source of comprehension failure (Perfetti, 1994). To be able to 

understand a written text, one must be able to understand relationships among elements in a text 

(Graesser & Clark, 1985; Langston & Trabasso, 1998). The ability to recognise text structure 

will facilitate readers’ ability to attend to the most significant details in the text, resulting a better 

comprehension (e.g., Gersten et al., 2001; Hogan et al., 2011).  

Higher level language skills are important to an individual’s language proficiency, and to 

reading and listening comprehension outcomes (Kendeou et al., 2008). These higher 

comprehension skills are very necessary for comprehension particularly at the discourse-level 

(Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004). Prior to developing skills at the higher level comprehension 

level, it is necessary that readers acquire lower level language skills. Conversely, after they have 

developed their higher level skills, their ability to create accurate mental models also raises their 

vocabulary and grammar skills, because these lower and higher comprehension skills often 

demonstrate a reciprocal relationship (Kendeou et al., 2014). Generally in schools, teachers often 

pay more attention to children who have difficulties with lower level comprehension skills, such 

as spelling. However, those who can read accurately, but still have problems with text 

comprehension, are likely to remain unidentified and neglected (McGee & Johnson, 2003).  

In summation, two significant higher level comprehension skills—comprehension 

monitoring and text structure knowledge—were discussed in this section. The next section will 
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provide more information on the various aspects of inferential skills, which is the emphasis of 

this study. 

2.4. Inferential skills 

The language of any text, spoken or written, is not a completely explicit state of the 

information needed for coherence. Readers may not perceive the deeper message of the 

language, either spoken or written, if they only understand the text as explicitly expressed in the 

text (Currie & Cain, 2015; Kintsch & Rawson, 2007). To understand the implicit meanings of a 

text as well, the reader is required to make inferences by connecting all of the elements in the 

text (Graves et al., 2007).  Cain and Oakhill (1998) and Snow (2002) described that making 

inferences is the skill of comprehending information from a written text and going beyond the 

literal message. Inference generation relies on the ability to integrate clues in the text with prior 

knowledge to achieve the fully integrated deeper and coherent representation of text (Pressley, 

2000).  

2.4.1. The development of inferential skills 

The skills of inference and integration can develop and improve as age progresses.   

Children who are six to eight years of age are already likely to be competent in making 

inferences (Casteel, 1993). As children become older, the inferences they generate change in 

both their quantity and quality. For example, with development children increasingly generate 

inferences that connect larger text units such as paragraphs, event episodes, and sections, rather 

than just inferences that connect individual events and facts within an episode or section. Also, 

children’s inference ability on abstract connections grows (e.g., between themes, to characters’ 

feelings) (Kendeou et al., 2014). Various studies on the development of inference have suggested 

that young children generate similar inferences to those made by adults; however, they are less 
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likely to do so as quickly as adults (Casteel & Simpson, 1991). Older students make inferences 

more spontaneously than younger children do (Sipay & Harris, 1990). 

Oakhill and Yuill (1991) explained three possible causes of differences in inference-

making between skilled and less-skilled comprehenders.  These include general knowledge 

deficits that can restrict less-skilled comprehenders’ inference making; less-skilled 

comprehenders do not know when it is appropriate to make inferences and have limited abilities 

in integrating pieces of information given in a text with prior knowledge. Readers who are poor 

at inferring meaning beyond the written texts are not likely to comprehend a text critically 

(Cragg & Nation, 2006). 

2.4.2. Role of automaticity in inference generation 

Automaticity is the ability to perform a complex task quickly, with few conscious 

attentional resources (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974). Skills and knowledge, learned to the level of 

automaticity, are better retained in long-term memory (Flor, 1995). Therefore, automaticity plays 

an important central role in the characterization of skill acquisition and the development of 

expertise (Logan, 1997). The four properties of speed, effortlessness, autonomy, and lack of 

conscious awareness are commonly used in definitions of automaticity (LaBerge & Samuels, 

1974; Logan, 1997). For example, Samuels and Flor (1997) concluded that automatic behaviours 

are fast, accurate, not under conscious control, and seemingly effortless. The concept of 

automaticity can be applied to any reading skill, including those at the letter, word or text level 

(Logan, 1997). For example, initially decoding will be a difficult and effortful task for the 

beginning reader. However, with practice, automaticity of decoding will be achieved according 

to theorist such as Logan (1997). Once decoding skills become automatic, the reader switches his 

attention to the comprehension of a text, which will be derived from both the information 

provided in the text and knowledge that is already in the reader’s own mind (Samuels, Ediger, 
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Willcutt, & Palumbo, 2005; Thurlow & van den Broek, 1997). Through automaticity, a skilled 

reader is able to perform multiple tasks at the same time, such as decoding the words, 

comprehending the information, relating the information to prior knowledge, making inferences, 

and evaluating information from a text (Samuels & Flor, 1997).  

2.4.3. Types of inference 

This section is a brief review of types of inference skills that have been used in previous 

published research literature. There have been numerous research studies conducted on 

inferential skills, focusing on distinctions between two or three types of inference (Kispal, 2008). 

Although researchers have used different terms to describe their proposed types of inference, 

there are similarities among these inference types. The specific details of these types of inference 

are discussed below.  

Coherence and elaborative inferences were the two types of inference, introduced by 

Barnes and Dennis (1996). Coherence inferences consist of a coherent text where readers are 

required to use their linguistic knowledge to draw connections within the text. Elaborative 

inferences integrate prior information given in the text to expand on explicit information 

knowledge and build a situation model of the text. In 1999, Cain and Oakhill adopted Baker and 

Stein’s terminology (1981): text-connecting and gap-filling, to utilise in their study. Text-

connecting inferences (also called intersentence inferences) require information integration from 

different parts of a text to establish coherence. Gap-filling inferences require information from 

the reader’s existing background knowledge. Overall, these two terms share some similarities 

with Coherence and elaborative inferences (Barnes, Dennis, & Haefele-Kalvaitis, 1996). As an 

example of coherence or text-connecting inferences, “Denise poured everyone a drink. The 

champagne was a good vintage” (Cain, 2010, p. 103) information combined from the two 

sentences infers that the drink Denise poured was the champagne in the second sentence. An 
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example of elaborative inferences or text connecting inferences can be seen from “Then they set 

off for home, pedalling as fast as they could. Debbie was very tired when she got home, but she 

was just in time for dinner” (Cain & Oakhill, 1999, p. 495). The readers need to apply their 

background to related "pedalling" in order to answer that they travelled home by bicycle. 

In addition, two further  types of inferences, necessary and elaborative inferences were 

classified by Cain (2010). Necessary inferences are required to make connections between texts 

in order to get the right meaning of the whole text. For example, from these sentences, “Rick 

walked over to the buffet table. The cake looked delicious” (Cain, 2010, p. 56), readers are 

required to link these sentences, so they can infer that the cake is likely to be a part of the buffet. 

The second type is elaborative inferences, which help readers to enrich their mental 

representation of the text they read. Therefore, they are able to recall and synthesise the texts. 

For example, when analysing the following two sentences, “Charlie dug a hole to plant a new 

fruit tree. He had always wanted to grow his own apples” (Cain, 2010, p. 56). It is a logical 

inference that Charlie used a spade (Cain, 2010). 

Local coherence and global coherence are two inference terms which have been widely 

used.  Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso (1994) proposed these two inference types. Local 

coherences typically involve the integration of separate propositions within the text. In contrast, 

inferences necessary for global coherence often rely heavily on the ability to connect ideas that 

are not explicitly stated in the reading text. These two inference terms were also used in the 

study of Currie and Cain (2015).  Additionally, Calvo, Estevez, and Dowens (2003) adopted two 

inference types from Singer’s terminology (1994) in their study. They were connective 

inferences and elaborative inferences. The connective inferences are necessary to establish a 

coherent propositional representation of the successive parts of the text, thus integrating explicit 
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information in a message. Elaborative inferences serve to extend or refine the explicit content 

and thus help to construct a mental model of the situation described by the message. 

 Bowyer-Crane and Snowling (2005) have used the terminology of coherence and 

elaborative inferences, and expanded upon it with two more types of inferences by adding 

knowledge-base and evaluative inferences. Knowledge-based is an inference wherein the reader 

needs to integrate both their world knowledge and textual coherence to comprehend the text. 

Considering the following sentences as an example, “The campfire started to burn 

uncontrollably. Tom grabbed a bucket of water.”(p. 192), in order to comprehend the full 

meaning of the text, one could make inferences by using their background knowledge and the 

coherence between these two sentences.  The evaluative inference is the type of inference in 

which the reader greatly applies their life experience and general knowledge to enrich their 

mental representation. This inference is also necessary to facilitate the understanding of the text. 

For instance, “Helen fell off her bike and broke her arm. She started to cry” (p. 192).  The reader 

could infer that Helen was in pain after the accident, so she was likely to be crying after the fall.  

 In sum, although different terms of inference have been used to describe the diverse types 

of inferences, these various terms can roughly be divided into two main classifications of 

inferences.  The first category of inference facilitates connecting the different idea units within 

the text in order to achieve the coherence meaning of a written text. Text-connecting, coherence, 

or necessary inferences have similar qualities as this first category of inference. The second 

category involves both understanding the explicit meaning of text and the heavy application of 

background knowledge for an implicit comprehension of the text. Different terms, such as gap-

filling, elaborative, global inferences are generally defined into the second category because 

background knowledge appears to be an important factor in these inferences. However, these two 
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aforementioned categories are only general categorical distinctions, because there are a number 

of details among each type of inference as defined by individual researchers. 

2.4.4. Inference generation while reading 

Successful reading comprehension requires that the reader produce a coherent mental 

representation of the text. The more coherent the mental representation of the text is, the better 

the comprehension of the text will be (Thurlow & van den Broek, 1997). Readers construct a 

coherence meaning by generating inferences that make connections between different ideas in 

the text or between the text and their background knowledge (Graesser, Bertus, & Magliano, 

1995). The differences of inference generation depend on whether the reader is satisfied with the 

current level of comprehension or believes more connections need to be constructed in order to 

achieve a more coherent mental representation of the text (Clinton, 2011). The concept of 

standards of coherence was proposed (van den Broek et al., 1996; van den Broek et al., 1999), 

which provides a theoretical framework for understanding the different levels of inference 

generation among different readers, texts, or contexts (van den Broek et al., 2001). A reader with 

low standards of coherence would generate the minimal amount of inferences necessary to 

maintain basic comprehension (Christianson, Williams, Zacks, & Ferreira, 2006). Conversely, a 

reader with high standards of coherence would generate additional inferences beyond those 

necessary to maintain comprehension in order to reach in-depth comprehension of the text (van 

den Broek, Risden, & Husebye-Hartmann, 1995). In inference generation, standards of 

coherence are determined through a variety of factors that may involve characteristics of the 

reader, the context for reading, or the text. More specific details of some of these factors are 

described below. 
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Background knowledge 

Readers' background knowledge has also been shown to be an integral factor in the 

comprehension of text through inference. Lack of the background knowledge necessary for 

important inferences may result in weakness or failure in inference generation (Cook, Limber, & 

O’Brien, 2001). The background knowledge refers to both content knowledge and knowledge 

about text structures (e.g., narratives or expository types) because different texts have different 

structures (Kendeou et al., 2014). 

The significance of background knowledge has been demonstrated in several studies. For 

example, the results from  Kendeou and van den Broek’s study (2007) indicated that students 

who have poor background knowledge in science (e.g., incoherent ideas and misconceptions 

related to the topic of a text) made significantly fewer correct inferences during reading science 

texts as compared with students with better background knowledge. In addition, in another study 

with school age children, Elbro and Buch-Iversen (2013), demonstrated the indispensable role of 

relevant background knowledge relating to a passage as a predictor of inferential skills. 

Although background knowledge is an important resource in inference making, a reader 

who has sufficient background knowledge may not be able to automatically apply their 

background knowledge in the process of inference making. The knowledge may not be easily 

accessible or not seem pertinent to the reader (Kispal, 2008). One of the comprehension 

difficulty problems may be that the reader has the relevant knowledge but does not use it (Cain et 

al., 2001; Oakhill & Cain, 2007). In support of this idea, the successful background knowledge 

intervention of  Elbro and Buch-Iversen (2013) showed that after eight 30-min sessions a large 

training effect was found in students’ inference making skills with a substantial and sustained 

transfer effect to a standard measure of reading comprehension. 
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Working memory 

Working memory enables the reader to maintain information while processing incoming 

information, therefore this ability makes it possible for the reader to integrate the two pieces of 

information (Baddeley, 2003; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Swanson & O’Connor, 2009). 

Working memory may be particularly crucial for inference generation because a reader or 

listener needs to maintain activation of previously processed information while relating this to 

the piece of text currently being processed (Currie & Cain, 2015). Generally, younger children 

might fail to connect several pieces of information if their work memory capacity limits the 

amount of information that they can store when processing text (Schmidt & Paris, 1983). 

In adult learners, the role of working memory in inference generation has been 

demonstrated in several previous studies. For example, using the Reading Span Test, Daneman 

and Carpenter (1980) observed that individual differences of a group of college students in 

working memory capacity are associated with individual differences in inference generation and 

text integration. Daneman & Carpenter found that low-span readers were unlikely to correctly 

identify the antecedent of a pronoun when six or seven sentences intervened between the two. By 

contrast, high-span readers could always identify the antecedent of the pronoun, regardless of the 

number of intervening sentences. These studies suggest that working memory capacity is a major 

determinant of the efficiency of various important comprehension processes in reading. Estevez 

and Calvo (2000) investigated the time course of predictive inferences as a function of working 

memory capacity. These authors presented the context sentences with a fixed-pace procedure and 

manipulated the interval between the end of an inducing context sentence and the onset of a 

target word representing the inference, or monitored eye movements during self-paced reading of 

a continuation sentence that confirmed an inference suggested by the context sentence. The 

finding demonstrated that readers high in working memory capacity drew inferences earlier than 
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low-span readers did, as the former took about 500 ms less than the latter to show inference 

activation in the fixed-pace presentation. Calvo (2004) examined the extent to which predictive 

inferences depend on the readers’ available vocabulary knowledge and working memory 

capacity among college students. Eye fixations were assessed during the reading of continuation 

sentences confirming inferences suggested by a preceding context sentence. The findings 

showed that both vocabulary knowledge and working memory make specific, although delayed, 

contributions to inferences: Vocabulary knowledge facilitates the selection of linguistic 

representations for the inference; working memory helps to integrate meanings in situation 

model construction of the inference.  

Reader’s interests and goals 

Two types of interest have been investigated in text comprehension: topic interest and 

text-based interest. Topic interest is a stable disposition in which one prefers to read about 

certain topics, such as sports, science (Schiefele & Krapp, 1996). Text-based interest, specific to 

the text, is a temporary state in which one is engaged in a text because of its features (Schiefele, 

1992). 

Some researchers have argued that interest prompts deep processing in which the reader 

thinks critically about the material presented in the text (Krapp, 1999; Silvia, 2006). As an 

example, the study of  Boscolo and Mason (2003) showed that the participants’ performance on 

offline measures which required inference generation were positively associated with topic 

interest. Furthermore, other research by Clinton (2011) investigated the effects of interest on 

inference generation while reading. Analyses from the reading of two scientific texts and writing 

recollections, comprehension questions, self-reports on topic interest and text-based interest, and 

the think-aloud task while reading, the data from sixty nine undergraduate students indicated that 
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topic and text-based interest were both found to be positively associated with inference 

generation (Clinton, 2011). 

Reader’s goals are another factor that influences how readers generate inference because 

readers adjust cognitive processes and strategies in accordance with their reason for reading  

(Horiba, 2000; van den Broek et al., 2001). For instance, reading for an academic reason 

definitely requires a different kind of processing and different strategies than reading for pleasure 

(Brannon, 1998; Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002). It concurs with the evidence from van den 

Broek et al.’s and Brannon’s studies. Brannon (1998) as well as van den Broek et al. (2001), 

which investigated college students’ use of reading purpose to guide text processing. Their data 

revealed that students used different cognitive processes and strategies when reading for study 

versus when reading for entertainment. When reading for study, participants read at a slow pace 

and emphasised on cognitive processes and strategies such as inference and paraphrasing. In 

contrast, when reading for entertainment purposes, participants read at a fast pace and related in 

cognitive processes and strategies such as generating associations and formulating opinion about 

the text. 

Language skills 

Inferential skills have been assessed as being a significant higher level comprehension 

skill (Hogan et al., 2011; Kendeou et al., 2014; Silva & Cain, 2015). Theoretically, one will be 

able to draw on higher comprehension skills when good lower level language skills, such as 

vocabulary and grammar, are employed and coherence organized (Pertetli, 2007). Sufficient 

lower level comprehension or language skills are required to begin to employ higher level 

comprehension skills (i.e., inference etc.). Language comprehension skills needed to comprehend 

explicit meaning of the text, (see section 2.3.2.) such as vocabulary (see section 2.5.1.) and 

grammar, or foundational language skills (Hogan et al., 2011; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, 
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Silvén, & Niemi, 2012), are crucial for the comprehension and production of more complex 

discourse (Silva & Cain, 2015). For instance, the grammatical knowledge of the use of cohesive 

devices is important for integrating the meaning of sentences (Cain & Nash, 2011). Therefore, 

without a sufficient explicit understanding of the text, the model would be incomplete and 

inferences could not be drawn (Cain et al., 2001; Catts, Adlof, & Weismer, 2006).  

Several previous studies have shown the role of language skills, particularly vocabulary 

knowledge, in supporting inference generation (e.g., Hatami & Tavakoli, 2012; Nassaji, 2006; 

Prior et al., 2014). As an example, one research purpose of Silva and Cain (2015) was to 

determine how lower level comprehension skills (receptive vocabulary and grammar) and verbal 

memory supported early higher level comprehension skills (inference and literal story 

comprehension. The findings of Silva and Cain’s (2015) revealed that vocabulary was a unique 

predictor of concurrent narrative comprehension. Longitudinally, inference skills, literal 

comprehension, and grammar made independent contributions to reading comprehension one 

year later. The influence of vocabulary on reading comprehension was mediated through both 

inference and literal comprehension. Furthermore, the findings of studies with undergraduate 

students validates this idea. The data from Calvo’s study (2004) demonstrated the significance of 

the prior vocabulary knowledge of the participants as a determinant in their abilities for inference 

generation. 

2.4.5. Inference teaching 

It is widely accepted by reading theorists and researchers that the ability to make 

inferences is necessary for reading comprehension  (Kendeou et al., 2008; Oakhill & Cain, 

2007). Proficient readers are able to automatically use inferences to make meaning of a text, 

whereas those who are less skilled need to be trained in what an inference entails and how to 

make it (Graves & Philippot, 2009). However, in reading classrooms, sometimes students do not 
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know how to answer inferential questions which need integration information from prior 

knowledge and textual content. Moreover, some poor readers do not even distinguish between 

literal and inferential questions, the different text comprehension processes they require in order 

to answer inferential questions (Carr, Dewitz, & Patberg, 1989).  

However, the significance of inference in successful reading in L1 has been well 

established in numerous studies (Cain & Oakhill, 1999, 2007; Kendeou et al., 2008; Silva & 

Cain, 2015). Without explicit training on inference, it may be difficult for readers, particularly 

children, to answer inferential questions (Davoudi, 2005). Similarly, as for improving reading in 

ESL, teaching inferencing skills explicitly in class and drawing students’ attention to the 

significance and benefits of strategic reading could be a very effective technique  (Lee, 2013). 

Therefore, training in the application of inferential skills should be provided to readers during 

reading instruction to aid their development of reading comprehension in both L1 and L2. 

 Although adult learners were the emphasis of the study in this thesis, related research 

studies of inferential skill interventions in both children and adults are worth discussing in this 

section, because several studies on the efficiency of inference training have been conducted with 

school age children (e.g., Elbro & Buch-Iversen, 2013; Fritschmann, Deshler, & Schumaker, 

2007; Winne, Graham, & Prock, 1993), but few studies have attempted to investigate it with 

adult learners. Thus—examples of studies of inference intervention in both children and adults 

are discussed to demonstrate the broader ideas of how inference skills have been taught in these 

studies. 

 A few studies which demonstrated the efficiency of inference intervention are discussed, 

for example, McGee and Johnson (2003), studied the impact of inference training to both skilled 

and less skilled children.  The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (NARA) Form 2 (Neale, 1989) 

was administered to 75 children from six to nine years of age to identify their reading skills in 
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English. The experimental group, with both skilled and less skilled readers, was taught how to 

make inferences during a period of six sessions. The control group was instructed in standard 

comprehension strategies. The findings showed that less skilled comprehenders, from both the 

experimental group and the control, made significantly greater improvement than the skilled 

group. However, the students in the experimental group, who were less skilled and had also been 

taught inference skills, made much greater improvement than the less skilled learners in the 

control group. McGee and Johnson concluded that explicit inference teaching is a worthwhile 

reading task that should improve readers’ reading ability.  

 In the McGee and Johnson’s inference training consists of three main activities. The first 

activity was lexical inference; the participants were taught to look for clue words in the text that 

would help them understand the text. The second activity, question generation, was used to 

introduce children to the way in which certain words such as “who?”, “where?” “why?” and 

“when?” could be used to formulate questions about the passage. The third activity involved 

prediction; the children reading a text in which some of the sentences had been obscured by 

opaque removable tape and then attempting to guess what each hidden sentence might be on the 

basis of adjacent textual clues.  

Furthermore, there have been some inferential interventions with L2 children. For 

example, Yeh, McTigue, and Joshi (2012) investigated an intervention program in developing 

inferential comprehension in a sixth grader who studied English as a second language. Steve 

(pseudonym) was proficient in word reading and was able to detect explicit information while 

reading, but he struggled with linking textual information to yield integral ideas. The programme 

aimed to assist Steve in both local connections (i.e., word level) and global connections (i.e., 

connecting ideas within and beyond the text). The 10 week intervention lesson consisted of (a) 

word analogy, (b) short riddles, (c) short mystery stories, and (d) modeling with think-alouds. 
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The result showed that there was a substantial progress of Steve’s logical reasoning, meta-

cognitive thinking, and inferential reading skills.   

Lee (2013) shared a thinking-aloud technique to enhance inferencing, which he used in 

his classroom as described in his journal article on inferencing in an ESL classroom. The sample 

lesson was conducted with a class of primary ESL students, who were approximately 11 years 

old in Hong Kong. In Lee’s sample lesson, first, he told the students explicitly about the purpose 

of the lesson, that they were to learn how to interact with the text itself, rather than focus on the 

task or assignment. Second, Lee handed students an original school-based reading text without 

the questions based on the reading text. After 10 minutes for silent reading, Lee demonstrated to 

his students how he interacted with the reading text (think-aloud process) when reading. For 

example, Lee described that “I underlined and circled the key words and key phrases, line by 

line” (p.733). Third, students practiced the thinking-aloud process with the rest of the text. Lee 

also pointed out some words in the text that students could infer to previous sentences. In this 

way, Lee pointed out how this thinking-aloud helped to improve the inference making of the 

students. That is, he pointed out how to use inference in his lesson.  Finally, after the lesson, Lee 

explicitly told the students what the thinking-aloud process is. In general, the example lesson 

from Lee only suggests that using the thinking-aloud technique might help students while 

monitoring themselves during reading. Inferencing might improve as well.   

 Regarding related research in adults, this has been very limited of reported studies. 

Collins, Brown, and Larkin (1980) proposed eight strategies used by skilled adult readers in 

making inferences to understand a text in their study. They argued that, in creating an 

understanding of text, readers progressively refine models of the text until they converge on a 

model that seems to be the most plausible. This refinement process makes use of several 

problem-solving strategies. These strategies consist of: 1) Rebinding is used when a reader 
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suggests or hypothesizes a possible interpretation, immediately realizes that this interpretation 

conflicts with previous information, and then substitutes another interpretation. In essence, the 

reader binds (connects) all the information up to a point but then changes the interpretation 

(rebinds) to make it a better or more plausible fit; 2) Questioning a default interpretation occurs 

when readers recognize that they are not progressing in their understanding of the text, so they 

question their use of the information by trying to come up with another interpretation; 3) 

Questioning a direct conflict occurs when readers identify a conflict between an interpretation 

that was just made and subsequent, new information; 4) Questioning an indirect conflict occurs 

when readers identify a conflict between an interpretation that was previously made and subsequent, 

new information; 5) Near shifting of focus occurs when readers see that they are unable to progress 

in their current line of thinking, so they move from a question they are unable to solve to a closely 

related one that opens up other options; 6) Distant shifting of focus occurs when readers see that they 

are unable to progress in their current line of thinking, so they move from a question they are unable 

to solve to a distantly related one that opens up other options; 7) Case analysing occurs when readers 

tentatively consider several alternative interpretations; and 8) Most-likely-case assigning occurs 

when readers decide from several possible interpretations which seems to be most plausible for them. 

 Fritschmann et al. (2007) explored possible effects of instruction in inference skills on 

reading comprehension skills of adolescents with learning disabilities. Eight students of ninth-

grade, whose reading scores fell at least five grade levels below their current grade placement, 

participated in the study. Inference skills in this study consisted of interacting with the passage 

and the questions, and classifying inference questions into different types (i.e., purpose, main 

idea/summarization, prediction, and clarification questions, finding clues, returning to 

questions). They used measures of comprehension quizzes, a standardized test of reading 

comprehension, a test of strategy use, a test of strategy knowledge, and a reading satisfaction 
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measure. The result revealed that students with disabilities can learn to use inference skills to 

answer different inferential questions, and perform better reading comprehension.  

Fritschmann et al’s successful inferential strategy training consists of five steps. During 

the first step “Interact with the passage and the questions”, students first preview the passage, 

paying particular attention to the title and the length of the passage. Then, they read the questions 

and identify two main categories of questions: factual or think and seek (inferential) questions. 

Next, students classify think and seek questions into four types: purpose, main idea/ 

summarization, prediction, and clarification questions. In the second step, "Note what you 

know," students activate any background knowledge or experiences they may have related to the 

topic and questions, underline any key words in the questions that indicate what information to 

look for in the passage, and note code letters next to each question to indicate the category of the 

question and the question type. The third step, "Find the clues," students carefully read the 

passage and find and underline clues that are directly related to key words in the questions. They 

then create tentative answers to the questions mentally. The fourth step, "Explore more details," 

prompts students to look for any additional clues in the passage that support the tentative 

answers they have selected. The final step, "Return to the question," calls for the students to go 

back to each question and make sure that an answer has been selected and marked.  

While the majority of researchers applied a variety of general reading comprehension 

techniques to inference instruction (Kispal, 2008), the general steps of teaching inferences, 

which have been discussed above in both research with children and adults, are similar. 

Therefore, inference training in both children and adults may provide some ideas which can be 

applied in any classroom. Reading theme or language complexity may vary according to age 

groups.  
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2.4.6. Research on inferential skills in L1 and L2 

2.4.6.1. Research on inferential skills in L1 

Numerous research studies on inference in L1 have been conducted with school age 

children who had English as their first language. The discussion on inferencing may have started 

with the work of the British researchers, Jane Oakhill and Kate Cain, who have been studying 

various aspects of inferencing in reading comprehension. Their work has been particularly 

important in this field (Kispal, 2008; Tennent, 2015). For example, Cain and Oakhill (1999) 

investigated the direction of the relationship of inferential skills and reading comprehension and 

of possible sources of inferential failure. Three groups of children participated: same-age skilled 

and less skilled comprehenders, and a comprehension age match group. Two types of inference 

were investigated, i.e., text-connecting—where the reader makes connections between different 

sentences within the text, and gap-filling—where the reader brings information from outside the 

text to facilitate fully comprehension of the text.  The findings indicated that the ability to make 

inferences was not a by-product of good reading comprehension; however, good inference skills 

themselves are a plausible cause of good reading comprehension ability. The group of skilled 

comprehenders was more successful in making text connecting inferences than the other two 

groups, but interestingly the skilled comprehenders were not significantly better than the less 

skilled comprehenders on the gap-filling inferences. Similarly, the role of inference in reading 

comprehension was demonstrated in the study of Cain et al. (2001), which investigated the 

relationship between young children’s comprehension skills and inference making skills 

(coherence and elaborative inferences) by controlling for individual differences in general 

knowledge. A multi-episode story was read to the children, two types of inference were assessed. 

Skilled comprehenders and less skilled comprehenders were assessed as to their inferential skills 

by their answers to two types of inference questions. The results argued that there was a strong 
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relationship between comprehension skills and inference-making ability when knowledge was 

equally available to all participants. The findings of both studies were consistent with the role of 

inferential skills in reading comprehension. 

In addition, research studies have further investigated the influence of inferential skills 

and other variables on reading comprehension. One further longitudinal study on children by 

Oakhill and Cain (2012) sought to identify predictors of reading comprehension. The participants 

were year three (7-8-year-old) and year six (10-11-year-old) students. Different measures on 

reading ability, vocabulary, phonological awareness, working memory, grammatical knowledge, 

general intellectual ability, inference and integration skill, comprehension monitoring, and 

knowledge and use of story structure were employed. The findings showed that reading 

comprehension skill measured in Year 3 was a strong predictor of comprehension in Year 6; 

vocabulary and verbal IQ also made significant unique contributions to the prediction of 

comprehension ability across time. The higher level comprehension skills of inference, 

comprehension monitoring, and knowledge / use of story structure were the strongest predictors 

of reading comprehension in year 6. This suggests that higher level comprehension skills show 

more significant role when texts are more complex. More recently, Silva and Cain (2015) 

explored how lower level comprehension skills (receptive vocabulary and grammar) and verbal 

memory support early higher level comprehension skills (inference and literal story 

comprehension), and the predictive power of these skills on subsequent reading comprehension. 

Four to six-year-old children completed assessments of nonverbal ability, receptive vocabulary 

and grammar, verbal short-term memory, and inferential and literal comprehension of a picture 

book narrative. Vocabulary was a unique predictor of concurrent narrative comprehension. 

Longitudinally, inference skills, literal comprehension, and grammar made independent 

contributions to reading comprehension 1 year later. The influence of vocabulary on reading 

comprehension was mediated through both inference and literal comprehension. Therefore, the 
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results show that inference skills are significant to the construction of text representations in the 

earliest stages of reading comprehension development. Therefore, the results from these studies 

have shown the importance of inferential skills in successful reading comprehension. They give 

insights into how other skills, such as vocabulary, interact with inferential skills in the process of 

reading comprehension. 

Furthermore, individual differences in inference generation has been one of the main 

areas of research. Two types of inference were primarily examined, i.e., text-based and 

knowledge-based inference in several studies (e.g., Cain & Oakhill, 1999; Cain et al., 2001; 

Currie & Cain, 2015). Several researchers, as shown by the following studies, have reached the 

conclusion that skilled readers are better at inference making than less-skilled readers. As an 

example, the study of Carlson et al. (2014) was to investigate differences between readers with 

different levels of comprehension skill when engaging in a causal questioning activity during 

reading, and the varied effects on inference generation.  A total of 74 fourth-grade students with 

different levels of comprehension skill read narrative texts aloud and were asked causal 

questions at specific points during reading. Responses to questions were examined for the types 

of inferences the readers made during reading. Two types of inference (i.e., text-based and 

knowledge-based inference) were examined. There was no main effect of comprehension skill in 

terms of readers’ text-based inferences made in response to the causal questions. However, 

readers differed in their use of knowledge-based inferences in response to the causal questions. 

Struggling readers generated fewer related knowledge-based inferences than did good readers 

when asked causal questions during reading. In conclusion, Carlson’s findings were consistent 

with earlier studies (e.g., Cain & Oakhill, 1999; Cain et al., 2001), which found that both skilled 

and less skilled readers could achieved text-based inference, but less-skilled made fewer 

knowledge-based inferences than skilled readers did.  
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With respect to research on inferential skills in adolescent and adult learners, there has 

been limited research with adult learners. The two following studies investigated how different 

factors influence on successful reading comprehension. First, Cromley and Azevedo (2007) 

proposed a new model of reading comprehension, the direct and inferential mediation (DIME).  

They investigated effects of five predictors: background knowledge, inferences, strategies, 

vocabulary, and word reading on reading comprehension with 175 students in the 9th grade. 

Their average age was 14.20 years. Cromley and Azevedo (2007) suggested that all variables 

made significant contributions to comprehension directly and/or mediated by strategies and 

inferencing, and the ability to use strategies such as summarising and inferencing provided a 

greater contribution to reading comprehension in adolescents and adults, than in children. 

Second, Purvis (2014) investigated the reading comprehension and metalinguistic abilities of 

pre-service teachers in a territory institution. Purvis’s findings showed that the skills of spelling, 

inferencing, and working memory were each found to make unique contributions to predicting 

reading comprehension performance, with inferencing demonstrating the highest level of 

contribution. In sum, these two studies agree with the argument that inference is a significant 

predictor of reading comprehension in adult learners. 

 Furthermore, another research aspect are the individual differences between skilled and 

less skilled readers in inferencing making. Two studies of Hannon and Daneman (1998) and  

Long et al. (1994) investigated the inferencing abilities of adult participants from higher 

education institution. The findings from both studies demonstrated that adults who were 

considered to be skilled readers make knowledge-based inferences spontaneously, while the less-

skilled readers did not. Performance of skilled readers and less skilled readers are differentiated 

by their performance on tasks requiring them to make inferences.  
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 Factors involving inference generation, such as readers’ goals (van den Broek et al., 

2001) and readers’ interest (Clinton, 2011) were examined in adults. As an example, Clinton 

(2011) examine a cognitive process, inference generation, that could explain the positive 

association between interest and learning from texts. Clinton’ study consisted of two studies. 

Native English speaking students from a university participated for course credit in this study. In 

Study one, sixty undergraduate students participated by reading two science texts, which differed 

in coherence levels, silently. The results replicated previous findings that topic interest is 

positively associated with recall and accurate answers to comprehension questions for both texts. 

In Study two, sixty-nine undergraduate students participated by reading the same two science 

texts while thinking aloud. The results of her study two indicated that topic interest was 

positively associated with inference generation while reading for the more coherently-written 

text. Subsequent analyses indicated inference generation partly explained the positive association 

between topic interest and accurate answers to comprehension questions for the more coherently-

written text.  

 In conclusion, research on inferential skills in L1 focused on school-age children, who 

were English native speakers. The emphasis on young child participants may result from that the 

significance of the initial reading stages of young children. In addition, research in adults has 

been more likely to explore specifically one particular type of inferences in depth.  Differences 

between readers in inference generation are common interests in L1 inference research. 

2.4.6.2. Research on inferential skills in L2 

Reading in L2 may be more complex than reading in L1, because L2 reading involves 

more than one language. Therefore, a number of factors from both L1 and L2 are involved in L2 

reading, such as first language (L1) transfer, and the learners’ level of L2 proficiency (Koda, 

2005). Therefore, these different factors involved in L2 reading comprehension, particularly 
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vocabulary knowledge, have been repeatedly investigated. Vocabulary has been seen as a 

necessary skill in the development of  L2 language proficiency, including reading (Hatami & 

Tavakoli, 2012). As a result, the main area of research regarding inferential skills in L2 is lexical 

inferencing, which is the ability to infer the meaning of unknown words. It may be that effective 

reading in L2 relies on the reader's ability in such language skills (Grabe, 2009). There is 

evidence of this from numerous investigations (e.g., Kaivanpanah & Alavi, 2008; Karlsson, 

2014; Prior et al., 2014). English as L2 was the focus of these studies. Greater details are 

provided below. 

 Several factors, which may influence lexical inferencing, have been investigated. Wu and 

Shen (2009) investigated whether technical university EFL learners’ reading proficiency affected 

their lexical inference performance and their responses to the contextual instruction. A total of 

145 Taiwanese first-year technical university students completed the instruments, consisting of a 

reading proficiency test, a lexical inference task, and a vocabulary strategy questionnaire. Their 

finding indicated that there was a correlation between EFL learners’ reading proficiency and 

their lexical inference performance and their reading strategies. Furthermore, the instruction of 

contextual inference had a positive effect on the more proficient learners’ lexical inference 

ability. 

 Vocabulary knowledge, as a factor of successful lexical inferencing, has been widely 

investigated. For example, Hatami and Tavakoli (2012) determined whether breadth and depth of 

vocabulary knowledge are related to L2 ease and success in lexical inferencing. The findings 

indicated that although both vocabulary breadth and depth played an important role in lexical 

inferencing success, vocabulary breadth made a more important contribution. The results further 

revealed that neither vocabulary breadth nor depth had a significant effect on perceived ease of 

inferencing. The finding of Hatami and Tavakoli (2012) is consistent with Prior et al.’s study, 
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which examined the predictive roles of L2 vocabulary knowledge and L2 word reading skills in 

lexical inferencing in the L2 on 53 Israeli high school students who emigrated from the former 

Soviet Union, and spoke Russian as an L1 and Hebrew as an L2. Vocabulary and decoding 

knowledge predicted L2 reading comprehension, which in turn was strongly related to lexical 

inferencing abilities in the L2. In addition, the ability of decoding predicted additional variance 

in lexical inferencing, beyond the role of reading comprehension. These findings support the idea 

that beginning L2 readers with more word knowledge demonstrate better lexical inferencing 

abilities. 

There has been little evidence as to differences in inferencing generation between two 

languages. As an example, Karlsson (2014) investigated the differences existed between 

advanced learners’ inferencing skills in their first versus second language. Fifteen university 

students were examined by two inferencing tests in their L1 (Swedish) and L2 (English) 

respectively. The results of the study showed that the learners made extensive use of contextual 

clues, in their L1 as well as in their L2.  

Besides lexical inferencing in L2, there has been little research, investigating other 

similar types of inference, comparable to what has been widely conducted in L1 children 

research. Lee’s study (2014) is one of the few investigations in L2 research, which investigated  

other types of inference, not lexical inferencing. Lee (2014) investigated how ESL primary 

school students draw inference during reading. Nine sixth grade students at a school in Hong 

Kong participated in this study. To reveal how they made inferences while reading English texts, 

they were asked to participate in a think-aloud session in which they read a narrative text and an 

informational text in English. The analyses reported that they had low performance in bridging 

and global inferencing, and they even made fewer inferences with the informational article.  
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In sum, previous research has identified strong relations between lexical inferencing 

abilities and reading comprehension (Cain & Oakhill, 1999; Cain, Oakhill, & Elbro, 2003). 

Specifically, lexical inference is the primary strategy that learners use when they attempt to 

identify the meanings of unknown words (Hatami & Tavakoli, 2012), which relates to 

vocabulary acquisition. Vocabulary knowledge and lexical inference are very important for 

reading, particularly in L2 reading. This is a plausible reason as to why lexical inferencing is the 

type of inference which several researchers have given importance. 

2.5. Additional skills assessed in this study  

 In addition to inferential skills, which were the primary skills this study aimed to 

investigate, three further skills were also assessed in this study. Each of the reading and reading-

related skills to be assessed will be systematically discussed in relation to the aims of the 

research below. 

2.5.1. Vocabulary 

 Language-learners, teachers, and researchers agree that vocabulary is an essential element 

in the process of learning a language (Schmitt, 2008). Reading comprehension ability and word 

knowledge are highly correlated in both children and adults (Carroll, 1993). As Wilkins (1972) 

suggests “without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be 

conveyed” (p.111). 

Currently, researchers no longer regard vocabulary knowledge as a single dimension but 

as a multidimensional construct (Hatami & Tavakoli, 2012). A distinction has often been made 

between two dimensions of vocabulary knowledge: depth and breadth (or size). Breadth of 

vocabulary knowledge is defined as vocabulary size, or the number of words for which a learner 

has at least some minimum knowledge of meaning (I. S. P. Nation, 2001). The size of 
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vocabulary needed for various types of language use varies according to the task. For instance, 

one needs a vocabulary of around 3000 word families to understand a basic conversation, 5000 

word families to read a novel, and at least 9000 words to cope with more advanced texts (Nation, 

2006). Depth of vocabulary knowledge is defined as a learner’s level of knowledge of various 

aspects of a given word, or how well he or she knows this word (Read, 1993).  Related research 

revealed a possible strong link between depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge  (Nurweni & 

Read, 1999). Qian (1999) states, “breadth and depth are two interconnected dimensions of 

vocabulary knowledge, the development of which are interdependent to a substantial extent”    

(p. 287). Both vocabulary breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge are important predictors 

of both reading comprehension and comprehension-related skill (Cain & Oakhill, 2014). 

 Vocabulary and reading have an interconnected relationship. It has been mentioned that 

text comprehension could not occur without knowledge of individual word meanings, and for 

that reason vocabulary is routinely shown to be related to general measures of reading (Oakhill 

& Cain, 2012). Regular reading increases your vocabulary knowledge. Research on both first 

and second language development supports the conclusion that most vocabulary learning occurs 

naturally when learners attempt to understand new words they hear or read in context (Paribakht 

& Wesche, 1999). Furthermore, Cain et al. (2004) suggest that practice at reading is likely to 

lead to more efficient access of word meanings. Regular reading can also provide instances to 

acquire, refine, and consolidate vocabulary knowledge through inference from context. The 

finding of Purvis’s (2014) study conducted with university students, showed that, in addition to 

the influence of inferential skills on reading comprehension, vocabulary knowledge was also 

found to make a unique contribution to explaining the variance in reading comprehension 

amongst this population.  
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Vocabulary may be important for inference making in two ways. First, vocabulary 

knowledge is important because inferences involve word knowledge; local coherence inferences 

involve mapping between synonyms and category exemplars, and global coherence inferences 

tap knowledge about the interrelations between word meanings. Second, vocabulary knowledge 

may support inference making because it can provide a boost to accurately maintain the contents 

of working memory, necessary to aid the integration of information from different parts of the 

text (Currie & Cain, 2015). Vocabulary knowledge and its development are necessary for 

inferential skill making, particularly for second-language (L2) learners, who wish to operate at a 

high level in English and thus need to learn many thousands of word families (Hatami & 

Tavakoli, 2012). Vocabulary size appears to stand in direct relation to their ability to draw 

lexical inferences regarding unknown words in context (I. S. P. Nation, 2001). However, readers 

often face situations where they cannot fully comprehend the language input, because they do 

not know the meanings of all of the words that they encounter. In such cases, readers use certain 

skills to compensate for their insufficient L2 lexical knowledge. Lexical inferencing is the 

primary strategy that learners use when they attempt to identify the meaning of unknown words 

(e.g.Hatami & Tavakoli, 2012). There are commonalities across languages how learners 

approach unknown words in context.  Inference making plays an important in vocabulary 

acquisition in L1 and L2. (Wesche & Paribakht, 2010). Moreover, research shows that the most 

important skill to possess when learning a previously unknown word is to be able to interpret its 

meaning based on the context in which it is found (I. S. P. Nation, 2001). Paribakht and Wesche 

(1999) found that their university ESL students, who were from a variety of L1 backgrounds, 

used inferencing in about 78% of all cases where they actively tried to identify the meanings of 

unknown words. Lexical inferencing, therefore, is an important process in both listening and 

reading comprehension. As an example, Hatami and Tavakoli (2012) determined whether 

breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge are related to L2 ease and success in lexical 
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inferencing. They found that although both vocabulary breadth and depth played an important 

role in lexical inferencing success, vocabulary breadth made a more important contribution to 

reading comprehension. Hu and Nation (2000) suggested that learners must know 98-99% of 

words in a written text for sufficient comprehension. Adults’ ability to infer new word meanings 

from context is related to independent assessments of their vocabulary knowledge and memory 

capacity (Daneman & Green, 1986) because a high ratio of known words will facilitate the 

inferencing of unknown words and the depth of lexical knowledge is likely to result in more 

successful guessing (Qian, 2002).  

2.5.2. Listening comprehension 

Listening comprehension may involve three processes. The first deals with the bottom up 

process, which includes decoding information by segmentation of words to their subcomponents. 

In order to reach higher level of processing, listener must start processing from linguistic 

knowledge to understand the whole message (Vandergrift, 1999). The second process is the top-

down process, focusing on interpretation of meaning rather than recognition of sounds, words, 

and sentences (Lynch & Mendelsohn, 2002). The third model, called the interactive process, 

involves integrating both top down and bottom up processes (Paran, 1997). 

 With the exception of decoding, both written and spoken discourse need the same 

language knowledge and skills to support comprehension (Kendeou, Savage, & van den Broek, 

2009; Smith, 1994). Listening comprehension and reading comprehension have many 

similarities. First, both listening and reading comprehension rely on basic oral language 

comprehension skills, such as vocabulary knowledge and morphosyntactic awareness, which 

allow the individual to construct meaning from the linguistic information provided by a text. 

Second, both skills draw on higher-level comprehension processes that help the individual to 

derive meaning from texts, such as using background knowledge and metacognitive strategies 
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(Buck, 2001; Rost, 2011; Snow & Burns, 1998). Therefore, it is not surprising that reading 

comprehension and listening comprehension are in a bidirectional relationship; however, it does 

not mean that these two skills necessarily develop equally (Perfetti, Landi, & Oakhill, 2007).  

Several research studies have demonstrated that the influence of listening comprehension 

on reading comprehension increases with age, and that listening comprehension accounts for a 

substantial proportion of the variability in reading comprehension in older students (Carver, 

1998; Catts, Hogan, & Adlof, 2005; Macaruso & Shankweiler, 2010; Tilstra, McMaster, Van den 

Broek, Kendeou, & Rapp, 2009). This is consistent with the  findings of Vellutino, Tunmer, 

Jaccard, and Chen (2007), which found that listening comprehension predicted concurrent 

reading comprehension in children aged 7–12 years.  

 The positive relationship between listening comprehension and reading comprehension in 

adult learners has been established in earlier studies. Bell and Perfetti (1994) and Gernsbacher et 

al. (1990) agreed that there is a strong relationship between listening and reading comprehension 

in college students. Furthermore, Macaruso and Shankweiler (2010) assessed the simple view of 

reading (Gough  & Tunmer 1986), which proposes that listening comprehension and decoding 

can account for all of the variance in reading comprehension. The finding of Macaruso and 

Shankweiler indicated that listening comprehension and reading fluency made independent 

contributions to reading comprehension in community college students. Edele and Stanat (2016) 

investigated whether tested listening comprehension in L1 is a significant predictor of minority 

students’ language reading comprehension in L2. The sample included 502 ninth grade students 

with Russian as L1 and 662 ninth grade students with Turkish as L1. They were part of the 

immigrant population in Germany, with German as their second language.  The results showed 

in both language groups, L1 listening comprehension significantly predicted L2 reading 
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comprehension in linear regression models; this was also true after important control variables 

were taken into account.   

 In conclusion, the majority of previous studies have demonstrated that listening 

comprehension was significantly correlated with reading comprehension in both children and 

adults. Thus, further investigation on listening comprehension as a predictor variable as in this 

study would give valuable insight into how listening comprehension plays a role in reading 

comprehension in different languages. 

2.5.3. Non-verbal reasoning abilities  

  “In reading and conversation we make inferences about meaning. In planning we make 

inferences about the future. In remembering we make inferences about the past. Cognition, in all 

its forms, is inferential” (Moshman, 2004, p. 223). This argument suggests that inference ability 

is involved in every aspect of life. The development of inference making begins at a young age 

before attending formal reading lessons, because these skills are not influenced by word reading 

abilities. As a result, these skills are assumed to be stimulated from the course of childhood 

(Hogan et al., 2011; Kendeou et al., 2008; van den Broek, 1989). This in line with Pillow’s study 

(2002), which demonstrated logical inference in young children. Pillow (2002) presented a total 

of 112 children, between 5 and 10 years, with a series of inference tasks, including a deduction 

task in which they saw two toys of different colours, which were then hidden in two cans. After 

looking into one of the cans they were asked about the colour of the toy in the other can. Every 

child, regardless of age, inferred the colour correctly.  Furthermore, children’s inference 

generation in narrative comprehension across media (i.e., aural, TV and written narratives) was 

investigated. The results demonstrated that the inferential ability of young children was highly 

inter-related across different media    
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Reasoning ability results from logical inference generation. When thinkers constrain their 

inferences with the intent of conforming to what they deem to be appropriate inferential norms, 

they can be said to be reasoning (Moshman, 2004). Thus, investigating the non-verbal reasoning 

abilities of the participants may provide additional valuable resource for the study in this thesis. 

2.6. Models of cross-linguistic skill transfer in reading  

 As this thesis was researched with an emphasis on the study of inferential skills in two 

different languages (Thai and English), various relationships across languages were considered. 

Researchers have speculated that there is a relationship between student L1 and L2 skills 

(Sparks, Patton, Ganschow, Humbach, & Javorsky, 2008). In addition, a positive transfer 

between reading skills in L1 and L2 has been established with bilingual individuals and students 

in foreign language classes (e.g., Aghaie & Zhang, 2012; Gebauer, Zaunbauer, & Moller, 2013; 

Oller & Cobo-Lewis, 2002). For a better understanding of the inter-relationships between 

reading skills in L1 and L2, the previously postulated theoretical frameworks used to explain 

potential transfer processes of reading skills across languages will be discussed below.  

2.6.1. The Reading Universal Hypothesis 

 Goodman (1976) postulated the Reading Universal Hypothesis. The Reading Universal 

Hypothesis argues that the reading process will be much the same for all languages, with minor 

variations to accommodate the specific characteristics of the writing systems and the 

grammatical structures of the language. Although grammatical patterns and rules operate 

differently in each language, readers will need to use their grammatical competence in much the 

same way.  Goodman (1976) claims that the general reading process in any language involves a 

three cue system. The starting cue is graphophonic: the reader responds between the graphic and 

phonological systems. The second cue system requires the readers to access their syntactic 
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knowledge to comprehend the structure of phrases and sentences. Semantic understanding of the 

text is the final process that the reader tries to comprehend what the text means. 

Furthermore, Goodman (1982) argues that some physiological, psychological , and 

strategic processes in reading are common to all human beings (with the possible exception of 

those with physical disabilities such as brain damage or blindness): “I believe the movement in 

reading through optical, perceptual, syntactic, and semantic cycles is universal in reading all 

languages regardless of the orthographies they employ. The use of sampling, predicting, 

confirming, and correction strategies is also universal in all forms of reading” (p. 74). 

Some previous studies seem to support the Reading Universal Hypothesis (Goodman: 

1976, 1982). For example, Tang (1997) investigated the relationship between reading processes 

in L1 and L2, with bilingual adult learners who had Chinese as their L1 and English as L2. 

Tang’s finding revealed that the participants used similar reading strategies to construct the 

meaning of the reading texts in L1 and L2. Tang (1997) concluded that the similarities of 

strategies used in the comprehension processes is line with the Reading Universal Hypothesis by 

Goodman (1971, 1982) because the participants in this study used all of the strategies that they 

believed appropriate to construct meaning of the texts. Furthermore, they were performing 

similar tasks so that their processing strategies were similar despite differences in languages. 

Another study by Wurr (2003) also supports the Reading Universal Hypothesis  

(Goodman, 1976, 1982). Although the original intention of Wurr’s study was to focus on 

reader’s perception on reading processes, Wurr (2003)  investigated three adult ESL readers in 

the U.S.A. They were literate in the native language (L1- Spanish or Korean). Wurr asked the 

participants to describe their views on L1 and L2 reading processes. The finding of Wurr’s study 

indicated that those readers, who viewed reading in their L1 and L2 as requiring different 

comprehension processes, when reading in L2 they focused on the surface features of the text 
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and language rather than on the concepts expressed by these features. Therefore, their linguistic 

concerns limited the range of information sources from which they can draw in the reading 

process. On the other hand, those readers, who believed on Ll knowledge as an essential resource 

for L2 reading, they tended to have a high tolerance for ambiguity in specific linguistic cues such 

as orthography and phonology, as variations in font and accent indicate. They could apply the 

cognitive reading skills they acquired in L1 when reading in L2. Skilled acquired in L1 can be 

applied when reading in another language. This suggests a universal reading process (Goodman, 

1976, 1982).  

2.6.2. Common Underlying Proficiency Theory (Interdependence Hypothesis) 

Cummins (1981, 1983) proposed the theory of a Common Underlying Proficiency 

(CUP), which is also called the Interdependence Hypothesis. Cummins makes a strong case for 

the transfer of literacy skills across languages. The theory argues that there is a 

cognitive/academic proficiency that is common for all written languages although the surface 

aspects of two languages differ. Only surface aspects of languages (e.g., pronunciation) are 

distinct and language specific, whereas cognitive and literacy-related skills established in the 

first language may transfer across languages. When learners developed language skills, no matter 

whether in L1 or L2, their language skills will improve in both languages. 

Cummins (1983) compared the space of language or literacy to a balloon. For the purpose 

of bilingual education, he argues that we can better inflate the L2 balloon by blowing into the LI 

balloon because the space for literacy development is not, and should not be separated. L2 

learners can thus benefit from proficiency either in LI or in L2, or from both, since literacy skills 

can be seen as common or interdependent across languages. 
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Cummins explains the development of language and literacy skills of children, 

suggesting that the development in L2 language skills of children relies on the children’s 

proficiency in those skills in their L1. According to Cummins’s hypothesis, the ability to learn 

L2 depends on the proficiency of L1 language ability when learners are firstly exposed to L2. 

Language skill is able to be transferred; however, it is not automatic. Children’s skills in one 

language will transfer to a second language when their L2 language competency is sufficient. 

Children with a high level in L1 tend to attain similar high levels of L2 proficiency. However, 

one who has not acquired sufficient L1 language background is likely to have difficulty in the 

continuing development of L1 when they are exposed to L2.  

In an extension to his interdependence hypothesis, Cummins (1998) stated that ‘‘transfer 

is more likely to occur from minority to majority language because of the greater exposure to 

literacy in the majority language outside of school and the strong social pressure to learn it.’’ 

Cummins was referring specifically to the example of Japanese students in a Japanese–English 

bilingual program, who showed benefits in the majority language (Japanese). The important 

condition for transfer from L2 to L1 is sufficient exposure to the majority language (L1) in 

academic contexts, such as reading and writing.  

2.6.3. The Language Threshold Hypothesis 

Cummins (1979) introduced the well-known Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis, and Clark 

(1979, 1980) proposed the well-known short-circuit hypothesis, also known as the Linguistics 

threshold hypothesis. These two hypothesises agree on one identical perspective. According to 

the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis (Cummins, 1979) or Linguistic Ceiling (Clarke, 1980), the 

L2 language ability of readers is required to reach an ample level of L2 knowledge (i.e., 

vocabulary, grammar and discourse), called a threshold level, so the readers would able to 

transfer their reading skills effectively from L1 to L2. On the other hand, insufficient knowledge 
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of L2 may hinder the good first language readers to use good reading skills or strategies in L2.  

Therefore, language competence appears to be a strong influence on readers. This hypothesis 

suggests that there is a correlation between L1 and L2 reading performance for low language 

skilled learners, but beyond the language threshold, the transferable skill shows the significant 

relationship between L1 and L2 reading performance. In addition, Alderson (1984) also 

demonstrated that good first language readers will be able to read well in the foreign language 

once their reading competency has been accomplished at a certain level of foreign language 

ability. 

The fundamental issues for reading in L2 is that reading comprehension abilities focus on 

the importance of L2 knowledge versus L1 reading abilities. The Language Threshold 

Hypothesis, as proposed by researchers, states that language knowledge is more important than 

L1 reading abilities up to some point at which the learner has enough L2 knowledge to read 

reasonably fluently (Grabe & Stoller, 2011).  

2.7. Research on cross-linguistic skill transfer in L1/L2 reading 

 Overall, research investing reading comprehension skills in different languages has been 

conducted into two brief areas: the importance of reading skills or strategies relating or the 

overall reading comprehension ability in reading comprehension performance in two different 

languages. Greater details are discussed below. 

2.7.1. Research on reading skills/strategies 

 A number of studies have demonstrated the importance of L1/L2 linguistic knowledge, 

particularly on basic skills at the early stages of learning to read, such as decoding, to reading 

comprehension in L2  (Grabe, 2009; Yamashita, 2002). Several studies investigated whether 

phonological awareness in L1 was a predictor of reading and decoding skills in another 
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language. As an example, Lindsey, Manis, and Bailey (2003) examined longitudinal prediction 

of English and Spanish reading skills, with a group of 249 very young students (Spanish-L1, 

English-L2). The investigation carried out over three time segments beginning with kindergarten 

through grade 1. The study results of Lindsey et al. (2003) indicated that phonological awareness 

transferred from Spanish to English and was predictive of word-identification skills.  In addition, 

Sun-Alperin and Wang (2011) explored the possible effect of phonological and orthographic 

processing skills in Spanish (L1) on reading and spelling acquisition in English (L2), with 89 

Spanish-English bilingual children. The study reported cross-language phonological and 

orthographic transfer occurring from Spanish to English. The authors concluded that 

orthographical and orthographic processes in bilingual reading (Spanish and English) shared 

some characteristics. In addition, Braze, Tabor, Shankweiler, and Mencl (2007) assessed the 

literacy skills of 44 young adults between the ages of 16 and 24 from a diverse range of 

backgrounds but all of whom were thought to have struggled with reading during their schooling. 

Their results indicated that vocabulary made a significant contribution to reading comprehension 

above that explained by word decoding and other linguistic comprehension components.  

However, there are limited studies in the area of higher level comprehension skills across 

languages emphasising higher comprehension skills, such as inferential skills and comprehension 

monitoring. For example, Han and Stevenson (2008) examined the contributions of 

comprehension monitoring in the first language (L1–Chinese) and a foreign language (FL–

English) to reading proficiency. 126 students in the vocational department of a foreign languages 

university in China participated in the study. The results showed that participants performed 

significantly better in comprehension monitoring in L1 reading than in FL reading. FL 

comprehension monitoring made a small contribution to FL reading proficiency, but that L1 

reading proficiency made a much larger contribution. In addition, another example was a study 

investigating lexical inferencing in two languages. Karlsson (2014) aimed to examine what 
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differences, if any, there are between advanced learners’ inferencing skills in the participants’L1 

(Swedish) and L2 (English). This was conducted with university students to two parallel lexical 

inferencing tests in their L1 (Swedish) and L2 (English) respectively.  Although the number of 

inferences and the success rate vary from student to student, Karlsson’s finding showed that the 

learners made extensive use of contextual clues, in their L1 as well as in their L2. 

There are additional insights from recent research which was focused on reciprocal 

transfer or from L2 to L1 (e.g., Oller & Cobo-Lewis, 2002; van Gelderen, Schoonen, Stoel, de 

Glopper, & Hulstijn, 2007). As an example, a positive reciprocal reading skills transfer was 

found in Gebauer et al’s study. Gebauer et al. (2013) investigated cross-language transfer 

between first-language (L1) and second-language (L2) reading fluency and reading 

comprehension in a group of 220 German elementary school students who were enrolled in 

English partial immersion programs. These findings are in line with previous results showing 

reciprocal transfer effects between L1 and L2 reading comprehension and reading fluency. In 

addition, the overall dominance of paths from L2 to L1 over paths from L1to L2 may be 

attributable to the plentiful opportunities for academic reading in the L2 at school. In addition, 

one recent study by  Gottardo, Javier, Farnia, Mak, and Geva (2014) examined the bidirectional, 

cross-linguistic associations between language and word-level reading skills and reading 

comprehension for grade 4 to 6 students, who spoke Spanish as their first language (L1) and 

English as a second language (L2). The findings showed significant reciprocal associations 

between Spanish word reading and English reading comprehension. However, the results did not 

support a cross-linguistic association between English word reading and Spanish reading 

comprehension. 

Furthermore, several studies on teaching reading strategies in either language (L1 or L2) 

demonstrated a positive development of reading skills in both L1 and L2. As an example, 
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Salataci (2002) investigated the explicit reading strategies of L2 on reading comprehension in L2 

(English) and L1 (Turkish), with eight Turkish students who were enrolled in an intensive 

English course at a university in Turkey. The data came from think-aloud protocols, observation, 

a background questionnaire, a semi-structured interview, and a reading comprehension test. The 

results indicated that strategy instruction had a positive effect on both Turkish and English 

reading comprehension. This suggested that reading strategies in L2 could transfer for use in a 

L1 (Turkish) as well. Similar transfer from L2 to L1 was also found in the study of Aghaie and 

Zhang (2012), who explored the efficacy of explicit teaching of cognitive and metacognitive 

reading strategies on English reading performance with ESL students in Iran. A control group 

and a treatment group were designated to test the effects of explicit teaching of strategies.  Their 

findings revealed that the treatment group performance displayed significantly better results than 

the control group, after four months of strategy-based instruction in L2 (English). The findings 

from think-aloud protocol analysis showed that students in the treatment group transferred 

metacognitive strategies, more than cognitive strategies, to both L1 (Iranian) and L2 (English).   

In conclusion, reading skills transference between different languages has been 

established by the aforementioned studies. The direction of research on reading skill transfer has 

expanded to include reciprocal skill transfer. However, the majority of studies on skills 

transferred in cross-language transfer have focused on early reading skills, such as decoding or 

phonological awareness. However, research specific to the transference of skills on higher level 

of comprehension, such as inferential skills remains scarce. 

2.7.2. Research on language proficiency in L1/L2 

Concerning another aspect of research, researchers have emphasised the importance of 

the impact of L1 literacy knowledge on L2 reading development (Koda, 2005, 2007). One of 

these studies was conducted by Yamashita (2002) which explored the contribution of first 
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language (L1) reading ability and second or foreign language (L2/FL) proficiency to L2 reading 

comprehension, with a close emphasis on the compensation between L1 reading ability and L2 

proficiency. The participants of 241 Japanese university students enrolled in an English course 

were measured by L2 reading ability test, L1 reading ability, and L2 language proficiency test. 

The findings reported the mutual compensation between L1 reading ability and L2 proficiency, 

which works in order to achieve the highest possible level of L2 reading comprehension for 

readers with different ability backgrounds in L1 reading and L2 proficiency. van Gelderen et al. 

(2007)investigated the reading comprehension development in Dutch (L1) and English (L2) of 

389 adolescent students during a three-year span from Grades 8 through 10. Assessment of the 

participants’ performances on reading comprehension, linguistic knowledge, processing 

efficiency in both languages, and their metacognitive knowledge about reading indicated that the 

component skills of L1 and L2 reading held different weights in L1 and L2 reading models. In 

addition, L1 reading comprehension was found to correlate strongly with L2 reading 

comprehension and contribute more to L2 reading comprehension than other L2 component 

skills. 

Jiang (2011) investigated the interrelationships of first language (L1) literacy, second 

language (L2) proficiency, and L2 reading comprehension with 246 Chinese college students 

learning English. L1 literacy and L2 proficiency were measured with college admission exams in 

Chinese and English. L2 reading comprehension was measured with the reading comprehension 

section of a TOEFL and a researcher developed passage comprehension test. The results showed 

that L2 language proficiency accounted for 27%-39% of variance in L2 reading comprehension, 

while L1 literacy accounted for less than 6% of the variance. In addition, Sparks, Patton, 

Ganschow, and Humbach (2012), who examined whether L1 reading achievement and L1 print 

exposure would influence L2 proficiency in reading comprehension, writing, listening 

comprehension and oral expression, word decoding, spelling, and overall proficiency. The 10-
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year longitudinal study was conducted by following 54 students from 1st to 10th grade students 

in the Midwestern United States.  L1 in this study was English and L2 was one of three 

languages (Spanish, French or German).   The participants were monitored in their L1 language 

ability through 1st through 5th grades. When the participants were in the 9th grade, they enrolled 

in one of the L2 courses and L2 apitude test was measured. The results suggested that L1 reading 

ability contributed to the significant relationship to L2 word decoding, L2 reading 

comprehension, L2 listening/speaking, and overall L2 proficiency.  

Overall, although there were different orthographic properties between L1 and L2 in 

some of the above research studies, their consistent findings indicated a potential for positive 

relationships between language proficiency and reading comprehension in L1 and L2 regardless 

of the orthographic property factor. Therefore, these findings suggest that there are some 

relationships between languages even when they have different orthography. 
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Chapter Three 

Thai Education 

 

 This study investigated inferential skills and the differences between language skills in 

Thai and English of a group of Thai college students. Therefore, this chapter aims to provide 

some relevant background which would facilitate a better understanding of the study. The four 

sections of this chapter are comprised of: the education systems in Thailand, the Thai language, 

and the teaching and learning of reading in English, as well as in the Thai language. The Thai 

education system will provide an overview of the education system wherein the study was 

conducted. Two languages (Thai and English) were the primary considerations of the present 

study. Some basic Thai orthographic properties, which are considerably different from English 

(L2) will be presented. In addition, the current situation of teaching and learning the Thai and 

English languages are also discussed to provide some pertinent information regarding where the 

research was undertaken. 

3.1. Thai education system 

 The education system in Thailand has been through three main education reform periods. 

The first took place during the reign of King Rama V (1898-1910). The second reform occurred 

during in 1973-1988 as a result of a student revolution, and the third and most recent reform was 

the result of the Asian economic crisis and political reforms (1999- present). In order to initiate 

education reforms, the National Education Act (NEA) of 1999 was enacted on 20 August 1999. 

The NEA states that all Thai citizens have equal rights and the opportunity to receive a basic 

education from the state for 12 years (grade 1 to grade 12) (Office of the National Education 
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Commission, 1999). Subsequently, since May 2004, free basic education was extended to cover 

two years of pre-primary education  as well (Ministry of Education, 2004). In sum, children are 

provided free basic education for 15 years from kindergarten to higher secondary level (grade 

12), with compulsory education covering  nine years of study-six years of primary (grade 1-6) 

and three years of lower secondary education (grade 7-9) (Office of Education Council, 2007). 

The educational system is divided into two main levels: basic education and higher education. 

The details are shown in Figure 3.1. 

Basic Education Higher Education 

Level Pre-

primary 

primary Lower 

secondary 

Upper 

secondary 

Bachelor 

Degree and 

below 

 

Graduate 

Degree 

  Grades 1-6 Grades 7-9 Grades 10-12   

  Compulsory    

Approximate 

age 

3-5 6-11 12-14 15-17 18+  

 

Figure 3.1. The education system of Thailand, adapted from  Office of Education Council (2012) 

Details of each level of education can be summarized as follows: (South East Asian 

Ministers od Education, n.d.; The Ministery of Education) 

Level one is a Preparatory Level, which is provided for 3-5year old children.  It aims at 

encouraging the harmonious physical, intellectual, emotional and social development of children 

prior to entering formal education. Pre-school education can be provided in many ways such as 

child care centres, nursery schools and kindergartens.  
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Primary education (grade 1 to 6) is considered as level two (beginning level). This level 

is the beginning of compulsory education and free for 6-11-year-old children. The primary 

school curriculum comprises five areas of learning experiences, namely: basic skills 

development, life experience, character development, work oriented education, and special 

experiences. The last area is provided for children in grades 5 and 6, which are the last two 

grades at the primary level. Their subjects include Thai language, mathematics, science, social 

studies/religion/culture, health and physical education, art, careers and technology, and foreign 

languages. Most of the government primary schools are under the Office of Basic Education 

Commission, Ministry of Education.  There are also demonstration schools attached to some 

universities. 

 Secondary education aims to improve the learners’ quality of life and serves as the basis 

for future education.  Secondary Education is divided into two levels, each covering a period of 

three years. The lower level emphasizes on learners’ intellect, ethics/morality and basic skills. It 

allows the learner to explore his individual interests and aptitudes through a wide choice of both 

academic and vocational subjects.  The upper level aims to provide appropriate academic and 

vocational knowledge and skills corresponding with the learner’s interests and aptitudes. This 

level covers eight broad subjects: Thai language, mathematics, science, social studies/religion/culture, 

health and physical education, art, career and technology, and foreign languages.  There is also a 

wide range of exploratory pre-vocational subjects available.  The use of the credit system at this 

level facilitates flexibility in the teaching-learning process.  Both public and private sectors are 

involved in the organization of secondary education.  Public schools are mostly under the Office 

of Basic Education Commission, Ministry of Education. 
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Higher Education: aims at the full development of human intellect and the advancement 

of knowledge and technology.  This level may be organized in the form of colleges, universities, 

or institutions for specialized studies. 

3.2. Thai language 

Since this study investigated the effects upon two languages (Thai and English), some 

basic information of Thai language is provided in this section. Generally, the characteristics of 

Thai language are very different from English and some interesting aspects of Thai language are 

addressed below. 

Thai is a tonal language that has an alphabetic orthography. Tones are the core of the 

language. They are essential, as important as any vowel or consonant. The appropriate meaning 

of various words is distinguished by the tones used for each syllable. Each syllable is 

pronounced with one of five distinct tones – middle, low, falling, high, or rising. The tone must 

be spoken correctly for the intended meaning of a word to be understood because every word has 

a particular mandatory tone (Winskel & Iemwanthong, 2010). 

There are 44 consonants, which represent 21 consonant sound in Thai.  Thai vowels are 

used with the consonants in Thai language. These vowel symbols cannot stand alone and must be 

used in combination with consonant symbols.  These vowel symbols will occur before, after, 

above, and/or below a consonant symbol, in various combinations. In addition, some vowel 

sounds will occur even though they are not explicitly represented by a symbol.  And in other 

cases written vowel and consonants will be silent as either single symbol elements or as entire 

syllables in a word (Kohsom & Gobet, 1997; Winskel & Iemwanthong, 2010).  

The Thai language generally does not use spaces to separate the words in a sentence 

(Winskel, 2013). Rather spaces are used for more limited functions within a sentence or paragraph. 
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Spaces are normally used for separating sentences and sometimes for emphasising words. This 

lack of spacing may lead to ambiguity, as a string of characters may be parsed into words in 

different ways, which may result in different meanings for a sentence. Therefore, to identify the 

intended meaning of those words, Thai readers may have to read the entire sentence to find out 

what the various words mean (Kohsom & Gobet, 1997). 

3.3. Teaching and learning English in Thailand 

English is a compulsory foreign language subject. According to the Framework of 

Foreign Language Curriculum (Office of the Basic Education Commission, 2001) in the Thai 

education system, English studies are divided into four levels. Level one (Preparatory Level) and 

level two (Beginning Level) are in primary education, while levels three and four (Expanding 

Levels) are in lower secondary education and in upper secondary education, respectively.   

Level one begins at the first level of primary study for seven or eight year-old students 

(Wiriyachitra, 2002). The curriculum in the primary level aims to provide students with the 

foundation of English skills and prepare them for secondary education (Wongsothorn, 2000). 

Primary students study English approximately three to four periods per week (Punthumasen, 

2007). The secondary level is divided into two sub-levels: the lower secondary (grades seven to 

nine) and the higher secondary (grade ten to twelve). The first level (grade seven to nine) aims to 

enable students to use English as a basic communication skill. The next level is targeted at 

enabling students to use English for higher education. Teachers of English plan their lessons 

based on the guidelines of the 2001 Basic Education Curriculum issued by the Ministry of 

Education. However, they are able to adapt the curriculum to suit the needs of the local 

community (Ministry of Education, 2006). 
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Undergraduate education aims to equip students to use English for their studies, 

retrieving information, and communicative purposes in all four skills. Students have to take four 

English courses as compulsory undergraduate subjects. The first two courses are the English 

foundation courses, and the other two may be either English for Academic Purposes (EAP) or 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses, as required by each major (Wongsothorn, 

Hiranburana, & Chinawongs, 2002). At the university level, both public and private Thai 

universities have reformed the English language curriculum in order to meet the demands for 

English language skills in the workplace (Khamkhien, 2010). Each Thai university develops 

their own language curriculum and learning materials to serve their university’s goals and the 

students’ needs, as well as to meet the requirements of the National Education Act 1999. 

Furthermore, many universities set up a self-access learning centre to promote student learning 

autonomy. Completion of an English exit exam is required prior to graduation in some 

universities. The results of this exams do not affect the students’ graduation. However, if the 

students get a good result, they can use it as a reference when applying for a job (Payaprom, 

2012). 

  Thai students spend twelve years studying English in primary and secondary schools, and 

a few years at higher education, and the educational organizations have made efforts to improve 

the English proficiency of Thai students. However, it seems that English is a problem for many 

Thai students at all educational levels. Although the Thai government has tried to improve the 

quality of teaching and learning English, the outcomes are not as good as the  government 

desires (Payaprom, 2012). Several studies demonstrated that Thai graduates’ English proficiency 

was relatively low (e.g., Sroinam, 2005; Techa-Intrawong, 2003; Wongsothorn, 2003). For 

example, Rajprasit, Pratoomrat, and Wang (2015), investigating English proficiency of Thai 

undergraduates at a government university, found that the students demonstrated difficulty using 
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English skills in communication, although they themselves perceived their abilities to be at a fair 

level. 

3.3.1. Problems of teaching and learning English in Thailand 

There are a number of factors that affect the teaching and learning of English in Thailand. 

These factors can be mainly described under three headings (categories): Thai teachers, Thai 

students, and other related factors. 

 Thai teachers 

The most important factor in student learning progress is the teacher, and teacher quality 

outweighs other factors such as motivation, funding, and class size.  Qualified teachers can 

create the best environment for learning (Geringer, 2003). Lack of qualified teachers of English 

has been a significant problem. Mackenzie (2002) argued that the general quality of English 

language teaching staff is unsatisfactory, as many competent language graduates choose to work 

in private companies. Nupong (2002) also reported that 65% of primary school teachers who 

were teaching English had not taken English as their academic major, which only approximately 

70% of Thai teachers of English at the secondary level had graduated with a bachelor’s degree in 

English. In addition, Dhanasobhon (2006) explained that at the secondary level, there is a 

shortage of teachers of English because graduates with a major in English prefer to work in other 

higher salary jobs such as flight attendants, the hotel and tourism businesses, or with private 

companies. Another important factor relating to teachers is that of teaching methodology. 

Nupong (2002), who surveyed the problem of English teachers, found that the lack of knowledge 

of and expertise in a variety of teaching approaches is the biggest challenge faced by teachers. 

Furthermore, many studies show that the teaching practice of Thai EFL teachers still emphases 
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the grammar-translation method.  In addition, many Thai teachers of English still use traditional 

teacher-centred methods, emphasising memorization and passive learning  (Akkakoson, 2011).   

Thai students 

Despite the fact that Thai students have studied English for more than ten years before 

they graduate from university, their English proficiency still does not meet the demands of the 

workplace (Payaprom, 2012). One of the reasons related to this low English proficiency is their 

lack of motivation for learning English (Punthumasen, 2007). English is learnt as a foreign 

language; it is not an essential language they use in daily life. Therefore, many students perceive 

English as lacking relevance and they are not motivated to learn it. Some characteristics of Thai 

students are likely to prevent the improvement in learning English. These include: an over-

emphasis on accuracy, having an attachment to rote memorisation, and lacking the will to 

express their opinions due to a culturally-based seniority system and shyness (Mackenzie, 2002).  

Other related factors 

Apart from issues relating to teachers and students as identified above, many researchers 

pointed to other significant factors, such as learners of mixed abilities in overly large classes, and 

rare opportunities for student exposure to English outside of class time (Dhanasobhon, 2006). 

Large class sizes for English instruction can be seen in many universities across Thailand. For 

example, in a typical class there may be at least 50 to 100 students, therefore it is very difficult 

for a teacher to manage to provide opportunities for students to practice all four language skills  

(Payaprom, 2012). Moreover, there have been other difficulties that hinder the improvement of 

English learning in Thailand, such as teaching overload and other responsibilities, and inadequate 

teaching materials and equipment (W. Baker, 2012). 
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3.4. Teaching and learning reading in English in Thailand 

Reading is an important language skill  (Hogan et al., 2011). Reading comprehension is a 

necessary skill for successful academic performance (Eason & Cutting, 2009). Employees 

working in many organizations, including  both government and private sectors, require strong 

comprehension skills (Akkakoson, 2011). Moreover, students at all levels who have a greater 

proficiency in reading are likely to have greater proficiency in language learning (Gillet & 

Temple, 1999).  

In terms of reading in English, undergraduate level students need to understand 

textbooks, articles, or magazines written in English in order to acquire knowledge and gather 

information for both their future careers and their current academic studies. Even though reading 

plays a vital role in the academic lives of all students of English as second or foreign language 

(EFL/ ESL), teachers and researchers have found that many of these students cannot read and 

comprehend English effectively (Wei, 2005).  Several studies (Adunyarittigun, 1998; 

Aegpongpaow, 2008; Ratanakul, 1998; Sroinam, 2005) in Thailand found that Thai students had 

insufficient English reading ability. 

Furthermore, individuals who experience difficulty in reading and comprehending  

English texts are more likely to suffer from problems in school, in the workplace, and in their 

communities (National Center for Education Statistics, 2002). English reading comprehension is 

a problem for many Thai university students. They often can only read at a slow speed, only 

picking up tiny bits of information and are barely able to grasp even major ideas that are directly 

stated (Attaprechakul, 2013).  
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3.4.1. Problems of Thai students’ English reading comprehension 

 Although Thai students have studied English since they were in the kindergarten, English 

reading skills of Thai students, including university students, remains unsatisfactory 

(Adunyarittigun, 1998; Akkakoson, 2011). The low English reading problem arises from 

teaching methodology in the reading classes. In reading classes, many teachers still use a 

grammar-translation approach which focuses on grammatical structure and unknown vocabulary 

presentation. Students are then required to read aloud and translate the sentences or paragraphs 

from the texts. There is seldom any activity that engages students’ interest and motivation in 

learning English and that promotes collaboration (Chittawat, 1995; Noytim, 2006). Furthermore, 

Oranpattanachai (2004) indicated similar procedures in teaching reading in her own teaching 

experience and observations. She recommended three main steps in regular reading classes. Pre-

reading activities are set to provide students with background knowledge for the text to be read. 

Reading activities include reading paragraphs, explaining new vocabulary items, identifying 

grammatical structures, asking questions about the read passages, reconsidering the difficult 

parts of the text and explaining how to derive the answers for the comprehension questions. 

Furthermore, Tamrackitkun (2010) explained about Thai undergraduates at one Thai university 

where she has taught and conducted the research that students do not read much, either in or out 

of English class. Moreover, the conditions of reading are usually controlled by the teachers, not 

by the students, that is, the teachers will tell students what, when, and how to read.  

3.5. Teaching and learning Thai in Thailand 

 Based on The Basic Education Core Curriculum 2008, students who have completed 

grade 12 are expected to be able to do the following in terms of reading: read aloud accurately 

poetry and literature in prose and in verse presented in stylised melody; understand, interpret, 

convey meaning and elaborate on what has been read; analyse and criticise their readings; 
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logically express disagreements and present new ideas from the readings; write conceptual 

frameworks, mind-maps, notes, synopses and reports from their readings; synthesise, evaluate 

and apply knowledge and thoughts from their readings for self-development and educational and 

occupational development; apply knowledge and thoughts for problem-solving in life; have good 

reading manners, and have acquired a reading habit. At university level, reading comprehension 

skills are a key tool in studying at tertiary level for Thai students. To be an efficient reader, they 

can access new knowledge by themselves through reading. This includes the following abilities; 

selecting appropriate reading materials, summarising, criticising and synthesising what they have 

read. 

3.5.1. Problems of Thai students Thai language reading comprehension 

 Although Thai is their first language, the Thai language reading proficiency of Thai 

students needs further improvement.  The reading ability of Thai teenagers might be seen from 

the data from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), which investigated 15-year-old 

students across OECD member countries and partner countries/economies. The 2009 results 

revealed that the average reading proficiency of Thai students was 421, significantly below the 

OECD average of 493 (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

2010). However, reading in Thai is critical for successful learning at the university level. 

Additionally, the National Institute of Educational Testing Service (NETS) organised the 

Ordinary National Educational Test ( O-net) to assess the academic proficiency of Thai students, 

the 2015 test results (The National Institute of Educational Testing Services, 2016) for the 2015 

academic year revealed that the Thai language proficiency of Thai 12 grade students across the 

country was 49.36 out of the total score of 100, which indicated that the scores of the majority of 

Thai 12 graders were less than half of the total score. This low Thai language score suggests that 
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Thai reading proficiency of Thai undergraduate students is relatively low. These problems result 

from various reasons, including their inability to identify the main idea of what they have read 

and their lack of necessary reading skills (Panniem, 2009). Additionally, many Thai 

undergraduates have difficulty in reading critically (Jorajit, 1999; Munsethawit, 2000). 

 One of the significant reasons of the low reading proficiency in Thai people is a lack of 

reading culture. Reading, even in Thai language,  is not a favourite pastime for many Thai people 

(Wisaijorn, 2005). There are only a small number of libraries and access to them is relatively 

restricted. Therefore, students often lack reading role models as the older generation does not 

appear to value, or engage in, reading. Another cause may be due to typical Thai classroom 

behaviour including reading classrooms. Due to the importance of hierarchical distinctions in 

Thai social relation and social identity, the role of teachers is viewed as a senior position and any 

questioning of the teachers would be regarded as an expression of ingratitude and highly 

inappropriate (Adamson, 2003; Foley, 2005). Thai students simply accept whatever is written in 

textbooks without question or critical thinking (O'Sullivan & Tajaroensuk, 1997). Therefore, it 

may be one of the reasons why critical reading ability of Thai students is low and needs 

improvement.  
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Chapter Four 

Development of Measures and Pilot Work 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Development of an appropriate assessment battery was a crucial process of the study. An 

appropriate assessment battery would demonstrate the actual variability across the cohort. The 

data from the assessment measures was fundamental to the subsequent main testing in the thesis. 

In this study, an assessment battery consisted of the eight bilingual measures of reading 

comprehension, inferential skills, listening comprehension, and vocabulary. These measures 

primarily aimed at investigating various cognitive-linguistic skills of the participants in Thai and 

English. Two additional measures were included, the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices to 

explore non-verbal reasoning ability, and a questionnaire for examining the participants’ self-

perceptions on reading comprehension strategies. Generally, in all, 10 measures were involved in 

the processes of development, adaptation, piloting, and revision in order to obtain an appropriate 

assessment battery. Specific details of each measure will be discussed within the chapter. 

 The remainder of the chapter comprising four sections, provides an overview of the ten 

assessment measures used, in terms of the rationale, development, pilot study, and analyses, for 

the main study. The first section describes the rationale background for the assessment measures, 

which explains why ten measures are included in this study. The details of the development of 

each measure are presented in the second section. The third section of this chapter consists of all 

necessary information as used for the pilot study. The final section displays the processes by 

which the data from the pilot study was analysed and revised in order to arrive the most 
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appropriate measures for the main testing phase. Full details of each section are as discussed 

below. 

4.2. Rationale of assessment measures          

4.2.1. Measures of reading comprehension 

 Comprehension is the ultimate goal of reading. It is noticeable that reading 

comprehension is more than a simple process of recognizing or understanding individual words, 

but rather reading comprehension is a complex construct that is composed of a number of 

cognitive component processes (Cain et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1994; Hannon & Frias, 2012). 

In this study, reading comprehension was included in the assessment battery as the dependent 

variable.  

To assess reading comprehension abilities in English as a first language, there are a 

number of standardised assessments of English reading comprehension available for assessing 

school-age populations (Cain & Oakhill, 2006a). However,  English standardised assessments 

designed specifically for the English native speaking adults, especially in territory education 

contexts are insufficient (Purvis, 2014).  In addition, to assess reading ability in English as a 

second language, there are some standardised measures for exploring English proficiency of non-

English native speakers (for example, the Test of English as a Foreign Language, TOEFL, and 

the International English Language Testing System, IELTS). However, these standardised 

assessments were not likely to be suitable for this present study since that are copyrighted tests 

that would not allow the level of manipulation required to produce similar Thai and English 

measures. Therefore, as this research study was designed to assess reading comprehension in two 

languages (Thai and English), two parallel format measures for assessing both Thai and English 
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reading comprehension were required and, consequently, Thai and English reading 

comprehension measures were specifically developed. 

4.2.2. Measures of inferential skills 

 A text does not always explicitly state the information needed for coherence, so readers 

(and listeners) regularly have to make inferences to integrate information within the text with 

details that are only implicit (Currie & Cain, 2015). Therefore, inferences are a significant skill 

for successful reading comprehension (Currie & Cain, 2015; M Singer, 1994).   

Most measures for assessing inference making ability have been specifically developed 

for the study in which they were implemented. For example, Cain and Oakhill (1999) developed 

an inferential measure to investigate the relationship between inference making ability and 

comprehension failure in young children, and Cain, Oakhill, Barnes and Bryant (2001) 

developed inferential skills assessments, by modifying those used by Barnes and Dennis (1996), 

in order to investigate the relationship between 7-8-year-old children’s comprehension skill and 

inference-making ability. Hence, measures for assessing inferential skills are generally 

developed to meet specific research objectives in each study. Likewise, in this study, inferential 

skills measures were designed carefully to meet the specific pattern of the inferential skills to be 

assessed. 

4.2.3. Measures of language skills 

          The primary aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between inferential skills 

and reading comprehension. In addition, the study also examined vocabulary skills and listening 

comprehension, which are two major factors of successful reading comprehension, in order to 

contrast their effects with that of the ability to draw inferences from text.  
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4.2.3.1. Vocabulary  

Vocabulary has been found to be one type of knowledge necessary for text 

comprehension and for inference, in particular (Cain & Oakhill, 2014) and is one of the best 

predictors of reading comprehension (Carroll, 1993; Davis, 1944; Thorndike, 1973). 

Furthermore, the conclusions from the studies of Seigneuric and Ehrlich (2005) and De Jong and 

Van Der Leij (2002) indicated that there was a reciprocal relationship between reading 

comprehension and vocabulary development in early school age children. Moreover, data 

suggest that vocabulary may be one of the best predictor of reading comprehension in skilled 

adult readers (Guo, Roehrig, & Williams, 2011). 

Generally, vocabulary skills have been explored in two main dimensions: vocabulary 

breadth and depth (Cain & Oakhill, 2014; I. S. P. Nation, 2001). Vocabulary breadth refers to the 

size of the lexicon (Ouellette, 2006; Tannenbaum, Torgesen, & Wagner, 2006) or the number of 

words for which a learner has at least some minimum knowledge of their meaning (I. S. P. 

Nation, 2001), whereas vocabulary depth involves how well the meanings are known. Both types 

of vocabulary skills have been found to be predictors of reading comprehension (Ouellette, 

2006). 

In the present study, vocabulary breadth, or size, was explored because it was quoted in 

many studies investigating reading comprehension (e.g., Elbro & Buch-Iversen, 2013; Ghazanfar 

& Farvardin, 2015) and the purpose of the research was to explore the number of words that 

participants had a general knowledge of their meaning. The Vocabulary Size test (I. S. P. Nation 

& Beglar, 2007) was determined to be the most appropriate measure to investigate the 

vocabulary proficiency of the participants as this assessment was developed to measure receptive 

vocabulary of non-native speakers of English (I. S. P. Nation & Beglar, 2007). Therefore, 
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receptive vocabulary was the more useful type of measure for the present study as it has been 

more often used in studies of reading and allows for group testing. 

4.2.3.2. Listening comprehension    

Juel, Griffith, and Gough (1986) argued that the quality of reading comprehension 

depends entirely on the quality of reader’s listening comprehension. Moreover, there are several 

research studies that have shown high correlations between reading and listening comprehension, 

including among college students (e.g., Bell & Perfetti, 1994; Macaruso & Shankweiler, 2010). 

Therefore, it is appropriate to assess the participants’ listening ability with respect to its 

correlation to reading comprehension.  

 Although there are a number of standardized measures for evaluating listening 

comprehension in English, copyright considerations and the level of manipulation required to 

produce similar Thai and English listening comprehension measures led to these measures been 

specifically developed for this study. 

4.2.4. Measure of non-verbal reasoning abilities 

To comprehend a reading passage, readers seem to apply a varied number of reading 

skills to best suit the text they read (Pressley, 2000). Therefore, besides investigating verbal 

skills that have been related to successful reading comprehension, this study also examined non-

verbal reasoning abilities.  

The Advanced Progressive Matrices  (Raven, 1962) is one of the most common and 

popularly used tests of non-verbal abilities (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2009). It has been widely 

employed to assess different age groups, in particular, adolescents and adults (Raven & Raven, 

2008).  The test was designed to assess an individual’s intellectual capacity, thinking ability, and 

observation skills, and thus it has been recommended as a successful measure for identifying 
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academic potential (Ablard & Mills, 1996). The Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices are 

composed of two sets: Set I consists of 12 items, generally used as a practice test, and Set II, 

which consists of 36 items. The test is administered either without a time limit or with a 

recommended administration time of 40 minutes (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1994, 2003). 

However, a primary drawback of the full form (36 items) of Raven’s Advanced Progressive 

Matrices is the length of the test administration, which might increase the influence of interfering 

variables, such as fatigue and boredom (Chiesi, Ciancaleoni, Galli, Morsanyi, & Primi, 2012).  

 To shorten the administration time, a few shortened versions of the APM were proposed. 

One of the most common used short forms was abridged by Arthur and Day (1994). In the short 

form of the APM proposed by  Arthur and Day (1994) , they selected only 12 items from The 

Advanced Progressive Matrices  (Raven, 1962). The 12 item scale was obtained and administered to 

samples of university students in order to test its factor structure, the progressive item difficulty, 

and its reliability. The study of Arthur and other studies (e.g., Chiesi et al., 2012) showed a 

similar finding, that the short form of 12 items is a sound instrument for assessing non-verbal 

ability within a short time frame. 

4.2.5. Questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies 

Apart from nine assessments aiming to investigate the participants’ academic 

performance, a questionnaire was included to investigate more about the participants’ perceptions on 

reading comprehension strategies. This questionnaire was used to study the participants in terms 

of how they apply their reading comprehension strategies when they read. Data from the 

questionnaire gave additional insights as to how the participants' perceptions on their reading 

comprehension strategies related to the results of their performance on the test measures. 
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4.3. Measure development  

An assessment battery consisting of nine measures and a questionnaire was primarily 

aimed at exploring the relationship between inferential skills and reading comprehension. All 

measures were carefully developed or selected to meet the participants’ interests, language 

ability, and culture. Additionally, the reading passages were developed with great concern 

regarding the appropriate use of language and context to facilitate the participants’ 

understanding. All measures were designed to be appropriate as a written test for a group testing 

session. Therefore, the multiple choice format was used for all measures in this study, as it is 

usually suitable for group administration (Cain & Oakhill, 2006a). 

4.3.1. Reading comprehension measures 

The Thai and English reading comprehension tests aimed to examine the participants’ 

reading proficiency in both Thai and English. Both the Thai and English reading comprehension 

measures were adapted from the Thai language critical reading test (Form A and Form B) 

reported in Prasansorn’s (2001) study, which assessed the reading abilities of secondary school 

students before and after teaching methods that used directed reading along with higher-level 

thinking or conventional instruction procedures. This measure, therefore, was deemed to assess 

the type of skills on which the present study aimed to focus. It also had the features that the 

content should be familiar to Thai students, and that the test items were constructed on the basis 

of the cognitive domains of Bloom’s taxonomy (L. W. Anderson et al., 2001), enabling different 

types of reading skills to be investigated.  

By random selection, the English reading comprehension test was constructed based on 

the Thai language critical reading test Form A, whereas Form B was used for the Thai reading 

comprehension test. After modifications of the test were completed, Form A was translated into 
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an English version to measure English reading comprehension. Both versions (form A and B) of 

Thai language critical reading test (Prasansorn, 2001) were revised in order to arrive at the most 

appropriate versions of reading comprehension measures, and Thai and English cultural 

awareness in the reading passages was taken into account. As a result, some types of reading 

passages, which were Thai poetry and advertising commercials, were omitted from the test 

because these passages could have led to ambiguity of interpretation and cultural inferences. 

Consequently, a total of 42 items from 11 reading passage were considered. Additionally, the 

longest reading passage was removed to reduce the time needed to complete the test.  This 

process resulted in a 10-passage scale, which seemed appropriate for a 30 to 40 minute 

administration time; longer administration might lead to boredom and a lack of motivation to 

finish the test.   

I English reading comprehension test 

This test was adapted from the Thai language critical reading test Form A developed by 

Prasansorn (2001). As the test was designed in parallel with the Thai reading comprehension 

test, one tale from the primary test was removed as the content was either not suitable or made 

no sense when it was translated into an English version. Following such revisions, Form A was 

translated into English by the researcher. This draft test was amended according to the advice of 

three experts in test development to avoid ambiguity and cultural interference. An example from 

the test is provided below and see Appendix A for the full measure. 
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Passage: 

Nawarat Pongpaiboon was born on 26 March 1940 at PhanomThuan 

district, KanchanaBuri. He is a son of Sombat and Somjai Pongpaiboon. He was in 

the family where everyone loved Thai literature. His father was especially 

interested in Thai classical music and Thai poetry. 

Sombat (Nawarat’s father), with a few friends, enjoyed reading Thai poems 

interactively, with each of them reading a line of poetry in turn. The wooden walls 

of their home were covered with poems they had written.  Their neighbours told us 

about the family’s past life.  

Nawarat’s mother herself liked reading Thai literature. She also liked to 

share her enjoyment through the stories she read to her children. His father loved 

reading not only poems, but also other things, such as traditional Thai literature 

and contemporary stories. 

 

Question:  

What factors encouraged Nawarat Pongpaiboon to become a poet? 

a.    Nawarat’s personal interests  b.    Nawarat’s talents 

c.    Nawarat’s teachers and friends  d.    Nawarat’s family 

 

II Thai reading comprehension test 

The Thai reading comprehension test was developed from the Thai language critical test 

Form B (Prasansorn (2001), which contained 11 reading passages with a total of 42 question 
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items. As the English reading comprehension test was reduced to ten reading passages with 40 

question items, one passage from Form B was also withdrawn, thereby retaining the format of 

ten reading passages and 40 questions across both Thai and English measures for the initial 

procedures in this research. An example from the test is provided below and see Appendix B for 

the full measure. 

 

Passage: 

การเลือกรับวฒันธรรมต่างชาตินั้น จะตอ้งใชว้จิารณญาณมองใหลึ้กซ้ึงถึงแก่นแทข้องวฒันธรรม จากแนวคิด

ของศาสตราจารยสุ์มน อมรววิฒัน์ ในเร่ือง การกา้วรุกและปะทะทางวฒันธรรมช้ีใหเ้ห็นถึงการรับวฒันธรรมต่างชาติมา

โดยมิไดพิ้จารณาถึงแก่นแทข้องวฒันธรรม ไม่ไดก่้อใหเ้กิดผล ดีเลย เช่น วฒันธรรมในการกินฟาสตฟ์ู้ ด แก่นแทอ้ยูท่ี่การ

กินง่าย อยูง่่าย กินใหไ้ดส้ารอาหารท่ีถูกส่วน รวดเร็วและประหยดั เพ่ือวา่จะไดมี้เวลาท างานตอ่ไป แต่เรากลบัรับ

วฒันธรรมมาแบบฉาบฉวย ยอมเสียเงินแพงๆในการเขา้ร้านฟาสตฟ์ู้ ด ซ่ึงของกินราคาแพงและเสียเวลานัง่กินเป็น

ชัว่โมงๆ กลายเป็นค่านิยมฟุ่ มเฟือย แสดงความโกเ้ก๋แต่ไร้ปัญญา 

Question:  

เยาวชนไทยควรมีหลกัในการรับวฒันธรรมจากต่างชาติอยา่งไร ? 

ก.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมท่ีคนส่วนใหญ่เห็นวา่เหมาะสม    ข. เลือกรับวฒันธรรมตามค าแนะน าของผูใ้หญ่ 

ค.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมท่ีเหมาะกบัตนเอง            ง.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมโดยไตร่ตรอง   
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4.3.2. Inferential skills measures 

The inferential skills measures aimed to investigate the level of inferential skills of the 

participants. Both the Thai and English inferential skills tests were developed in parallel by the 

researcher. The tests consisted of ten short reading passages and 50 multiple-choice-questions 

with four choices for each. All reading passages were carefully written, taking into account the 

potential for cultural interference and the participants’ interests and competency. Each reading 

passage used five different types of questions as follows. 

Literal Comprehension 

This type of question aims to explore the factual information which was explicitly stated 

in a reading passage. As the primary aim of this assessment is to investigate inferential skills of 

the participants, the inclusion of literal content questions is very necessary for assessing the 

readers’ basic comprehension of a text. If a reader is unable to comprehend the literal content of 

a text, difficulty in comprehending a text requiring inference skills is likely to follow (Hogan et 

al., 2011). Furthermore, Perfetti and Bell (1994) suggests the complete separation of inferences 

from the literal information of a text is difficult.  An example of this sort of question is: “Debbie 

was going out for the day with her friend Michael” was the information which provided the 

answer to the question “Who did Debbie spend the afternoon with?” (Cain & Oakhill, 1999, p. 

495). The correct answer is “Michael” which was explicitly stated in the reading passage.  

Grammatically Connecting Inference 

This aims to investigate readers’ inference ability based on their grammatical knowledge. 

Grammar has been described as a lower level language skill or a foundation skill (Lepola et al., 

2012) which is of importance to understand individual sentences (Silva & Cain, 2015). In 

summary, grammar is necessary to help readers in the process of inference making (Silva & 
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Cain, 2015). An example of this sort of question can be found in the following sentence “Tim 

also took off his dusty overalls and threw them into a plastic garbage bag” which provides the 

information to answer this question “Where did Tim put his overalls?”. The grammatical 

knowledge specifically about pronouns (in this case “them”) is required to achieve the correct 

answer as being “in a garbage bag”. 

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference 

As vocabulary is mediated through inference comprehension (Silva & Cain, 2015), this 

type of question aims to investigate the readers’ ability to infer the meaning of one particular 

word or phrase in the reading passage to another word or phrase which has a similar meaning in 

a question. Taking this as an example, when the targeted words such as "every morning" appear 

in the sentence, then readers need to relate "every morning" to "daily" in the comprehension 

question. 

Text Coherence Inference 

This type of inference focuses on relating the information appearing in two contiguous 

phrases or sentences to achieve the coherence meaning of a written text. The separate 

prepositions within two crosses or sentences are typically cued by a pronoun, synonym, or 

category exemplar. This type of question shares similarities to text-connecting inference which 

was one category of two inference questions developed by Cain and Oakhill (1999). An example 

used by Cain and Oakhill (1999) is: “Michael got some drink out of his duffel bag and they 

shared that. The orange juice was very refreshing” which provides the information needed to 

answer the question “Where did Michael get the orange juice?”. The reader has to make a 

connection between the phrase “some drink” which appears in the one sentence and the phrase 
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“orange juice” which appears in the other sentence. If the reader can link these phrases correctly, 

then they should be able to respond with the correct answer of “his duffel bag”. 

Prior Knowledge Inference 

This type of inference aims to investigate the ability to connect ideas that are not 

explicitly stated in the text. The similar ideas that can be distributed throughout the text to arrive 

to a single conclusion such as an overall theme of a text. This type of inference relies heavily on 

background knowledge which is a significant component that helps readers to fill in details 

missing from the text. The type of inference question is relatively similar to gap-filling inference, 

another category of inference suggested by Cain and Oakhill (1999), or evaluative inference 

referred to by (Bowyer-Crane & Snowling, 2005). For instance, in “No one came to the party. 

Nancy threw away the cake.” (an example from Hogan et al. (2011, p. 6), the question might be 

“What was Nancy’s feeling after the party?”. Here, the correct answer would likely be to infer 

that she was upset because she threw away the cake rather than saving it.  

I  English inferential skills test  

Ten reading passages were constructed for the English inferential skills test. The number 

of words in a reading passage was between 142 and 222. The participants read each passage and 

answered the five questions related to that passage.  Potential test items were reviewed by three 

experts in test development, in terms of content quality, clarify and lack of ambiguity, and 

sensitivity to cultural issues, and also by two English native speakers, who provided advice on 

wording. Subsequently the test was amended, based on their suggestions, to achieve an 

appropriate version of the test. An example from the test is provided below (see Appendix C for 

the full measure). 
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Passage: 

Paul usually has a very long day because he spends forty minutes driving to 

work every day. He usually works eight hours a day. Today he wanted to buy 

something nice for Alice. When he got home in the late evening, with a bunch of 

lovely flowers, he took his muddy boots off on the steps of the front porch. Alice 

would get angry if his dirty items made it as far as the welcome mat. He also took 

off his dusty overalls and threw them into a plastic garbage bag. Alice leaves a 

new bag tied to the porch railing for him every morning. He went straight to take a 

shower as he had been instructed by Alice. Then, he joined her to eat dinner after 

he had made himself “presentable,” as Alice often said. Alice prepared Paul’s 

favourite drink. He sat comfortably and grabbed a can of beer. 

 

Questions:  

1. How long did Paul take to travel to work? 

a.      every day    b.     every evening   

c.      forty minutes    d.     eight hours  

2. Where did Paul put his overalls? 

a.     on the front porch   b.     on the welcome mat 

c.      in a garbage bag   d.     in the washing machine  

3. How often did Alice change the plastic garbage bag? 

a.     daily      b.     every two days   
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c.     every week       d.     when the bag is full 

4. What did Paul like? 

a.    flowers     b.    beer     

c.    driving     d.    having dinner 

5. What type of job does Paul have?       

a.   a librarian    b.    a manager   

c.    a doctor     d.    a labourer 

 

II  Thai inferential skills test 

The Thai inferential skills test comprised ten reading passages and a total of 50 items.  

Each reading passage was 150-250 words in length. Two Thai lecturers gave advice on the 

reading passages and questions, and based on this the test was revised for the appropriate content 

and complexity. An example from the test is provided below (see Appendix D for the full 

measure). 

 

Passage: 

คุณเคยต่ืนมาแลว้รู้สึกวา่อะไรมนัขวางหูขวางตาไปเสียทุกอยา่งไหม  ฉนัรู้สึกแบบนั้นส าหรับวนัน้ี เสียงฝนตก

อยา่งฝนไล่ชา้งพ่ึงหยดุไป ฉนังวัเงียลุกข้ึนนัง่บนเตียง มองไปทางไหนรู้สึกหงุดหงิด  เสียงโทรศพัทมื์อถือดงัข้ึน แต่ฉนั

ยงัเหม่อมองไปนอกหนา้ต่าง ปล่อยใหเ้สียงนั้นเงียบหายไป    นอ้งสาวมาเคาะประตูพร้อมพดูวา่ “นนทโ์ทรมา” ให้

ฉนัไปรับโทรศพัทท่ี์ชั้นล่างดว้ย     ฉนัตอบกลบัไปทนัที “อยา่มายุง่ ไปใหพ้น้ ไม่รับโทรศพัทใ์ครทั้งนั้น”  พอพดูไป
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แลว้ หลายคร้ังท่ีฉนัอยากยอ้นกลบัไปแกไ้ขท่ีส่ิงท่ีฉนัพดูกบัพอ่ แม่ และคนอ่ืนๆในบา้นดว้ย ฉนัรู้สึกวา่ฉนัไม่น่าพดู

อยา่งนั้นเลย  ภาพของนนทก์บัแฟนเก่าในงานสงัสรรค ์ ยงัวนเวยีนอยูใ่นหวัของฉนั  มนัคงยงัรู้สึกแยเ่หมือนเม่ือคืน

ก่อน 

Questions:  

1. ใครมาเรียกผูเ้ขียน 

ก. นอ้งสาว     ข. พอ่    

ค. แม่      ง. คนในบา้น 

2. ผูเ้ขียนรู้สึกอยา่งไรกบัวนัน้ี 

ก. วนัท่ีดี        ข. วนัท่ีไม่ดี       

 ค. วนัท่ีน่าต่ืนเตน้       ง. วนัท่ีน่าเบ่ือ 

3. ฝนไล่ชา้งมีลกัษณะอยา่งไร 

ก. ฝนตกหนกัมากเป็นเวลานาน   ข. ฝนตกหนกัมาเพียงครู่เดียว   

ค.ฝนตกพร าๆ เป็นเวลานาน     ง. ฝนตกๆ หยดุๆ     

4. เหตุการณ์อะไรท่ีน่าจะเกิดข้ึนเม่ือคืนก่อน 

ก. นนทไ์ม่ยอมคุยกบัแฟนเก่า   ข. นนทก์บัแฟนเก่าทะเลาะกนั 

ค. นนทส์นิทสนมกบัแฟนเก่า   ง. แฟนเก่าไม่ทกัทายนนท ์
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5. นนทน่์าจะมีความสมัพนัธ์อะไรกบัผูเ้ขียน   

ก. ญาติสนิท     ข. นอ้งชาย    

 ค. เพื่อนสนิท     ง. คนรัก 

4.3.3. Language skills measures 

In the current study, vocabulary and listening comprehension were designed as measures 

of language skills to assess the language ability of the participating students.  

4.3.3.1. Listening comprehension tests  

The purpose of the Thai and English listening comprehension tests was to evaluate the 

participants’ listening skills in both Thai and English. The tests were specifically developed for 

this study, comprising ten listening comprehension passages with 50 questions items in a “yes’ 

or “no” format. Each listening comprehension passage, consisting of three to four simple 

sentences on various everyday life topics, was followed by five questions. These questions were 

based on five types of questions used in the inferential skills tests. All listening passages and 

questions were recorded as read by a native speaker at a normal conversational speed. When 

administering the test, each listening passage and associated questions were played to the 

participants once. They were then asked to choose “yes” or “no” to the related questions. 

I English listening comprehension test 

Ten passages with 50 questions were developed to measure English listening 

comprehension. All passages and questions were recorded by an English native speaker at 

normal conversational speed. An example from the test is provided below (see Appendix E for 

the full measure). 
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Spoken passage: 

Kim is 17 years old. She is going to finish high school next month. She wants to 

have a party for her graduation. She’d like to enjoy the party with her friends so 

she doesn’t want her parents to be there.  

Spoken question: 

Does Kim want her parents to be at the party?    

   (Yes)               (No)  

II Thai listening comprehension test 

The Thai listening comprehension test, consisting of ten Thai listening comprehension 

passages and 50 “yes” or “no” questions, was carefully designed by the researcher. Two Thai 

university lecturers, who were an expert in Thai language, advised on the Thai listening 

comprehension test to terms of complexity and ambiguity to arrive at an appropriate of content 

and question items. Following amendments based on the suggestions of two Thai university 

lecturers, all the listening comprehension passages and questions were recorded as read by a Thai 

native speaker at normal conversational speed.  An example from the test is provided below (see 

Appendix F for the full measure). 

 

Spoken passage: 

วนันีแ้มรู้่สกึไมค่อ่ยดี คร่ันเนือ้คร่ันตวั เจ็บคอ สงสยัจะโดนไข้หวดัเลน่งานซะแล้ว  เม่ือเช้าทานยา แต่

อาการก็ยงัไมดี่ขึน้  เด๋ียวจะโทรไปลางานก่อน และคงต้องไปหาคณุหมอแล้วละ่ 
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Spoken question: 

ผู้พดูรู้สกึดีขึน้หลงัทานยาใช่หรือไม่      

 (ใช)่ (ไมใ่ช)่       

4.3.3.2. Vocabulary tests  

The objective of the Thai and English vocabulary tests was to investigate the vocabulary 

proficiency of the participating students. The vocabulary tests both in Thai and English 

contained 50 items of four options. In the test structure, a targeted vocabulary item was presented 

with a sentence containing that word. The participants selected one option from four multiple 

choice options which has the same meaning as the targeted word. The Vocabulary Size test of 

20,000 versions (I. S. P. Nation & Beglar, 2007) was applied as a fundamental resource of the 

English vocabulary measure. The Thai vocabulary test was developed based on this vocabulary 

size test.  

I English vocabulary test  

The Vocabulary Size test (20,000 version) developed by I. S. P. Nation and Beglar 

(2007) was used to examine the English vocabulary proficiency of the participating students. The 

Vocabulary Size test is a standardised test used to evaluate the English vocabulary knowledge of 

English native speakers and non-native English learners. The 20,000 version of the Vocabulary 

Size test contains two forms (A and B), with 100 items in each form. For this study, form B was 

randomly chosen to be a measure of English vocabulary. To avoid the participants’ boredom and 

a lack of motivation in attending a 100 item test administration, 50 test items were randomly 

selected from the 100 items.  An example from the test is provided below (see Appendix G for 

the full measure). 
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Example item and possible answers 

basis: This was used as the <basis>. 

a.   answer   b.   place to take a rest 

c.   next step   d.   main part 

 

II  Thai vocabulary test  

The set of Thai vocabulary used for the Thai vocabulary test was randomly selected from 

Thai vocabulary lists of secondary level education Thai language textbooks. All participants had 

encountered all of these words when they were in high school. These words were then placed in 

a format following that used with the English vocabulary measure. An example from the test is 

provided below (see Appendix H for the full measure). 

 

Example item and possible answers 

กลัยาณี   เธอเป็นกลัยาณี 

ก. หญิงงาม    ข. หญิงท่ีเรียบร้อย 

ค. หญิงสุขมุ    ง. หญิงอ่อนชอ้ย 

 

 

4.3.4. Non-verbal reasoning abilities measure 

The Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 2003), as originally 

developed by Raven et al. (1994), has 36 test items. The short form of the Raven’s Advanced 
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Progressive Matrices (AMP) consists of 12 items and was abridged by Arthur and Day (1994).  

The original 36 items of the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices were designed to assess an 

individual’s intellectual capacity, thinking ability, and observation skills: it has been 

recommended as a successful measure for identifying academic potential (Ablard & Mills, 

1996). The purpose of the shorter form was to allow for a shorter administration time as well as 

providing similar psychometric properties similar to the long form does. The reliability of the 12 

item short form was obtained at .072 (Arthur & Day, 1994). 

Due to appropriate testing time administration, the Advanced Progressive Matrices-Short 

Form (APM-SF) by Arthur and Day (1994) seemed to be suitable to employ as a non-verbal 

reasoning abilities measure of this study. The details of the test procedure are described. For each 

test item, the participants were asked to identify the missing element that completes a pattern 

from eight options provided (the pattern is presented in the form of a matrix).  For example, the 

correct answer of the test item below is option 6, as it contains properties that fit best with all 

provided patterns: i.e., the two complete rows have a cross, a square and a dot, so the final row 

should have each of these shapes too, and the bottom row has a checked background, so the 

correct option should be a cross on a checked background. 
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4.3.5. Questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies 

 To develop a questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies, the researcher studied 

the questionnaires on reading strategies in the research of Abbott (2006) , Akkakoson (2011), 

Phakiti (2003), and Tsai, Talley, and Ernst (2010) . The questionnaire was utilised to ascertain 

how participants were aware of reading comprehension strategies that they were using when they 

read.  

 The reading comprehension strategies questionnaire comprised two sections. The first 

section surveyed the participants’ demographic characteristics, related academic background, 

and their self-evaluation on their reading skills. The second section consisted of statements to 

explore the reading comprehension strategies that the participants used or were aware of while 

reading. The questionnaire statements relating to reading comprehension strategies used in this 

questionnaire were developed based on strategies and skills needed in four types of inferential 

skills questions in this study, namely, Grammatical Relating Inference, Vocabulary Related 

Inference, Text Coherence Inference and Prior Knowledge Inference. The preliminary version of 

this section of the questionnaire consisted of 15 items. This version was examined by three 

research experts to correct any mistakes and resolve issues of ambiguity, and to suggest any 

points that the researcher may have omitted. Taking their comments into account, three 

statements were revised, two were removed, and one was added. 

The final version of the second section of the questionnaire consisted of 14 items. It was 

translated into a Thai version, which was reviewed and proofread by two Thai experts for clarity. 

The questionnaire was designed to use a Likert-scale. The participants were asked to rate each 

statement on a five-point scale indicating (1) never, (2) seldom, (3) sometimes, (4) regularly, and 

(5) always. An example of the questionnaire format is provided below (see Appendix I for the 

full questionnaire). 
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Example question in Thai with English translation in brackets 

1. ฉนัไดน้ าความรู้ทางหลกัไวยากรณ์ท่ีไดเ้รียนมาใชใ้นการอ่าน       1    2    3    4    5 

(I apply my learned grammatical knowledge while reading) 

 

4.4. Pilot study of assessment measures  

4.4.1. Aims 

 The pilot study sought to achieve two goals. The first aim was to ensure that the test 

items were appropriate to use in the main study: items that could discriminate between good and 

poor performers on the tests would be retained. Second, the results from the piloting were 

utilised for revision at achieving the most appropriate measures and administration procedures in 

the conduct of the main study.  

4.4.2. Participants 

 A group of 84 second year university students participated in the pilot study. They were 

studying the second semester of the 2013 academic year at the university in which the main 

study would be conducted. They shared similar backgrounds to the students who would 

participate in the main study in terms of age group and educational context. The participants 

were of a similar age group (18 or 19 years old) and in their second year of studying in the same 

institution, when they participated in either the pilot or main study. 
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4.4.3. Tests and materials 

The full assessment battery targeted for the main study comprised ten measures. 

However, two measures, the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (short form) and the 

questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies, were not included in the pilot administration. 

The Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (short form) has been used regularly as a 

standardised non-verbal measure across many different contexts and countries (see Landi, 2010; 

Purvis, 2014), and has been shown to possess good psychometric properties even in its short 

form (Ablard & Mills, 1996; Arthur & Day, 1994). Therefore, further development of this scale 

was unnecessary. The questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies aimed to explore the 

participants’ self-perceptions, which were self-reflections on their own reading strategies.  

Consequently, the questionnaire was retained in its developed form for the main study. 

Therefore, a battery of eight tests was used in the pilot testing. All of the tests aimed to test the 

same skills in both Thai and English. The bilingual measures were reading comprehension, 

inferential skills, vocabulary and listening comprehension. The 84 students were divided into 

small groups for ease of testing and no one participant took all eight tests in this pilot. Generally, 

each participant attended two or three test sittings, which sittings depended on the availability of 

the participants. 

4.4.4. Procedures 

 The objectives of this research and the pilot procedure were demonstrated to the 

participants at the first meeting and the 84 students completed the consent forms to agree to 

participate in this study. The pilot study was conducted over a period of two weeks in the second 

semester of the 2013 academic year. Testing was held by appointment after class hours. It took a 

total of 3 hours to administer all tests.   
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Two pilot sessions with two groups of student were administered on two different weeks. 

The first session was conducted to pilot the Thai vocabulary and Thai listening comprehension 

tests; the second session was administered English vocabulary and English listening 

comprehension tests. The following week, inferential skills and reading comprehension 

measures, in both Thai and English, were conducted. There were four sittings: one for each of 

the Thai inferential skills, English inferential skills, Thai reading comprehension and English 

reading comprehension tests. Each participant was assigned to sit on one of these four sessions. 

The researcher conducted the majority of pilot sessions, and only two sessions of the pilot, which 

were English inferential skills test and Thai reading comprehension test, were administered by an 

examiner who was an English university lecturer with prior training in test administration. Table 

4.1 shows the details of the piloting administration.  

Table 4.1. The details of the pilot administration 

Measures 

 

No. of 

Items 

Time 

allocation 

No. of 

participants 

             Thai measures    

1.Reading comprehension 40 30 16 

2.inferential skills 50 20 24 

3. Vocabulary 50 15 32 

4. Listening comprehension 50 15 32 

              English measures    

1.Reading comprehension 40 40 23 

2.inferential skills 50 30 21 

3. Vocabulary 50 15 29 

4. Listening comprehension 50 15 29 
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4.4.5. Examiner’s training 

 The process of training aimed to ensure that test administration was standard. One Thai 

lecture of English was recruited to administer the test during the pilot and main study. The 

examiner’s training process was conducted in two afternoons. An overview of the research and 

all measures was explicitly explained on the first day of the training. As all the testing measures 

were multiple-choice format and would be administered in group sitting, general testing 

administration procedures were relatively similar. The examiner was given the examiner’s 

manual which consisted of all the instructions for test administration (see Appendix J for the 

manual used). On the second day the examiner was provided opportunities to practice how to 

give instructions. 

4.5. Method of item analysis and results  

Six of the eight tests were revised after the pilot study. Item analyses were considered 

primarily to identify appropriate question items which could discriminate between good and poor 

performers. For example, test items with a ceiling effect would have the potential to be too easy 

for many of the examinees leading to many scores near the maximum possible score. Likewise, 

items with a floor effect would potentially be too difficult for most participants and lead to large 

numbers of incorrect answers. Such items, therefore, may not discriminate well between good 

and poor performance. Hence, items showing the potential for floor or ceiling scores were 

removed from the test.  

Time allocation for the main study testing was a second concern. A large number of 

items were developed for each test so that some could be deleted (mainly those showing poor 

discrimination) and better suit the time allocation which would be given in the main study tests. 
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The following table 4.2. displays the descriptive statistics for all six measures in the pilot testing 

and after the process of item deletion. 

Table 4.2. Descriptive statistics for six measures in the pilot and after the process of item 

deletion. 

Measure No. of Pilot After item deletion 

 Partici-

pants 

Total 

scores 

Mean SD Total 

items 

Mean SD 

Thai Reading comprehension 16 40 26.94 3.70 35 22.25 3.32 

Thai Inferential Skills 24 50 29.92 7.31 45 25.88 7.20 

Thai vocabulary 32 50 26.28 4.24 50 26.28 4.24 

Thai listening comprehension 32 50 40.75 3.98 25 18.19 2.52 

English Reading comprehension 23 40 10.78 2.26 40 10.78 2.26 

English Inferential Skills 21 50 15.90 5.19 35 14.24 5.18 

English vocabulary 29 50 12.62 4.06 40 11.79 3.66 

English listening comprehension 29 50 25.76 2.91 40 20.55 2.81 

 

4.5.1. Changes made to the finalized assessments 

 Based on two considerations of item analysis presented above in the section 4.4., some 

original items of six tests were removed to increase the overall reliability of the tests, and two 

tests were retained without any amendment for the main study Details of the item deletion 

process are discussed below. 
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Thai reading comprehension test 

Forty items of the Thai reading comprehension test were piloted with 16 participating 

students in the 30-minute time allocation. The pilot results indicated that five items demonstrated 

a tendency for ceiling or floor effects: four items were too easy, with 15 out of 16 participants 

getting the item correct, and one item appeared to be too difficult as all participants’ answers 

were incorrect.  As a result, 35 items of the piloted Thai reading comprehension test were 

retained for the main study. Since every participant finished the test within the permitted time, 

the 30 minutes allocated for the piloting session seemed to be longer than necessary. 

Consequently, a reduction of time allocation to 25 minutes should be sufficient for most 

participants in the main testing study, particularly given the reduction in the number of items in 

the test. 

English reading comprehension test 

Twenty-three students participated in the English reading comprehension test. The 

piloting results indicated that all 40 items showed adequate variability in testing and, therefore, 

all were retained for testing in the main study. As regards allocated testing time, six of 23 

participants did not complete the test in the allocated time of 30 minutes. Thus, a 30-minute time 

allocation was considered to be appropriate for the main testing study as most participants would 

be expected to complete the test. 

Thai inferential skills test 

Twenty-four participants piloted the Thai inferential skills test. The test consisted of 50 

items drawn from ten reading passages (one reading passage / five question items). The pilot 

results demonstrated that the majority of items (four out of five) of one reading passage seemed 

to be too easy, with 22 of 24 participants answering three of them accurately, and 18 of 24 
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answering the fourth accurately. Therefore, these five question items were removed due to a lack 

of variability, leaving 45 questions from nine reading passages being retained for the main study.  

The twenty minutes allowed for pilot testing were also retained as only nine of the 24 

participants did not complete the test.   

English inferential skills test 

Twenty-one students were administrated the English inferential skills test. The test 

comprised ten reading passages with 50 question items (one reading passage / five question 

items) to be completed within a 30-minute testing time. Fourteen participants were not able to 

finish the test within the permitted time and most participants completed only seven reading 

passages. Given that the majority of participants did not complete questions 36 to 50, there was 

insufficient data to assess the variance of these test items. Thus, these 15 question items, from 

the reading passages eight to ten, were removed. The remaining 35 items from seven reading 

passages showed adequate variability for the main study. 

Thai vocabulary test  

The Thai vocabulary test consisting of 50 four choice question items was conducted with 

32 participants. The item analysis results suggested that all 50 items demonstrated a large range 

of variability. Hence, these 50 items were appropriate for inclusion in the main study. 

Additionally, given that the 15 minutes allocated in the pilot session seemed longer than needed 

to complete the task for most students, the time was reduced slightly to 12 minutes. 

English vocabulary test  

Twenty-nine participants attended the 50 item English vocabulary test. The mean score 

was 12.62, with a maximum score of 20 and a minimum score of five. These results suggested 

that the test was relatively difficult, despite each item showing reasonable variance. Six 
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participants did not finish the test and several participants indicated that they had to rush to finish 

the test. This indicated that the number of test items might be reduced, and that the 15 minutes be 

retained for this reduced set of items. Therefore, the last ten items were removed. 

Thai listening comprehension test  

Thirty-two students participated in the pilot study. The Thai listening comprehension test 

consisted of ten passages with 50 question items (one listening passage / five question items). 

Piloting indicated that about half of items showed evidence of a trend towards ceiling effects, 

with 28 to 31 of the participating students producing correct answers. Consequently, these items 

were withdrawn and twenty-five question items were retained for the main testing. 

English listening comprehension test  

The English listening comprehension test consisted of 50 yes-no question items and was 

administered to 29 participants. Two listening passages with ten corresponding question items 

were removed as they showed little variability in the pilot data. Forty items were finalized for the 

main testing.  
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Chapter Five  

Methodology (Main Study) and Findings 

  

This chapter describes the methodology and the results of all ten measures used in the 

present study which address research questions 1 to 3:  

1. Is there a relationship between inferential skills in Thai (L1) and English (L2)? 

2. Do inferential skills support reading comprehension within a single language, i.e., Thai 

or English? 

3. Can inferential skills in one language support reading comprehension in another 

language (Thai-L1 and English-L2)?  

To answer the above research questions, the following analyses were conducted using 

SPSS (version 20.0): 

1. Descriptive statistics were examined to investigate the level of present knowledge of 

the participants. 

2. Pearson correlations were calculated to determine the relationship between scores on 

the measure of reading comprehension, and inferential skills together with other predictor 

variables in this assessment battery.  

3. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were performed to assess the predictive 

ability of inferential skills in reading comprehension.    
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5.1. The research context and participants  

5.1.1. The research context 

Burapha University is a major university in the eastern region, which aims at distributing 

equal educational opportunities to all students in the eastern region of Thailand. Therefore, the 

university allocates 50 percent of its admissions to high school graduates from the eastern region, 

and other 50 percent of students from all over the country. Burapha university has three 

campuses in three provinces: Chonburi, Sakaew, and Chantaburi. This study took place on the 

Chantaburi campus of the university. 

5.1.2. Participants 

The cohort of this study was 220 Thai second-year university students who were 

attending the summer semester (March-May) of the academic year 2014, on the Chantaburi 

campus of Burapha University. The first section of the reading comprehension strategies 

questionnaire provided some demographic backgrounds about the participants. The participants’ 

average age was 18-19 years old, the majority were female, and none were majoring in English. 

Details of the participants’ backgrounds are as in table 5.1. 

 With respect to English courses at the tertiary level, the participants, as non-English 

major students, needed to complete three English courses in order to meet the requirements for a 

four-year undergraduate programme. The first two English courses are foundational English 

courses: English I and English II. These English courses are designed to enable students to 

develop language skills in an integrated way. The time allocation for one course is three periods 

of sixty minutes per week for sixteen weeks. All language skills are given equal emphasis. The 

course assessment is based on 30% for in class performance, 30% for the midterm test and 40% 

for the final test. In addition, the students have to complete another course in English for specific 
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purposes. The content of this course varies according to the major of students, because the course 

aims to provide specific English vocabulary as it relates to the participants’ study major. 

Generally, based on the majors of study available at this campus, this course is broadly divided 

into one of three areas: science, social sciences, or art. With respect to Thai language courses, the 

participants are required to complete only one Thai language course, called Thai Language Skills 

for Communication. This course aims to provide students practice in summarizing, critiquing, 

and evaluating what they receive through reading, listening, and watching. They used that 

information to do an oral presentation based on their summary. 
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Table 5.1. Background of participants  

  No of 

participants 
   %     

Gender Male  76 34.5% 

 Female 144 65.5% 

Education prior to university High school 218 99.1% 

 Vocational school    2 .9% 

The number of years of studying 12   44 20% 

English in school 13 176 80% 

Major subjects Business Administration  93 42.3% 

 Logistics and Cross-

Border Trade 

Management 

 60 27.3% 

 Agricultural Technology 32 14.5% 

 Information Technology 35 15.9% 

Self-evaluation of their reading skill 

in Thai 

Very poor 

Poor 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

  0 

  6 

 94 

115 

   5 

  0% 

2.7% 

42.7% 

52.3% 

 2.3% 

 Self-evaluation of their reading skill 

in English 

Very poor 

Poor 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

  19 

  94 

102 

   5 

   0 

8.6% 

42.7% 

46.4% 

 2.3% 

 0% 

 

Response to the questionnaire and background information on the university student 

population suggested that participants were relatively homogenous. First, all were Thai native 

speakers in the same age group, and shared similar cultural backgrounds. Second, they had 
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studied English for about 12 to 13 years. When participants were asked to evaluate their reading 

skills, 42.7 percent (n = 94) of them measured their English skills as being “poor”, while 46.4 

percent of them (n =102) rated their skills as “fair”, suggesting that the participants had low self-

perceptions toward their English reading abilities. In terms of Thai reading skills, the majority of 

participants (52.3%, n = 115) rated themselves as “good” readers. Interestingly, despite the fact 

that Thai is their native language, 42.7 percent of them (n = 94) rated their Thai skills as being 

“fair”.  

5.2. Measures for the main study 

Ten measures were administered in this study: the eight used in, and revised following 

the pilot study, plus the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, and the questionnaire on 

reading strategies. Table 5.2. presents basic information about these ten measures. 
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Table 5.2.  The assessment battery used in the main study 

Measure Types of question items No of  

item 

Time 

1.Thai reading comprehension four multiple choices 35 25 

2.English reading comprehension four multiple choices 40 30 

3. Thai inferential skills four multiple choices 45 20 

4. English inferential skill four multiple choices 35 28 

5. Thai vocabulary four multiple choices 50 12 

6. English vocabulary four multiple choices 40 15 

7. Thai listening comprehension Yes or no  25 10 

8. English listening comprehension Yes or no 40 10 

9. Raven’s Advanced Progressive Eight multiple choices          12           10  

10. Questionnaire Likert Scale (1-5)          14            10  

 

5.3. Data collection procedure 

 Data collection was conducted between March and May 2014 at the same university in 

Thailand at which the pilot work was performed. Permission to conduct research in this 

institution had already been given by the director of the university for the pilot and main study. 

The researcher arranged meetings with second year students to invite them to participate in the 

research study.  The agenda of the meeting consisted of information about the aims of the 

research, the data collection procedures, and the signing of consent forms. Prior to participating 

in the study, all participants were given a participation sheet and asked to sign a consent form, in 

accordance with the University of Canterbury Human Ethics Committee’s requirement. The 

form indicated that this study aimed to investigate inferential skills and reading comprehension. 

It informed the students that they were invited to participate in the study, but that participation 
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was not obligatory, and that, if they did participate, they could withdraw from the study at any 

time without penalty.  

Measures were administered to participants on two different days by the researcher; one 

day for the Thai measures and the second for the English measures. The first session occurred in 

the third week of term and was followed by the second session which occurred between the sixth 

and eighth week of term depending on the availability of the participants. The tests were 

administered either in the evening after normal classes or on a weekday when the participants did 

not have a lecture and were available to participate. For those participants who agreed to 

participant on a weekday evening, the researcher reviewed their class schedules to ensure that on 

the day of the test they had only a morning or an afternoon class, or none at all. This was done to 

minimize the potential for participant boredom or exhaustion impacting upon the test results. 

Moreover, the researcher postulated that participants who had attended an afternoon class should 

have at least one or two hours of rest prior to testing 

Test sessions were arranged by appointment with a group of 30-40 participants.  As the 

220 participants came from four different academic majors, and the 30-40 participants from the 

same major were likely to have the same schedule of classes, a testing group of 30-40 

participants from each of these majors was likely to have the same schedule of classes. Grouping 

participants by their schedule of classes was convenient for both the research and the participants 

in arranging an appropriate time for test administration. Moreover, a group of 30 to 40 

participants was a suitable number for testing in a classroom setting, allowing an appropriate 

spacing between each participant.  

Each administration took approximately 90 minutes in a classroom setting, but the 

participants were not allowed to talk or see each other’s work during the test. The test instruction 

and procedures were clearly explained in Thai in order to facilitate the participants’ 
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understanding before administering the tests. To avoid tiredness/boredom effects, there was a 40 

minute break in each testing session. Before taking a break, the participants were informed as to 

how significant their participation was as a contribution to this research and were encouraged to 

remain for the second session. Drinks and some light snacks were provided to refresh the 

participants in front of the testing classroom during the break. As a result, all participants 

returned to continue the second section of the administration after the break.  

In consideration of order of testing for the two sessions, arranging an inferential skills 

measure and a reading comprehension measure into different sessions was a primary concern. 

These measures were related to reading a variety of passages, therefore, it might lead to the 

participants being very exhausted if these two tests were conducted in one session. As a result, 

test orders in these two test administrations might be slightly different due to the variation of 

time required for Thai and English measures. Details of measures and the amount of test time for 

both sessions are described in Tables 5.3. 
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Table 5.3   Details of two test administrations 

Measures No of items Time 

allocation 

First day test administration 

1. Questionnaire 14 10 

2.Thai listening comprehension 25 15 

3.Thai reading comprehension 35 25 

40 minute break 

4. Thai vocabulary 50 12 

5. Thai inferential skills 45 20 

Second day test administration 

6. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 12 10 

7. English vocabulary 40 15 

8. English inferential skills 35 28 

40 minute break 

9. English listening comprehension 40 15 

10. English reading comprehension 40 30 

 

5.4. Analysis of the data and statistical techniques 

The numerical data from ten measures in the assessment battery was analysed by a 

quantitative statistical method.   Following descriptive statistics assessing levels of performance 

in measures, Pearson correlation coefficients (Bachman, 2004) were used to demonstrate the 

relationships between inferential skills and reading comprehension. In addition, a series of 

hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to investigate differences in the level of 
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prediction across the measures. The dependent variable in this study was reading comprehension 

in both Thai and English. The primary independent variable was inferential skills in Thai and 

English, and three additional independent variables were two language skills (vocabulary and 

listening) and non-verbal reasoning. 

5.5. Data from the main study 

5.5.1. Descriptive statistics for the main study 

Descriptive statistics of nine out of ten measures from the data of 220 Thai undergraduate 

students are presented in Table 5.4 

Table 5.4. Descriptive statistics for nine measures in the main study (N = 220) 

Measures No. 

of items 

Mean 

 

SD 

 

Range 

 

1. Thai reading comprehension 35 19.08 3.89 8-28 

2. Thai inferential skills 45 27.82 5.77 9-38 

3. Thai listening comprehension 25 18.12 2.53 2-24 

4. Thai vocabulary  50 25.72 4.37 11-38 

5. English reading comprehension 40 11.42 3.36 2-23 

6. English inferential skills 35 13.22 4.35 3-26 

7. English listening comprehension 40 19.61 3.11 10-27 

8. English vocabulary 50 11.10 3.58 1-20 

9. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 12 5.42 2.29 0-11 
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5.5.2. Reliability analysis of data from main study 

To create greater confidence in the data generated by the main study, the data of two 

hundred twenty students were used to examine the internal consistency reliability of the research 

measures.  Cronbach’s alpha was used to measure the internal consistency reliability of the tests 

to ascertain all the test items within one test were consistent in testing the same thing  (Muijs, 

2011). The table 5.5. displays the reliability estimates of nine measures from the main study. 

Table 5.5. Reliability estimates of measures of the data from the main study (prior to the process 

of item deletion) 

Measures Thai English 

Bilingual Measures No. of 

items 

α No. of 

items 

α 

1.Reading comprehension 35 .541 40 .350 

2.Inferential skills 45 .759 35 .640 

3. Vocabulary 50 .534 40 .415 

4. Listening comprehension 25 .292 40 -0.13 

Other measures No. of items α 

5. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 12 .603 

 

 To lead to a greater alpha score of the reliability of the entire tests, the reliability analysis 

was performed again with an item-deletion analysis. Some test items, which were suggested for 

deletion from the analysis, were removed to increase the reliability. The process of item deletion 

was completed when there was little or no increase in reliability.   
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Table 5.6. The number of test items in the main study and revised version after reliability 

analyses 

Measures Thai English 

 No. of items No. of items 

Bilingual Measures Main 

testing 

Finding 

analyses 

Main 

testing 

Finding 

analyses 

1.Reading comprehension 35 30 40 35 

2.Inferential skills 45 45 35 35 

3. Vocabulary 50 40 40 30 

4. Listening comprehension 25 15 40 - 

Other measures No. of items 

5. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 12 

 

The data from the above table indicated that the number of items of six measures had 

been modified. Only three measures, consisting of Thai inferential skills, English inferential 

skills and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices measures, had been retained for the 

finding analyses, because the reliability of these measures was sufficiently appropriate to retain 

for the further finding analyses. The summary of reliability analyses of all measures is presented 

in table 5.7.  
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Table 5.7. Reliability estimates of measures for the analyses  

Measures Thai English 

Bilingual Measures No. of 

items 

α No. of 

items 

α 

1.Reading comprehension 30 .594 35 .407 

2.Inferential skills 45 .759 35 .640 

3. Vocabulary 40 .606 30 .513 

4. Listening comprehension 15 .428 40  

Other measures No. of items α 

5. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 12 .603 

 

5.6. The data for the research analyses 

 The data obtained from 220 participants in the main study was revised, based on the item 

deletion analysis that was used to investigate the research findings.  

5.6.1. Descriptive statistics for the main study after revising based on the item 

deletion of the reliability analysis 

Descriptive statistics of nine out of ten measures from the data of 220 Thai undergraduate 

students can be found in this section. Table 5.8. presents the descriptive statistics of the Thai 

measures consisting of measures of reading comprehension, inferential skills, listening 

comprehension, and vocabulary. 
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Table 5.8. Descriptive statistics for the Thai language measures (N = 220) 

    No 

of items 

Mean 

 

SD Range 

 

Thai reading comprehension 30 17.12 3.81 7-27 

Thai inferential skills 45 27.82 5.77 9-38 

Thai listening comprehension 15 10.64 2.06 2-15 

Thai vocabulary  40 21.80 4.19 8-33 

 

 Overall, all the scores of Thai measures demonstrated the great variability of the tests. 

None of the measures obtained a possible ceiling score. The total score of 45 items of the Thai 

Inferential skills test contained five types of questions, namely, Literal Comprehension, 

Grammatical Connecting Inference, Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference, Text Coherence 

Inference, and Prior Knowledge Inference. Each type of questions comprised nine question 

items. Literal Comprehension questions had the highest mean score (M = 7.22 (SD = 1.49). The 

scores of Text Coherence Inference questions had the lowest mean score (M = 4.43, SD = 1.86). 

Literal Comprehension questions seemed to be easier for the participants than the four other 

types of questions. This can possibly be explained by the fact that Literal Comprehension 

questions were more likely to require only factual information that the participants were able to 

acquire directly from the reading passage. When reading Text Coherence inference questions, 

the participants had to apply different language skills to correctly answer this type of question. 
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Table 5.9. Descriptive statistics for five types of questions in the Thai inferential skills measure 

 Types of questions in the Thai 

inferential skills test 

No 

of items 

Mean 

 

SD 

 

Range 

 

1. Literal Comprehension  9 7.22 1.49 1-9 

2. Grammatical Connecting 9 6.22 1.32 2-9 

3. Vocabulary Related Meaning 9 4.84 1.56 0-9 

4. Text Coherence 9 4.43 1.86 0-8 

5. Prior Knowledge 9 5.11 1.61 1-9 

                                         Total 45 27.82 5.77 9-38 

 

As can be seen in Table 5.9., nine was the max score of Literal Comprehension, 

Grammatical Connecting Inference, Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference, and Prior 

Knowledge Inference questions, which was possibly the ceiling score, but the maximum score of 

Text Coherence Inference was eight. Generally, the range of scores of the five types of questions 

was relatively similar, minimum and maximum scores were between zero-two and eight-nine.   

 Table 5.10. presents the descriptive statistics of four English measures: reading 

comprehension, inferential skills, listening comprehension and vocabulary. 

Table 5.10. Descriptive statistics for the English measures (N = 220) 

 No  

of items 

Mean 

 

SD 

 

Range 

English reading comprehension 35 10.10 3.31 1-20 

English inferential skills 35 13.22 4.35 3-26 

English vocabulary  30 8.70 3.38 1-16 
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 Roughly, the scores of all three English assessment measures indicated variation. None of 

the mean scores obtained possible minimum or maximum scores. The mean of the English 

reading comprehension test was 10.10 (SD = 3.31) of the total score of 35. Likewise, the mean of 

the English vocabulary test was 8.70 (SD = 3.38) of the total score of 30. This suggested that the 

measures of English reading comprehension and vocabulary were relatively difficult for the 

majority of participants. Additionally, the five types of question in the English inferential skills 

measure were further assessed. The means and the standard deviation of these questions in the 

English inferential skills test are presented in table 5.11. 

Table 5.11. The mean and standard deviation of the five types of questions in the English 

inferential skills measures 

 Five types of questions in the No. of Mean SD Range 

 English inferential skills items    

1. Literal Comprehension 7 3.78 1.49 0-7 

2.  Grammatical Connecting 7 2.77 1.40 0-6 

3.  Vocabulary Related Meaning 7 1.84 1.20 0-5 

4. Text Coherence  7 2.24 1.21 0-6 

5.  Prior Knowledge 7 2.59 1.37 0-6 

 Total scores 35 13.22 4.35 3-26 

 

The above table demonstrates the descriptive statistics of the five types of questions in 

the English inferential skills test. The highest mean score was Literal Comprehension (M =3.78, 

SD = 1.49), which is the same result as for Thai inferential skills test. The participants obtained 

their lowest mean score in Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference (M = 1.84, SD = 1.20). 

Likewise, the mean scores of Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference in the Thai inferential 

skills test indicated the second lowest mean scores. The similar results indicated that these 

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference questions in both Thai and English were relatively 
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difficult for the participants. Table 5.12. presents the descriptive statistics of the Raven’s 

Advanced Progressive Matrices which were used to evaluate non-verbal reasoning abilities of 

the participants. 

Table 5.12. Descriptive statistics for Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (N=220)   

           No  

of items 

Mean SD Range 

The Raven’s Advanced Progressive 

Matrices (short form) 

12 5.42 2.29 0 / 11 

 

5.7. Correlations between predictor variables included in the Assessment 

battery  

 This section presents the results for the study’s first research question, that asks whether 

there is a relationship between inferential skills in Thai (L1) and English (L2). To answer this 

research question, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were conducted to assess 

the relationships among six predictor variables including inferential skills in Thai and English. 

Table 5.13. presents the results of this analysis. 
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Table 5.13. Pearson product moment correlation between six predictor variables   

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Thai inferential skills   .159* .436** .413** .217** .243** 

2. Thai listening comprehension   .206** .061 .105 .206** 

3. Thai vocabulary    .328** .334** .186** 

4. English inferential skills     - .280** .167* 

5. English vocabulary     - .114 

6. Raven’s Advanced Progressive 

Matrices (short form) 

     - 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

The above table shows the correlations among six predictor variables of reading 

comprehension, consisting of two primary predictor variables (Thai and English inferential 

skills), three language skill measures (Thai listening comprehension, Thai vocabulary, and 

English vocabulary) and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices as an additional variable.   

The significant correlation result within the same language demonstrated that there were 

significant positive correlations among Thai predictor variables. The Thai inferential skills 

measure was positively correlated with performance on Thai listening (r = .159, n = 220, p = .01) 

and Thai vocabulary (r = .436, n = 220, p = .01). Furthermore, Thai listening comprehension and 

Thai vocabulary were positively correlated (r = .206, n = 220, p = .01).  The English inferential 

skills measure was significantly correlated with the English vocabulary measure (r = .280, n = 

220, p = .01). 

 With the respect to the correlation among predictor variables across languages, the 

findings indicated that Thai inferential skills were significantly positively correlated with English 
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inferential (r = .413, n = 220, p = .01) and with English vocabulary (r = .217, n = 220, p =.01). 

Inferential skills and vocabulary showed a positive relationship across languages in both Thai 

and English. Scores achieved on the Thai inferential skills measure were significantly positively 

correlated to scores on English vocabulary and vice versa. However, there was no significant 

relationship between English inferential and Thai listening comprehension. 

With regard to the correlations between the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices and 

other predictor variables, there were positive relationships between the Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices and four measures: Thai inferential skills, Thai listening comprehension, 

Thai vocabulary, and English inferential skills. Only English vocabulary was not correlated with 

the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices. In conclusion, to answer the first research question 

which aimed to investigate the relationship between inferential skills in Thai and English, the 

findings revealed that there was a positive relationship between Thai and English inferential 

skills at .413**. The correlations of five types of inferential skills in Thai and English were also 

investigated. The results are reported in Table 5.14. 
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Table 5.14. Pearson product moment correlations between five types of questions in Thai and English inferential skills measures    

Questions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Thai Literal Comprehension - .443** .411** .437** .488** .203** .186** .158* .109 .267** 

2. Thai Grammatical  - .397** .402** .417** .311** .168* .100 .092 .225** 

3. Thai Vocabulary Meaning   - .429** .303** .136* .105 .099 .057 .158* 

4. Thai Text Coherence    - .513** .234** .354** .180** .157* .259** 

5. Thai Prior Knowledge     - .269** .265** .247** .164* .312** 

6. English Literal Comprehension      - .408** .261** .190** .395** 

7. English Grammatical       - .187** .267** .349** 

8. English Vocabulary Meaning         .215** .252** 

9. English Text Coherence         - .223** 

10. English Prior Knowledge          - 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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The findings from the table 5.14. showed that, with the regard to the five types of 

questions in the Thai inferential skills measure, there were significantly moderate correlations 

between the five types of questions. The correlation between Thai Text Coherence Inference and 

Thai Prior Knowledge Inference was slightly higher than that of the other types of questions. All 

five types of questions in the English inferential skills tests also demonstrated positive 

correlations at the small to moderate levels. 

Referring to the relationships across languages, Thai Text Coherence Inference and Thai 

Prior Knowledge Inference were positively correlated with all five types of questions in the 

English inferential skills test. When considering questions in the English inferential skills test, 

only English Multiple Sentence Inference had a positive correlation with all five types of 

questions in the Thai inferential skills test. 

5.8. The relationships between predictor variables including the Raven’s 

Advanced Progressive Matrices and reading comprehension 

This section primarily aimed to investigate the relationship between inferential skills and 

reading comprehension in the same language. These analyses assessed the correlations of not 

only inferential skills, but also of other additional variables; namely, language skills (listening 

comprehension and vocabulary) and the Raven’s Progressive Advanced Matrices, with reading 

comprehension of Thai and English. Bivariate correlations were conducted to assess the 

relationships among these variables using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients.   

5.8.1. The relationships between inferential skills and reading comprehension 

within the same language (Thai and English) 

 The Pearson bivariate correlation analysis was first performed to examine the relationship 

between inferential skills measure with other additional variables and reading comprehension 
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within the same language. Thai measures were investigated and followed by English measures, 

while the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices was added as an additional variable in all 

analyses. 

Table 5.15. indicates the correlation analysis between Thai predictor variables including 

the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices and reading comprehension. The results 

demonstrated that all Thai measures and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices had 

significant positive relationships with Thai reading comprehension. As can be seen, scores 

obtained on the Thai Inferential skills measure revealed a stronger positive correlation with Thai 

reading comprehension than other measures did. Furthermore, all five types of questions in the 

Thai inferential skills measure were significantly correlated with Thai reading comprehension. 

Interestingly, Thai Text Coherence inference showed the highest relationship with Thai reading 

comprehension (r = .371). One interesting finding was the correlations of Thai Vocabulary 

Related Meaning Inference and Thai vocabulary with Thai reading comprehension were 

relatively similar. This could possibly be explained that both measures were designed to 

investigate the vocabulary knowledge of the participants.  
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Table 5.15. Pearson product-moment bivariate correlations between Thai measures, the Raven’s 

Advanced Progressive Matrices and Thai Reading Comprehension  

 Thai reading comprehension 

Thai inferential skills .421** 

       Literal Comprehension .309**    

       Grammatical Connecting  .327** 

       Vocabulary Related Meaning .253** 

       Text Coherence .371** 

       Prior Knowledge .282** 

Thai listening comprehension .199** 

Thai vocabulary .245** 

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices .232** 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

 Then, the analysis aimed to investigate whether there were any relationships between 

English measures including the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices and English reading 

comprehension. The findings of correlation are reported in Table 5.16. 
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Table 5.16. Pearson product-moment bivariate correlations between English inferential skills and 

English reading comprehension  

 English reading comprehension 

English inferential skills .368** 

       Literal Comprehension .241** 

       Grammatical Connecting .294** 

       Vocabulary Related Meaning  .103  

       Text Coherence .264** 

       Prior Knowledge .283** 

English vocabulary .198** 

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices .140* 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

 The analysis from the table 5.16. indicates that there were significant correlations 

between all three measures and English reading comprehension. In consideration of the 

relationships of five types of questions and reading comprehension, only Vocabulary Related 

Meaning Inference did not show any positive relationship with English reading comprehension, 

whereby the four other types of in the test were significantly correlated with English reading 

comprehension. 

5.8.2. The relationships across languages between predictor variables 

including the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices and Reading comprehension 

 This section describes the relationships across languages between Thai predictor 

variables and English reading comprehension or vice versa. The Pearson-Coefficient bivariate 

correlation analysis was also performed to assess whether there were relationships between all 

eight predictor variables in this study. The relationship between Thai predictor variables and  
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English reading comprehension was first investigated and the results are demonstrated in Table 

5.17.  

Table 5.17. Pearson product-moment bivariate correlations between Thai measures including the 

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices and English reading comprehension 

 English reading comprehension 

Thai inferential skills .158* 

       Literal Comprehension .062 

       Grammatical Connecting .051 

       Vocabulary Related Meaning .187** 

       Text Coherence .135* 

       Prior Knowledge .130 

Thai vocabulary .211** 

Thai listening comprehension .046 

Raven’s Advanced Matrices .140* 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

 The findings showed that two Thai predictor variables (Thai inferential skills and Thai 

vocabulary) and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices demonstrated a relatively small 

correlation with English reading comprehension. However, Thai listening comprehension was 

not significantly correlated with English reading comprehension. Then, the correlation between 

English inferential skills and Thai reading comprehension was investigated and the results are 

displayed in Table 5.18. 
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Table 5.18. Pearson product-moment bivariate correlations between English measures and Thai 

reading comprehension 

          Thai reading comprehension 

English inferential skills .318** 

       Literal Comprehension .267** 

       Grammatical Connecting .225** 

       Vocabulary Related Meaning .226** 

       Text Coherence .122 

       Prior Knowledge .185** 

English vocabulary                         .120 

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices                             .232** 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

The findings showed that both English inferential skills and the Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices were positively correlated with Thai reading comprehension.  

In conclusion, there were some correlations across languages between inferential skills 

and reading comprehension. Interestingly, the relationship between English inferential skills and 

Thai reading comprehension (r = .318, n = 220, p =.01) was higher than the relationship between 

Thai inferential skills and English reading comprehension (r = .158, n = 220, p =.05).  

5.9. Inferential skills as a predictor of reading comprehension in Thai and 

English 

 Results from the correlation analyses demonstrated positive relationships between 

inferential skills and reading comprehension within the same and across languages. This section 

further investigated whether inferential skills predict extra variability in reading comprehension 

in the same language as well as across languages. The hierarchical multiple regression analyses 
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were used to assess the level of prediction of reading comprehension provided by various 

measures in the assessment battery. The total score of the reading comprehension measures in 

Thai and English were used as the dependent variables (DV), while the measures of inferential 

skills in Thai and English were used as the primary predictor (independent) variables. Moreover, 

measures of listening comprehension and vocabulary were included as additional predictor 

variables due to their strong relationship with reading comprehension. The study aimed to further 

investigate the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices as another additional predictor variable.  

In each fix-order hierarchical multiple regression analysis, gender was entered in the first step as 

a control variable. The predictor variables of language skills and non-verbal (Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices were then entered in Step 2. Inferential skills measure was added in the last 

step. 

5.9.1. Thai inferential skills as a predictor of Thai reading comprehension 

This section investigated the ability of Thai measures consisting of Thai inferential skills, 

Thai listening and Thai vocabulary in predicting Thai reading comprehension. The first analysis 

was focused on the predictive ability of only Thai inferential skills, so gender was entered as a 

control and followed by the Thai inferential skills. Table 5.19. presents the results of a 

hierarchical regression analysis when entering gender as a control variable and the inferential 

skill scores as a predictor of Thai reading comprehension. 
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Table 5.19. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis investigating Thai inferential skills as a 

predictor of Thai reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2  

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Control .100 .100 F = 24.29 

p < .001 

Gender           

 

.261 

p < .001 

 

2 Thai inferential 

skills 

.244 .144 F = 41.19 

p < .001 

Thai 

inferential 

skills     

.383 

p < .001 

  

 Results obtained from this analysis demonstrated that Thai inferential skills were 

statistically significant. The inferential skills explained approximately 14 percent of variance in 

Thai reading comprehension with the Beta value (β =.383, p < .001). 

 Next, the language skills measures (Thai listening comprehension, Thai vocabulary) and 

the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices were entered into the model to investigate whether 

inferential skills predicted Thai reading comprehension after the predicting influence of these 

measures.  These results are presented in Table 5.20. 
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Table 5.20. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis investigating Thai language skills and 

the Raven’s in addition to Thai inferential skills as predictors of Thai reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2  

Change 

Final Beta 

1 Control .100 .100 F = 24.29 

p < .001 

Gender .279 

p < .001 

2 Thai language 

skills and Raven’s 

.215 .115 F =10.49 

p < .001 

Thai listening   

Thai vocabulary 

Raven’s 

.086 

.068 

.150 

p = .015 

3 Thai inferential 

skills 

.283 .068 F = 20.39 

p < .001 

Thai inferential 

skills 

.300 

p < .001 

 

The data from the above table showed that variables of Thai language skills and the 

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices were statistically significant, with accounting for 

approximately 12 percent of variance of Thai reading comprehension. The predictor variable of 

Thai inferential skills was also significant, with explaining addition approximately 7 percent of 

variance above Thai language skills and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices.  In the 

final model, only Thai inferential skills were statistical significant (β=.300, p < .001). 

In conclusion, these analyses revealed that all four predictor variables consisting of Thai 

listening, Thai vocabulary, the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, and Thai inferential 

skills, Thai inferential skills was the best predictor of Thai reading comprehension. 
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5.9.2. English inferential skills as a predictor of English reading 

comprehension  

 Similar hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to investigate whether inferential 

skills were a predictor of English reading comprehension. Gender was entered into the model as 

a control variable, and English inferential skill was entered as a merely independent variable at 

step two. Table 5.21. shows whether English inferential skills influence in predicting English 

reading comprehension. 

Table 5.21. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis investigating English inferential skills as 

a predictor of English reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2  

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Control .000 .000 F = .024 

p = .878 

Gender   -.039 

2 English Inferential 

Skills 

.137 .137 F= 34.35 

p < .001 

English 

Inferential 

skills 

  .373 

p < .001 

  

In this analysis, without the influence of other predictor variables, English inferential 

skills accounted for approximately 14 percent of variance in English reading comprehension. 

Next, two independent variables, including English vocabulary and the Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices, were entered into the model at step two, after controlling for gender. 

English inferential skill was added as the last variable to investigate whether English inferential 

skill still made any contribute in predicting English reading comprehension after the influence of 

other variables. The results of this analysis are displayed in Table 5.22. 
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Table 5.22. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis investigating English language skills and 

the Raven’s in addition to English inferential skills as predictors of English reading 

comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2  

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Control .000 .000 F = .024 

p = 878 

Gender        -.021 

2 English language 

skills and Raven’s 

.054 .054 F = 6.172 

p = .002 

English 

vocabulary 

Raven’s 

.096 

 

.072 

3 English inferential 

skills 

.151 .097 F = 24.473 

p < .001  

English 

Inferential 

skills 

.332 

p <.001 

 

 The findings obtained from the above data indicated that the model was statistically 

significant at steps two and three with language skills and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive 

Matrices, explaining approximately 5 percent of variance in English reading comprehension, and 

English inferential skills predicted 10 percent above that of the language skills and the Raven’s 

Advance Progressive Matrices. In this final model, only English inferential skills were 

statistically significant: English inferential (β = .332, p <.001).  

 In conclusion, this analysis indicated that reading comprehension performance in the 

same language was best predicted by inferential skills measures. Additionally, inferential skills 

significantly demonstrated a similar predictive power for assessing reading comprehension in the 

same language.  
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5.9.3. Thai inferential skills as a predictor of English reading comprehension 

 To assess the ability of Thai measures variables in predicting English reading 

comprehension, a hierarchical regression analysis was performed.  The total score of the English 

reading comprehension was used as the dependent variable, while Thai predictor variables, 

consisting of Thai language skills and Thai inferential skills were the independent variables. The 

variables were entered in a prescribed order: gender of the participants was entered to control for 

the effects of the variable, followed by the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, English 

language skills, Thai language skills, English inferential, and finally Thai inferential skills. Table 

5.23. presents the results of the hierarchical regression analysis entering the Thai measures after 

English measures of English reading comprehension. 
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Table 5.23. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis investigating adding Thai predictors to 

English predictors of English reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2 

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Gender .000 .000 F = .024 

p = .878 

Gender -.015 

2 Raven’s .020 .020 F = 4.420 

p = .037 

Raven’s .072 

3 English language 

skills 

.054 .034 F = 7.786 

p = .006 

English 

vocabulary 

.080 

4 Thai language skills .073 .019 F = 2.176 

p = .116 

Thai 

vocabulary 

Thai 

Listening 

.085 

 

-.006 

5 English inferential 

skills 

.155 .082 F = 20.619 

p < .001 

English 

inferential 

skills 

.327 

p < .001 

6 Thai inferential skills .156 .001 F = .362 

p = .548 

Thai 

Inferential 

skills 

-.046 

 

 Results obtained from this analysis indicated that Thai inferential skills measure was not 

statistically significant. This suggested that the addition of Thai inferential skill scores did not 

increase the level of prediction of English reading comprehension. Three predictor variables 

were statistically significant, with the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, explaining 2 

percent of English reading comprehension, English language skills explaining additional 3.4 

percent and English inferential skill explaining approximately 8 percent. In the final model, only 

the variable of English inferential skills was statistically significant ((β = .327, p <.001).  
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5.9.4. English inferential skills as a predictor of Thai reading comprehension 

Similar hierarchical regression was also performed to assess the ability of English 

predictor variables in predicting Thai reading comprehension. Scores obtained from the Thai 

reading comprehension were used as the dependent variable, while English predictor variables 

were considered to be independent variables. Gender was entered into the model in the first step 

as a control. Then, the all predictor variables were entered, starting with the Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices, Thai language skills, English language skills, Thai inferential skills, and 

finally English inferential skills. The results are presented in Table 5.24.  

Table 5.24. Regression analyse investigating adding English predictors to Thai predictors of Thai 

reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2 

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Control .100 .100 F = 24.29 

p < .001 

Gender .266 

p < .001 

 

2 Raven’s .167 .067 F = 17.328 

p < .001  

Raven’s .141 

p = .022 

 

3 Thai language skills .215 .048 F = 6.620 

p = .002 

Thai vocabulary 

 

Thai listening 

.042 

 

.092 

 

4 English language 

skills 

.217 .002 F = .640 

p = .425 

English 

vocabulary 

.004 

 

 

5 Thai inferential skills .284 .067 F = 19.807 

p < .001 

Thai inferential .260 

p < .001 

 

6 English inferential 

skills 

.297 .013 F = 3.956 

p = .048 

English 

inferential skills 

.131 

p = .048 
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Within this analysis, English inferential skills were the only English predictor variable 

which was statistically significant, explaining 1 percent of variance in Thai reading 

comprehension. Additionally, three other additional variables were also statistically significant. 

In the final model, English inferential skills explained the addition of 1.3 percent of variance in 

Thai reading comprehension. In the final model, two out of the seven variables were statistically 

significant, with Thai inferential skills indicating the highest Beta value (β = .260, p < .001), and 

English inferential skills ((β = .131, p = .048). 

5.9.5. Five types of questions as a predictor of Thai reading comprehension 

Hierarchical regression analyses were also conducted to examine whether five types of 

questions in the Thai and English inferential skills make a unique contribution to predicting Thai 

reading comprehension. Thai reading comprehension was used as the dependent variable (DV), 

five types of questions in Thai and English inferential skills were considered as predictor 

(independent) variables. Five types of Thai questions were first investigated, and the order of 

entry of predictor variables was first Thai listening comprehension, then Thai vocabulary, and 

finally Thai inferential skills after a control variable (participants’ gender).  Then, five types of 

English questions were performed. Tables 5.25.-5.26. present the results for these analyse as 

below. 
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Table 5.25. Regression analyse investigating Thai inferential question predictors of Thai reading 

comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2 

Change 

       Final Beta 

 

 

1 Control .100 .100 F = 24.29 

p < .001 

Gender .290 

p < .001 

2 Thai Language skills 

and Raven’s 

.215 .115 F = 14.73 

p < .001 

Thai Listening 

 

Thai Vocabulary   

 

Raven’s 

.087 

 

.081 

 

.162  

p = .010 

3 Thai inferential 

questions 

.298 .082 F = 9.89 

p < .001 

Literal Comp 

 

Grammatical 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Text Coherence 

 

 

Prior Knowledge 

.062 

 

.091 

 

.087 

 

.200 

p = .007 

 

-.048 
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Table 5.26.  Regression analyse investigating English inferential questions predictors of Thai 

reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 

 

R2 

  Change 

Sig R2 

Change 

     Final Beta 

         

 

1 Control .100 .100 F = 24.286 

p < .001 

Gender 302 

p < .001 

2 English Language 

skills and Raven’s 

.180 .079 F = 15.761 

p < .001 

English 

Vocabulary   

 

Raven’s 

.052 

 

.211 

p = .001 

3 English inferential 

questions 

.228 .049 F = 7.796 

p < .001 

 

 

 

Literal Comp 

 

Grammatical 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Text Coherence 

 

Prior Knowledge 

.073 

 

.085 

 

.115 

 

.034 

 

.046 

 

5.9.6. Five types of questions as a predictor of English reading comprehension 

The predictive ability of the five types of questions in the English and Thai inferential 

skills measures of English reading comprehension were investigated. English reading 

comprehension was set as the dependent variable, and five types of questions in the Thai and 

English inferential skills measures were utilised as predictor (independent) variables. The 

predictive ability of English questions was first analysed and then the Thai questions 

respectively. Gender was entered into the model each time in the first step to act as a control. 

The order of both analyses was a control variable (the participants’ gender), then language skills 

measure, Raven’s and finally inferential skills measure. The results are demonstrated in Tables 

5.27-5.28. 
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Table 5.27. Regression analyse investigating English inferential questions predictors of English 

reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 

 

R2 

Change 

Sig. R2 

Change 

Final Beta 

 

1 Control .000 .000 F = .02 

p = .878 

Gender -.010 

 

2 English Language 

skills and Raven’s 

.054 .054 F = 4.12 

p = .007 

English 

Vocabulary   

 

Raven’s 

.105 

 

 

.076 

3 English inferential 

questions 

.173 .119 F = 5.52 

p < .001 

Literal Comp 

 

Grammatical 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Text 

Coherence  

 

Prior 

Knowledge 

.103 

 

.147 

p = .043 

 

-.048 

 

.172 

p = .012 

 

.116 
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Table 5.28. Regression analyse investigating Thai inferential question predictors of English 

reading comprehension 

 Variables 

 

R2 

 

R2 

Change 

Sig.  R2 

Change 

Final Beta 

 

 

1 Gender .000 .000 F = .024 

p = .878 

Gender .038 

 

2 Thai Language 

skills and Raven’s 

.056 .056 F = 3.166 

P = .015 

Listening 

 

 

Vocabulary   

 

 

Raven’s 

-.002 

 

 

.167 

p = .028 

 

.110 

 

3 Thai inferential 

questions 

.083 .027 F = 2.114 

p = .030 

Literal Comp 

 

Grammatical 

 

Vocabulary 

 

 

Text Coherence 

 

Prior 

Knowledge 

-.086 

 

-.077 

 

.173 

p = .030 

 

.030 

 

.037 

 

5.10. Analysis from the questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies 

 The questionnaire was developed to assess the participants’ perceptions of reading 

comprehension strategies. The Thai version of the questionnaire was administered to participants 

at the beginning of the data collecting session of Thai measures. Prior to administering the 

questionnaire, the participants were clearly informed that the questionnaire was aimed at 

investigating their self-perceptions regarding reading comprehension strategies in general, not 

specific in any particular language.  
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The questionnaire consisted of two sections. The first section surveyed the participants’ 

demographic characteristics and some educational background. The second section of the 

questionnaire was composed of fourteen statements on reading comprehension strategies. This 

aimed to survey participants’ self-perceptions regarding reading comprehension strategies. The 

participants indicated the extent to which they use the described statements by responding either 

(5) always, (4) regularly, (3) sometimes, (2) seldom or (1) never. Table 5.29. displays the scale 

rating used to interpret reading comprehension skills. The results of the questionnaire from the 

220 Thai undergraduate students are presented in Table 5.30. 

Table 5.29. The interpretation scale of mean scores for the statements of reading comprehension 

strategies 

Range of Mean Scores Interpretation 

1.00-1.80 Never 

1.81-2.60 Seldom 

2.61-3.40 Sometimes 

3.41-4.20 Regularly 

4.21-5.00 Always 
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Table 5.30. The results of the questionnaire from the 220 Thai undergraduate students 

Item Questionnaire Statements Mean SD Interpretation 

1. I apply my learned grammatical knowledge while 

reading. 

3.09 0.77 Sometimes 

2. I look for grammatical patterns in the reading 

passage. 

2.63 0.76 Sometimes 

3. I analyse grammatical cues in the sentences. 2.57 0.80 Seldom 

4. I skip unknown words that I cannot understand even 

if I know every word in it. 

2.57 0.85 Seldom 

5. I choose the meaning of vocabulary that best suits the 

context. 

3.32 0.85 Sometimes 

6. I try to guess the meaning of the word or expression. 3.68 0.79 Regularly 

7. I link the content with what I already know to help 

me understand the text. 

3.63 0.81 Regularly  

8. I use my prior knowledge to help understanding the 

reading text. 

3.85 0.69 Regularly  

9. I use the title to help to understand the contents. 3.64 0.76 Regularly  

10. I react emotionally to the text. 3.43 0.80 Regularly 

11. I try to connect or relate information presented in 

different sentences or parts of the text. 

3.64 0.80 Regularly 

12. I go back and forth in the text to find relationship 

among ideas in it or go over difficult parts several 

times to double-check and correct my understanding 

of the text. 

3.58 0.91 Regularly   

13. I try to interpret hidden meaning in the text. 3.41 0.86 Regularly  

14. I try to make an inference or draw a conclusion based 

on information not explicitly stated in the text. 

3.28 0.82 Sometimes  

 All Items Overall Mean 3.27 .07 Sometimes  

 

As can be seen in Table 5.30., the overall mean of 3.27 with a standard deviation of .07 

indicated that participants’ perception of reading comprehension strategies used was at the 

medium level (sometimes). With regard to the means of individual item in the questionnaire, the 

means of individual item range from 2.57 (SD = 0.80) to 3.85 (SD = 0.69). Item 8 (statement: I 

use my prior knowledge to help understanding the reading text.) was the highest mean score (M 

= 3.85), whereas the least mean score was item 2 (statement:  look for grammatical patterns in 
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the reading passage.) (M = 2.57).  Interestingly, even the overall mean of vocabulary fell into the 

medium level use, item 4 of this category (statement: I skip unknown words that I cannot 

understand even if I know every word in it.) was at the low-usage level (M = 2.57). This suggests 

that the majority of the participants seem to expect to understand every single word in order to 

comprehend reading texts.  

5.10.1. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions of reading 

comprehension strategies and their performance on the reading comprehension 

measures  

As the means of the questionnaire items have been reported in the previous section, it 

should, therefore, be interesting to explore further the relationship between participants’ reported 

reading comprehension strategies and their Thai and English reading comprehension 

performance. The correlation analyses were conducted by using data from the questionnaire on 

reading comprehension strategies and the participants’ scores from the Thai and English reading 

comprehension measures. The findings are presented in Tables 5.31-5.32. 

Table 5.31. Correlation between the participants’ perceptions on reading comprehension 

strategies (overall mean) and their scores on the Thai and English reading comprehension 

measures. 

                Measures Questionnaire 

Overall mean 

Thai reading comprehension 0.06 

English reading comprehension 0.082 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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The analysis from the table 5.31. indicates that there was no positive relationship between 

the overall mean of the questionnaire and the Thai reading comprehension scores. Similarly, the 

questionnaire mean score was not correlated with English reading comprehension scores.  

Table 5.32. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading comprehension 

strategies (individual item) and their Thai and English reading comprehension scores  

Item Questionnaire statements Reading comprehension 

  Thai English 

1. I apply my learned grammatical knowledge 

while reading. 

0.55 .095 

2. I look for grammatical patterns in the reading 

passage. 

-.116 .079 

3. I analyse grammatical cues in the sentences. -.060 .023 

4. I skip unknown words that I cannot understand 

even if I know every word in it. 

.002 -.004 

5. I choose the meaning of vocabulary that best 

suits the context. 

.080 .045 

6. I try to guess the meaning of the word or 

expression. 

-.014 .191** 

7. I link the content with what I already know to 

help me understand the text. 

.029 .166* 

8. I use my prior knowledge to help understanding 

the reading text. 

-.038 .111 

9. I use the title to help to understand the contents. .040 0 

10. I react emotionally to the text.  .018 

11. I try to connect or relate information presented 

in different sentences or parts of the text. 

.036 -.04 

12. I go back and forth in the text to find 

relationship among ideas in it or go over 

difficult parts several times to double-check and 

correct my understanding of the text. 

.118 -.006 

13. I try to interpret hidden meaning in the text. .070 -.053 

14. I try to make an inference or draw a conclusion 

based on information not explicitly stated in the 

text. 

.095 .002 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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As reported in the table 5.32., none of the questionnaire items showed a positive 

correlation with Thai reading comprehension performance. With respect to the correlation with 

the English reading comprehension measure, two questionnaire items on vocabulary showed a 

positive relationship with the English reading comprehension score. Thus, the relationships of 

the overall mean score of the questionnaire with the Thai reading comprehension as well as with 

the English reading comprehension scores revealed a relatively similar pattern of correlation. 

5.10.2. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions of reading 

comprehension strategies and their performance on the inferential skills measures  

 Relationships between the questionnaire items and the Thai and English inferential skills 

scores were further analysed, with data from the questionnaire on reading comprehension 

strategies, and the participants’ scores from the five types of questions used in the Thai and 

English inferential skills being investigated to assess their correlations. The findings are 

presented in Tables 5.33-5.35. 
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Table 5.33. Correlation between the participants’ perceptions on reading comprehension 

strategies (overall mean) and their scores on the Thai and English inferential skills measures 

Inferential skill  

    Questions 

Questionnaire 

Overall mean 

Thai inferential skills .147* 

      Literal Comprehension .063 

      Grammatical Connecting .107 

      Vocabulary Related Meaning .055 

      Text Coherence Inference .178** 

      Prior Knowledge Inference .123 

English inferential skills .159* 

       Literal Comprehension .109 

       Grammatical Connecting .105 

       Vocabulary Related Meaning .126 

       Text Coherence Inference .088 

       Prior Knowledge Inference .091 

 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 

 As shown in the above table, the overall mean of the questionnaire on reading 

comprehension strategies was correlated with the Thai inferential skill scores as well as the 

English inferential skills scores at low positive level (r = 0.147 and 0.159 respectively). In 

addition, based on five types of questions in the Thai inferential skills, only Thai Text Coherence 

Inference indicated a positive correlation with the overall mean score. 
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Table 5.34. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading comprehension 

strategies (individual item) and their Thai inferential skills scores  

Item Questionnaire Statements Types of questions in the Thai inferential 

skills measure 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1. I apply my learned grammatical knowledge 

while reading. 

.058 .061 .035 .065 .080 

2. I look for grammatical patterns in the reading 

passage. 

-.068 -.104 -.136* -.062 .000 

3. I analyse grammatical cues in the sentences. -.134* -.004 -.085 -.017 -.041 

4. I skip unknown words that I cannot understand 

even if I know every word in it. 

.071 .052 -.048 -.025 .012 

5. I choose the meaning of vocabulary that best 

suits the context. 

.044 .139* -.013 .132 .094 

6. I try to guess the meaning of the word or 

expression. 

.049 .056 .102 .128 .095 

7. I link the content with what I already know to 

help me understand the text. 

.027 .061 .122 .154* .038 

8. I use my prior knowledge to help understanding 

the reading text. 

.104 .117 .041 .089 .122 

9. I use the title to help to understand the contents. .089 .086 .028 .147* .096 

10. I react emotionally to the text. .046 .056 -.062 -.022 .048 

11. I try to connect or relate information presented 

in different sentences or parts of the text. 

.128 .149* .082 .165* .038 

12. I go back and forth in the text to find 

relationship among ideas in it or go over 

difficult parts several times to double-check and 

correct my understanding of the text. 

.117 .129 .065 .154* .157* 

13. I try to interpret hidden meaning in the text. .013 .027 .032 .191** .108 

14. I try to make an inference or draw a conclusion 

based on information not explicitly stated in the 

text. 

.069 .069 .135* .138* .081 

 

Note. 1 = Thai Literal Comprehension Inference, 2 = Thai Grammatical Connecting Inference, 3 = Thai 

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference, 4 = Thai Text Coherence Inference, 5 = Thai Prior Knowledge 

Inference 
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Table 5.35. The correlation of the participants’ self-perceptions on reading comprehension 

strategies and their performance on the English inferential skills measure   

Item Questionnaire Statements Types of questions in the English inferential 

skills measure 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1. I apply my learned grammatical knowledge 

while reading. 

.109 .125 .040 .050 .161* 

2. I look for grammatical patterns in the reading 

passage. 

-.038 .092 .055 .069 .077 

3. I analyse grammatical cues in the sentences. -.012 -.055 .004 .009 -.050 

4. I skip unknown words that I cannot understand 

even if I know every word in it. 

-.032 .090 -.026 .080 .023 

5. I choose the meaning of vocabulary that best 

suits the context. 

.079 .150* .095 .164* .087 

6. I try to guess the meaning of the word or 

expression. 

.086 .114 .018 .119 .046 

7. I link the content with what I already know to 

help me understand the text. 

.149* .125 .121 .133* .108 

8. I use my prior knowledge to help understanding 

the reading text. 

.078 .050 .054 .126 .133* 

9. I use the title to help to understand the contents. .053 .064 .107 .021 .090 

10. I react emotionally to the text. .034 .038 .118 .044 -.019 

11. I try to connect or relate information presented 

in different sentences or parts of the text. 

.063 .061 .088 .010 .103 

12. I go back and forth in the text to find 

relationship among ideas in it or go over 

difficult parts several times to double-check and 

correct my understanding of the text. 

.092 .032 .093 -.036 -.008 

13. I try to interpret hidden meaning in the text. .040 .074 .055 .040 .028 

14. I try to make an inference or draw a conclusion 

based on information not explicitly stated in the 

text. 

.040 .007 .050 .001 -.029 

 

Note.   1 = Thai Literal Comprehension Inference, 2 = Thai Grammatical Connecting Inference,  3 = 

Thai Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference, 4 = Thai Text Coherence Inference, 5 = Thai Prior 

Knowledge Inference 
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Overall, the data from tables 5.34.-5.35. demonstrated a similar pattern of correlation in 

that each questionnaire item showed either no correlation or correlation with 1-2 types of 

questions in the Thai inferential skills as well as English inferential skills measures.  

Regarding types of inference questions in Thai and English, the Thai Text Coherence 

Inference questions indicated more frequent correlation (four questionnaire items) than for the 

other four types of questions, and the English Text Coherence and Prior Knowledge Inference 

questions demonstrated correlation with a greater number of questionnaire items (two items) 

than other English types of questions. 

5.11. Conclusion 

The analyses of this study aimed to answer three research questions. Research question 

one was to find out whether there was a relationship between inferential skills in Thai (L1) and 

English (L2). The results from the Pearson bivariate correlation analysis indicated that there was 

a positive relationship between inferential skills in Thai and English at .413**. 

Research question two investigated whether inferential skills supported reading 

comprehension within a single language (Thai or English). Based on the Pearson correlation 

coefficient analyses between inferential skills and reading comprehension within the same 

language, the findings suggested that both Thai and English inferential skills were positively 

correlated with reading comprehension in the same language, with a similar level of correlation—

Thai inferential skills and reading comprehension (r = .421**) and English inferential skills and 

reading comprehension (r = .368**). 

In addition, analyses using hierarchical multiple regression were conducted to investigate 

the predictive power of inferential skills on reading comprehension within the same language. 

The findings revealed that the addition of inferential skills scores made a significant contribution 
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in the prediction of reading comprehension, both in Thai and English, after controlling language 

and non-verbal skills. 

Research question three asked whether inferential skills predicted reading comprehension 

across languages. With regard to the relationship between the two languages (Thai and English), 

the findings showed a positive correlation across the two languages. There was a correlation 

between Thai inferential skills and English reading comprehension (r = .158, n = 220, p = .01) 

and English inferential skills were also positively correlated with Thai reading comprehension   

(r = .318, n = 220, p = .01). 

However, only the English inferential skill scores predicted additional variability in Thai 

reading comprehension after controlling for the Thai measures, while the addition of Thai 

inferential skill scores did not show any contribution to English reading comprehension. 

According to the analysis of the questionnaire on the participants’ self-perceptions of 

reading comprehension strategies, the findings showed no positive correlation between the self-

perceptions on reading comprehension strategies use and Thai /English reading compression 

performance. With regard to the correlation with Thai/ English inferential skills scores, the 

results showed that there was a small correlation between reading strategies use and Thai 

inferential skills performance. Similarly, a small correlation was demonstrated between the 

questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies and English inferential skills scores. 
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Chapter Six 

General Discussion 

 

The final chapter discusses the thesis findings and draws a number of conclusions. The 

chapter begins with an overview of the entire study and its key findings. The following sections 

then discuss theoretical implications linking the findings to previous and recent literature, and 

providing potential explanations for the research outcomes. Practical implications are the focus 

of the next section. In addition, a discussion of the study’s limitations and recommendations for 

future research will also be provided.  

6.1. Summary of the study and key findings 

 The primary objectives of this thesis were: (i) to examine the reciprocal relationships of 

inferential skills within two languages (Thai and English); (ii) to investigate the relationships 

between inferential skills and reading comprehension within the same language and ascertain 

whether inferential skills can predict reading comprehension within the same language; and (iii) 

to further determine the relationships between inferential skills and reading comprehension 

across languages and whether inferential skills can predict reading comprehension across 

languages.  

This study was a quantitative investigation incorporating data from nine assessment 

measures and a questionnaire completed by 220 Thai undergraduate students. Primary measures 

were used to assess the participants’ performance in various cognitive-linguistic skills in two 

languages (Thai and English). Testing administration was conducted in two main sessions 

conducted on two different days. The Thai language measures comprised assessments of reading 
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comprehension, inferential skills, vocabulary and listening comprehension, plus a questionnaire 

on reading comprehension strategies. These measures were employed in the first session. In the 

second session, English language assessments and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices 

were administered.  

In the quantitative analyses of this study, Thai and English reading comprehension scores 

were used as the dependent variables. The primary predictor variables (independent) variables 

were inferential skills in Thai and English. Three additional predictor (independent) variables 

were two language skills (vocabulary and listening comprehension) and non-verbal reasoning 

abilities. The major findings of this study are summarized below, with additional findings being 

described in the following sections.  

1. The relationships between predictor variables within and across languages: 

    i) Both Thai and English inferential skills positively correlated with Raven’s Advanced 

Progressive Matrices. 

  ii) Thai inferential skills correlated with Thai listening comprehension and Thai 

vocabulary. 

  iii) English inferential skills significantly correlated with the English vocabulary.  

 iv) There were positive correlations between the five types of questions in both Thai 

and English inferential skills. 

 v) There were positive relationships between Thai and English inferential skills. 

 vi) Thai inferential skills correlated with English vocabulary. 

 vii) English inferential skills correlated with Thai vocabulary. 
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2. Inferential skills and reading comprehension in the same language: 

 Both Thai and English inferential skills predicted extra variability in reading 

comprehension within the same language after controlling language and non-verbal skills 

measures. 

 3. Inferential skills and reading comprehension across languages: 

 Only English inferential skills predicted additional variability in Thai reading 

comprehension after controlling for the Thai measures. 

4. Regarding the five types of questions in the inferential skills measures as a predictor of 

reading comprehension: 

 i) Thai Text Coherence Inference was the only type of question which made a 

significant contribution to predicting Thai reading comprehension.  

 ii) English Grammatical Connecting Inference and English Text Coherence Inference 

were the only two types of English questions which predicted unique variance in English reading 

comprehension.  

 iii) Thai Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference predicted extra variability in English 

reading comprehension. 

5. The questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies: 

 i) There was no significant relationship between overall mean score of the 

questionnaire and reading comprehension within either Thai or English. 
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 ii) There was a significant positive correlation between the overall mean scores of 

reading comprehension strategies and Thai inferential skills scores as well as English inferential 

skills scores. 

 6.1.1. The relationships between predictor variables within and across 

languages (Thai and/or English) 

The first research question was designed to investigate the relationship between 

inferential skills in Thai as the first language (L1) and English as the second language (L2). The 

following analyses aimed to answer the first research question and investigated the relationships 

between other predictor variables. The data from six assessment measures consisting of two 

primary assessments (Thai and English inferential skills), three language skills (Thai and English 

vocabulary and Thai listening comprehension) measures in Thai and English and the Raven’s 

Advanced Progressive Matrices, conducted with 220 Thai participants, was analysed.       

Referring to the correlations within each language, the results demonstrated that Thai 

inferential skills were significantly correlated with Thai listening comprehension and Thai 

vocabulary, as well as the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices, whereas the English 

inferential skills measure was significantly correlated with the English vocabulary measure.  

With regard to the relationships across languages between all predictor variables, the 

findings indicated that Thai inferential skills were positively correlated with English inferential 

skills. Both Thai and English inferential skills and vocabulary showed positive relationships 

across languages. Thai inferential skills were correlated with English vocabulary, and English 

inferential skills were also correlated with Thai vocabulary. However, there was no significant 

relationship between English inferential skills and Thai listening comprehension. 
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In addition, five types of questions in the Thai and English inferential skills were 

investigated: Literal Comprehension, Grammatical Connecting Inference, Vocabulary Related 

Meaning Inference, Text Coherence Inference, and Prior Knowledge Inference.  The correlation 

analyses of these five types of questions indicated that there were significantly moderate 

correlations between the five types of questions. The correlation between Thai Text Coherence 

Inference and Thai Prior Knowledge Inference was slightly higher than that of other types of 

questions. All types of questions in the English inferential skills tests also demonstrated positive 

correlations between themselves, at small to moderate levels.  

Furthermore, the correlation analyses across languages between the five types of 

questions in the inferential skills measures indicated that Thai Text Coherence Inference and 

Thai Prior Knowledge Inference were positively correlated with all five types of questions in the 

English inferential skills test, whereas only English Prior Knowledge Inference was positively 

correlated with all five types of questions in the Thai inferential skills test. 

In conclusion, the findings for the first research question clearly indicated that there was 

a positive moderate relationship between inferential skills in Thai and English. This finding 

suggests that the development in inferential skills in one language has the potential to improve 

the ability of inferential skills when reading in other languages. 

6.1.2. Inferential skills and reading comprehension in the same language 

The second research question asked whether there was a significant relationship between 

inferential skills and reading comprehension within the same language (Thai or English) and 

examined whether inferential skills would predict variation of reading comprehension. 

Inferential skills—one of the higher level comprehension skills—are reported to be a significant 

predictor of reading comprehension ability (e.g., Granham & Oakhill, 1996; Hogan et al., 2011). 
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There are many studies on the influences of inferential skills on reading comprehension, mainly 

focusing on English as a first language. The current study was an attempt to further address the 

scarcity of such research in languages other than English, and to further investigate inference 

skills and reading comprehension in two languages—Thai as L1 and English as L2.    

The correlation analyses were performed using the scores on the inferential skills and 

reading comprehension measures of Thai and English. The findings revealed that there was a 

significant positive relationship between inferential skills and reading comprehension within the 

same language. Furthermore, the findings from hierarchical regression analyses in this thesis 

indicated that the addition of inferential skill scores significantly increased the predictability of 

reading comprehension in the same language, after controlling for Thai language skills and non-

verbal reasoning measures. English inferential skills predicted the addition of variability of 

English reading comprehension. Therefore, the findings in this thesis argue for the importance of 

inferential skills in successful reading comprehension in both Thai and English. 

6.1.3. Inferential skills and reading comprehension across languages (between 

two languages) 

The third research question aimed to investigate whether there were significant 

relationships between inferential skills and reading comprehension across languages (Thai and 

English) and examined whether inferential skills further contributed to any predictability to 

reading comprehension across languages.  

The findings on the relationships between inferential skills and reading comprehension 

across languages showed that there was a positive correlation across languages between Thai 

inferential skills and English reading comprehension, and between English inferential skills and 

Thai reading comprehension. However, it was noted that the relationships between Thai 
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inferential skills and English reading comprehension was relatively low, whereas there was a 

higher relationship between English inferential skills and Thai reading comprehension.  

In addition, the results from similar hierarchical regression analyses exploring the 

predictive ability of inferential skills across languages clearly demonstrated that the addition of 

English inferential skills scores predicted extra variability in Thai reading comprehension, after 

controlling for English and Thai language related skills and non-verbal reasoning measures. 

However, the addition of Thai inferential skills scores did not influence the level of prediction of 

English reading comprehension. 

6.1.4. Five types of questions in the inferential skills measures as a predictor 

of reading comprehension 

 As regards the predictive ability within the same language, an analysis on the 

contribution of the five types of Thai questions to predict performance in Thai reading 

comprehension indicated that the Thai Text Coherence Inference was the only type of question 

which made a significant contribution to predicting Thai reading comprehension. As regards to 

predicting within the English language, English Grammatical Connecting Inference and English 

Text Coherence Inference were the only two types of English questions which predicted unique 

variance in English reading comprehension. Concerning the prediction across languages, 

surprisingly the analyses indicated that only Thai Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference 

predicted extra variability in English reading comprehension performance. 
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6.1.5. Analyses of the data from the participants’ self-perceptions on reading 

comprehension strategies  

6.1.5.1. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading 

comprehension strategies and reading comprehension scores 

The data from the questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies and scores on the 

Thai and English reading comprehension measures were analysed using the Pearson coefficient 

correlation. In this study, the data of the participants from the questionnaire on reading 

comprehension strategies was not specific to either Thai or English, just to general reading skills.   

The correlation analysis results showed the overall mean score of the questionnaire did 

not show a significant relationship with either the Thai or the English reading comprehension 

scores. With the respect to the correlation of individual question items, none of the questionnaire 

items showed a positive correlation with Thai reading comprehension performance, while only 

two questionnaire items on vocabulary showed a positive relationship with English reading 

comprehension score. Thus, a relatively similar pattern of correlation was found in these 

analyses. 

6.1.5.2. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading 

comprehension strategies and inferential skills performance 

 The correlations between the questionnaire data and inferential skill scores, in both Thai 

and English, were further investigated. The results demonstrated a significant positive correlation 

between the overall mean scores of reading comprehension strategies reported with Thai 

inferential skills scores as well as English inferential skills scores.  

Regarding the types of questions, the Thai Text Coherence Inference questions indicated 

correlation with four questionnaire items, which was more frequent than with the other four 
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types of questions; the English Text Coherence and Prior Knowledge Inference questions 

demonstrated correlations with a greater number of questionnaire items (2 items) than other 

English types of questions. 

6.2. Theoretical implications of the findings 

6.2.1. The correlations between predictor variables in this research 

As comprehension is the ultimate goal of reading, and with text comprehension being a 

complex process, acquisition of skills which support successful reading is essential for readers 

(Cain & Oakhill, 2007). As a result, the central purpose of the correlation analyses was to answer 

the first research question on the relationships between inferential skills in Thai and English. 

Roughly, the correlations of six predictor variables were investigated in this section, namely, 

Thai inferential skills, English inferential skills, Thai listening comprehension, Thai vocabulary, 

English vocabulary, and the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices as a non-verbal reasoning 

ability measure. However, the English listening comprehension measure was not included in the 

analysis because the reliability of the test was very low. The findings on the relationships 

between inferential skills and some other predictor variables will be discussed below. 

6.2.1.1 Inferential skills in two languages (Thai and English) 

 The investigation on the relationships between inferential skills in Thai and English was a 

research purpose in this study. The finding showed that there was a positive relationship between 

inferential skills in Thai and English, which are considerably different orthographic languages. 

Therefore, the reason for the positive relationships between inferential skills in Thai and English 

appeared are further discussed below. 
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The discussion of the characteristics of inferential skills may provide some supporting 

explanations for this finding. Inference is a significant higher level comprehension skill for 

successful reading comprehension (Currie & Cain, 2015; Granham & Oakhill, 1996; Hogan et 

al., 2011; M Singer, 1994). With respect to the higher level comprehension process of reading 

comprehension, inference making enables a reader to connect one part of the text to other parts 

of the text, and to background knowledge, in order to comprehend a meaningful and coherent 

mental representation (Kendeou et al., 2014; van den Broek, 1997). Thus, inferential skills are 

reasonably viewed as a constructive cognitive higher level comprehension skills (Kendeou et al., 

2014). This is consistent with the argument that inference in reading comprehension is a 

constructive thinking process because the reader expands knowledge by proposing and 

evaluating competing hypotheses about the meaning of the text in an attempt to progressively 

refine understanding (Phillips, 1988). As inference making is considered as a cognitive higher 

level comprehension skill, the process of inference generation is likely to be similar in any 

language. Therefore, it is plausible to say that inferential skills in Thai and English share 

cognitive commonalties in reading comprehension processes, and that the process of generating 

inferences in Thai and English are relatively similar. 

 The participants themselves may also be of interest in discussions relating to the findings.  

The skills of inference and integration can develop and improve as age progresses (Casteel, 

1993), including the ability to infer abstract connections, such as between themes, to characters’ 

feelings. (Kendeou et al., 2014). According to the information from the questionnaire on reading 

comprehension strategies, the participants were all Thai native speakers. They were 18 to 19-

year-old, second year university students, which indicated that they had entered the world of 

academia. Prior to entering tertiary education, they had attended formal education at both the 

primary and secondary levels for an average of 12 or 13 years in Thai schools. In Thai schools, 

all subjects are taught in Thai, except for foreign language learning instruction. Furthermore, 
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they had studied English for approximately 12 or 13 years, which seemed to be sufficient 

exposure to English. Therefore, based on the participants’ ages and education backgrounds, it 

could plausibly be concluded that the participants in the current study were likely to have 

developed both Thai literacy as well as inferential skills which they might apply when reading in 

any language, including both Thai (L1) and English (L2).  

 With the respect of the correlation between inferential skills in Thai (L1)  and English 

(L2), the theoretical perspectives of the Reading Universal Hypothesis by Goodman (1971) and 

the Common Underlying Proficiency hypothesis by (Cummins, 1981) seem to give some 

theoretical explanations related to this finding. Goodman (1971) proposed the Reading Universal 

Hypothesis that the reading process cannot vary from one language to another; there are 

commonalties in the general reading process in comprehending any language. Additionally, the 

Common Underlying Proficiency of Cummins (1981) suggests an underlying cognitive/academic 

proficiency exists common to all written languages. He states that when learners develop 

language skills, regardless of whether this is in L1 or L2, their language skills will improve in 

both languages. When applying this hypothesis to reading skills, a reading skill acquired in one 

language might be transferable as a skill in reading across languages. 

Both the Reading Universal Hypothesis by Goodman (1971) and the Common 

Underlying Proficiency hypothesis by (Cummins, 1981) are likely to apply to this finding 

because the inferential skills of the participants in two languages appear as a single mutual 

common underlying proficiency skill due to the positive relationship between inferential skills in 

the two different languages, as well as the characteristics of inferential skills as discussed above.  

When considering the reading skills across languages, the characteristics between L1 and 

L2 are worth consideration. When reading in L2, readers come with linguistic knowledge of their 

L1, this knowledge can either support reading skills in L2 or become a source of interference 
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(Grabe & Stoller, 2011). In this research, there are obvious differences between the linguistic 

properties of L1 (Thai) and L2 (English), for as Thep-Ackrapong (2005) pointed out, English 

grammar is perceived as being the most difficult aspect of learning English. Therefore, the 

influence of Thai (L1) tended to interfere with English (L2) reading rather than supporting it. L1 

interference may influence the students’ performance and development in the targeted L2 

language (Hashim, 1999). It concurs with the arguments that if the orthographies of L1 and L2 

are very different, this may place a particularly large burden on readers lower-level 

comprehension process. This may make the transfer of higher level comprehension skills more 

difficult than when the two languages are orthographically similar (Koda, 2005). Therefore, the 

positive relationship between inferential skills in two different language (Thai and English) seem 

to support the Reading Universal Hypothesis by Goodman (1971) and the Common Underlying 

Proficiency hypothesis by (Cummins, 1981) that there are some commonalties in some reading 

skills, even though there are considerable linguistic differences between these two languages. 

In conclusion, based on all of the above explanations relating to the findings, there was a 

positive relationship between inferential skills in Thai (L1) and English (L2) and the inferential 

skills are reasonably assumed as a cognitive reading skill as well as a common underlying 

proficiency skill. It suggests that inferential skills in Thai and English share some commonalities, 

therefore developing inferential skills in one language might positively influence the level of 

inferential skills in another language.   

6.2.1.2. Inferential skills and vocabulary within the same language 

Two main comprehension skills are involved in the processes of text comprehension. 

These are lower level comprehension skills and higher level comprehension skills. The former 

are comprised of vocabulary and syntax, which allow the reader to activate word meanings and 

connect them into propositions. The latter are comprised of inferencing, comprehension 
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monitoring, and sensitivity to story structure, which facilitate the integration of information 

across sentences and paragraphs into a coherent situation model (Kintsch, 1998; Perfetti, Landi, 

& Oakhill, 2005). In this study, vocabulary was defined as a lower level comprehension skill, 

and inferential skills as a higher level comprehension skill. An interesting finding from this study 

is that there was a positive relationship between inferential skills and vocabulary within the same 

language, in either Thai (L1) or English (L2). 

These findings argue for the significance of vocabulary knowledge in the process of 

applying inferential skills. This is consistent with the statement that comprehension of the 

information stated explicitly in the text is also essential to the construction of the situation model  

(Kintsch & Rawson, 2007) because without a secure representation of facts, the model would be 

incomplete and inferences could not be drawn  (Currie & Cain, 2015).  These findings concur 

with related previous works in L1 and L2. For an example, the results of Calvo’s study (2004), 

which specifically investigated the role of vocabulary and working memory span in elaborative 

inferences with 81 undergraduates, indicated that the ability to generate inferences depends on 

vocabulary knowledge prior to any inferential step taking place. A study on the effect of 

vocabulary on the lexical inferential skill ability, which is an ability to infer new words from 

context, in L2 (Hebrew) by Prior et al. (2014), suggested that lexical inferencing from text in the 

L2 also depends on vocabulary knowledge. Furthermore, Aegpongpaow (2008) examined the 

use of metacognitive strategies with Thai undergraduates. Her results revealed that most of her 

participants reported that unknown words were their biggest problem in reading English texts, 

although they used various metacognitive strategies to help them to guess the meanings of the 

unknown words, such as finding relationships in the context around these words. In conclusion, 

it was difficult for them to guess the meaning of the targeted unknown words if their vocabulary 

knowledge of the contextual words was also inadequate. This concurs with the suggestion of 
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Attaprechakul (2013) that in order to read efficiently, Thai undergraduate students need to 

expand their vocabulary knowledge.  

In the study of inferential skills on reading comprehension in Thai and English, the aspect 

of vocabulary size was investigated. As a result, these findings argue for the significance of 

vocabulary size in successful application of inferential skills. These results concur with previous 

research. Many previous research studies have demonstrated this in L1 and L2, further 

supporting this argument. For example, both the findings of Hatami and Tavakoli (2012) 

investigating L2 (English) lexical inferencing, and the study of Albrechtsen, Haastrup, and 

Henriksen (2008) focused on inferencing skills in Danish (L1) and English (L2), demonstrating 

that the success or failure with which a learner was able to infer the meaning of a word relies 

heavily on the learner’s L2 vocabulary size.  

Furthermore, previous studies showed that inferential skills are vital for vocabulary 

acquisition, which is another aspect of the relationship between vocabulary and inferential skills. 

Lexical inference demonstrated it to be vital for not only reading comprehension, but also for 

vocabulary acquisition (Barnett, 1990; Schmitt, 1997). The finding of Paribakht and Wesche 

(1999) indicated that their ESL university students, who were from a variety of L1 backgrounds, 

used inferencing in about 78% of all cases where they actively tried to identify the meanings of 

unknown words. This indicated that second language learners frequently use lexical inferencing 

to deal with unfamiliar words. 

In conclusion, this study found that there was a positive relationship between vocabulary 

and inferential skills in Thai and English. Previous research indicated that vocabulary supports 

inference generation. Simultaneously, inferential skills also support vocabulary acquisition. 

According to these insights, the relationships between vocabulary and inferential skills within 

Thai or English may likely be bidirectional: word knowledge supports inference making, and 
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inference from context affords vocabulary learning from written and spoken texts (Cain et al., 

2004).  

6.2.1.3. Inferential skills and vocabulary across languages 

In addition to the above within language relationships, the correlations across languages 

revealed that Thai inferential skills were positively correlated with English vocabulary, and 

English inferential skills showed a significant relationship with Thai vocabulary. These positive 

relationships between inferential skills and vocabulary in Thai and English are discussed below.  

 An interpretation of the positive interrelationships between inferential skills and 

vocabulary across languages may suggest that readers with good inference making in Thai are 

likely to have acquired a good knowledge of English vocabulary. Similarly, readers, who have 

good English inferential skills, tend to develop their Thai vocabulary knowledge in the same 

way. Further, concerning the other relationships of inferential skills and vocabulary across 

languages, there were positive relationships between Thai and English inferential skills, as per 

the details discussed in the previous section (see at section 6.2.1.1.). In addition, vocabulary in 

Thai and English also demonstrated a positive relationship. 

These similar aforementioned patterns of positive relationships across languages may 

suggest there are common underlying language skills across languages, between inferential skills 

and vocabulary, which is consistent with a common underlying proficiency according to  

Cummins (1981). Another potential supporting fact to these relationships is that general 

cognitive processes of reading in any language are identical, including the processes of 

interaction between inferential skills and vocabulary in L1 and L2. Previous literature has 

explained this specifically in regards to lexical inferencing (e.g., Karlsson, 2014; Prior et al., 

2014).  Some researchers in L2  (Haynes & Baker, 1993; Wesche & Paribakht, 2010) suggest 
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that L2 readers mostly rely on meaning cues that are either part of the word itself or that appear 

in the near surrounding context, specifically in the same sentence. These processes are similar to 

aspects of lexical inferencing discussed in the L1 literature (Cain et al., 2003). Thus, it may be 

plausible to assume that a reader acquired process of lexical inferencing seems to be related to 

their development of vocabulary acquisition in another language, as appeared in these findings. 

In summary, all of these positive interrelationships between inferential skills and 

vocabulary across languages most likely emerged because there is a common underlying process 

interacting between inferential skills and vocabulary, in the two languages. This may extend our 

understanding of the processes whereby that such positive relationships across languages 

between inferential skills and vocabulary are likely to apply to any process of text 

comprehension in any language.  

6.2.1.4. The correlations between five types of questions in the Thai and English 

inferential skills measures 

Text comprehension requires the processing of text information at different levels: word, 

sentence, and text or discourse (Florit, Roch, & Levorato, 2006). The relationships between the 

five types of questions, which were at the sentence or discourse level in the inferential skills 

measures of both Thai and English, were investigated in this research. The first three types of 

questions, consisting of Literal Comprehension, Grammatical Connecting Inference and 

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference, are at the sentence level, and other two types of 

questions, Text Coherence Inference and Prior Knowledge Inference, are referenced at the 

discourse level. 

When speaking of the correlation within each language (Thai or English), there were 

positive correlations between the five types of questions in the Thai inferential skills measure. 
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The correlation between Thai Text Coherence Inference and Thai Prior Knowledge Inference 

was slightly higher than any other correlations. Likewise, all five types of questions in the 

English inferential skills test also demonstrated positive correlations between each other, from 

small to moderate levels. The correlation between English Literal Comprehension and English 

Grammatical Connecting Inference was at the highest level. 

The better correlation between Thai Text Coherence Inference and Thai Prior Knowledge 

Inference may result from the fact that these two types of questions were considered at the 

discourse-level. To comprehend text at discourse level, the understanding of linguistic 

information, as well as higher language skills, is essential. In particular, higher level 

comprehension skills are concerned as specifically discourse skills (Cain & Oakhill, 2007; 

Oakhill & Cain, 2012; Silva & Cain, 2015). Three important skills necessary to achieving 

understanding at the discourse-level are inference and integration, comprehension monitoring, 

and narrative structuring skills (Cain et al., 2004). Comprehension of discourse goes beyond 

word and sentence level understanding, and thus draws on both lower level and higher level 

skills (Hogan, Bridges, Justice, & Cain, 2011). In addition, readers need to apply more 

inferential skills, as well as background knowledge, to arrive the complete meaning of two or 

more sentences. As an example, background knowledge is heavily required in understanding 

Prior Knowledge Inference. To comprehend at the sentence-level, a simpler text comprehension 

process is likely to be needed. Generally, readers have to use morphosyntactic knowledge of 

sentences to identify their meanings. Linguistic knowledge, both at word and the sentence level, 

is necessary (Cain & Oakhill, 2007; Florit et al., 2006). Therefore, it might be reasonable to 

assume that readers need to apply more language knowledge and reading skills to comprehend 

these two types of questions, which are at the discourse level, than three other types at the 

sentence level.  
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With regard to correlation within English language, all five types of English questions 

were positively correlated between themselves. Similar to the pattern in Thai questions, English 

Text Coherence Inference and English Prior Knowledge Inference showed a positive 

relationship. One possible explanation for this correlation is that both English Text Coherence 

Inference and English Prior Knowledge Inference are at the discourse level. Both types of 

inference basically need to integrate skills in combining different units to form a coherence 

meaning of the text, although English Prior Knowledge Inference focuses on application of 

world knowledge. Furthermore, the correlation between English Literal Comprehension and 

English Grammatical Connecting Inference indicated the highest correlation among all the 

questions in English. This correlation between these types suggests that if a student comprehends 

well one type of question, he or she will be more likely to comprehend well in another type of 

question. This correlation finding may result from these two types of questions relying mainly on 

the same lower level comprehension process, which aims at decoding and interpreting explicit 

meanings of the text (Kendeou et al., 2014). Therefore, similar lower level comprehension skills, 

such as vocabulary and grammar, were necessary for these two types of questions. Syntactic and 

grammatical knowledge is crucial for understanding sentences and text (Poulsen & Gravgaard, 

2016), particularly in L2 reading (Kaivanpanah & Alavi, 2008).  

 The correlation findings across languages of these five types of questions, between Thai 

and English, demonstrated that two types of Thai questions, Thai Text Coherence Inference and 

Thai Prior Knowledge Inference, were correlated with all five questions in English. In English 

types of questions, only English Prior Knowledge Inference indicated a positive relationship with 

all Thai questions, but other types of English questions demonstrated correlations with some 

types of Thai questions. Although the patterns of correlation across languages were not 

completely identical, there is one commonality that these two Thai types of questions and one 

type in English had which demonstrated a cross language correlation with all types of question in 
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another language, are all at the discourse level. A possible explanation is that the ability to 

achieve at the discourse level is generally a more complex skill, which requires both lower and 

higher comprehension skills. Therefore, the participants who achieved at the discourse level 

were likely to succeed in other types of questions at the sentence level as well. To sum up, the 

patterns of correlations demonstrated that the types of questions requiring similar linguistic 

knowledge and reading skills are likely to be correlated.   

6.2.2. Impacts of inferential skills on predicting reading comprehension 

 Inferential skills have been considered to be a more crucial predictor of reading 

comprehension ability in older readers than lower level comprehension skills, such as word 

decoding (Catts et al., 2005). This study investigated whether inferential skills can predict 

reading comprehension both within each language (Thai and English) and across languages.  

The findings of this study have found that inferential skills were the best predictor of 

reading in both Thai (L1) and English (L2). This indicated that the measure of inferential skills 

was a better predictor of reading comprehension than other additional measures (vocabulary, 

listening comprehension, and Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices). This may be because in 

order to comprehend the measure of inferential skills, both lower and higher level 

comprehension skills must be considered. Lower level comprehension skills, such as vocabulary 

and grammar, are crucial for explicit text comprehension, while the higher level comprehension 

skills, such as inferential skills, consist of the skills which are necessary to construct a mental 

model of a text’s meaning (Hogan et al., 2011) (see more at section 2.4. in chapter two). 

Similarly, both lower and higher level comprehension skills are necessary skills in the process of 

successful reading comprehension, as in Kendeou et al. (2014), which describes the cognitive 

processes of reading comprehension as roughly falling into two categories: (1) lower level 

comprehension processes that involve translating the written code into meaningful language 
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units, and (2) higher level processes that involve combining these units into a meaningful and 

coherent mental representation.  

It should be noted in comparing the inferential skill measure with other predictive 

variables, that although vocabulary has been mentioned as a lower level comprehension skill, 

reading comprehension could not occur without knowledge of individual word meanings 

(Oakhill & Cain, 2012). In addition, Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices investigated the 

non-verbal reasoning ability of the participants, counting it as a higher level comprehension skill. 

Vocabulary knowledge or Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices seemed to focus on only one 

aspect of comprehension skills, as a result the inferential skills demonstrated a more predictive 

power than these two measures. Listening and reading comprehension may require both lower 

and higher level comprehension skills, and although, with the exception of decoding, the same 

language knowledge and skills support comprehension of both written and spoken discourse 

(Kendeou et al., 2009). Reading and listening comprehension skills are not all identical. 

Inferential skills and reading comprehension are both similar reading skills. In addition, 

inferential skills in this research also showed a better predictive ability to reading comprehension 

than listening comprehension did. Therefore, performance on inferential skills was demonstrated 

as the best predictor variable of reading comprehension in this study. 

This finding on the predictive ability of inferential skills to reading comprehension in 

Thai (L1) is consistent with the related previous studies (e.g., Cain & Oakhill, 1999; Cain et al., 

2001; Oakhill & Cain, 2012; Silva & Cain, 2015) because these results revealed that inferential 

skills in English (L1), particularly in school age children, are a significant component of reading 

comprehension. As an example, the study of Cain and Oakhill (1999) with  such children 

revealed that good inference skills are a plausible cause of good reading comprehension ability.  
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Concerning related studies with adult learners, there has been limited research 

investigating inferential skills in adults (e.g.,  Cromley & Azevedo, 2007; Hannon & Daneman, 

1998; Long et al., 1994; Purvis, 2014). Some of these studies focused on the differences in 

inferential skills between skilled and less skilled readers. Hannon and Daneman (1998) and 

Long, Oppy and Seely (1994) investigated the differentiation between skilled readers and less 

skilled readers. Both studies reported that the adults considered to be skilled readers make 

knowledge-based inferences spontaneously during reading, whereas adults considered to be less-

skilled readers did not. They concluded that the groups of skilled readers can be differentiated 

from less skilled readers by their performance on tasks requiring them to make inferences. 

Furthermore, the finding of Purvis’s study (2014) demonstrated that inferential skills were the 

strongest predictor of English reading comprehension with undergraduates who have English as 

a first language. 

With respect to the role of inferential skills in reading comprehension across languages, 

the findings showed that the English inferential skills were predictive of Thai reading 

comprehension, but Thai inferential skills did not make any contribution to English reading 

comprehension. In other words, English (L2) inferential skills made a contribution to prediction 

of Thai (L1) reading comprehension, but Thai (L1) inferential skills were not predictive of 

English (L2) reading comprehension. This is line with Cummins’s (1998) argument that 

‘‘transfer is more likely to occur from minority to majority language because of the greater 

exposure to literacy in the majority language outside of school and the strong social pressure to 

learn it’’ This may explain the findings of the present study, confirming that it is possible for the 

minority language skills English (L2) inferential skills to transfer to use in reading 

comprehension of the majority language Thai (L1). 
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This is in accordance with the study of  Gebauer et al. (2013), which investigated cross-

language transfer between L1 and L2 reading fluency and reading comprehension in a group of 

220 German elementary school students who were enrolled in English partial immersion 

programs. These findings are in line with previous results showing reciprocal transfer effects 

between L1 and L2 reading comprehension and reading fluency. In addition, the overall 

dominance of paths from L2 to L1 over paths from L1to L2 may be attributable to the plentiful 

opportunities for academic reading in the L2 at school. Hence, skills necessary for successful 

reading can evidently be acquired in an L2 context and transferred to the L1. These findings 

underline the importance of cross-language transfer between reading skills in immersion 

programs. Although the participants in Geruer’s study were primary students, the research in this 

thesis has focused on a different age group, adult readers. This shares the assumption that the 

positive of reading or related reading skills in L2 predicted reading comprehension in L1. There 

is little research in the transference of reading skills from L2 to L1.   

In addition, another potential explanation was added as to why English inferential skills 

made a contribution to predicting Thai reading comprehension. It may be due to the fact that 

inferential skills were explicitly taught in the English classrooms.  Generally, strategies in L2 

have been explicitly taught in language classrooms. Similarly in English classrooms in Thailand, 

the study of  Chen (2012) investigated non-native English language teachers at one university in 

Thailand. The results revealed that the teachers’ use and practice of both metacognitive and 

cognitive reading strategies were at the high level.  Chamot (2005) postulated that in order to 

learn strategy use, explicit or intentional learning should be implemented in language 

classrooms, rather than implicit or incidental learning, which does not involve conscious 

reflection. In this research setting, the participants were Thai native speakers, who were studying 

English as a foreign language. The participants may have acquired inferential skills in their EFL 

classrooms. Previous studies have shown that the explicit teaching of L2 learning strategies can 
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be beneficial for language acquisition (e.g., Cohen & Macaro, 2007; Graham, Santos, & 

Vanderplank, 2011; Lyster & Saito, 2010). In addition, the evidence from some research studies 

may support the benefit of explicitly teaching in L2 on strategies development in both L2 and 

L1. An interesting study in a similar context worth discussing, along with the present findings, 

Akkakoson (2011) investigated the efficacy of strategies-based instruction on the L2 (English) 

and L1 (Thai) reading proficiency with Thai tertiary students. A programme of strategy training 

in L2 (English) was introduced to an experimental cohort of Thai students, while a control group 

was taught using traditional teaching methods. The results showed a significantly higher gain in 

English and Thai reading abilities in the experimental cohort. A positive correlation between the 

English and Thai reading post-test scores of the experimental group may suggest a positive 

indication of strategies transfer. This suggests that students who acquired strategies from L2 

strategies training may be able to use similar acquired strategies when reading in Thai (L1). 

Another study investigating strategies in two languages, Salataci (2002) investigated the explicit 

reading strategies of L2 on reading comprehension in L2 (English) and L1 (Turkish). The results 

indicated that strategy instruction had a positive effect on both Turkish and English reading 

strategies, and on reading comprehension in English. Furthermore, Aghaie and Zhang (2012) 

explored the impact of explicit teaching of cognitive and metacognitive reading strategies on 

English reading performance. ESL students in Iran were designed as a control group and a 

treatment group in order to test the effects of explicit teaching of strategies.  Their findings 

revealed that the treatment group performance displayed significantly better results than the 

control group after four months of strategy-based instruction in L2 (English). The findings from 

think-aloud protocol analysis showed that students in the treatment group transferred 

metacognitive strategies, more than cognitive strategies, to both other languages and even to 

their L1 (Iranian). 
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In summary, as inferential skills made a contribution to the prediction in reading 

comprehension in both Thai and English, this may suggest that inference plays a critical role in 

the process of text comprehension in different languages. In addition, the predictive ability of 

English (L2) inferential skills in Thai reading comprehension extends our knowledge about the 

cognitive reading competency across languages, particularly from L2 to L1.  

6.2.3. Impacts of five types of questions in the inferential skills measures on 

predicting reading comprehension 

 So far in this research, inferential skills measures have been investigated as predictor 

variables of reading comprehension. It was therefore interesting to further investigate the 

predictive ability of the five types of questions in the Thai and English inferential skills measures 

namely:  Literal Comprehension, Grammatical Connecting Inference, Vocabulary Related 

Meaning Inference, Text Coherence Inference, and Prior Knowledge Inference. Some valuable 

findings, based on these five types of questions as predictors of reading comprehension, will be 

discussed in greater detail below. 

Initially, the correlation analyses within the same language demonstrated that there were 

positive relationships between all five types of Thai questions and Thai reading comprehension. 

Four English question types (except English Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference) showed a 

positive relationship with English reading comprehension. Therefore, nine out of ten types of 

questions in Thai and English indicated a positive relationship with reading comprehension 

within the same language. 

 The hierarchical regression analyses, which further assessed unique contributions to 

reading comprehension, indicated that only one type of question made a significant contribution 

to predicting reading comprehension: the Thai Text Coherence Inference questions. As for the 
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five types of English questions, English Grammatical Connecting Inference and English Text 

Coherence Inference predicted unique variance in English reading comprehension. Thus, Text 

Coherence Inference was the only type of question type that showed predictive power for 

reading comprehension in both Thai and English. Further details will be discussed below. 

6.2.3.1 Text Coherence Inference as a predictor of reading comprehension 

Text Coherence Inference is necessary to establish cohesion between sentences, where 

readers are required to use their linguistic knowledge and integrate this information to draw 

connections within the text. Therefore, two main skills are required. First, linguistic knowledge 

plays an important role in comprehending explicit meaning of each sentence. Second, inferences 

are required to maintain a coherent story line by adding unstated but important information to 

explicit text.  One potential explanation of the role of Text Coherence Inference in the prediction 

of reading comprehension in each language (Thai or English) in this study may be that this type 

of inference mainly relies on the linguistic and vocabulary knowledge which specifically appears 

in the two sentences. These inferences are necessary to establish cohesion between sentences and 

involve integration of textual information (Kispal, 2008).  Additionally, previous research (e.g., 

Megherbi & Ehrlich, 2005; Oakhill, 1983; Oakhill & Yuill, 1986) also showed that children of 

varying reading comprehension skill levels differ in their understanding and use of their 

linguistic and vocabulary knowledge to integrate different propositions in a text. Therefore, if the 

participants could not comprehend both sentences, they would not arrive at the correct answer.  

Another point worth discussion is that the participants were likely to apply additional 

language skills, using more than what had appeared in the two targeted sentences aiming for 

Text Coherence Inference. Since the two targeted sentences for Text Coherence Inferences 

appeared within a contextual reading text, the participants may need to use different 

comprehension skills to separate out other information prior to trying to comprehend the targeted 
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sentences. Therefore, the participants required the specific language skills needed to comprehend 

the two targeted sentences, as well as using various other language skills which appeared in other 

parts in the text, in order to arrive at the two targeted sentences. It is plausible to conclude that, 

in order to comprehend Text Coherence Inference, readers need to use different comprehension 

skills, both as to language skills and inference, to a greater degree than what is merely required 

for the two targeted sentences themselves.  

Furthermore, apart from the application of language skills, reading required the 

application of higher level comprehension, particularly inferential skills, to integrate and arrive 

at the coherence meaning of the text. In addition, in comparison with the four other question 

types, three types of questions (Literal Comprehension, Grammatical Connecting Inference, and 

Vocabulary Related Meaning Inference) were at the sentence level, and Prior Knowledge 

Inference depends heavily on the application of life experience and outside knowledge with the 

information presented in the text to fill in missing details. Text Coherence Inference is at the 

discourse level and needs the combination of language skills and inferential skills to arrive at the 

coherence meaning of the text. The skills to comprehend Text Coherence Inference were similar 

to the necessary skills for reading comprehension. As a result, Text Coherence Inference showed 

predictive ability for reading comprehension in both languages (Thai and English). 

As the term Text Coherence Inference shares similarities with some other inference type 

terminologies developed by other researchers, such as text-connecting or inter-sentence 

inferences (Cain & Oakhill, 1999), coherence (Barnes et al., 1996; Bowyer-Crane & Snowling, 

2005), and local coherent inference (Graesser et al., 1994), research relating to these inference 

types was discussed  (see more at section 2.4.6 in chapter two). However, the majority of the 

relevant previous research has revealed differences in the number of inferences generated 

between good and struggling readers, particularly in the case of school age children, when 
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questions assessing those inferences were asked after reading was completed (e.g., Cain & 

Oakhill, 1999; Cain et al., 2001). Therefore, they were not completely similar studies as 

compared to the present research in this thesis.  

The role of Text Coherence Inference is consistent with the results of Cain and Oakhill’s 

study (1999) which was conducted with school age children. Their results demonstrated that 

skilled readers were more able to make text connecting inferences (equal to Text Coherence 

Inference in this study) than less skilled readers, but those same skilled readers were not 

significantly better than the less skilled readers on gap-filling inferences. However, other studies 

demonstrated different results. For example, the finding that good, average, and struggling 

readers perhaps do not differ in their use of text-based inferences emerged from the study of  

Carlson et al. (2014). Furthermore, Bowyer-Crane and Snowling (2005) found a similar result 

that there was no difference in achieving coherence inferences between skilled and less skilled 

comprehenders. In conclusion, the findings of previous research with school age children on the 

similar type of inferential skills has been diverse. However, there is little research on inferential 

skills in different languages. Therefore, further research on this area might be required.  

6.2.4. The participants’ self-perceptions on reading abilities 

As the data from the questionnaire indicated that almost half of the participants evaluated 

themselves as only fair readers in Thai, their native language (see section 5.1.2), it may be useful 

to put these self-perceptions of overall reading ability in a cultural context. 

As a native Thai, with many years of teaching Thai students, it is the researcher's 

informed and considered opinion that a tendency towards self-abasement in Thai culture might 

play a part in how some participants reported upon their reading ability. Thai students are likely 

to downplay their self-perceived skill level in various activities, including reading. In the Thai 
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culture, communications often emphasise understatement and indirect sentences, with speakers 

being reserved and sensitive listeners, and using non-verbal gestures and other kinds of body 

language (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988; Knutson, Komolsevin, Chatiketu, & Smith, 2003). 

Furthermore, this argument may be supported by the general lack of reading culture in Thailand. 

As discussed previously in this thesis, reading is not a favourite pastime for many Thai people 

(Wisaijorn, 2005). Thai people prefer to spend their leisure time with activities involving socially 

interaction rather than private reading. Recent reading statistics (Office of Knowledge 

Management and Development, 2008) reported that in 2015 the reading time amount of typical 

Thai young adult, ranging in age between 15-24 years old, was 94 minutes a day. Their favourite 

reading materials were online content, including social media, messaging and email.  Ninety-four 

minutes daily seems to be sufficient reading time to improve reading abilities; however, if they 

spend most of their reading time with social networking, such as Facebook or Twitter, their 

reading proficiency may not adequately develop to meet the academic reading requirements at 

college level. Reading content and language used on these social networks are usually short and 

informal, aiming for social interaction. In conclusion, these two factors—the participants’      

self-abasement and the lack of reading culture--regarding the potential reasons for low           

self-perceptions in the reporting of reading ability in Thai may provide some additional insights 

into how Thai culture influences the self-perceived reading performances of the participants. 

6.2.5. The participants’ self-perceptions on inference generation 

Inference skills are key to successful comprehension (Cain, 2010; Cain et al., 2001; Dole 

et al., 1991; Eason et al., 2012) and proficient readers are able to automatically use inferences to 

determine the meaning of a text (Graves & Philippot, 2009). Automatic behaviours are fast, 

accurate, not under conscious control, and seemingly effortless (Samuels & Flor, 1997). 
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Therefore, with automaticity in inferencing, skilled readers are able to infer quickly and 

accurately, with little effort. 

The data from the questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies provided some 

(albeit limited) information on the participants’ self-perceptions of their inference generation. In 

the process of inference making, readers construct a coherence meaning by generating inferences 

that make connections between different ideas in the text or between the text and their 

background knowledge (Graesser et al., 1995). As regards the data in the questionnaire, the 

average participants reported that they connected information in different sentences to find 

relationships among texts. This means that they were aware of the necessity of deriving coherent 

meaning by consolidating different pieces of information from the text they read. Furthermore, 

the results from the questionnaire demonstrated that the participants tried to interpret implicit 

meaning in the text, as well as regularly applying their prior knowledge, to help in understanding 

the reading text. Therefore, this indicates that the participants were aware of making inferences 

when they read.  However, such self-reported questionnaire items cannot be used to determine 

whether the participants can generate inferences automatically. Indeed, the very fact of these 

being automatic suggests that individuals may not be entirely aware that they are making 

particular inferences, even if they understand the need to infer. Further information on how well 

or how automatically the participants made inferences will not be further discussed in this study 

because sufficient details on automaticity in inferencing did not result from this study. Future 

research assessing inference generation, including automaticity in inferencing, should be 

considered (see section 6.5).       
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6.2.6. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading 

comprehension strategies and their reading comprehension scores  

The discussion in this section focuses on the data concerning the participants’  

self-perceptions of their reading comprehension strategies. The overall mean of the questionnaire 

on reading comprehension strategies completed by all participants at the beginning of the study 

was 3.17 out a total scale of five. This revealed that they were of average awareness of reading 

comprehension strategies.  Correlation analyses were conducted to investigate the relationship 

between the participants’ self-perceptions on strategies used and their reading comprehension 

performance. The results of correlation analyses showed that there was no positive relationship 

between the mean of the reading strategy questionnaire and the Thai reading comprehension 

performance. A similar finding was obtained for English; there was not positive correlation 

between the questionnaire and English reading scores. 

Interestingly, the relationships found in this study were inconsistent with several previous 

studies, which had generally discovered that the use of language learning strategies improved 

language performance (e.g., Bruen, 2001; Clement, 2007; Cromley & Azevedo, 2006; Nakatani, 

2005). For example, the study of Cromley and Azevedo (2006) showed that scores obtained on 

the reading comprehension measure were significantly correlated with reading strategy use by 

the participants. Furthermore, the study of Phakiti (2003) investigated the relationship between 

Thai undergraduate students’ use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies, as it related to their 

English reading performance. Phakiti’s findings suggests that the use of cognitive and 

metacognitive strategies had a positive relationship to the reading test performance. 

One potential explanation for this contradictory phenomenon may be explained by the 

fact that, as in the use of other language skills or strategies, the number of strategies used, and 

their frequency of use, does not necessarily indicate whether a task will be successfully achieved 
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(Cohen, 1998). This is consistent with the results of some studies on individual differences 

between skilled and less skilled readers. As an example, Oranpattanachai’s (2004) study, 

conducted on Thai undergraduate students majoring in engineering, suggested that low 

proficiency readers use certain strategies more frequently than did high proficiency readers when 

reading English texts. His study suggests that the low proficiency readers who attempted to 

understand the reading tasks used comprehension monitoring strategies more often than did the 

proficient readers. In addition, one recent study by Yaemtui (2015) investigated the reading 

strategies utilized by Thai high school students, categorized into skilled and less skilled English 

users, when reading English materials. The findings revealed that the average mean of the 

overall reading strategies utilized by the more capable English users and the less capable English 

users were not significantly different. However, the findings of some similar previous studies 

demonstrated different results. Their results (Monteiro, 1992; Zhang & Wu, 2009) found that 

skilled readers used reading strategies significantly more frequently than did the poor readers in 

L1 and L2. The findings of Akkakoson (2011) indicated that participants with higher-level 

reading proficiency demonstrated more frequent use of reading strategies than did their peers 

with low-level reading proficiency. Therefore, it is plausible to say that the characteristics of 

good and poor readers varied in different research contexts.   

Another potential explanation is that some readers may automatize their reading 

comprehension strategies when they read. As a result, they are unaware of the strategies they use 

or how often they had used some partcular reading comprehension strategies in the process of 

text comprehension. In particular for L1 reading setting, readers may not monitor their reading 

carefully while reading texts in their native language (Pressley, Ghatala, Woloshyn, & Pirie, 

1990; Schommer & Surber, 1986)., which may result from readers usually have tactical 

linguistic knowledge of their first language and are therefore typically unaware of their reading 

skills when reading in their native language (Koda & Reddy, 2008). This is consistent with the 
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argument that reading strategies are mental actions which are used either consciously or 

unconsciously to comprehend text (Davies, 1995). It could be plausibly concluded that when 

some readers are not consciously aware of and thusly apply their reading skills automatically, 

they apply their reading comprehension skills unconsciously. In addition, based on the data from 

the first section of the questionnaire, many students in this present study perceived themselves as 

good Thai readers. This may be explained by their familiarity with their mother tongue. As a 

result, they may not be aware of their reading comprehension strategies when reading in Thai. 

In conclusion, the research investigating the relationship between reading comprehension 

strategies and reading comprehension performance showed various results. This may suggest 

that although reading comprehension strategies have been previously established as an important 

factor in reading comprehension performance, there are other factors which influence reading 

comprehension scores as well. 

6.2.7. Correlation between the participants’ self-perceptions on reading 

comprehension strategies and their inferential skills performance  

Further correlation analyses to investigate the relationships between Thai and English 

inferential skills performance were conducted. The results demonstrated a significant positive 

correlation between the overall mean scores of the use of reading comprehension strategies and 

Thai inferential skills, as well as for English inferential skills scores. Both correlations were at 

low levels. 

These positive relationships may have resulted from the questionnaire itself, as the 

questionnaire items were developed specifically based on strategies and skills needed in four 

types of inferential skills questions: grammar, vocabulary, background knowledge, and 

inferential skills. Strategies which the participants reported on the questionnaire items and skill 
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required to answer the inferential skills questions were relatively concurrent. This may lead to 

positive relationships between the participants’ perception on the use of reading comprehension 

strategies and their inferential skills performance. However, the positive relationship between the 

participants’ perception on the use of reading comprehension strategies and both their Thai and 

English inferential skills scores were at similarly low levels, accounting for a few percent of both 

Thai and English inferential skills scores. There was only a small correlation with both Thai (L1) 

and English (L2) inferential skills. In conclusion, the correlation between the questionnaire and 

the resulting reading comprehension and inferential skill scores suggested that the frequency of 

reading strategies use is not likely to track with academic performance, because either no 

correlation or only a small correlation were found in this study. 

6.3. Practical implications of the findings 

 The current study investigated the influences of inferential skills on reading 

comprehension in two languages (Thai and English). Overall, there are several educational 

implications that stem from this research.                     

 The relationship formed between inferential skills and reading comprehension in both 

Thai and English argue for the importance of inferential skills in reading comprehension in L1 

and L2.  Inference per se is not an inherently difficult task so it is essential that the development 

of the skill is encouraged (Markman, 1981). Explicit instruction should be used in inferential 

skill training (Yeh et al., 2012), and also that such training on inferential skills and practices can 

have positive effects on inferential success and reading comprehension (Walters, 2004, 2006). 

Therefore, explicit teaching of inferential skills within a normal classroom setting should be 

recommended in language classrooms. Teachers should teach inferential skills through explicit 

modelling, direct explanation and ample feedback, so that students have a clear understanding of 

what the inferential skills are, when they can be used, and how they are used.        
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A number of previous studies (e.g., McGee & Johnson, 2003; Winne et al., 1993; Yeh et 

al., 2012)   on successful inference training guide some teaching methodologies of inferential 

skills. For example, Fritschmann et al. (2007) found their instruction in inference skills increased 

reading abilities of adolescents with learning disabilities. The successful inferential strategy 

training of Fritschmann et al. (2007) consists of five steps: interact with the passage and the 

questions, identify types of questions, classify the four types of inference questions (purpose, 

main idea/ summarization, prediction and clarification questions), find the clues, explore more 

details, and answer the questions (see section 2.4.5. in chapter two). 

Another interesting finding is a positive relationship between inferential skills in Thai 

and English, which adds to our understanding on cross-language skills. This suggests there are 

some commonalties in inferential skills in Thai and English. Hence, another central implication 

which emerged from this finding is that inferential skills should be taught and practiced 

consistently in different classrooms. Collaborative lesson plans between lecturers may be more 

efficient in teaching inferential skills. Regular practice from similar teaching patterns of 

inference instruction from collaborative lesson planning may lead to student improvement in 

generating inferences. In the Thai educational context, English has been taught as a foreign 

language. The teaching of English reading is still influenced by passive and bottom-up models of 

the reading process, which results in the students concentrating heavily on the surface structure 

of the language rather than on other components of the reading process (Naranunn, 1998), as 

well as lacking the development of necessary reading comprehension skills (Akkakoson, 2011). 

Similarly, Thai undergraduate students also need to increase their higher reading skills in order 

to improve their Thai reading ability, because they lack critical reading skills to facilitate the full 

comprehension of the texts they read (Panniem, 2009). 
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Given the situation described above, teaching inferential skills consistently in Thai and 

English classrooms would be beneficial for both classrooms. Furthermore, syllabus design and 

activities between language teachers should be recommended because this would provide more 

opportunity for students to practice in drawing upon inferential skills in various contexts. With 

direct and explicit explanation and regular practice, it is likely that students will become long-

term skilled readers (Gaskins, 1994). 

 The current study also demonstrated a positive relationship between inferential skills and 

vocabulary in Thai and English. These support the critical role of vocabulary knowledge in 

inferential skills and vice versa in different languages, because the ability to infer the meaning of 

unknown words also depends considerably on how many words in the overall context a student 

already knows; thus the explicit teaching of words that are frequent or relevant for the students 

can facilitate the students’ future learning (Schmitt, 2000). Hence, an implication based on these 

findings is that the improvement of vocabulary and inferential skills is recommended in language 

classrooms. 

Vocabulary size was the only dimension of vocabulary knowledge used in this study. The 

findings from this study may be relevant to the significance of vocabulary size. Therefore, this 

dimension of vocabulary knowledge may require more attention in language classrooms. 

Language teachers can play an essential role by guiding students as to how significant the 

vocabulary size they have acquired supports their reading proficiency, encouraging them to learn 

lexical items as well as providing guidance such as introducing which words to learn. There are a 

number of vocabulary lists and tests which will suit the various purposes of learners. Roughly, 

students may start with frequency based word lists and tests, such as vocabulary lists test 

(Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001), vocabulary size test (I. S. P. Nation & Beglar, 2007). High 

frequency words are very important words for the learners of any language. Learners need to 
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thoroughly know the high frequency words and their high frequency meanings to be able to 

easily understand the texts they hear and read. It is worthwhile for the teacher to spend time in 

class on these high frequency items as the learners will get a good return for any effort spent in 

learning them (I. S. P. Nation, 2001). Then, students may further focus on a specific vocabulary 

list which varies based on their personal interests, such as a vocabulary list for specific career 

which they would like to prepare for. Additionally, to achieve a large vocabulary, “students need 

the willingness to be active learners over a long period of time, for without this, they are unlikely 

to achieve any substantial vocabulary size, regardless of the quality of instruction” (Schmitt, 

2008, p. 333). In sum, vocabulary size is worth taking into consideration, along with inferential 

skills instruction.  

An additional implication of these findings is their relevance to teacher training in the 

instruction of inferential skills in a language classroom, as one of the most important factors in 

the student learning process is their teachers and the teaching methodologies they use, and 

teacher quality may outweigh other factors such as motivation, funding, and class size (Geringer, 

2003). Similarity, successful inference instruction depends greatly on the methodology teachers 

use to teach inferential skills in their classrooms. Hence, providing teachers a training overview 

in inferential skills, the process of inference generation, skills involved in applying inferential 

skills, and teaching strategies would help teachers get ideas on how to teach inference in their 

classrooms. This is in line with the suggestion that teacher training programmes, workshops and 

conferences relating to teaching methodologies, particularly reading strategies, would be useful 

to help teachers integrate these into their instruction (Akkakoson, 2011; Zhang & Wu, 2009). 

6.4. Limitations of this research  

There appear to have been some limitations resulting from both the measures and the 

testing administration, which should be considered when drawing conclusions for future 
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research. The initial limitation involved with the measures. The mean score of the English 

vocabulary test was the relatively low (M = 8.70), compared to the total scores of 30 

demonstrated that the overall test was difficult for the majority of participants although the test 

did not exhibit the floor effect. This may result from the selection method for 50 items from the 

total 100 items of the vocabulary size test (I. S. P. Nation & Beglar, 2007), which was employed 

as the English vocabulary measure in this study. The original 100 item vocabulary size test 

represents 20 frequency ranked lists. Each list (five words) presents 1,000 word families, 

therefore the entire test (100 items) reflects the knowledge of 20,000 words. In this study, fifty 

items were selected from the original items, so the test sampled from twenty word families. 

Consequently, the resulting test appeared to be relatively difficult for most participants due to the 

wide range of 20,000 words in the test. Alternatively, if the first fifty word items of the original 

100 items had been chosen, it would have represented 1,000 word families. This may have been 

more accessible to the English ability of the majority of participants. 

The second limitation is a lack of data for English listening comprehension, which was an 

independent variable of this study. Listening comprehension skills in Thai and English were an 

investigation aim in this study. Listening comprehension and reading comprehension have many 

similarities; with the exception of decoding, both written and spoken discourse need the same 

language knowledge and skills to support comprehension (Kendeou et al., 2009; Smith, 1994). 

Several studies have shown the impact of listening comprehension on reading comprehension 

(Cain & Oakhill, 2007; Macaruso & Shankweiler, 2010; Tilstra et al., 2009). As was mentioned 

earlier in this thesis, the data from the English listening comprehension measure did not show 

sufficient reliability, therefore it was not included in the main analyses of this study. Thus, if data 

of English listening comprehension could have been incorporated into the analysis, it would have 

provided more insights into the role of English listening comprehension in reading 

comprehension, as well as other variables in this study. In future research, the development of 
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the measure of English listening comprehension must be carefully considered in terms of test 

format and content. 

 Another limitation of the study lies in the length of test administration. Ten measures 

were administered to participants on two different days by the researcher. Each testing session 

took approximately 90 minutes with an interim break. Therefore, the total amount of testing and 

a break were approximately 120 minutes, which seemed to be appropriate for adult learners. 

However, it may be better if the test administration could be conducted in three or four different 

sessions on different days, which the amount of testing time would be 45 minutes or one hour 

per session, which might result in less potential for boredom and exhaustion in testing. For this 

thesis, due to time constraints, it was difficult to arrange more testing sessions. This may have 

resulted from the fact that the main testing took place during the short summer semester, during 

which all students had a busy timetable to complete many courses. Furthermore, there was a 

week-long holiday during the summer semester, making it difficult to arrange more suitable 

times for testing.  

6.5. Suggestions for future research 

There are still several aspects that need further research in order to obtain more beneficial 

information on inferential skills in L1 and L2. The current study focused on investigating the 

inferential skills performance in Thai (L1) and English (L2) of a group of second year university 

students. Further study could extend to students with younger age groups (e.g., primary and 

adolescent students). Such future research could be useful in understanding the utilization of 

inferential skills by different age groups. The information from different age groups will provide 

further insights into the development of Thai students, specifically at different stages of learning, 

which would be beneficial for teaching inference in language classrooms in Thailand in both L1 

and L2. 
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The important role of inferential skills in the reading comprehension of two different 

languages and the positive relationships between inferential skills in Thai and English has been 

demonstrated in this study. This suggests that developing inference making ability will support 

reading comprehension. Without explicit training on inference making, it may be difficult for 

readers, particularly children, to answer inferential questions (Davoudi, 2005). Furthermore, 

despite the research efforts made in strategic reading instruction and in learners’ reading 

strategies in L2 language classrooms (e.g., Akkakoson, 2011; Zhang, Gu, & Hu, 2008), similar 

research on inferential skills in L2 has been not conducted. There is little known about how the 

teaching of inferencing should be done in L2 classrooms (Lee, 2013). Therefore, in future 

intervention-based research, it may be worthwhile to look into the efficacy of inferential skill 

instruction upon Thai (L1) and English (L2) reading comprehension. The findings from such 

intervention research would provide more information about the effectiveness of inferential skills 

training in L1 or L2. It would add to the baseline knowledge as to whether and how the 

improvement of inferential skills from intervention in one language would relate to 

improvements in another language.  

With respect to different types of inference generation (see section 2.4.3), these might 

also provide some additional ideas for future research on inferential skill training. Each type of 

inference requires specific skills which differ from those of other types of inference. For 

example, Gap-filling inferences (L. Baker & Stein, 1981; Cain & Oakhill, 1999) require 

information from the reader’s existing background knowledge. Young children may have some 

relevant knowledge, but may not know how to integrate it into the process of inference making 

(Cain et al., 2001; Oakhill & Cain, 2007). Therefore, practice in how to integrate their 

background knowledge with the text to form a coherent representation of the meaning might be 

necessary for readers, particularly children. Therefore, future inference training aimed at 
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activating their background knowledge in primary school children would be worth further 

investigation. 

Besides, Tennent (2015) mentioned the disconnection between the importance of 

inference as claimed by researchers and any transfer in how inference making is being taught in 

schools. Teachers may have some questions, such as which inferences to teach or when they 

should be taught. A future study on the efficiency of teacher training in how to teach inferential 

skills in a classroom may be beneficial. The results would provide insights in terms of the role of 

teachers in teaching inference. Teacher training on inferential skills may include introducing 

different types of inference types (see section 2.4.3), and practice generating questions relating to 

particular inference types. Questions are a major component of successful inference intervention 

(e.g., McGee & Johnson, 2003; Yuill & Oakhill, 1988). 

As the present study reveals positive relationships between vocabulary (referred to as a 

lower level reading comprehension skill) and inferential skills (referred to as a higher 

comprehension skill) in the process of text comprehension, future research may also add a 

measure of grammatical knowledge, which is, in itself, a significant lower level comprehension 

skill. Lower level comprehension skills such as vocabulary and grammar, which are also referred 

to as foundational language skills (Lepola et al., 2012), are the means by which the readers 

activate word meanings and connect them into propositions (Poulsen & Gravgaard, 2016). The 

information of grammatical knowledge in this future study would allow us to see how 

vocabulary and grammatical knowledge interact with higher level comprehension skills, 

particularly inferential skills, as well as in reading comprehension by adult learners. The 

knowledge from this study may be of benefit as to how to best teach these lower and higher level 

comprehension skills in an integrated manner in a language classroom. 
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Ability in automatic inference generation is likely to be one of significant components in 

differentiating between successful readers and struggling readers. Skilled readers can make 

inferences automatically as they read through a text, thereby maintaining a coherent 

representation of the text they have read, whereas those who are less skilled are more likely to be 

unable to use inference automatically, and so need training in how to make inferences (Graves & 

Philippot, 2009). Although studies have investigated how readers of varying ability generate 

inferences in their L1 (e.g., Calvo, 2004; Hannon & Daneman, 1998; Long et al., 1994), there is 

a scarcity of research conducted on differences in inference generation in two or more languages 

(e.g., Karlsson, 2014). This study reported in this thesis has provided additional understanding of 

the link between inference making and reading comprehension across languages. Furthermore, 

further research might separate high and low ability L1 and L2 readers. Basing this ability 

classification on a standardized measure of reading ability within an L1 and L2 context should be 

considered, in order to enable a comparison of different ability groups: e.g., high L1 and high L2, 

high L1 and low L2, or low L1 and low L2. Such groups should provide further data on the 

processes of inferencing within text reading as well as their potential cross-language interactions. 

The findings from the questionnaire in this study indicated no positive relationship with 

Thai/English reading comprehension skills, and only a small correlation with Thai/English 

inferential skills performances. As concerns the 14 item questionnaire in this study, which aimed 

to investigate general reading comprehension strategies (not specific to any given language), it 

did not provide precise information as to how the participants apply their reading comprehension 

skills when reading in either L1 or L2. Therefore, further research is needed, using a 

questionnaire consisting of various reading comprehension strategies, such as the addition of 

comprehension monitoring strategies—those involving the ability to reflect on one's own 

comprehension capability and also including the ability to identify inconsistencies within a text 

and difficulties experienced while reading a text (Hogan et al., 2011). When the students’ 
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perceptions of reading comprehension in L1 and L2 are explored separately, the data from such 

future research may provide insights into the reading comprehension strategies actually used 

when reading in different languages (L1/L2); this may explain the relationships between the 

reading strategies used and student academic performance, both as regards inferential skills 

usage as well as reading comprehension in both L1 and L2. 

6.6. Conclusion 

  The current research indicated a significant relationship between inferential skills in Thai 

(L1) and English (L2), and supporting previous evidence for positive relationships between 

inferential skills and reading comprehension within the same language as well (e.g., Cain & 

Oakhill, 1999; Cain et al., 2001; Silva & Cain, 2015). This relationship was not explained by 

variability in L1 or L2 language proficiency and non-verbal reasoning. In addition, the research 

identified positive correlations between Thai inferential skills and English reading 

comprehension, and between English inferential skills and Thai reading comprehension. 

Furthermore, the current evidence argues for English inferential skills as predictors of unique 

variability in Thai reading comprehension; although the same cross-language relationships were 

not found between Thai inferential skills and English reading comprehension once language 

proficiency and non-verbal ability were controlled.  

  These findings were consistent with the findings of several previous studies, which have 

provided evidence for the importance of inference making in the development of reading 

comprehension (Kendeou et al., 2008; Oakhill & Cain, 2007). The findings within the same 

language suggest that inferential skills are worth teaching in language classrooms, within both 

L1 and L2 contexts. In addition, the cross-language results expand current perspectives on cross 

linguistic transfer effects. Inferential skills may be a common skill across languages/orthographies: 

once acquired they may be applied when reading in any language. Therefore, inferential skill 
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training in one language has the potential to be additionally useful in that it might be applied 

when reading in another language. Future research investigating how inferential skills 

interventions might be applied across L1/L2 would be useful, particularly under the conditions in 

which positive cross-language influences might be expected to occur. Overall, the findings 

should inform the development of theories of reading comprehension across languages and 

language contexts (i.e., L1 and L2) as well as the development of improved models for 

pedagogical practice. 
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APPENDIX A 

English Reading Comprehension Test 

  
Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 40 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 40 multiple choice questions. 

3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

 
Example 

 

      If you visit Japan, you might choose to travel around the country by 

Shinkansen trains. These high-speed trains are nicknamed “bullet trains” because 

they go very fast and have pointy noses like a bullet.   

   

1. Why are Shinkansen trains nicknamed “bullet trains”?  

 

 a. safety and shape      b. safety and timing     

 c. speed and shape      d. speed and timing 
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English Reading Comprehension Test 
 

Passage 1 

 

Have you ever wondered why many kinds of Thai foods have names starting with “kaao (rice)”--

such as Kaao Grip (rice crisps), Kaao Mao (pounded unripened rice), or KaaoLaam (glutinous 

rice roasted in bamboo joints)?  Some of these kinds of food seem to hardly have any rice in 

them. 

All of these foods are made from rice or rice flour.Rice flour and glutinous flour, products of our 

home country, Thailand, can be used to make various kinds of food. Unfortunately, these days, 

Thai adolescents are familiar with fewer Thai foods. They prefer food made from wheat flour. 

This has resulted in our country needing to import more food from other countries, even though 

food made from imported ingredients is more expensive than food made from domestic 

ingredients.  

As Thai people, we should pay more attention to our own products, to learn what kinds of food 

they could be used to make.  It would be better if we try to find more ways to process rice to 

make it more interesting. It might become an additional export product which would bring 

money to our country. This seems to be appropriate for a country which is already one of the 

world’s largest exporters of rice. 

 

1. Why does Thailand import food from other countries? 

 

 a.    We cannot produce enough food to meet the needs of the Thai people.  

 b.    Most Thai people don’t like the taste of Thai food.  

 c.    Some Thai people prefer to eat imported food. 

 d.    Thai people don’t give much importance to the value of Thai food. 

 

2. What is the most important purpose of this style of writing? 

 

 a.    To report facts    b.    To compare 

 c.    To explain    d.    To persuade 

 

3. What is the main purpose of the passage? 

 

 a.    To give knowledge about Thai food 

 b.    To support a campaign against costly food     

 c.    To create awareness of the consumption of rice in traditional Thai food 

 d.    To emphasize the value of Thai foods made from Thai rice 

 

4. What is the likely source of this reading passage?   

 

a.    a short stories book   b.    an encyclopaedia 

c.    a culture book    d.    a travel book 
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Passage 2 

 

Nawarat Pongpaiboon was born on 26 March 1940 at PhanomThuan district, KanchanaBuri.  He 

is a son of Sombat and Somjai Pongpaiboon. He was in the family where everyone loved Thai 

literature. His father was especially interested in Thai classical music and Thai poetry. 

Sombat (Nawarat’s father), with a few friends, enjoyed reading Thai poems interactively, with 

each of them reading a line of poetry in turn. The wooden walls of their home were covered with 

poems they had written.  Their neighbours told us about the family’s past life.  

Nawarat’s mother herself liked reading Thai literature. She also liked to share her enjoyment 
through the stories she read to her children. His father loved reading not only poems, but also 

other things, such as traditional Thai literature and contemporary stories. 

 

5. What style of writing is this passage? 

 

a.    a biography    b.    an interview 

c.    a report     d.    a fictional short story 

 

6.  What factors encouraged Nawarat Pongpaiboon to become a poet? 

 

a.    Nawarat’s personal interests  b.    Nawarat’s talents 

c.    Nawarat’s teachers and friends  d.    Nawarat’s family 

 

7. Which saying is the most appropriate to describe Nawarat’s circumstances? 

 

a.    You reap what you sow.    

b.    Like father, Like son 

c.    If you associate with scholars, you will be a scholar. 

d.    Love goodness, carry a gable; love evil, carry a post.     

 

8. If you were making a speech about Nawarat, what occasion would be the most 
appropriate?  
 
a.    Teacher Day        b.    Family day   

c.    Youth day     d.    Thai language day  
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Passage 3 

 

The survey of 700 businesspeople from 12 countries in Asia 

While corruption in Asia countries in general is not uncommon, failure to deal with it has 

become an issue which reflects poorly on Thai public officials, Thai politicians and the whole 

image of Thai society. 

Thailand ranks as the 5th most corrupt country in Asia, a fact that could only be a source of pride 

for corrupt officials. AFP news reported an index which ranks the level of corruption in Asia 

countries on a scale of 0-10. It showed that Vietnam was the most corrupt, with 9.75, followed 

by Indonesia (9.50), India (9.25), and the Philippines at 9. Thailand was fifth, with 8.55, while 

South Korea was at 7 and Malaysia and Taiwan were similarly ranked at 6.  

Singapore has a minimal corruption problem with a score of 1.17, while Japan scored 2.50 and 

Hong Kong 3.77. 

In Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines, corruption is widely evident. Corruption is also a 

common phenomenon in Thailand. Business people offer officials and politicians bribes to try to 

get benefits illegally, while the government budget is also a target for corruption. 

The enormous amount of corruption was one of the primary causes of the economic crisis. After 

economic crisis in 1997 in the Asian region, one would have hoped that the problem of 

corruption would be solved. Unfortunately, it was found from this survey that it remains a crucial 

problem of Asian countries.  

 

9. What style of writing is this passage? 

 

a.    a comparative description  b.    an article expressing an opinion 

c.    an interview    d.    a commentary  

 

10. In what area is Thailand most affected by corruption? 

 

a.    Finance and budgeting       b.    business and investment   

c.    Export and import        d.    tourism industry 

 

11. Which one was the cause of corruption? 

 

a.    The investment from overseas is increasing in Asian countries.    

b.    Business people didn’t like to contact public officials. 

c.    The government developed the economy too quickly. 

d.    The government officials didn’t strictly control public officials. 

 

12. Why is the information about corruption useful for Thai economy?  

 

a.    It will help Thai people improve trade with other Asian countries. 

b.    The government will try to effectively manage corruption. 

c.    It will help improve transport. 

d.    It will help improve family relationships. 
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Passage 4 

 

Nowadays the culture of information technology has been growing fast as a combination of 

technology and communication.  There are both advantages and disadvantages to the 

convenience of communication these days. Positively speaking, it is the most effective way of 

searching for information, such as getting access to the information of world’s institutions. On 

the other hand, it is easier to obtain pornography. 

Learning how to use information technology is very important. Both technophobia (fearof 

technology) and technomania (crazy about technology) are extreme. The best solution for this is 

to think critically, so it can be seen what is good or bad.  

 

13.  The person who is “crazy” about technology is someone who_______. 

 

a.    is interested in new technology     

b.    uses technology every day 

c.    likes searching information on computer  

d.    cannot live without technology 

 

14. What does the writer think about using the internet? 

  

a.    The writer thinks that young people should be encouraged to use the internet. 

b.    The writer thinks that the internet is the source of information. 

c.    The writer thinks the internet should be used carefully. 

d.    The writer thinks that internet has good and bad things. 

 

15. Who applied the lesson from the reading? 

 

a. Udom checked information he got from the internet carefully.  

b. Nakorn doesn’t trust any information from the internet. 

c. Jomjai stays connected to the internet all the time. 

d. Pong usually spends many hours viewing with the websites about movie stars. 

 

16. How is the suggestion of this writer useful?  

 

a.    This content actually occurs in our society. b.    Teaching us to be thoughtful 

c.    Giving good suggestion    d.    All are correct. 
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Passage 5 

 

It is believed that the first cell was formed in the ocean around 590 million years ago and later 

developed to be other forms of living such as plants or animals. Land plants developed around 

430 million years ago. The earliest animal which could breathe was likely to be of the spider 

family.  The earliest known vertebrate is believed to have been a fish. The Devonian Period, 

from about 358 to 419 million years ago, was marked by the development of amphibians, and 

followed in turn by reptiles around 248-65 million years ago. Long after the extinction of the 

dinosaurs, the first humans appeared.  

There were many millions of years in the development of the plant and animal kingdoms.  Both 

humans and animals came from the same origin.  But human brains have developed more than 

animal brains. Unfortunately, humans use their intelligence and wisdom principally to get what 

they desire rather than to develop their mind. There is no difference on this score between 

humans and animals.  Concepts which can be used to differentiate among all living creatures are 

culture, tradition, ethics, religion, and law. All of these concepts have been thought of and 

accepted by humans. Nobody knows whether there might be other life forms on other planets 

which might classify humans as inferior to themselves. 

 

17. What is the main idea of this passage? 

 

a.    Humans are more intelligent than other kinds of animals. 

b.    Humans and animals need to develop themselves for survival. 

c.    Both humans and animals rely on each other. 

d.    Humans should not think they are better than other animals. 

 

18. Which of the following is the opinion of the writer? 

 

a.    The first vertebrate is believed to have been the fish. 

b.    The first cell in the world originated from the ocean around 590 million years ago. 

c.    Human brains are more intelligent than animal brains. 

d.    Humans use their wisdom to serve their own needs. 

 

19. What style of writing is this passage? 

 

a.    a comparative description      b.    a factual description 

c.    an interview     d.    a commentary 

 

20. What can we best learn from this passage? 

 

a.    To learn about the evolution of humans and animals 

b.    To learn how humans and animals are different 

c.    To be aware that humans aren’t better than animals 

d.    To learn why humans shouldn’t destroy animals 
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Passage 6 

   

Doctors have warned of the dangers of sunlight in the summer, especially during the Songkran 

festival- the hottest period of the year. 

Doctor Prawit Pisanbod, a doctor specializing in skin diseases and allergies, reported to the Kai 

Moo, a health magazine about how to “Prepare your skin for summer breezes”. He pointed out 

that Thai living styles in the old days protected the skin from the sun by various means, such as 

using marlstone or Ammonium Alum, wearing Thai traditional long sleeved shirts, and using 

umbrellas proves that the Thai people of old had wisdom in dealing with problems from 

extended sun exposure. They were already aware of the risks of too much sun exposure. 

Normally, Thai farmers wear a hat which is made from bamboo leaves. It can effectively protect 

them from the sun. Modern research also supports this idea that a hat made from rice straws or 

sugar palm leaves can be used to well protect the wearer from the sun. Wearing long sleeved 

cotton clothes, like Thai traditional long sleeved shirts, can protect our skins from the sun better 

than synthetic fabrics. It has also been found that the marlstone which our grandmothers used to 

rub their faces during the Songkran festival can protect our skin from the sun. It works like 

modern sun lotions. 

 

21. What is the main idea of this reading passage? 

 

a.    Things to be concerned during the Songkran festival 

b.    Taking care of your health in the summer 

c.    Dealing with sun exposure during the summer 

d.    Skin protection of Thai women in the olden days 

 

22. What would the writer like the readers to be most aware of? 

 

a.    Healthy skin for summer    

b.    Device for protecting the sun 

c.    Safety economic and skin protection  

d.    Using sun protection methods based on Thai wisdom 

 

23.  What did Thai people use as sun lotions in earlier times? 

 

a.   Marlstone     b. hats 

c. Fans      d. long sleeved shirts 

  

24.  Why is this news helpful?  

 

a.    The source of the news is reliable. b.    The content is good for our health. 

c.    It’s an opinion from a skin doctor. d.    This advice is not suitable for the present time. 
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Passage 7 

 

British council approved the law permitted human embryo cloning 

23 January 2001, a news agency reported that members of the British House of Commons voted 

for 212-92 to permit human embryo cloning solely for the purpose of curing diseases. The 

legislation aims to permit the use of embryo stem cells for transplanting into patients and embryo 

stem cells must be destroyed within 14 days. However, human or baby cloning is still not 

allowed.  

 

25. What is the purpose of the permitting of human embryo cloning? 

 

a.    For curing diseases   b.    For research 

c.    For extending life expectancy  d.    For maintaining the human species 

 

26. What were the British concerns when then gave permission for human embryo cloning? 

 

a.    To be a medical research leader   

b.    To develop new human species  

c.    To prohibit human cloning 

d.    To preserve the genetic characteristics of humans 

 

27. Which of the following is an opinion? 

 

a.    Human cloning isn’t allowed. 

b.    Destroying one life to save another life should be accepted. 

c.    Human embryo cloning needs ten more years to be successful. 

d.    Britain has allowed human embryo cloning 

 

28.  What is the main idea of this reading passage? 

 

a. the development of human embryo cloning 

b. A law about human embryo cloning 

c. Human cloning is not permitted. 

d. The arguments about human embryo cloning 
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Passage 8 

 

“Stop….Nong X……Don’t do that.” The scream of Salika, the maid of this house, interrupted 

his thinking.  

“……..Giant kick……”   When he opened the door, his six year old boy,who was standing on 

the dinner table, suddenly jumped and kicked Salika.  And Nong X also hit Salika’s head with a 

clothes hanger in his right hand. 

“Oh..No..!”  He shouted, but that didn’t help anything.   

“You shouldn’t have done like this. Salika may get hurt.  You are so naughty. —Go to your 

room!” He was very angry. His child was so aggressive. It’s not normal for children to play like 

this. 

He and his wife have brought up his son according to the modern advice of doctors. They usually 

spend time together. They gave him love. They didn’t shout at or hit him because they were 

afraid that by so doing they would make him have a bad temper. They kept teaching him about 

generosity and other good things. Unfortunately, despite their efforts, Nong X seems to be 

getting more stubborn and violent.  He bought Nong X a guitar, because he hoped to draw his 

son’s attention to music. But Nong X used the guitar as a gun instead. 

 

29. Why was he angry at his son? 

 

a.    His son broke something.   b.    His son doesn’t obey him. 

c.    His son played aggressively.  d.    His son made a loud noise. 

 

30. What was likely to be the cause of Nong X’s behaviour?    

 

a.    The way his parents treated him             b.    His own personality 

c.    The family environment    d.    The influence of television 

 

31. What will “Nong X” probably be in the future? 

 

a.    An actor               b.    A boxer    

c.    A gangster     d.    A soldier 

 

32.  Why is what he did with his son counter-productive? 

 

a.    The child hasn’t done something wrong.               

b.    The father hasn’t paid attention to his son. 

c.    He was too emotional when complaining his son.     

d.    His son is too young to understand. 
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Passage 9 

 

As long as Kan could remember, he usually got a grade of “A” in Art.  On the other hand, he 

wasn’t interested in his other subjects. 

When Kan walked pass the movie theatre on the way to school, he liked to look at the movie 

poster drawings made by his Uncle Noi. The drawings of cowboys or policemen looked very 

exciting to Kan. This morning Uncle Noi went to Kan’s house and told him to draw a movie 

poster because Uncle Noi didn’t feel well today.  Kan was so happy to hear that. He was 

confident that he would be able to do it well. Kan felt a bit surprised as to why Uncle Noi trusted 

him to draw because he has never done this type of drawing before. 

 While his friends were studying for university entrance exams, Kan spent his time 

drawing more movie posters, because he didn’t want to continue his studies after finishing 

Matayom 6. He knew that his mother wouldn’t agree with his idea. Anyway, he thought that he 

would try to talk to his mother about his reasons for not studying after high school. 

 “Why don’t you study for exams?  You always hang out at the movie theatre,” his mother 

said to Kan.  

 “Mom, I really want to tell you that…. I don’t want to continue my studies,” Kan said 

softly. 

 “Are you crazy? Even ifwe aren’t rich, I have enough money to support you to study at a 

university. If you don’t study further, what will you do for a living?”  his mother asked 

sarcastically. 

 “I know…..I think I’ll be a painter. I’ll sell my paintings. This is what I love. What I can 

do best. 

 “That kind of job isn’t stable. You will not be able to survive by following this dream,” 

Mom said, and then walked to the kitchen to give Kan time to think about it.  What his mom said 

always made Kan give in and do as she wanted. 

 

33. What is the conflict in this reading? 

 

a.    Good and evil                                                           

b.    Hope and disappointment 

c.    Freedom and gratitude to one’s mother            

d.    His own desires and his mother’s desires 

 

34.  Which one is likely to lead to his mom’s happiness? 

 

a.    Her son becomes an artist.                   

b.    Her son continues his studies. 

c.    Her son has a stable job.    

d.    Her son will become rich. 
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35. Which one best describes Kan? 

 

a.    He knows what he wants to do.               b.    He is ambitious.    

c.    He is determined.    d.    He behaves well. 

 

 

36. Why is Kan’s thought practical?  

 

a.    He is not good at studying.  b.    He will choose to do what he likes. 

c.    His mom won’t work hard anymore.   d.    He can take care of himself. 

 

 

Passage 10 

 

In KusuBuri city, there was a poor Brahman named Sakawa. He had a pot full of flour people 

had given him. That evening when he looked at that pot hanging on the wall, he was thinking to 

himself that” I have a full pot of flour, so I can sell it for 100 Rupee to get some money. Then I 

can use the money to buy two female goats. I’ll get baby goats more and more every 9 months. I 

will soon have a big flock of goats. After that, I can get 100 Rupee from selling some goats. I 

will be able to buy two mares also. Later on I will have a plenty of horses.  I’ll get a lot of money 

from selling those. I can build a house. I will get married to a beautiful wife and have a son. 

Sometimes I will probably go to do some reading in the stable. Suddenly my little two year old 

son may crawl to the stable. I will call my wife to take care of our son but if she doesn’t hear 

that, I would be very angry at her and lift my foot to kick my wife.  While Brahman was in his 

daydreaming, he suddenly kicked his pot of flour. His pot was broken and nothing left for him. 

Brahman was very sad. 

 

37.  What did this tale teach us?      

 

a.    Morality     b.    To be imaginative   

c.    To pay attention to what you are doing d.    Wisdom 

 

38. Which saying is the most appropriate to this reading?  

 

a.    One bird in hand is better than two in the bush. 

b.     Actions speak louder than words. 

c.    You never miss the water till the well runs dry. 

d.    Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched.   

 

39.  Why is this tale useful?  

 

a.    It teaches us that we may be disappointed if we expect too much. 

b.    It teaches us that having a daydream may lead us troubles. 

c.    It teaches us Indian culture. 

d.    This story seems to happen nowadays. 
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40. Which one best describes Brahman? 

 

a.    He is lazy.       b.    He is tricky.     

c.     He is selfish.                d.    He is fanciful.  

   

 

                                                ---------------------- 
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APPENDIX B 

Thai reading comprehension test 

แบบทดสอบทกัษะการอ่านภาษาไทย 
 

บทอ่านที ่1 
 สถิติจากสถาบนัมะเร็งแห่งชาติพบวา่คนไทยนอกจากไม่ค่อยเปล่ียนพฤติกรรมการกินใหส้ร้างสรรค์
และมีประโยชน์แลว้ ยงัไม่ค่อยชอบตรวจสุขภาพ กวา่ 80% เป็นมะเร็งขั้นลุกลามแลว้จึงไปหาหมอ ผลก็คือ หมด
โอกาสรักษาใหห้าย 

เป็นท่ีทราบกนัวา่ มะเร็งตบั คือ อนัดบัหน่ึงท่ีเกิดข้ึนกบัคนไทย สารไนโตรซามีน คือตวัร้ายท่ีท าใหเ้กิด
มะเร็งตบั และมะเร็งระบบทางเดินอาหาร โดยมนัอยูใ่นอาหารประเภทเน้ือสัตวห์มกั หรืออาหารท่ีมีดินประสิว 
(ไนเตรท) และไนไตรทใ์นปริมาณท่ีมากเกินไป ซ่ึงไม่พน้อาหารยอดฮิตของชาวอีสานและชาวเหนือ เช่น ปลาร้า 
ปลาจ่อม ปลาส้ม และแหนม อยา่งไรก็ตาม สารน้ีสามารถถูกท าลายไดด้ว้ยความร้อน แต่ร่างกายของเราสามารถ
สร้างสารน้ีข้ึนมาไดอี้กวธีิหน่ึง     คือการกินอาหารท่ีเกลือไนเตรทและไนไตรทป์ระปนอยู ่ซ่ึงมกัอยูใ่นอาหาร
อยา่งเบคอน ไส้กรอก เน้ือเค็ม เน้ือกระป๋อง ปลาร้า และอ่ืนๆ วธีิป้องกนัก็โดย ทานผกัผลไมม้ากข้ึน เพราะ
วติามินซีจากส่ิงเหล่าน้ีจะช่วยได ้

อีกสาเหตุหน่ึงท่ีน าไปสู่ความเส่ียงในการเกิดโรคมะเร็งก็คือ   การประกอบอาหารโดยใชค้วามร้อนท่ี
อุณภูมิสูง เช่น การป้ิง ยา่ง ทอด และรมควนั จะท าใหเ้กิดสารก่อกลายพนัธ์ุและสารก่อมะเร็งหลายชนิด จึงควร
รับประทานอาหารในลกัษณะน้ีใหน้อ้ยลงจะดีกวา่ 
 
1.  สาระส าคัญของข้อความนีค้ือข้อใด 
 
ก.  วธีิป้องกนัโรคมะเร็ง    ข.  อาหารท่ีก่อใหเ้กิดโรคมะเร็ง 
ค.  สาเหตุของการเกิดโรคมะเร็ง   ง.  ขอ้แนะน าในการเลือกรับประทานอาหาร 
    
2.  ข้อความนีก้ล่าวในลกัษณะใด 
 
ก.  บอกเล่า     ข.  ติเตียน      
ค.  เชิญชวน     ง.  ช้ีแนะ     
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3.  ผู้เขียนบทความนีม้ีจุดประสงค์อย่างไร 
 
ก.  เพื่อใหต้ระหนกัถึงอนัตรายของโรคมะเร็ง        
ข.  เพื่อสร้างจิตส านึกในการเลือกรับประทานอาหารท่ีมีประโยชน์ 
ค.  เพื่อเชิญชวนใหเ้ปล่ียนพฤติกรรมการรับประทานอาหาร 
ง.  เพื่อใหค้วามรู้เก่ียวกบัสาเหตุและการป้องกนัโรคมะเร็ง    
 
4.  บุคคลใดน่าจะเป็นคนกล่าวข้อความข้างต้นนีม้ากทีสุ่ด 
 
ก.  นกัเทคนิคการแพทย ์    ข.  นกัสาธารณสุข   
ค.  นกัวทิยาศาสตร์    ง.  นกัโภชนาการ    
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บทอ่านที ่2 
อาจารยร์ะพี สาคริก นอกจากจะใหค้วามรู้ทางดา้นวชิาการแก่นกัเล้ียงกลว้ยไมอ้ยา่งกวา้งขวางแลว้ ท่าน

ยงัท าใหบ้รรยากาศของนกัเล้ียงกลว้ยไมห้ลายกลุ่มทั้งในกรุงและต่างจงัหวดัรวมเป็นอนัหน่ึงอนัเดียวกนั 
  อาจารยร์ะพี “คุณพอ่” แห่งมหาวทิยาลยัเกษตรศาสตร์ เคยกล่าวแก่ลูกๆเกษตรกรเยน็วนัหน่ึงวา่   
“ความฝันของพ่ออยา่งหน่ึง อยากจะเห็นนิสิตนกัศึกษาท่ีพอ่มีความรู้สึกเหมือนกบัลูกหลาน อยากจะสร้างให้
เป็นคนดีมีคุณธรรม การฝักใฝ่หรือความสนใจน่ีเหมือนกบัท่ีพอ่เล่นกลว้ยไมแ้ลว้รู้สึกเพลิดเพลิน และเล่นโดย
ไม่ลืมไม่เบ่ือ เหมือนอยา่งท่ีพอ่อยูก่บันิสิตนกัศึกษาพอ่ไม่เบ่ือ อยูน่านเท่านานก็อยูไ่ด ้เพราะวา่เรามีเป้าหมาย มี
ความสนใจและฝักใฝ่วา่ น่ีเราจะสร้างเยาวชนใหเ้ป็นคนดี เป็นพลงัของสังคมเหมือนอยา่งท่ีเราเป็น และใหดี้กวา่
เราอีก พยายามแลว้ทุกๆทาง ยิง่มาเห็นสภาพสังคมปัจจุบนัท่ีผา่นมาแลว้ก็ยิง่ห่วง ยิง่พยายาม โดยขออาศยัหลกั
เดียวกบัท่ีพอ่ท าเร่ืองกลว้ยไม”้  

 
5.  ข้อความนีจั้ดเป็นงานเขียนประเภทใด 
 
ก.  บทความ     ข.  บทสัมภาษณ์  
ค.  ต านาน     ง.  เร่ืองสั้น     
    
6.  จากข้อความนี ้อนุมานได้ว่าอาจารย์ระพ ีสาคริก มีอุปนิสัยอย่างไร 
 
ก.  สร้างสรรค ์     ข.  รอบคอบ     
ค.  มุ่งมัน่     ง.  เขม้แขง็      
   
7.  หลกัทีอ่าจารย์ระพ ีสาคริกใช้ในการท างาน ตรงกบัคุณธรรมข้อใด 
 
ก.  โอวาท 3      ข.  พรหมวหิาร 4       
ค.  อิทธิบาท 4      ง.  ฆราวาสธรรม 4    
    
8.  ข้อคิดทีไ่ด้จากการเลีย้งกล้วยไม้ของท่าน นักศึกษาสามารถน าไปประยุกต์ใช้ได้อย่างดีในเร่ืองใด 
 
ก.  การใชจ่้าย     ข.  การคบเพื่อน      
ค.  การศึกษาเล่าเรียน    ง.  การใชชี้วตินกัศึกษา    
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บทอ่านที ่3 
การเลือกรับวฒันธรรมต่างชาตินั้น จะตอ้งใชว้ิจารณญาณมองใหลึ้กซ้ึงถึงแก่นแทข้องวฒันธรรม จาก

แนวคิดของศาสตราจารยสุ์มน อมรวิวฒัน์ ในเร่ือง การกา้วรุกและปะทะทางวฒันธรรมช้ีใหเ้ห็นถึงการรับ

วฒันธรรมต่างชาติมาโดยมิไดพ้ิจารณาถึงแก่นแทข้องวฒันธรรม ไม่ไดก่้อใหเ้กิดผล ดีเลย เช่น วฒันธรรมใน

การกินฟาสตฟ์ู้ ด แก่นแทอ้ยูท่ี่การกินง่าย อยูง่่าย กินใหไ้ดส้ารอาหารท่ีถูกส่วน รวดเร็วและประหยดั เพื่อวา่จะได้

มีเวลาท างานต่อไป แต่เรากลบัรับวฒันธรรมมาแบบฉาบฉวย ยอมเสียเงินแพงๆในการเขา้ร้านฟาสตฟ์ู้ ด ซ่ึงของ

กินราคาแพงและเสียเวลานัง่กินเป็นชัว่โมงๆ กลายเป็นค่านิยมฟุ่มเฟือย แสดงความโกเ้ก๋แต่ไร้ปัญญา 

9.  เยาวชนไทยควรมีหลักในการรับวฒันธรรมจากต่างชาติอย่างไร 
 
ก.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมท่ีคนส่วนใหญ่เห็นวา่เหมาะสม    ข. เลือกรับวฒันธรรมตามค าแนะน าของผูใ้หญ่ 
ค.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมท่ีเหมาะกบัตนเอง          ง.  เลือกรับวฒันธรรมโดยไตร่ตรอง  
    
10.  น า้เสียงของผู้เขียนเป็นเช่นใด 
 
ก.  ราบเรียบ เยน็ชา    ข.  เยาะเยย้ 
ค.  ต าหนิติเตียน     ง.  ไม่พึงพอใจ     
    
11.  ข้อเสนอแนะตามข้อความนีเ้หมาะสมหรือไม่ เพราะเหตุใด 
 
ก.  เหมาะสม เพราะสอนให้รักษาวฒันธรรมไทย  
ข.  เหมาะสม เพราะสอนใหใ้ชปั้ญญาไตร่ตรอง 
ค.  ไม่เหมาะสม เพราะไม่เขา้กบัยคุสมยั        
ง.  ไม่เหมาะสม เพราะไม่สอดคลอ้งกบัความตอ้งการของวยัรุ่น   
 
12.  จงพจิารณาว่า บุคคลใดมีพฤติกรรมทีส่อดคล้องกบัค าแนะน าในบทความ 
 
ก.  มอสเลือกซ้ือเส้ือผา้ผลิตโดยคนไทยเท่านั้น ข.  เบิร์ดชอบนดัคุยกบัเพื่อนท่ีร้านพิซซ่า 
ค.  หนูนิดชอบแฟชัน่ญ่ีปุ่นเพราะทนัสมยัดี              ง.  พลอยชอบภาพยนตร์ฝร่ังเพราะช่ืนชมผลงานท่ีมีคุณภาพ
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บทอ่านที ่4 
 ลูกเอ๋ย ก่อนจะเท่ียวไปขอบารมีหลวงพอ่องคใ์ด เจา้จะตอ้งมีทุนของตวัเอง คือบารมีของตนลงทุนไป
ก่อน เม่ือบารมีของเจา้ไม่พอ จึงค่อยขอยมืบารมีของคนอ่ืนมาช่วย มิฉะนั้นเจา้จะเอาตวัไม่รอด เพราะหน้ีสินใน
บุญบารมีท่ีเท่ียวไปขอยมืจนพน้ตวั เม่ือท าบุญกุศลไดบ้ารมีมา ก็ตอ้งเอาไปผอ่นใชห้น้ีเขาจนหมด ไม่มีอะไร
เหลือติดตวั แลว้เจา้จะมีอะไรไวภ้พหนา้ หมัน่สร้างบารมีไว ้แลว้ฟ้าดินจะช่วยเอง 
 จงจ าไวน้ะ.....เม่ือยงัไม่ถึงเวลา เทพเจา้องคใ์ดจะคิดช่วยเจา้ไม่ได.้...คร้ังถึงเวลา.....ทัว่ฟ้าจบดินก็ตา้น  
เจา้ไม่อยู.่....จงอยา่ไปเร่งเทวดาฟ้าดิน เม่ือบุญเราไม่เคยสร้างไว ้จะมีใครท่ีไหนมาช่วยเจา้ 
 
13.  ข้อใดเป็นค ากล่าวทีไ่ม่ถูกต้อง เกีย่วกบัข้อความข้างต้น 

 
ก.  ทุกคนควรหมัน่สร้างความดี         ข.  ส่ิงศกัด์ิสิทธ์ิจะช่วยคนท่ีเดือดร้อน 
ค.  คนท าบุญ ผลบุญยอ่มเก้ือหนุน         ง.  ทุกคนควรช่วยตนเอง ก่อนท่ีจะขอความช่วยเหลือจากผูอ่ื้น
   
14.  ผู้เขียนกล่าวในเชิงใด  
 
ก.  เสนอแนะ     ข.  สั่งสอน      
ค.  เชิญชวน     ง.  แสดงขอ้เท็จจริง  
 
15.  ผู้ปฏิบัติตามข้อความข้างต้นนี ้น่าจะได้รับผลเช่นใด 
 
ก.  ชีวติมีความสุข    ข.  หนา้ท่ีการงานมัน่คง   
ค.  มีฐานะดี     ง.  เป็นท่ีรักของทุกคน    
   
16.  สาระนีน่้าจะเป็นประโยชน์กบับุคคลใดมากทีสุ่ด  
 
ก.  เด็ก และเยาวชน    ข.  ผูใ้หญ่วยัท างาน  
ค.  ผูสู้งอาย ุ     ง.  ผูค้นทุกวยั     
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บทอ่านที ่5 
 วนัน้ีชุมชนชนบทไทยมีทุกอยา่งเพื่อ “ตอบสนองความฝัน” ของนกัท่องเท่ียว มีภูมิประเทศ ทุ่งนา ป่า
เขา วฒันธรรม ความสนุกสนานและความสบาย มีขา้วปลาอาหาร โดยเฉพาะอาหารสุขภาพ ผกัปลอดสาร 
สมุนไพร เคร่ืองส าอาง การนวด การอบ การรักษาสุขภาพแบบพื้นบา้น และวนัน้ี “สุขภาพ”   คือประเด็นท่ีคน
ทัว่โลกใหค้วามสนใจ  หมู่บา้นไทยมีทุกอยา่งท่ีโลกตอ้งการ  

หากนกัท่องเท่ียวมาเมืองไทยเพิ่มเป็นหา้หกเท่า เหมือนสเปน ฝร่ังเศส อิตาลี  ซ่ึงมีจ านวนนกัท่องเท่ียว
เกือบเท่าหรือมากกวา่ประชากรของตนเอง    ผลท่ีตามมาคือ รายไดห้ลกัของประเทศเพิ่มมากข้ึน  นกัท่องเท่ียว
มามากๆ จะท าลายส่ิงแวดลอ้มประเพณีวฒันธรรมทอ้งถ่ินหรือไม่ จ  านวนคนคงไม่เก่ียว ถา้จดัการเป็น ไม่ตอ้ง
สามสิบลา้นหรอก แค่สามแสนคน ก็ท าลายได ้ดูพทัยาและอีกหลายๆ เมืองเป็นตวัอยา่ง แลว้ท าไมเมืองใหญ่ๆ 
ในโลกท่ีมีนกัท่องเท่ียวเป็นสิบๆ ลา้น จึงไม่มีปัญหาอะไร 

น่ีคือขมุทองท่ียิง่ใหญ่ท่ีสุดและเป็นจริงท่ีสุดของไทย  อยา่งอ่ืนเราหมดโอกาสแข่งขนักบัชาติอ่ืนๆเขา
แลว้ ไม่วา่จะเป็นอุตสาหกรรมหรือการเกษตร  การเป็นอุตสาหกรรมบริการ เรามีศกัยภาพสูงสุดและสามารถ
แข่งขนักบัใครก็ไดใ้นโลก ไม่วา่จะเป็นรอยยิม้ อาหารอร่อย ธรรมชาติ ศิลปวฒันธรรม “สนุกและสบาย” 

แต่เราจะท าการท่องเท่ียวแบบน้ีไดแ้ละท าแบบยัง่ยืน่หรือไม่ คงตอ้งคิดเร่ืองแนวทางการพฒันาการ
ท่องเท่ียวอยา่งมีประสิทธิภาพต่อไป   

 

17.  ข้อความทีย่กมานีม้ีจุดประสงค์เพือ่อะไร 
 

ก.  บรรยาย  ข.  เปรียบเทียบ 
ค.  วจิารณ์  ง.  แสดงทศันะ     
   
18.  ข้อใดเป็นความคิดเห็นของผู้เขียน  
 
ก.  คนทัว่โลกใหค้วามสนใจในเร่ืองเก่ียวกบัสุขภาพ  
ข.  ไทยสามารถแข่งขนักบัต่างชาติไดเ้ป็นอยา่งดีในดา้นการบริการ   
ค.  ส่ิงแวดลอ้มเมืองพทัยาถูกท าลายเพราะการท่องเท่ียว 
ง.  เมืองท่ีส าคญัๆในฝร่ังเศสและอิตาลีมีรายไดห้ลกัจากการท่องเท่ียว 
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19.  ถ้าปฏิบัติตามทีผู้่เขียนเสนอแนะ ผลทีต่ามมาน่าจะเป็นเช่นไร  
 
ก.  จ  านวนนกัท่องเท่ียวจากทัว่โลกเพิ่มข้ึน   
ข.  การพฒันาดา้นการท่องเท่ียวเติบโตสอดคลอ้งกบัความเป็นอยูข่องคนทอ้งถ่ิน 
ค.  การลงทุนดา้นการท่องเท่ียวจากต่างชาติเพิ่มข้ึน    
ง.  ทรัพยากรธรรมชาติอาจตอ้งสูญหายตามจ านวนนกัท่องเท่ียว     
   
20.  ข้อเสนอแนะของผู้เขียนมีประโยชน์ต่อการพฒันาประเทศหรือไม่ เพราะอะไร 
 
ก.  มีประโยชน์ เพราะจะท าใหป้ระเทศชาติสามารถแข่งขนักบัชาติอ่ืนได ้
ข.  มีประโยชน์ เพราะจะสร้างรายไดเ้พิ่มมากข้ึนถา้มีการจดัการดี 
ค.  ไม่มีประโยชน์ เพราะจะท าลายวฒันธรรมอนัดีงาม 
ง.  ไม่มีประโยชน์ เพราะยงัขาดความพร้อมในหลายเร่ือง  
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บทอ่านที ่6   
นายแพทย ์หม่อมหลวงสมชาย จกัรพนัธ์ุ รองอธิบดีกรมสุขภาพจิต กระทรวงสาธารณสุข เปิดเผย

หลงัจากท่ีเกิดคดีฆาตกรรมหมู่และฆ่าตวัตายรวม 8 ศพ ซ่ึงเป็นเร่ืองสะเทือนขวญัแก่คนทัว่ไป จากการประเมิน
ของจิตแพทยพ์บวา่ สาเหตุการฆาตกรรมหมู่คร้ังน้ีเกิดจากโรคซึมเศร้า ซ่ึงเกิดจากสารเคมีบางตวัในสมอง
ผดิปกติ ท าใหผู้ป่้วยหดหู่ เบ่ือโลก และมีอาการอ่ืนๆทางร่างกาย เช่น นอนไม่หลบั อ่อนเพลีย นอนทั้งวนั สมอง
คิดชา้ เบ่ืออาหาร น ้าหนกัและความตอ้งการทางเพศลดลง รวมทั้งร้องไหง่้าย โดยผูป่้วยจะไม่ทราบวา่ตนเองเป็น
โรคดงักล่าว เพราะวา่ยงัสามารถด าเนินชีวติไดต้ามปกติ จึงเป็นเร่ืองของญาติๆจะตอ้งใหค้วามใส่ใจ หากสังเกต
พบวา่ผดิปกติดงักล่าวติดต่อกนันาน 2 สัปดาห์ จะตอ้งน าผูป่้วยไปพบแพทยเ์พื่อตรวจวนิิจฉยัและรักษาทนัที 
มิฉะนั้นผูป่้วยอาจหลงผดิและคิดในทางร้ายมากข้ึน 

ส าหรับแนวทางป้องกนันั้น คือ การขยายการใหบ้ริการทางโทรศพัท ์รวมทั้งการด าเนินการเชิงรุก เช่น 
โครงการใหค้  าปรึกษาส าหรับคนท่ีคิดฆ่าตวัตาย และโครงการป้องกนัโรคซึมเศร้า ท่ีท ามากวา่ 3 ปีแลว้ ส าหรับ
มาตรการระยะยาวคือ ทางกรมฯมีแนวคิดท่ีจะผลกัดนั พ.ร.บ. สุขภาพจิต และการวนิิจฉยัวา่ผูใ้ดมีอาการป่วยทาง
จิต เพื่อจะไดรั้บการรักษาให้ทนัท่วงที และช่วยปัญหาสังคมอีกทางหน่ึงดว้ย 

 
21.  สาระส าคัญของข่าวนี ้คือข้อใด 
  
ก.  สาเหตุของโรคซึมเศร้า   ข.  ผลกระทบจากปัญหาสุขภาพจิต 
ค.  ปัญหาสุขภาพจิตและแนวทางป้องกนั  ง.  สาเหตุและการป้องกนัการฆ่าตวัตาย  
    
22.  ข่าวข้างต้นนี ้น าเสนอประเด็นส าคัญเกี่ยวกบัเร่ืองใด 

 
ก.  การพฒันาคุณภาพชีวิต   ข.  การลดปัญหาสังคม 
ค.  การดูแลรักษาสุขภาพ    ง.  การพฒันาทรัพยากรบุคคล   
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บทอ่านที ่7 

บะหมีส่ าเร็จรูป อาหารแห่งศตวรรษที ่21 

เม่ือวนัท่ี 16 มีนาคม 2550 สมาคมผูผ้ลิตบะหม่ีนานาชาติไดจ้ดัประชุมบะหม่ีก่ึงส าเร็จรูประดบัโลกคร้ัง

ท่ี 3 ท่ีโรงแรมเซ็นทรัล พลาซ่า กทม นายพิพฒั พะเนียงเวทย ์ประธานคณะกรรมการจดังาน เปิดเผยวา่บะหม่ีก่ึง

ส าเร็จรูปก าลงัจะเป็นอาหารจ าเป็นส าหรับศตวรรษท่ี 21 ส าหรับทุกครัวเรือน เน่ืองจากภาวะท่ีประชากรลน้โลก

และพื้นท่ีเพาะปลูกนอ้ยลง อาหารขาดแคลนอยา่งมาก ท าใหต้ลาดบะหม่ีเติบโตมาก คาดวา่ภายในศตวรรษท่ี 21 

ยอดขายบะหม่ีก่ึงส าเร็จรูปจะสูงถึง 1 แสนลา้นซองต่อปี ส่วนท่ีมีการวจิารณ์กนัวา่มีการใส่ผงชูรสในบะหม่ีมาก

นั้น ใม่จริง เพราะใส่ต ่ากวา่ท่ีส านกังานคณะกรรมการอาหารและยา (อย.) ก าหนด แต่ยอมรับวา่มีเกลือมากจริง 

อาจท าใหผู้ป่้วยโรคไตเกิดปัญหา ผูป้ระกอบการก าลงัแกไ้ขอยู ่

  

23.  เร่ืองนีจั้ดเป็นข่าวประเภทใด  
 
ก.  ข่าวเศรษฐกิจ                ข.  ข่าวการเกษตร        
ค.  ข่าวธุรกิจ                  ง.  ข่าวสังคม     
    
24.  ข้อใดเป็นข้อเทจ็จริง  
 
ก.  สมาคมผูผ้ลิตบะหม่ีนานาชาติจดัประชุมระดบัโลกคร้ังท่ี 3 
ข.  บะหม่ีส าเร็จรูปรสชาติเหมาะกบัคนไทย 
ค.  บะหม่ีก่ึงส าเร็จรูปก าลงัเป็นอาหารจ าเป็นในศตวรรษท่ี 21 
ง.  คาดวา่ในศตวรรษท่ี 21 ยอดขายบะหม่ีจะสูงถึง 1 แสนลา้นซองต่อปี  
 
25.  ข้อใดกล่าวถูกต้องเกีย่วกับการเสนอข่าวนี้ 
 
ก.  เป็นข่าวท่ีใหป้ระโยชน์กบัผูบ้ริโภค   ข.  ข่าวน้ีไม่สามารถตรวจสอบได ้
ค.  การเสนอข่าวถึงเฉพาะประโยชน์ของคนกลุ่มเดียว           ง.  ผูเ้ขียนข่าวมีอคติส่วนตวั  
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บทอ่านที ่8 
บ่อยๆท่ีพอ่มกัจะลืมของกินของใชท่ี้แม่ฝากซ้ือ เวลาท่ีพอ่อกจากบา้นไปไหนมาไหน แต่ส่ิงท่ีพอ่ติดมือ

มาทุกคราวราวกบัส่ิงนั้นทาดว้ยกาว กลบัเป็นของท่ีพอ่อา้งนกัหนาวา่ “อาหารสมองนะน่ี” ท่ีส าคญัไม่ยิง่หยอ่น

ไปกวา่ เราจะเห็นพอ่หนีบส่ิงพิมพทุ์กอยา่งบนแผงท่ีขวางหนา้พอ่ ไม่วา่จะเป็นรายวนั รายสัปดาห์ รายเดือน หรือ

อะไรก็ตามท่ีพอ่อยากอ่าน แม่ไดแ้ต่ส่ายหนา้ ทั้งฉิวทั้งขนั 

“เออ ดีนะ วนัหลงัจะไดเ้อาไอต้วั ก ไก่ ข ไข่ น่ีซาวขา้วแทนขา้วสารหุงใหกิ้นซะที ดูซิวา่จะอ่ิมไหม ของคนอ่ืน 

เขามีเมียนอ้ยเป็นผูห้ญิง ไอข้องเรากลบัมีเมียนอ้ยเป็นหนงัสือ แถมยงัหลงกนัซะไม่ลืมหูลืมตา” 

 แต่แม่ก็เป็นคนเดียวในบา้นท่ีค่อยใส่ใจ ปัด เช็ด ดูแลบรรดา “เมียนอ้ย” ของพ่อใหเ้น้ือตวัขาวสะอาด ย ัว่

ตาและน่าจบัตอ้ง ความร่มเยน็เป็นสุขในครัวเรือนของเราจึงมีอยูแ่น่นแฟ้น เพราะความรู้จกัปรองดอง

สัมพนัธภาพในระหวา่งพอ่ แม่ และหนงัสือของพ่อ 

 ฉนัโตข้ึนมาในยคุท่ีเคร่ืองรับโทรทศัน์ยงัเป็นของต่ืนเตน้แห่งใหม่ของยคุ ตอนแรกพอ่ยืนกรานไม่ยอม

ซ้ือเขา้บา้นเป็นท่าเดียว พวกเราจึงหนีไปดูทีวบีา้นยา่ แต่ไม่ชา้ พอ่ไม่อาจแขง็ขืนค่านิยมทางวฒันธรรมท่ีทะลกั

เขา้มากบัยคุสมยัได ้พอ่จบัเราใหม้านัง่ดูรายการข่าวกนัสลอนทุกคืน รู้เร่ืองบา้ง ไม่รู้เร่ืองบา้ง นอกนั้นพ่อจะ

อนุญาตใหเ้ปิดดูเป็นเวลาและเฉพาะบางรายการเท่านั้นเอง พอ่ใหเ้หตุผลวา่ 

 “ผมไม่ยอมใหลู้กผมเอาทีวมีาเป็นลูกกะตาทั้งชีวติหรอก เด๋ียวโตข้ึนก็จะกลายเป็นคนมองอะไรแบบใส่

ซองส าเร็จรูปอยูแ่ค่ท่ีเขาจบัใหม้องเท่านั้นเอง” แลว้พอ่ก็ขยายใหน่้าเช่ือถือต่อไปวา่ 

 “ลองเอาทีวสีักหม่ืนเคร่ืองมาใหค้นเป็นหม่ืนดูปะไร ก่ีคนๆก็มองเห็นไดแ้ค่ท่ีเขาท าใหเ้ห็นอยูใ่นจอ

เท่ากนัหมด” แลว้พ่อก็ชูส่ิงหน่ึงข้ึนมาเหมือนชูชยัชนะ “สู้หนงัสือเล่มเดียวก็ไม่ได ้ต่อใหอ่้านกนัเป็นแสนคนจา้ง

ก็เห็นออกมาเป็นคนละเร่ือง คนละมโนภาพ ไม่มีซ ้ ากนัซกัคน แลว้จะมาคุยวา่ไอที้วมีนัน่ามหศัจรรยไ์ปไดย้งัไง” 

 

26.  ผู้เขียนต้องการน าเสนอเกีย่วกบัเร่ืองใด  
 

ก.  ความห่วงใยในครอบครัว   ข.  ประโยชน์และโทษของโทรทศัน์ 
ค.  งานอดิเรกท่ีพ่อรักเป็นชีวิตจิตใจ  ง.  ความรักและเห็นคุณค่าของการอ่าน  
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27.  “ฉัน” เล่าถึงพ่อด้วยความรู้สึกเช่นใด  
 

ก.  ไม่พอใจ     ข.  นอ้ยใจ      
ค.  เห็นใจ     ง.  ภูมิใจ     
    
28.  พฤติกรรมของ “พ่อ” ที่ปฏิบัติต่อลูก ตรงกบัส านวนในข้อใด  
ก.  น ้าร้อนปลาเป็น น ้าเยน็ปลาตาย  ข.  รักยาวใหบ้ัน่ รักสั้นให้ต่อ 
ค.  หวานเป็นลม ขมเป็นยา   ง.  กนัไวดี้กวา่แก ้    
    
29.  การอบรมเลีย้งดูลูกของ ”พ่อ” ถูกต้องเหมาะสม เพราะเหตุใด  
 
ก.  เหมาะสม เพราะพอ่เห็นวา่โทรทศัน์มีโทษต่อเด็ก 
ข.  เหมาะสม เพราะพอ่หวงัดีและเลือกส่ิงท่ีดีใหลู้ก 
ค.  เหมาะสม เพราะเป็นการประหยดัค่าใชจ่้าย 
ง.  เหมาะสม เพราะลูกจะไดมุ้่งมัน่กบัการเรียน    
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บทอ่านที่ 9 
                                                          ทดิดี ทดิร้าย                                                                                                                                                

ทิดดีทิดร้ายบวชอยูว่ดัเดียวกนั เม่ือครบพรรษารับกฐินแลว้ ทั้งสองตอ้งการสึกเพื่อไปประกอบอาชีพ

ของตน จึงไปหาสมภารให้ดูฤกษย์ามเวลาสึกไปจะดีร้ายประการใด หลวงพอ่ก็ตรวจดวงทิดดี เม่ือตรวจแลว้ก็วา่ 

“เอง็สึกได ้สึกไปแลว้ดวงดีจริงๆ จะไดภ้รรยาร ่ ารวย” ส่วนทิดร้ายก็วา่ “ปีน้ีสึกไม่ได ้สึกไปแลว้ไม่ดีล าบากล า

บน” แต่ทิดร้ายก็ตดัสินใจสึกตามทิดดีผูเ้ป็นเพื่อน พอสึกแลว้ทิดดีก็ไดภ้รรยาร ่ ารวย มีทรัพยสิ์นมาก ส่วนทิดร้าย

ไปรับจา้งเขา ขยนัหมัน่เพียรเพราะรู้วา่ดวงไม่ดี จะข้ีเกียจไม่ได ้อาจเป็นถึงขอทานได ้ตามท่ีอาจารยท์าย เจา้ของ

สวนท่ีมีลูกสาวเกิดความพอใจรักใคร่ก็ใหแ้ต่งงานกบัลูกสาวของตน 

ทิดดี เม่ือไดภ้รรยาร ่ ารวย มีทรัพยส์มบติัมากมาย และคิดวา่ดวงชะตาตนเองไม่จน ก็ไม่ท าอะไร ใชแ้ต่

ของเก่า เล่นการพนนั ในท่ีสุดของเก่าท่ีมีอยูก่็ตอ้งถูกเจา้หน้ีมายดึเอาไป ส่วนทิดร้ายขยนัท ามาหากิน เพราะรู้วา่

ดวงตนไม่ดี ก็มีฐานะดีข้ึนเป็นล าดบั 

 

30.  ข้อใดคือแนวคิดทีไ่ด้จากนิทานเร่ืองนี ้ 
 

ก.  อยา่หมายน ้าบ่อหนา้    ข.  โชคชะตาเป็นเร่ืองท่ีไม่น่าเช่ือถือ 
ค.  กระท าดียอ่มไดดี้ กระท าชัว่ยอ่มไดช้ัว่  ง.  ความขยนัหมัน่เพียรน ามาซ่ึงความเจริญกา้วหนา้ 
    
31. ข้อคิดจากเร่ืองนีน่้าจะเป็นประโยชน์กบับุคคลใดมากทีสุ่ด  
 
ก.  นกัศึกษา     ข.  ผูใ้หญ่วยัท างาน     
ค.  ผูสู้งอาย ุ     ง.  ผูค้นทุกวยั  
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บทอ่านที ่ 10 
                                                    คนเลีย้งลงิ                                                                                                                                             
ในรัฐซอ้ง มีคนเล้ียงลิงคนหน่ึง แกเป็นคนรักลิงมาก ไปไหนมาไหน จะมีลิงวิง่ตามเป็นพรวน วา่กนัวา่ 

สามารถรู้ใจลิง และส่ือสารกนัรู้เร่ืองเป็นอยา่งดี 

ครอบครัวแกยากจนลง เน่ืองจากมีเงินทองเท่าไหร่ ก็น าไปซ้ืออาหารมาเล้ียงลิงจนหมดต่อมาไม่นาน 

แกจึงตดัสินใจเรียกยกประชุมลิง เพื่อปรึกษาหารือ ขอลดค่าเล้ียงดู เม่ือวานรมาพร้อมหนา้กนั แกจึงเอ่ยข้ึน ขรึมๆ 

วา่ “สหายทั้งหลาย พวกท่านคงเห็นแลว้วา่ ขณะน้ีขา้ยากจนลง อยากขอลดจ านวนอาหารเชา้ เยน็ของพวกท่าน

สักเล็กนอ้ย ม้ือเชา้ใหลู้กเกาลดัสามผล ม้ือเยน็ใหลู้กเกาลดัตวัละส่ีผล ตกลงหรือไม่? 

ไดย้นิดงันั้น บรรดาวานรส่งเสียงเจ๊ียกจา๊กๆ  แสดงอาการไม่พอใจ 

“เอาล่ะ” เขาโบกมือหา้ม 

“ถา้ไม่ตกลง ขา้ขอเปล่ียนใหม่ เป็นม้ือเชา้ส่ี ม้ือเยน็สาม ตกลงไหม”    

พวกมนัเตน้หยองๆ ดีใจไดอ้าหารเพิ่ม 
 

32.  นิทานข้างต้น ช้ีให้เห็นความส าคัญของส่ิงใด  
 

ก.  การใชเ้ล่ห์เหล่ียม    ข.  ความรักเมตตาสัตว ์
ค.  การแกปั้ญหาอยา่งสันติ   ง.  การรู้จกัใชค้  าพดู    
    
33.  การกระท าของคนเลีย้งลิงตรงกบัค ากล่าวใด  
 
ก.  พลิกผนั     ข.  พลิกแพลง                
ค.  พลิกฝ่ามือ     ง.  พลิกหนา้มือเป็นหลงัมือ   
    
34.  สาระทีไ่ด้จากนิทานเร่ืองนีม้ีประโยชน์หรือไม่ อย่างไร  
 

ก.  สอนใหรู้้จกัใชค้  าพดู    ข.  สอนใหรู้้จกัรักษาผลประโยชน์ของตน 
ค.  ช้ีแนะใหใ้ชเ้ล่ห์เหล่ียม   ง.  สอนใหเ้อาเปรียบผูอ่ื้น    
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35. ข้อใดกล่าวถึงการฟังของวานรได้ถูกต้องทีสุ่ด 
 

ก. ขาดการวเิคราะห์ส่ิงท่ีไดฟั้ง   ข. ฟังโดยค านึงถึงแต่ประโยชน์ของฝ่ายตน 
ค.  ขาดความรู้ในส่ิงท่ีฟัง    ง.  มีอคติในส่ิงท่ีไดรั้บฟัง   
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APPENDIX C 

English inferential skills test 

 
 

Test Instruction  

 

1. The test administration will be 28 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 35 multiple choice questions. 

3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

 

Example    

  

Tim was desperate to leave the classroom. He watched the clock wisely. It 

was only 12:30pm. He had to wait for an hour until the lesson was finished.  

 

1.  When can Tim leave the classroom? 

 

      a. 12:30 pm       b. 1:00 pm     

        c. 1:30 pm   d. 2:00 pm 
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English inferential skills test 
 

Passage 1 

 

Paul usually has a very long day because he spends forty minutes driving to work every day.   He 

usually works eight hours a day. Today he wanted to buy something nice for Alice. When he got 

home in the late evening, with a bunch of lovely flowers, he took his muddy boots off on the 

steps of the front porch. Alice would get angry if his dirty items made it as far as the welcome 

mat. He also took off his dusty overalls and threw them into a plastic garbage bag. Alice leaves a 

new bag tied to the porch railing for him every morning. He went straight to take a shower as he 

had been instructed by Alice. Then, he joined her to eat dinner after he had made himself 

“presentable,” as Alice often said. Alice prepared Paul’s favorite drink. He sat comfortably and 

grabbed a can of beer. 

 

1. How long does Paul take to travel to work? 

 

a.      every day    b.     every evening   

c.      forty minutes    d.     eight hours  

 

2. Where does Paul put his overalls? 

 

a.     on the front porch   b.     on the welcome mat    

c.      in a garbage bag    d.     in the washing machine   

 

3. How often does Alice change the plastic garbage bag? 

 

a.     daily      b.     every two days   

c.     every week       d.     when the bag is full 

 

4. What did Paul like? 

 

a.    flowers     b.    beer     

c.    driving     d.    having dinner 

 

5. What type of job does Paul have?       

 

a.   a  librarian     b.    a manager   

c.    a doctor     d.    a labourer 
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Passage 2 

 

This morning Amber woke up with a strange feeling while her husband was still in bed. She 

looked out of the window. The road was empty. There weren’t any buses or vans. Then, a car 

came to the front of Amber’s house. She was wondering because it seemed to be too early for 

any visitors. It might be a surprise visit by her sister’s family.  Three soldiers stepped out of the 

car. She went to see them and one of them handed her a letter. 

Amber opened up the letter. It was from the Defence Department. She felt the pit of her stomach 

drop to the bottom of the earth before she even opened it. She knew it was news about Sam. As 

she read the first line, she thought of all the lunches she had packed him and all the nights she 

tucked him in his bed and warded off the night time monsters. The man carrying the flag put his 

hand on her shoulder. She thought of the day that Sam signed up for the military. She stopped 

reading after the first line. Her tears wet the letter.  

 

6. How did the soldiers travel to Amber’s house?  

 

a.    on foot     b.    by car   

c.    by bus     d.    by van 

 

7. Where was the letter sent from? 

 

a.    the Defense Department   b.    her sister’s family   

c.    her son     d.    three soldiers 

 

8. How did Amber feel when she woke up? 

 

a.    surprised     b.    bored   

c.    disappointed    d.    unusual    

 

9. Who comforted Amber while she was reading the letter? 

 

a.    a soldier     b.    her son   

c.    her husband    d.    Sam 

 

10. What is Amber’s relationship to Sam?   

 

a.    mother     b.    daughter   

c.    girlfriend     d.    friend 
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Passage 3 
 
Alan was annoyed that the teacher made the new kid sit with him. He liked to sit by himself, and 

he didn’t want to make any friends, neither boys nor girls. While the teacher was passing out 

papers, the new kid made the first move, “Hi, my name’s Charles.” Alan replied brusquely, 

“That’s nice.” without looking up from the notebook in which he was doodling. Charles ignored 

Alan’s lack of manners. Instead, he stole a glance at the notebook in which Alan was doodling. 

Charles noticed that Alan was drawing a guitar with skulls on it. Charles asked politely, “What‘s 

your favorite band?” Alan ignored him. Charles continued, “The Lords of the Desert is 

awesome.” Alan looked up at him for the first time. “Hello, Charles, my name is Alan. I believe 

that we are going to be great friends.” Charles smiled. 

 

 

11. Why did Charles sit next to Alan? 

 

a.    The teacher thought Charles looked friendly. b.    Charles wanted to sit next to Alan. 

c.    The teacher told Charles to sit beside Alan. d.    Alan wanted to have a new friend. 

 

12. Choose the true statement. 

 

a.    Alan didn’t want anyone to sit beside him.      

b.    Alan wanted a girl to sit beside him. 

c.    Alan didn’t want any boy sitting next to him.    

d.    Alan wanted to his best friend sitting beside him. 

 

13. What was Alan doing when Charles talked to him? 

 

a.    He was drawing.    b.    He was smiling.   

c.    He was passing papers.   d.    He was writing. 

 

14. What was “Lords of the Desert”? 

 

a.    It was a musical group.   b.    It was another name for Alan. 

c.    It was a drawing.    d.    It was a guitar. 

 

15. Where did Alan and Charles first meet? 

 

a.    in the cafeteria    b.    in the classroom   

c.    at the playground     d.    at the gym 
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Passage 4 

 

Jim is a neighbor of mine. He is 60 years old and lives alone because his wife died a couple of 

years ago. He loves gardening. His garden is beautiful and everyone in our neighborhood loves 

his garden. In the evening George and I usually take a walk in the park and we love to drop by 

his lovely garden. Unfortunately, Jim has a very serious health problem. He suffers from cancer. 

The doctors say he should have an operation. He will be in hospital for at least two months. The 

operation will prolong his life for a while. It cannot cure him; it will relieve him from being in 

pain. 

Jim does not want the operation because he worries about his plants. He hates hospitals and says 

people die in them. His landlord is awkward and will nag at him to give up the house if he is 

away from it for a long time. He says that houses with gardens are difficult to get and he won’t 

live long anyway so he would rather not bother with the operation. 

 

16. What was Jim’s favorite activity? 

 

a.    walking     b.    gardening 

c.    socializing with neighbors  d.    taking care of his house  

 

17. What is the writer’s favorite place while taking a walk? 

 

a.    Jim’s garden        b.    the hospital’s garden     

c.    Jim’s house    d.    the park 

 

18. What would the landlord do if Jim wasn’t at home for a long time? 

 

a.    He would be concerned.   b.    He would complain. 

c.    He would reduce the rent.  d.    He would get angry at Jim. 

 

19. What will happen to Jim after he has an operation? 

 

a.    His illness will be gone.   b.    His illness will recover gradually. 

c.    His pain will disappear.   d.    His suffering will be reduced. 

 

20. What will Jim do about having the operation? 

 

a.    Jim will be thinking about it.  b.    Jim will definitely have it. 

c.    He won’t have it.    d.    He will talk to the doctor about it. 
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Passage 5 

 

Instead of being at her office as usual, Helen sat hopelessly by the fountain in the park for 

several hours.  She was crying mournfully and repeating a name:, “Oh... Robert…”   Her 

memories that she spent with him at their favorite restaurant and on many trips still were vivid 

for her.   Jane, her best friend, was worried about her. Jane brought Helen some foods-- a 

sandwich, some salad and cookies. Unfortunately, Helen didn’t felt hungry although she hadn’t 

had anything since morning. Jane handed her favorite treat that she usually was unable to resist 

at all. This time she turned away from that piece of chocolate cake. Suddenly, Helen’s cell phone 

beeped.  Her hand ran into her purse and her heart fluttered.  The text message was from Robert.  

She opened up the message and read the few bare words, “I need to get my jacket back from 

you.”  Helen threw her head into her arms and continued sobbing. 

 

21. Where was Helen? 

 

a.    in the park     b.    at John’s house   

c.    in her office    d.    Jane’s house 

  

22. What had Helen eaten before Jane came? 

 

a.    nothing     b.    cookies   

c.    some salad    d.    a cake 

 

23. How did Helen feel about the memories she had with Robert? 

 

a.    They were insignificant.   b.    They were crystal clear. 

 c.    They were wonderful.     d.    They were hazy. 

 

24. What does Helen love to eat? 

 

a.    salad     b.    cookies   

c.    cake     d.    sandwich 

 

25. What was Robert’s relationship to Helen? 

 

a.    her boyfriend    b.    her cousins   

c.    her classmate          d.    her colleague 
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Passage 6 

 

Rose and Matthew were first year undergraduate students and both were in Mr. Morton’s reading 

class. Mr. Morton wasn’t too strict about deadlines.  Matthew took advantage of that so he never 

bothered to complete Mr. Morton’s reading assignments, figuring that he could complete them 

later. Rose, on the other hand, completed each assignment Mr. Morton assigned the night that he 

assigned it. She had to stay up a little later but she didn’t want to get a penalty for turning in her 

reading work late.  Rose knew reading was a core subject and she expected to get an above “C” 

grade. When the semester almost ended, Rose and Matthew both planned on going to the Disney 

amusement park but Mr. Morton called Matthew about the assignments that he hadn’t submitted.  

The two weeks were horrible for Matthew because he had to stay up until 2:00 AM every night. 

Unfortunately, he couldn’t even finish every assignment for the next week. Finally, he finished 

every assignment in another week. Meanwhile, Rose had a great time at the Disney Amusement 

Park, watched movies late at night, and enjoyed the whole week free of stress and pressure. At 

the end of the semester, Matthew was lucky to get a “C” while Rose earned an “A”.  

Unfortunately, Matthew still hasn’t learned his lesson from Mr. Morton’s class. 

 

26. What did Mr. Morton teaching? 

 

a.    a main subject    b.    reading   

c.    a summer course    d.    assignments 

 

27. Who was Mr. Morton’s students? 

 

a.    Rose      b.    Matthew       

c.    Rose and Matthew      d.    none of them 

 

28. How long did Matthew take to complete all his assignments? 

 

a.    fortnight     b.    until 2 PM  

c.    half of a semester              d.    several hours  

 

29. How did Matthew probably feel about his grade? 

 

a.    Matthew seemed to be satisfied with his grade.   b.    Matthew wasn’t happy about his grade. 

c.    Matthew thought he should have got an “A”.      d.    Matthew was surprised with his grade. 

 

30. What was an important lesson that Matthew didn’t learn from Mr. Morton’s class? 

 

a.    Mr. Morton was a kind teacher. 

b.    Matthew could have gotten a better grade if he was more responsible. 

c.    Matthew’s grade from Mr. Morton’s class wasn’t bad at all.  

d.    Mr. Morton’s reading class was easy for him. 
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Passage 7  

 

Mr. and Mrs. Grey have two children, David and Janet, aged now 17 and 15 years old. David 

wants to have a motorbike, so he can ride it to school by himself. His parents, Mr. Grey and Mrs. 

Grey haven’t seemed to agree with his idea. Mr. Grey used to ride a motorbike, but after trivial 

accidents he decided he was lucky to be alive and sold it. Now they worry that there is even 

more traffic on the road and David may not be safe riding a motorbike.  

David has tried hard to convince his parents that he can take care of himself. He completed a 

motorcycling course at school. However, Mrs. Grey still insists that teenagers are not careful 

enough when riding motorbikes.  They think driving a car may be a better choice. David 

wonders how old he will have to be before an adult will listen to his opinion. Both David and his 

parents are having problems understanding each other’s points of view. Neither David nor his 

parents can see the other’s point of view. 

 

31. What does David want to have? 

 

a.    a car     b.    a motorbike   

c.    a motorbike course   d.    holiday 

 

32. What is “true” statement about Mr. Grey? 

 

a.    He wants to sell his motorbike.  b.    He no longer owns a motorbike. 

c.    He still rides a motorbike.  d.    He has a motorbike. 

 

33. Why did Mr. Grey decide to sell his motorbike?  

 

a.    He had some minor accidents.  b.    He had some serious accidents. 

c.    He had some fatal accidents.  d.    He had some primary accidents. 

 

34. What is the relationship between James and his parents? 

 

a.    James appreciates his parents’ concerns about him. 

b.    His parents agree with James’ opinion. 

c.    They don’t seem to understand each other’s thought. 

d.    They respect each other’s ideas. 

 

35. Who would James tend not to talk to when having a problem? 

 

a.    his best friend    b.    his teacher   

c.    his parents    d.    his sister 
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APPENDIX D 

Thai inferential skills 

แบบทดสอบทกัษะการอนุมานภาษาไทย 
 
ค าช้ีแจงในการท าข้อสอบ 
1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ 20 นาที 
2. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยขอ้สอบตวัเลือก จ านวน 45 ขอ้  
3. เลือกค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง 
 
ตัวอย่าง 
 
เด็กไทยเรียนพิเศษตั้งแต่อายเุจด็ขวบ จนกระทัง่เขา้มหาวทิยาลยั เพราะเด็กไทยกลวัวา่ตวัเองไม่เก่งมากพอ เพื่อ
เขา้มหาวทิยาลยัใหไ้ด ้
 
1. ข้อความใดสามารถอนุมานได้จากบทอ่านนี้ 
 
ก. การเรียนทางวชิาการเป็นส่ิงท่ีดี  ข. การเขา้มหาวทิยาลยัใหไ้ดเ้ป็นเร่ืองส าคญัมาก                       
ค. เด็กไทยมีความรู้รอบดา้น  ง. ธุรกิจกวดวชิาช่วยส่งเสริมเด็กไทย 
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แบบทดสอบทกัษะการอนุมานภาษาไทย 
บทอ่านที ่1 

บารัก โอบามา เป็นใคร? ใครๆ ก็รู้วา่เป็นประธานาธิบดีสหรัฐอเมริกา  บารัก โอบามา นบัถือศาสนา
อะไร หลายคนยอ่มตอบไดว้า่เขานบัถือศาสนาคริสต ์  แต่มีคนจ านวนไม่นอ้ยท่ีตอบวา่เขานบัถือศาสนาอิสลาม 
เช่ือหรือไม่วา่คนกลุ่มหลงัน้ีส่วนใหญ่ไม่ไดอ้ยูท่ี่ซาอีร์หรือรวนัดา ในแอฟริกา หรือท่ีห่างไกลจากสหรัฐอเมริกา 
หากอยูใ่นสหรัฐอเมริกาน้ีเอง คนเหล่าน้ีไม่ใช่คนระดบัรากหญา้ คนเหล่าน้ีอ่านหนงัสือพิมพ ์ฟังวทิย ุดูโทรทศัน์ 
ท่องเน็ต ค าถามจึงมีวา่เหตุใดจึงมีคนเช่ือขอ้มูลเทจ็กนัมากมายทัว่ประเทศ ทั้งท่ีรายลอ้มดว้ยข่าวสารขอ้มูล
มหาศาล   

ค าถามดงักล่าวเกิดข้ึนเพราะเรามีสมมุติฐานวา่ข่าวลือกบัยุคขอ้มูลข่าวสาร น่าจะเป็นส่ิงตรงขา้มกนั แต่
ความจริงแลว้มนัเก้ือกลูกนัดว้ยซ ้ า ทุกวนัน้ีขอ้มูลมีความหลากหลายมาก แมเ้ทคโนโลยจีะเอ้ือใหเ้ราเขา้ถึงขอ้มูล
ไดง่้ายข้ึน แต่คนส่วนใหญ่ใชเ้ทคโนโลยเีพื่อคดักรองข่าวสารขอ้มูลมากกวา่ เม่ือ ๒๐-๓๐ ปีก่อน รีโมต
คอนโทรลช่วยใหเ้ราสามารถคดักรองรายการโทรทศัน์นบัร้อยนบัพนัออกไป ท าใหเ้ราเลือกดูรายการท่ีสนใจได้
สะดวกข้ึน ทุกวนัน้ีเทคโนโลยท่ีีพฒันาข้ึนมาอีกมากมายเพื่อคดักรองข่าวสาร จนเหลือแต่ข่าวสารท่ีอยูใ่นความ
สนใจของเราหรือถูกใจเรา ผลก็คือยิง่มีข่าวสารขอ้มูลมากเท่าใดก็ยิง่มีข่าวสารถูกคดักรองออกไปมากเท่านั้น 

(ดดัแปลงจาก พระไพศาล วสิาโล. (มกราคม 2554). ความสุดโต่งในยคุข่าวสารขอ้มูล. นิตยสารสารคดี.)  
 
1. คนจ านวนมากทีเ่ช่ือข่าวลือเกีย่วกบับารัก โอบามาอาศัยอยู่ทีไ่หน 
 
ก. สหรัฐอเมริกา     ข. รวนัดา                 
ค. ซาอีร์      ง. แอฟริกา  
 
2. คนทีเ่ช่ือข่าวลอืเกีย่วกบับารัก โอบามา คือคนกลุ่มใด 
 
ก.คนยากจนไร้การศึกษา            ข. คนไม่ค่อยติดตามข่าวสาร                    
ค. คนปฏิเสธเทคโนโลย ี      ง. คนท่ีติดตามข่าวสารอยา่งสม ่าเสมอ 
 
3. ข่าวลอืในยุคข่าวสารข้อมูลเป็นอย่าไร 
 
ก. ผูค้นสามารถตรวจสอบข่าวลือไดต้ลอดเวลา  
ข. ข่าวลือมีนอ้ยลง เพราะขอ้มูลข่าวสารมีมากมายจนคนจ าไม่ได ้
ค. ข่าวลือเพิ่มมากข้ึน ตามปริมาณขอ้มูลข่าวสารท่ีมีมากมาย 
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ง. ปริมาณข่าวลือไม่มีความแตกต่างกบัยคุก่อนข่าวสารขอ้มูล  
 
4. ลกัษณะการรับข้อมูลของคนในปัจจุบันมีลกัษณะอย่างไร 
 
ก.  รับขอ้มูลท่ีหลากหลายแง่มุม   ข.สนใจขอ้มูลแง่มุมใดแง่มุมหน่ึงเท่านั้น 
ค. รับขอ้มูลท่ีทนัต่อสถานการณ์   ง. คดักรองข่าวลือกบัขอ้เทจ็จริงไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็ว 
   
5. ลกัษณะผู้คนในยุคข่าวสารข้อมูลน่าจะมีลกัษณะเป็นเช่นใด 
 
ก. มีแนวคิดสุดโต่งมากข้ึน   ข.เป็นคนละเอียดรอบคอบ  
ค. เป็นคนมีความคิดเห็นรอบดา้น   ง. เป็นคนเก็บตวัไม่คบกบัใคร 
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บทอ่านที ่2   
 เม่ือลมหนาวมาเยอืน หลายคนบอกวา่รับประทานอาหารอะไรก็ดูอร่อยไปหมด แตกต่างจากหนา้ร้อน 
อากาศอบอา้ว จึงท าใหเ้ราอยากด่ืมแต่น ้าเยน็ๆ พาลใหนึ้กเบ่ือหน่ายอาหารไปดว้ย อาหารท่ีนิยมรับประทานใน
หนา้หนาวน้ีมีหลายอยา่งทั้งของคาวและของหวาน หน่ึงในจ านวนนั้นคือขนมเบ้ือง  อาหารไทยท่ีจดัไดว้า่เป็น
อาหารท่ีตอ้งใชฝี้มืออยูส่ักหน่อย และในอดีตเป็นท่ีนิยมท าในการพระราชกุศลดว้ย 
 เหตุท่ีขนมเบ้ืองเป็นอาหารท่ีท าไดย้ากคงเป็นเพราะการท าขนมเบ้ืองเป็นศิลปะในการท าอาหารท่ีคน
ไทยสมยัก่อนใหค้วามส าคญั ถา้สตรีใดสามารถละเลงแป้งท าขนมเบ้ืองไดบ้างและกรอบ จดัไดว้า่เป็นผูมี้
ความสามารถในเร่ืองท าอาหารคนหน่ึง การท าขนมเบ้ืองจะนิยมท าในเดือนอา้ยตามปฏิทินไทยเดิม เพราะ
ในช่วงน้ีกุง้หาไดง่้ายและมีมนัมาก ฤดูน้ีจึงเหมาะส าหรับรับประทานกุง้แม่น ้าอยา่งยิง่ 

(ท่ีมา: วราภรณ์  จิวชยัศกัด์ิ. (12-18 มกราคม 2547). คอลมัน์ “พินิจไทย” เนช่ันสุดสัปดาห์.)   
 
6. ขนมเบือ้งนิยมท ากันเมื่อไหร่ 
 
ก. วนัท่ีอากาศหนาว             ข. ฤดูหนาว                        
ค. เฉพาะในงานพิธี               ง. ทุกฤดูกาล   
 
7. ข้อใดกล่าวได้ ถูกต้องเกีย่วกบัขนมเบือ้ง 
ก. อาหารท่ีรสชาติถูกปากคนทุกวยั  ข. อาหารโบราณท่ีก าลงัจะหายไป 
ค. อาหารท่ีตอ้งใชฝี้มือในการท า   ง. ดั้งเดิมเป็นอาหารส าหรับราชวงศเ์ท่านั้น 
 
8. ขนมเบือ้งนิยมท ากันในเดือนไหน 
 
ก. พฤศจิกายน     ข. ธนัวาคม                 
ค. มกราคม     ง. กุมภาพนัธ์ 
 
9. จากข้อมูลในบทความ ความสามารถในการท าอาหาร สามารถสังเกตได้จากส่ิงใด 
 
ก. ขั้นตอนการท าขนมเบ้ือง            ข. รสชาติของขนมเบ้ือง          
ค.วตัถุดิบทีใชท้  าขนมเบ้ือง              ง. ศิลปะการตกแต่งขนมเบ้ือง  
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10. จากบทความนีส้ามารถอนุมานได้ว่าอาหารไทยชนิดต่างๆ ในแต่ละฤดูกาลขึน้อยู่ส่ิงใด 
 
ก. วตัถุดิบในธรรมชาติ        ข. รสชาติใหเ้หมาะกบัฤดูกาล              
ค. ความประณีตในการท า       ง. เวลาในปรุงอาหารชนิดต่างๆ 
 
บทอ่านที ่3 

คนเราเม่ือมีความรัก ส่ิงท่ีน าความทุกขม์าใหเ้ราคือ ความปรารถนาของเราใหค้นรักจะตอ้งเป็นไปตามท่ี
ตนตอ้งการ ดงันั้นการมีความรัก โดยไม่ใหเ้ป็นทุกข ์ก็คือยอมรับส่ิงต่างๆตามความเป็นจริง ในฐานะคนรัก คุณ
ควรยอมรับและเคารพในความเป็นตวัตนของคู่ครอง และเห็นคุณค่าในความแตกต่างของเขา  เป็นส่ิงส าคญั 
 ตามหลกัจิตวทิยานั้น  คนเราทุกคนลว้นมีลกัษณะเฉพาะแตกต่างกนัไป ไม่มีใครเหมือนกนัเลยในโลกน้ี  
หากเราเร่ิมชีวิตรักของเรา ดว้ยการยอมรับความแตกต่างอยา่งจริงใจ ดงันั้นทั้งสองฝ่ายก็จะไม่พยายาม
เปล่ียนแปลงอีกฝ่ายหน่ึงใหม้าเป็นเหมือนตนเอง เปิดโอกาสใหค้นรักของตนเป็นอิสระท่ีจะเป็นของตวัเองอยา่ง
จริงใจ เม่ือท าอยา่งน้ีแลว้ เราก็ไม่ตอ้งเสียงพลงังานไปในการเปล่ียนแปลงอีกฝ่าย 
 การยอมรับความต่างของกนัและกนั  เราจะไดป้ระโยชน์จากความแตกต่าง เพราะสามารถด าเนินชีวติ
ไปดว้ยมุมมองท่ีรอบดา้นยิง่ข้ึน  และมีพลงัใจในการเรียนรู้น าส่ิงท่ีดีงาม หรือจุดแขง็ของอีกฝ่ายมาพิจารณา 
เรียนรู้ใหเ้กิดประโยชน์ ส่งเสริม และเป็นก าลงัใจใหพ้ฒันาจุดดอ้ยของกนั  ท าใหท้ั้งคู่เติบโตงอกงาม เติมเตม็ใน
ชีวติ มีความช่ืนชมในความเหมือนและความแตกต่างกนั 

(ท่ีมา: กรรณิการ์ นลราชสุวจัน์. (23 กุมภาพนัธ์ 2547). ท่ีวา่รัก รักนั้นเป็นฉนัใด: ควนัหลงจากวนัวาเลนไทน์  
คอลมัน์พินิจไทย. เนช่ันสุดสัปดาห์.)   
 
 
11. ข้อแนะน าจากบทความนี้ เราควรปฏิบัติต่อคู่ครองอย่างไร 
 
ก.เคารพในตวัตนของคู่ครอง   ข. ควรปรับปรุงตวัเองใหดี้เสมอคู่ครอง 
ค. เอาใจใส่ความเป็นอยูข่องคู่ครอง  ง. ใหค้วามส าคญักบัจิตใจมากกวา่ส่ิงภายนอก 
   
12. ผลทีจ่ะได้รับจากการปฏิบัติตามค าแนะน าของบทความข้างต้น คือข้อใด 
 
ก. เป็นคนท่ีมีมุมมองท่ีกวา้งไกลข้ึน  ข. เป็นคนท่ียอมคนอ่ืนมากเกินไป 
ค. แสดงความเป็นตวัเองไดเ้ตม็ท่ี   ง.เป็นคนท่ีมีความอดทนมากข้ึน    
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13. ในบทความดังกล่าว คนเราเมื่อมีความรัก มักทุกข์เพราะอะไร 
 
ก. ความคาดหวงัของเราเอง   ข. คู่รักของเราไม่ปรับปรุงตวั   
ค. คนรักมกัปกปิดขอ้เสียของตนเองไว ้      ง. ลกัษณะท่ีแตกต่างกนัเกินไป   
 
14. ข้อใดกล่าวได้ ถูกต้อง ตามหลกัจิตวทิยาทีก่ล่าวในบทความนี้  
 
ก. คนส่วนใหญ่มกัไม่เป็นไปตามท่ีเราคาดหวงั ข. เรายงัไม่สามารถเปล่ียนแปลงตวัเองได ้
ค. การเปล่ียนแปลงตวัเองตอ้งใชพ้ลงังานมาก ง. คนเราทุกคนมีลกัษณะเฉพาะตวั  
     
15. ข้อความข้างต้น ควรจะน าไปกล่าวในโอกาสใดถึงจะเหมาะสม 
ก. วนัปฐมนิเทศน์นกัศึกษาใหม่     ข.วนัผูสู้งอายุ   
ค. วนัครอบครัว     ง. วนัเด็ก 
 
 
บทอ่านที ่4 

แม่ใชลู้กชายคนแรกไปซ้ือน ้ ามนัพืช ใหข้วดเปล่ากบัเงิน 10 รูปี เด็กนอ้ยก็วิง่ไปท่ีตลาดซ้ือน ้ามนัแลว้วิง่
กลบับา้น วิง่ๆ อยูเ่กิดสะดุดหินหกลม้ น ้ามนัหกไปคร่ึงขวด ลูกชายคนแรกวิง่ร้องไหก้ลบัมาบอกแม่วา่ “แม่
ครับๆ ผมหกลม้ ท าน ้ามนัหกไปตั้งคร่ึงขวด”แม่ก็ใหลู้กชายคนท่ีสองไปตลาด ใหข้วดเปล่าไปกบัเงิน 10 รูปี ไป
ซ้ือน ้ามนัพืช เด็กนอ้ยก็วิง่ไปตลาดซ้ือน ้ามนัแลว้วิง่กลบับา้น วิง่ๆ อยูเ่กิดสะดุดหกลม้ น ้ามนัหกไปคร่ึงขวด
เหมือนกนั ลูกชายคนท่ีสองวิ่งกลบัมาบา้นบอกวา่ “แม่ครับๆ ผมหกลม้ แต่โชคดีนะครับ น ้ามนัหกไปแค่คร่ึง
ขวดเอง ยงัเก็บไวไ้ดต้ั้งคร่ึงหน่ึงครับ”แม่ใหลู้กชายคนท่ีสามไปตลาด ใหข้วดเปล่าและเงิน 10 รูปี ไปซ้ือน ้ามนั
พืช เด็กนอ้ยก็วิง่ไปตลาดซ้ือน ้ามนัไดก้็วิง่กลบับา้น วิง่ๆ อยูเ่กิดสะดุดหินหกลม้ น ้ามนัหกไปคร่ึงขวดเหมือนกนั 
แลว้เด็กชายคนน้ี วิง่กลบัไป แลว้บอกกบัแม่ดว้ยมุมมองของนกัวปัิสสนาวา่ “แม่ครับๆ ดูซิครับ ผมหกลม้ ท า
น ้ามนัหกไปคร่ึงขวดเอง ยงัเก็บไวไ้ดต้ั้งคร่ึงหน่ึง แต่คุณแม่รอหน่อยนะครับเด๋ียวผมจะไปท างานหาเงินมา 5 รูปี 
แลว้ไปซ้ือน ้ามนัอีกคร่ึงขวดมาคืนนะครับ 

(ท่ีมา: นิทานจากธรรมบรรยาย หลกัสูตรวปัิสสนา 10 วนั จาก สัตยา นารายนั โกเอ็นกา้)    
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16. แม่ให้ลูกชายไปท าอะไร 
 
ก. แลกเงิน 10 รูปี       ข. ซ้ือน ้ามนัพืช    
ค. ซ้ือขวดมาใส่น ้ามนั    ง. วิง่ไปตลาด 
 
17. ข้อใดกล่าวถูกต้องเกีย่วกับลูกคนทีส่อง 
 
ก. เป็นคนช่างฝัน       ข. มองโลกในแง่บวก                  
ค. เป็นคนยอมรับความจริง       ง. เป็นคนหลอกตวัเอง 
 
18. การทีลู่กคนทีส่ามมีมุมมองแบบนักวปัิสสนา ถือว่ามีมุมมองอย่างไร 
 
ก. มองส่ิงต่างๆ ตามธรรมชาติของส่ิงนั้นๆ  ข. มองส่ิงต่างๆ ดว้ยความเมตตา 
ค. มองส่ิงต่างๆ ดว้ยใจท่ีเบิกบาน   ง. มองส่ิงต่างๆ ดว้ยมุมมองบวก 
 
19. ข้อใดส่ือถึงลกัษณะนิสัยของลูกคนแรก แตกต่างจากลูกอกีสองคน 
 
ก. ไม่มีความรับผดิชอบ       ข. มองโลกในแง่ร้าย                     
ค. ซ่ือตรงเปิดเผย        ง. ยอมรับความจริง 
 
20. ข้อคิดส าคัญจากนิทานเร่ืองนีค้ืออะไร 
 
ก. มองปัญหาดว้ยความคิดแง่บวก   ข. คนแต่ละคนมีนิสัยแตกต่างกนั 
ค. ควรจะด าเนินชีวติดว้ยความไม่ประมาท  ง. ปัญหาเกิดข้ึนไดก้บัทุกคน 
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บทอ่านที ่5   
ชีวติคนเรานั้นแสนสั้น วนัเวลาผา่นไปอยา่งรวดเร็ว ปีหน่ึงๆ ผา่นไปเร็วเหมือนสายฟ้าแลบ ในวนัฝนตก

ฟ้าคะนอง มาแค่ช่วงอึดใจและหายไป    เม่ือชีวติเป็นเช่นน้ี เรายงัเอาชีวติของเราไปท าตามความปรารถนาของ
คนอ่ืน โดยละเลยความฝันของตนเอง  คนส่วนใหญ่ๆ ด าเนินชีวติไปตามค่านิยมของสังคมท่ีผกูติดความสุขไว้
กบัปัจจยัภายนอก เช่น หนา้ตาทางสังคม  โดยท่ีตวัเองหลงลืมวา่ส่ิงท่ีตวัเองตอ้งการจริงๆ คืออะไร  แค่พริบตาก็
มาถึงวยักลางคน แต่ท าไมหลายคนยงัรู้สึกวา่ชีวติยงัไม่มีความสุข  เพราะพวกเขาไม่เคยฟังเสียงจากหวัใจตนเอง  
ชีวติจึงรู้สึกโหยหาตลอดเวลา หรือบางคนก็รับรู้วา่ส่ิงท่ีตนเองตอ้งการคืออะไร แต่ไม่กลา้พอท่ีออกมาท าตามส่ิง
ท่ีตอ้งการ เพราะกลวัจะแปลกแยกจากคนส่วนมาก  แลว้ชีวติท่ีแสนสั้นก าลงัจะผา่นไป พร้อมกบัหวัใจท่ีอ่อนลา้
มาตลอดชีวิต กบัค าถามท่ีคา้งคาใจวา่ เราใชชี้วิตของเราคุม้ค่ากบัการเกิดมาแลว้หรือไม่ 
 
21. ชีวติคนเราเปรียบเหมือนอะไร 
 
ก. สายฟ้าแลบ                       ข. หนา้ตาทางสังคม                     
ค. เสียงของหวัใจตวัเอง               ง. ฝนตกฟ้าคะนอง 
 
22. เหตุใดบางคนไม่กล้าท าตามความต้องการของตนเอง 
 
ก. สถานะทางการเงินไม่ดี   ข. กลวัแตกต่างจากคนส่วนใหญ่   
ค. กงัวลกบัความมัน่คง       ง. มองไม่เห็นความกา้วหนา้ 
 
23. ความสุขของคนส่วนใหญ่ขึน้อยู่ส่ิงไหน 
 
ก. ความดี     ข. ต าแหน่งหนา้ท่ี            
ค. ท าส่ิงท่ีตนเองรัก    ง. ครอบครัว 
 
24. คนวยักลางคนหลายคนยังรู้สึกไม่มีความสุขเพราะสาเหตุใด 
 
ก. ขาดปัจจยัพื้นฐานในการด าเนินชิวิต  ข. ไม่ไดท้  าส่ิงท่ีตนเองตอ้งการจริงๆ 
ค. ไม่ประสบความส าเร็จกบัส่ิงท่ีตนเองตอ้งการ ง. กงัวลกบัวยัท่ีล่วงเลย 
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25. เราควรด าเนินชีวติอย่างไร ถึงจะได้ประโยชน์สูงสุดจากบทความนี้ 
 
ก. เราใชชี้วติตามความปรารถนาของเรา  ข. เราควรพฒันาตนเองอยูต่ลอดเวลา 
ค. เราควรวางแผนชีวิตอยา่งรอบคอบ  ง. เราควรสร้างความมัน่คงในชีวติใหเ้ร็วท่ีสุด 
 
บทอ่านที ่6 

คุณต่ืนมาแลว้รู้สึกวา่อะไรมนัขวางหูขวางตาไปเสียทุกอยา่งไหม  ฉนัรู้สึกแบบนั้นส าหรับวนัน้ี เสียงฝน
ตกอยา่งฝนไล่ชา้งพึ่งหยดุไป ฉนังวัเงียลุกข้ึนนัง่บนเตียง มองไปทางไหนรู้สึกหงุดหงิด  เสียงโทรศพัทมื์อถือดงั
ข้ึน แต่ฉนัยงัเหม่อมองไปนอกหนา้ต่าง ปล่อยใหเ้สียงนั้นเงียบหายไป    นอ้งสาวมาเคาะประตูพร้อมพดูวา่ 
“นนทโ์ทรมา” ใหฉ้นัไปรับโทรศพัทท่ี์ชั้นล่างดว้ย     ฉนัตอบกลบัไปทนัที “อยา่มายุง่ ไปใหพ้น้ ไม่รับโทรศพัท์
ใครทั้งนั้น”  พอพดูไปแลว้ หลายคร้ังท่ีฉนัอยากยอ้นกลบัไปแกไ้ขท่ีส่ิงท่ีฉนัพดูกบัพอ่ แม่ และคนอ่ืนๆในบา้น
ดว้ย ฉนัรู้สึกวา่ฉนัไม่น่าพดูอยา่งนั้นเลย  ภาพของนนทก์บัแฟนเก่าในงานสังสรรค ์ยงัวนเวยีนอยูใ่นหวัของฉนั  
มนัคงยงัรู้สึกแยเ่หมือนเม่ือคืนก่อน 
 
26. ใครมาเรียกผู้เขียน 
 
ก. นอ้งสาว     ข. พอ่       
ค. แม่      ง. คนในบา้น   
 
27. ผู้เขียนรู้สึกอย่างไรกบัวนันี ้
 
ก. วนัท่ีดี        ข. วนัท่ีไม่ดี                     
ค. วนัท่ีน่าต่ืนเตน้      ง. วนัท่ีน่าเบ่ือ 
 
28. ฝนไล่ช้างมีลกัษณะอย่างไร 
 
ก. ฝนตกหนกัมากเป็นเวลานาน   ข. ฝนตกหนกัมาเพียงครู่เดียว   
ค.ฝนตกพร าๆ เป็นเวลานาน    ง. ฝนตกๆ หยดุๆ    
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29. เหตุการณ์อะไรที่น่าจะเกดิขึน้เมื่อคืนก่อน 
 
ก. นนทไ์ม่ยอมคุยกบัแฟนเก่า   ข. นนทก์บัแฟนเก่าทะเลาะกนั 
ค. นนทส์นิทสนมกบัแฟนเก่า   ง. แฟนเก่าไม่ทกัทายนนท ์
 
30. นนท์น่าจะมีความสัมพนัธ์อะไรกบัผู้เขียน   
 
ก. ญาติสนิท     ข. นอ้งชาย           
ค. เพื่อนสนิท     ง. คนรัก 
 
บทอ่านที ่7  

ปาลิษาและเพื่อนๆ กลุ่มใหญ่ในชุดล าลอง  พร้อมสัมภาระ นัง่ระเกะระกะอยูริ่มถนนหนา้ป้ายคณะ 
คณะของพวกเขาอยูด่า้นหลงั หอ้งสมุดและสนามกีฬา  ถนนสายเล็กน้ี หากเป็นถนนสายหลกัของสถานท่ีแห่งน้ี 
สายตาของพวกเขามีประกายมุ่งมัน่ กบักิจกรรมภาคฤดูร้อนท่ีก าลงัจะไปนั้น ปาลิษาเอง รู้สึกต่ืนเตน้ไม่แพ้
เพื่อนๆ กบักิจกรรมแรกท่ีไปต่างจงัหวดัดว้ยกนักบัเพื่อนๆ หลงัจากใชชี้วติสุขทุกขร่์วมกนัมาหน่ึงปีของการ
เรียนท่ีน่ี แถมยงัไดเ้ป็นการท าประโยชน์อีกดว้ย 
 
31. ปาลษิาและเพือ่นน่ังอยู่ที่ไหน 
 
ก. มหาวทิยาลยั     ข. หอ้งสมุด      
ค. สนามกีฬา          ง. ร้านอาหาร 
 
32. คนทีร่่วมเดินทางไปด้วยกนัมีจ านวนเท่าไหร่ 
 
ก. หน่ึงคน           ข. สองสามคน      
ค. สามส่ีคน              ง. สิบกวา่คน 
 
33. วนันีป้าลษิาน่าจะแต่งตัวอย่างไร 
 
ก. ชุดนกัศึกษา           ข. ชุดฝึกงาน     
ค.เส้ือยดืสีสดใส     ง. เส้ือท่ีเคยใส่ไปงานเล้ียง 
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34. กจิกรรมส าหรับภาคฤดูร้อนของพวกเขาน่าจะเป็นกจิกรรมใด 
 
ก. การเท่ียวต่างจงัหวดัดว้ยกนั   ข. การไปเยีย่มบา้นเพื่อน    
ค. การสร้างห้องสมุดใหก้บัชุมชน   ง. การไปทศันาศึกษาในวชิาเรียน 
 
35. คนส่วนใหญ่ในเนือ้เร่ืองน่าจะมีอายุประมาณเท่าไหร่ 
 
ก. 15-16 ปี       ข. 18-19  ปี      
ค. 21-22 ปี     ง. 23-24 ปี 
 
บทอ่านที ่8  

เชา้น้ีดนยัต่ืนข้ึนดว้ยความรู้สึกระส ่าระสายท่ีบอกไม่ถูก  ยนืมองตวัเองอยูห่นา้กระจกอยูพ่กัใหญ่ พร้อม
กบันึกในใจวา่ วนัน้ีเป็นวดัสุดทา้ยของภาระหนา้ท่ีท่ีเขาท ามาอยา่งคุน้เคยเป็นเวลาสามสิบปี  เวลาเหมือนติดปีก  
งานของเขาใครๆ ก็บอกวา่เป็นงานท่ีมีเกียรติ  เปรียบเสมือนแสงเทียนส่องทางใหค้นไดดิ้บไดดี้มาแลว้มากมาย   
การเปล่ียนแปลงคร้ังยิง่ใหญ่อีกคร้ังในชีวิตของเขาก าลงัจะเร่ิมตน้  ใครๆ ก็พากนัยอกเหยา้พร้อมกบัแซวเขาวา่  
“สบายแลว้ล่ะพี่ดนยั เด๋ียวจะไดพ้กัผอ่นแลว้ ไดเ้ท่ียวไดท้  าอะไรตามใจชอบแลว้ล่ะ” แต่ส าหรับดนยัแลว้ วนั
พรุ่งน้ีต่ืนข้ึนมาจะรู้สึกอยา่งไร เขาเองก็ยงัตอบตวัเองไม่ไดเ้หมือนกนั 
 
36. ข้อใดกล่าวได้ถูกต้องกบังานของดนัย 
 
ก. ดนยัอยากเปล่ียนงาน    ข. ดนยัไม่ค่อยถนดักบังานท่ีท า 
ค. ดนยัท างานน้ีมานาน    ง. ดนยัลงัเลกบังานท่ีท าอยู ่   
 
37. ดนัยรู้สึกอย่างไรกบัภาระหน้าที่ของเขา 
 
ก.  เวลาในการท างานของเขาผา่นไปอยา่งรวดเร็ว ข. เขาอยากใหแ้ต่วนัท างานของเขาผา่นไปอยา่งรวดเร็ว 
ค. เขายงัไม่ค่อยมีความสุขกบัการท างานเท่าไหร่ ง.  ภาระหนา้ท่ีของเขาเป็นงานหนกั  
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38. ดนัยตื่นขึน้มาด้วยความรู้สึกเช่นไร 
 
ก. กงัวล      ข. เศร้า       
ค. ปลงตก     ง. เก็บกด   
 
39. อาชีพของดนัยคืออะไร  
 
ก. อาจารย ์         ข. ขา้ราชการ         
ค. นกัวชิาการการศึกษา    ง. นกัสังคมสงเคราะห์ 
 
40. การเปลีย่นแปลงอะไรทีก่ าลงัจะเกดิขึน้กบัชีวติของดนัย 
 
ก.ดนยัก าลงัจะเปล่ียนงานใหม ่   ข.ดนยัก าลงัเขา้สู่วยัเกษียณ 
ค. ดนยัเล่ือนต าแหน่งงาน    ง. ดนยัลาออกจากงาน 
 
บทอ่านที ่ 9   

นุชแวะมาเยีย่มครอบครัวพี่สาวเช่นเคย แต่กบัครอบครัวพี่ชาย นอ้งสาว นอ้งชายนั้น นุชรู้สึกไม่ค่อยได้
ไปมาหาสู่กนัมากนกั  คิดถึงยายนิดหลานท่ีทั้งรักและเป็นห่วง  ก าลงัขะมกัขะเม่นอ่านหนงัสือเตรียมสอบเขา้
มหาวทิยาลยัปีหนา้  แต่นุชก็อดเป็นห่วงของหลานไม่ได ้เพราะพี่สาวประคบประหงมยายนิดเสียเหลือเกิน อยา่ง
วนัน้ี นิดอยากกินขา้วผดักุง้ แม่ก็ท  าใหแ้ละใส่จานมาใหถึ้งหอ้งนอนนิด ซ่ึงเหตุการณ์ประมาณน้ีเกิดข้ึนเป็น
ประจ าอยูแ่ลว้    บางคร้ังก็อดนึกสงสัยไม่ไดว้า่ถา้เกิดวกิฤตการณ์การณ์อะไรกบัครอบครัวน้ี แลว้นิดจะสามารถ
ประคองตวัเองไดห้รือไม่ น่ีเองท่ีเขาเรียกวา่พอ่แม่รังแกฉนั 
 
41. นุขใกล้ชิดกบัครอบครัวใดมากทีสุ่ด   
 
ก. ครอบครัวนอ้งสาว      ข. ครอบครัวพี่สาว       
ค. ครอบครัวพี่ขาย     ง. ครอบครัวของเพื่อน  
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42. นิดก าลงัเรียนอยู่ระดับไหน 
 
ก. นกัเรียนชั้นม.3       ข. นกัเรียนชั้นม.4        
ค. นกัเรียนชั้นม.5       ง. นกัเรียนชั้นม.6     
 
43. การกระท าใดเปรียบได้กับ “พ่อแม่รังแกฉัน” ในเร่ืองดังกล่าว 
 
ก. พอ่แม่ตีลูกเป็นประจ า    ข. พอ่แม่ไม่ฟังความเห็นของลูก    
ค. พอ่แม่ปล่อยปะละเลยลูก         ง. พอ่แม่ท าทุกอยา่งแทนลูก   
   
44. นุชคิดอย่างไรกบัวธีิการเลีย้งลูกของพีส่าว 
 
ก. เป็นแม่ท่ีเอาใจใส่ลูกดีมาก   ข. พี่สาวใหลู้กอยูก่รอบมากเกินไป  
ค.เป็นแม่ท่ีเล้ียงลูกแบบทนุถนอมเกินไป  ง. พี่สาวเป็นแม่ท่ีทุ่มเทเพื่อลูก   
 
45. จากการเลีย้งดูของครอบครัว นิดน่าจะมีบุคลกิอย่างไร 
 
ก.  เป็นคนไม่ค่อยมีความมัน่ใจในตวัเอง  ข. เป็นเด็กท่ีใส่ใจในการเรียน 
ค. เป็นคนท่ีเก็บกดความรู้สึก   ง. เป็นคนท่ีใกลชิ้ดกบัครอบครัว 
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APPENDIX E    

English listening comprehension test 

 
 

Passage 1 

Kim is 17 years old. She is going to finish high school next month. She wants to have a party for 

her graduation. She’d like to enjoy the party with her friends so she doesn’t want her parents to 

be there.  

 

Question 1.   Is Kim 17 years old?       

Question 2.   Does Kim want to have a back to school party?     

Question 3.    Is Kim going to finish school soon?      

Question 4.    Does Kim want her parents to be at the party?     

Question 5.    Does Kim probably say to her parents “You’ll have a great time at my  

                         graduation party.”?          

   

Passage 2 

Jane and Jessica are twins. They are in the same class. They look identical. People always get 

them confused. Teachers always get them mixed up at school. Even their father has trouble 

telling them apart. Their mother doesn’t, though. 

 

Question 1.   Are Jane and Jessie in different classes?      

Question 2.  Can their mother identify each of her children?     

Question 3.  Are Jane and Jessie at the same age?      

Question 4.  Are there many people who have trouble telling Jane and Jessica apart? 

Question 5.  Is it likely that Jane and Jessica have different hair styles?    
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Passage 3 

It was a Tuesday morning in April. Ana got up early. She was so anxious because she was going 

to have a Math test today. …….It took over two hours. After the test was over, she was so 

confident about the test. She thought to herself, “Today was a great day!” 

 

Question 1.  Was it Thursday?         

Question 2.  Was the test more than an hour?       

Question 3.  Did Ana feel nervous before doing the test?    

Question 4.  Was she uncertain about the result after the test?    

Question 5.   Was Ana happy on that day?        

 

Passage 4 

Peter wanted to have a pet. He wanted any one, big or small. But Mrs. Brown, the landlady, 

didn’t allow pets in the apartment building.  Mrs. Mckay, Peter’s mom, bought him some fuzzy 

stuffed bears and a plastic cat. However, he wanted a live pet. 

 

Question 1.  Is Mrs. Brown the landlady?        

Question 2.  Did Peter get some toys from his landlady?      

Question 3.  Does Peter still want to have a toy animal?      

Question 4.  Did Peter get what he really wanted?      

Question 5.  Is Peter happy now?        

 

Passage 5 

Hello, this is Tony from Community Charities. We accept donations of clean used clothing; 

curtains and blinds; and blankets and bedding. We also need small household appliances such as 

toasters and microwave ovens and cooking utensils. We’d like to let you know we'll have a truck 

in your area on the 7th May. If you would like to donate, please put your items in front of your 

house by 10.a.m. Thank you, and have a great day! 
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Question 1.  Does Tony work for a company?      

Question 2.  Will the organization provide a truck to bring us to the community’s office?   

Question 3.  Does the organization need cooking tools?     

Question 4.  Does the organization require anything for donation?    

Question 5.  Is the event voluntary?       

 

Passage 6 

There was so much to do before Pong left for his university in Bangkok. The last-minute packing 

was done. It was sad visiting friends he had known since he was in high school. He doesn’t know 

when he will see them again. Everyone promised to keep in touch via their email and facebook.  

He will miss being with his family.  He could not cope with all the goodbyes. He was uncertain 

about his new life.  

 

Question 1.  Is Pong going to see his family?      

Question 2.  Is Pong likely to see all of his high school friends next year?  

Question 3.  Will Pong and his friends contact each other regularly?    

Question 4.  Was Pong happy to leave home?      

Question 5.  Was Pong going to be a student in Bangkok?    

 

Passage 7 

Kate rolled over for ten minutes in her bed as she felt the sunlight warm on her face. She heard 

her sister, Jane, calling “get up”. She struggled to open her eyes and looked up at the clock. 

“8:00 a.m.,” she shouted, “Holy cow!” Kate jumped out of bed quickly and threw on the first 

outfit that she grabbed. Next, she brushed her teeth in two swipes, threw her Math assignment for 

her final exam into her backpack, and then ran out the door.  

 

Question 1.  Did Kate get up at 8:00?       

Question 2.  Was Kate first awake because of the warmth of the sun?  

Question 3.  Did Kate get out her bed as soon as she woke up?    

Question 4.  Did Kate get dressed as quickly as she could?     

Question 5.  Is Kate likely to go to work?      
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Passage 8 

Good morning, I’m Andy Johnson from Radio 100. Welcome to today’s scientific tip. We’ve 

known for some time that playing a musical instrument is good for us. The scientific findings 

showed that playing a musical instrument can improve how our brain works.  It doesn’t matter 

whether you play a guitar, a piano, a horn, or a drum. And what kind of music you play is not 

important.  Just play it! It’ll do good things for your brain.  

Question 1.  Is the show a radio program?       

Question 2. Does playing music best help scientists?      

Question 3.  Does playing a musical instrument help how a human brain works?  

Question 4.  Is playing a drum better for our brain than playing guitar?    

Question 5.  Does the message from the show is that we should listen more music?  
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APPENDIX F  

Thai listening comprehension 

แบบทดสอบทกัษะการฟัง 

บทฟังที ่1 

วนัน้ีแม่รู้สึกไม่ค่อยดี คร่ันเน้ือคร่ันตวั เจบ็คอ สงสัยจะโดนไขห้วดัเล่นงานซะแลว้  เม่ือเชา้ทานยา แต่อาการก็ยงั

ไม่ดีข้ึน  เด๋ียวจะโทรไปลางานก่อน และคงตอ้งไปหาคุณหมอแลว้ล่ะ 

 

ค าถามท่ี 1. ผูพ้ดูคิดวา่ตวัเองอาจเป็นไขเ้ลือดออกใช่หรือไม่     

ค าถามท่ี 2. ผูพ้ดูจะไปท างานก่อนซกัครู่ใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี 3. ผูพ้ดูรู้สึกหนาวๆ ร้อนๆ ใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี 4. ผูพ้ดูรู้สึกดีข้ึนหลงัทานยาใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี 5. ผูพ้ดูก าลงัจะไปโรงเรียนใช่หรือไม่      

 

บทฟังที ่2     

ตอนน้ีเท่ียงคืนแลว้ หนูนิดก าลงัข่มตาใหห้ลบั  แต่ยงัท าไม่ได ้เฝ้าแต่ครุ่นคิดกลบัไปมา วา่ตวัเองจะเลือกสาขา

นิเทศศาสตร์ท่ีตนเองชอบ หรือจะเรียนบริหารธุรกิจตามท่ีพอ่แม่ตอ้งการ  ลูกคนอ่ืนๆ ก็ไม่เคยท าใหพ้อ่กบัแม่

ผดิหวงั เธอไมอยากท าใหพ้อ่แม่ผดิหวงัเช่นกนั ชีวิตมนัช่างยากล าบากจริงๆ เลย 

 

ค าถามท่ี 1. หนูนิดอยากเรียนนิเทศศาสตร์ใช่หรือไม่     

ค าถามท่ี 2. หนูนิดอยากเรียนทั้งนิเทศศาสตร์และบริหารธุรกิจใช่หรือไม่    

ค าถามท่ี 3. หนูนิดรู้สึกสับสนใช่หรือไม่       

ค าถามท่ี 4. หนูนิดอยากใหพ้อ่แม่สมหวงัในตวัเธอเพราะเธอเป็นลูกคนเดียวใช่หรือไม่  

ค าถามท่ี 5. หนูนิดก าลงัจะศึกษาต่อระดบัปริญญาตรีใช่หรือไม่     
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บทฟังที ่3   

อรุณสวสัดีค่ะ ดิฉนั กรรัตน์ มาพบท่านผูฟั้งท่ีน่ารักทุกท่าน กบัรายการธรรมะในชีวติประจ าวนั ชีวิตคนเรานั้น

เปรียบดงัน ้าคา้งบนหยดหญา้มาชัว่พริบตาและหายไป  การวางแผนชีวติเป็นเร่ืองส าคญั ดงัท่ีพระพุทธเจา้ได้

อบรมสั่งสอนไวว้า่ทรัพยสิ์นท่ีไดจ้ากการประกอบกิจการต่างๆ ควรแบ่งเป็น 4 กองเท่าๆ กนั  กองท่ีหน่ึง สะสม

ไวใ้นยามขดัสน   กองท่ีสอง ทดแทนผูมี้พระคุณ  กองท่ีสาม ใชเ้พื่อความสุขส่วนตวั กองท่ีส่ี ใชเ้พื่อสร้างสรรค์

ความดีงาม ฝากเป็นขอ้คิดในการด าเนินชีวติของท่านผูฟั้งทุกท่านดว้ยค่ะ พบกนัใหม่วนัพรุ่งน้ี สวสัดีค่ะ 

 

ค าถามท่ี 1. ผูด้  าเนินรายการช่ือกนกรัตน์ใช่หรือไม่          

ค าถามท่ี 2. คนเราควรจดัสรรทรัพยสิ์นต่างๆ ตามความตอ้งการส่วนบุคคลใช่หรือไม่    

ค าถามท่ี 3. ทรัพยสิ์นกองท่ีหน่ึงควรเก็บใชใ้นยามยากล าบาก      

ค าถามท่ี 4. รายการน้ีสามารถรับฟังไดต้ลอดทั้งวนัใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี  5. ขอ้คิดส าคญัท่ีสุดจากรายการน้ีคือชีวติคนเรานั้นแสนสั้นใช่หรือไม่    

  

บทอ่านที ่4   

อนัท่ีจริงหญิงกบัชายยอ่มหมายรัก 

มิใช่จกัตดัทางท่ีสร้างสม 

แมน้จกัรักรักไวใ้นอารมณ์ 

อยา่รักชมนอกหนา้เป็นราคี 

ดัง่พฤกษาตอ้งวายพุดัโบก 

เขยื้อนโยกก็แต่ก่ิงไม่ทิ้งท่ี 

จงยบัย ั้งชัง่ใจเสียใหดี้ 

เหมือนจามรีรู้จกัรักษากาย 
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ค าถามท่ี 1. ผูช้ายและผูห้ญิงยอมมีใจต่อกนัเป็นเร่ืองปกติ ใช่หรือไม่   

ค าถามท่ี 2. การแสดงออกท่ีเหมาะสมควรเป็นเหมือนตน้ไมย้ามโดนลม ใช่หรือไม่    

ค าถามท่ี  3. ผูเ้ขียนแนะน าให้ผูอ่้านรักษาตนเองเหมือนกบัจามรีซ่ึงเป็นสัตวปี์กชนิดหน่ึง ใช่หรือไม่  

ค าถามท่ี  4. เม่ือรักใคร เราไม่ควรแสดงออกใหเ้ขารับรู้ ใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี  5. บทกลอนน้ีน่าจะเหมาะกบัการเตือนใจหญิงสาว ใช่หรือไม่    

  

บทฟังที ่5  

ใครๆ ก็ทราบถึงความร้ายแรงของโรคมะเร็ง  ท่ีคร่าชีวิตคนไทยเป็นจ านวนมากในแต่ละปี และมีแนวโนม้ท่ี

เพิ่มข้ึนทุกปี ในปี 2555 คนจ านวน หกแสนกวา่เสียชีวติดว้ยโรคมะเร็ง     ส่วนสาเหตุของการเกิดโรคมะเร็ง 

ค่อนขา้งซบัซอ้นและหลากหลาย  ยงัไม่มีหลกัฐานแน่ชดัวา่เกิดจากสาเหตุใดสาเหตุหน่ึงอยา่งชดัเจน  เท่าท่ี

ทราบ สามารถบอกไดว้า่อะไรบา้งท่ีอาจเป็นปัจจยัเส่ียงในการก่อใหเ้กิดโรคมะเร็งได ้เช่น ปัจจยัดา้นอาหาร เช่น 

อาหารท่ีมีไขมนัสูง หรือ เคม็จดั   การสูบบุหร่ี การสัมผสัรังสีด 

 

ค าถามท่ี 1. คนเสียชีวติในปี 2555 มีจ านวนหา้แสนคน ใช่หรือไม่      

ค าถามท่ี 2. จ  านวนของคนเสียชีวติดว้ยโรคมะเร็งมีแนวโนม้สูงข้ึน ใช่หรือไม่ 

ค าถามท่ี 3. ส่ิงเป็นสาเหตุส่งเสริมก่อใหเ้กิดโรคมะเร็งเสมอ ใช่หรือไม่     

ค าถามท่ี 4. ปัจจุบนัสาเหตุของโรคมะเร็งยงัไม่สามารถอธิบายไดอ้ยา่งชดัเจน  ใช่หรือไม่ 

ค าถามท่ี 5. เราจะปลอดภยัจากโรคมะเร็งอยา่งแน่นอน ถา้เราดูแลตวัเองอยา่งดี  ใช่หรือไม่  
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APPENDIX G   

English vocabulary test 

 
Test Instruction 

1. The test administration will be 15 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 40 multiple choice questions. 

3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

 

Example    1. see : They <saw it>. 

 

          a. closed it tightly         b. waited for it       

         c. looked at it          d. started it up    
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English Vocabulary Test 

 
1. shoe:  Where is <your shoe>? 

 

a.   the person who looks after you  b.   the thing you keep your money in 

c.   the thing you use for writing  d.   the thing you wear on your foot 

 

2. basis: This was used as the <basis>. 

 

a.   answer     b.   place to take a rest 

c.   next step     d.   main part 

 

3. drawer: The <drawer> was empty. 

 

a.   sliding box     b.   place where cars are kept 

c.   cupboard to keep things cold  d.  animal house 

 

4. pave: It was <paved>. 

 

a.   prevented from going through  b.   divided 

c.   given old edges    d.   covered with a hard surface 

 

5. allege: They <alleged it>. 

 

a.   claimed it without proof           b.   stole the ideas for it from someone else 

c.   provided facts to prove it           d.   argued against the facts that supported it 

 

6. remedy: We found a good <remedy>. 

 

a.   place to eat in public   b.   way to fix a problem 

c.   way to prepare food   d.   rule about numbers 

 

7.dash: They <dashed> over it. 

 

a.   moved quickly    b.   moved slowly 

c.   fought     d.   looked quickly 

 

8. bacterium: They didn’t find a single<bacterium>. 

 

a.   small living thing causing disease    

b.   plant with red or orange flowers 

c.   animal that carries water in lumps on its back                                                                     

d.   thing that has been stolen and sold to a shop 

 

9. authentic: It is <authentic>. 

 

a.   real      b.   very noisy 

c.   old      d.   like a desert 
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10. scrub: He is <scrubbing it>. 

 

a.   cutting shallow lines into it  b.   repairing it 

c.   washing it energetically   d.   drawing simple pictures of it 

 

11. accessory: They gave us< some accessories>. 

 

a.   papers giving us the right to enter a country b.   official orders 

c.   ideas to choose between    d.   extra pieces 

 

12. compost: We need some<compost>. 

 

a.   strong support      b.   help to feel better 

c.   hard stuff made of stones and sand stuck together d.   plant material fertilizer 

 

13. fen: The story is set in<the fens>. 

 

a.     a piece of low flat land partly covered by water  

b.     a piece of high, hilly land with few trees 

c.     a block of poor-quality houses in a city 

d.     a time long ago 

 

14. bristle: The<bristles> are too hard. 

 

a.     questions     b.     short stiff hairs 

c.     folding beds    d.    bottoms of the shoes 

 

15. perturb: I was<perturbed>. 

 

a.     made to agree    b.     worried and puzzled 

c.     corruptly sexual    d.     very wet 

 

16. peasantry: He did a lot for the<peasantry>. 

 

a.     local people    b.     place of worship 

c.     businessmen’s club    

17. hallmark: Does it have a <hallmark>? 

 

a.     stamp to show when it should be used by   

b.     stamp to show the quality 

c.     mark to show it is approved by the royal family  

d.     mark or stain to prevent copying 

 

18. yoga: She has started <yoga>. 

 

a.     handwork done by knotting thread    

b.     a form of exercise for the body and mind 

c.     a game where a cork stuck with feathers is hit between two players 

d.    a type of dance from eastern countries 
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19. psychotherapy: She wanted <psychotherapy>. 

 

a.   the mutual operation of two things  b.   the ability to govern 

c.   an unfriendly reaction    d.   treatment for a mental illness 

 

20. heyday The town was<in its heyday>. 

 

a.   at its peak of success    b.   on top of the hill 

c.   very wealthy     d.   admired very much 

 

21. mystique: He has lost <his mystique>. 

 

a.    his healthy body     

b.   the secret way he makes other people think he has special skill 

c.   the woman he dated while he was married to someone else 

d.   the hair on his top lip 

 

22. communique: Have you seen their<communique>? 

 

a.   critical report about an organization    

b.   garden owned by many members of a community 

c.   printed material used for advertising    

d.   official announcement 

 

23. spleen: His <spleen> was damaged. 

 

a.   knee bone     b.   organ found near the stomach 

c.   pipe taking waste water from a house d.   respect for himself 

 

24. caffeine: This contains a lot of <caffeine>. 

 

a.   a substance that makes you sleepy b.   strings from very tough leaves 

c.   ideas that are not correct   d.   a substance that makes you excited 
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25. jovial: He was very <jovial>.  

 

a.   low on the social scale    b.   likely to criticize others 

c.   full of fun     d.   friendly 

 

26. dingy: It was a <dingy> place. 

 

a.   cold, damp     b.   poorly lit 

c.   delightful     d.   hot, dry 

 

27. kindergarten: This is a good<kindergarten>. 

 

a.   activity that allows you to forget your worries 

b.   place of learning for children too young for school 

c.   strong, deep bag carried on the back 

d.   place where you may borrow books 

 

28. skylark: We watched a <skylark>. 

 

a.   show with planes flying in patterns b.   human-made object going round the earth 

c.   person who does funny tricks  d.   small bird that flies high as it sings 

 

29. beagle: He owns two <beagles>. 

 

a.   fast cars with roofs that fold down b.   large guns that can shoot many people quickly 

c.   small dogs with long ears           d.   houses built at holiday places 

 

30. gauche: He was <gauche>. 

 

a.   talkative     b.   flexible 

c.   awkward     d.   determined 

 

31. cordillera: They were stopped by <cordillera >. 

 

a.   a special law    b.   an armed ship 

c.   a line of mountains   d.   the firstborn son of the king 

 

32. instantiate: you need to <instantiate that>. 

 

a.   make that happen quickly   b.   put that into the correct place 

c.   give a real example of that  d.   explain that 
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33. landfall: The days after the <landfall > were busy. 

 

a.   ceremony to bless the land for a church  

b.   bike event on a mountain 

c.   acceptance of foreign control after a war 

d.   the seeing of land after a journey by sea or air 

 

34. headstrong: He was a  <headstrong child >. 

 

a.   very clever child    b.   child who has been given too many good things 

c.   very fat child    d.   child that is determined to do what it wants 

 

35. torpor: She sank into <a torpor>. 

 

a.   a deep soft chair    b.   an inactive state 

c.   a very unhappy state   d.   a bed cover filed with feathers 

 

36. sputnik: He told them about the <sputnik>. 

 

a.   rare animal like a rabbit found in cold countires 

b.   trap set by the police 

c.   object that travels high in the sky round the earth 

d.   secret organization with evil plans  

 

37. vitreous: These rocks are <vitreous>. 

 

a.   very heavy     b.   easy to break 

c.   full of small holes    d.   like glass 

 

38. muff: This  <muff> belonged to my mother. 

 

a.   tube of animal hair for keeping the hands warm 

b.   cover for a teapot 

c.   long rope of feathers to wear around the neck 

d.   bed cover made from squares of material sewn together 

 

39. ablution: He <performed his ablutions>. 

 

a.   did his exercises to stay healthy  b.   played his very difficult piece of music 

c.   did all his duties as a church minister d.   washed himself to get ready 

 

40. serviette: Where is my <serviette>? 

 

a.   girl who helps in the house  b.   piece of glass which makes things look bigger 

c.   large flat plate    d.   piece of cloth or paper for wiping your mouth 
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APPENDIX H   

Thai vocabulary test 

แบบทดสอบค าศัพท์ภาษาไทย 
 
ค าช้ีแจงในการท าข้อสอบ  
1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ 12 นาที 
2. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยขอ้สอบตวัเลือก จ านวน 50 ขอ้  
3. เลือกค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง 
 
 
ตัวอย่าง     1. สมโภช : พรุ่งนีม้ีงานสมโภชพระประธาน 
 
       ก. อนุรักษ ์   ข. ซ่อมแซม 
       ค. ฉลอง   ง. สร้าง 
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แบบทดสอบค าศัพท์ภาษาไทย 
 
1. ขมีขมัน แดงช่วยคุณครูยกหนังสืออย่างขมีขมัน 
 
ก. ยกหนงัสืออยา่งสนุกสนาน   ข. ยกหนงัสืออยา่งเหน็ดเหน่ือย 
ค. ยกหนงัสือดว้ยความกระตือรือร้น  ง. ยกหนงัสืออยา่งเสียไม่ได ้
 
2.  ขุนพล เขาท าตัวราวกบัเป็นขุนพล 
 
ก. หวัหนา้กองทพั    ข. นายทหารเรือ     
ค. หวัหนา้ฝ่ายวชิาการ    ง. นายพลทหาร     
 
3. ความถนัด ประกาศรับสมัครงานผู้ทีม่ีความถนัดทางคอมพวิเตอร์ 
 
ก. มีความรักในงาน    ข. มีความตอ้งการท างาน 
ค. มีความช านาญในงาน    ง. ท าการงานไดทุ้กอยา่ง 
 
4. ค าปฏิญาณ พวกเขาก าลงักล่าวค าปฏิญาณ 
 
ก. ค ากลอนในงานพิธี    ข. ค าส่วนมนตห์ลงัเลิกเรียน 
ค. ค ากล่าวสุภาพในงานชุมนุม   ง. ค  ารับรองซ่ึงใหไ้วก้บับุคคลอ่ืน 
 
5. แคระแกร็น  ต้นพริกแคระแกร็น 
 
ก. เต้ีย เล็กกวา่ปกติ    ข. พริกมีแต่ใบไม่ออกเมล็ด  
ค. เจริญเติบโตไดดี้    ง. มีเมล็ดพริกเตม็ตน้ 
 
6. กราย   เขาเดินกรายเข้าไปในห้องประชุม 
 
ก. เดินอยา่งรวดเร็ว    ข. เดินกม้หนา้ 
ค.เดินอยา่งมีท่าที    ง. เดินเชิดหนา้ 
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7. กลัยาณ ี  เธอเป็นกลัยาณี 
 
ก. หญิงงาม     ข. หญิงท่ีเรียบร้อย 
ค. หญิงสุขมุ     ง. หญิงอ่อนชอ้ย 
 
8. กุพชกะ  ดอกไม้โปรดของฉันคือกุพชกะ 
 
ก. ดอกมะลิ     ข. ดอกกุหลาบ 
ค. ดอกกระดงังา     ง. ดอกจ าปี 
 
9. จัตุบท   นวลและเก่งคุยกันเร่ืองจัตุบท 
 
ก. ขอ้ก าหนด     ข. บทบญัญติั 
ค. สัตวส่ี์เทา้     ง. บทเรียน 
 
10. ชามเบญจรงค์  นิชาได้รับของขวัญเป็นชามเบญจรงค์ 
 
ก. ชามใชใ้นพระราชวงั    ข. ชามโบรารณใชส้มยัรัชกาลท่ี 5 
ค. ชามท่ีชนชั้นสูงนิยมใช ้   ง. ชามเขียนลายดว้ยแม่สีทั้งหา้ 
 
11. ดาวดึงส์   บารมีวาดภาพดาวดึงส์ 
 
ก. ดาวชนิดหน่ึง     ข. สวรรคช์ั้นท่ีสอง 
ค. ป่าในเทพนิยาย    ง. อุทยานในสวรรค ์    
 
12. ตราสิน   บ่ายวนันีช่้อผกาไปแจ้งตราสินในจังหวดั 
 
ก. บอกกบั พอ่-แม่ ให้รับรู้   ข. บอกกบัก านนัหรือผูใ้หญ่บา้น 
ค. บอกกบันายกเทศบาล    ง. แจง้ความไวเ้พื่อเป็นหลกัฐาน 
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13. ทรลกัษณ์   กรมีลักษณะทรลกัษณ์ 
 
ก. โดดเด่น     ข. เลวร้าย 
ข. พิเศษ      ง. แปลกแยก  
 
14. ทาบทาม  สุนีมาทาบทามสุพกัตร์ 
 
ก. สอบถามความเป็นอยู ่    ข. ทกัทายหลงัจากห่างหาย 
ค. เจรจาเพื่อดูท่าที    ง. ชกัชวนไปท างานดว้ย 
 
15. บรรพชา  สมพลจะบรรพชาพรุ่งนี ้
 
ก. ศึกษาธรรมะและวปัิสสนา   ข. บวชพระ 
ค. บวชเณร     ง. บวชชีพราหมณ์ 
 
16. เบิกความ  ศาลมีค าส่ังให้สมศักดิ์ไปเบิกความที่ศาลธนบุรี 
 
ก. ใหถ้อ้ยค าต่อศาลในฐานะโจทก์   ข. ใหถ้อ้ยค าต่อศาลในฐานะจ าเลย 
ข. ใหถ้อ้ยค าต่อศาลในการพิจารณาโทษ  ง. ใหถ้อ้ยค าต่อศาลในฐานะพยาน 
 
17. ประชวร  พระองค์ชายทรงพระประชวร 
 
ก. ทรงเสียใจ     ข. เจบ็ป่วย 
ค. ใหโ้อวาทแก่รัฐมนตรี    ง. แปรพระราชสถาน  
 
18. ปริทนต์  คนเราต้องดูแลรักษาปริทนต์ 
  
ก. หวัเข่า     ข. เหงือกและฟัน 
ค. สายตา     ง. สุขภาพ 
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19. ปักษี  พวกเราต้องช่วยกันอนุรักษ์ปักษี 
  
ก. นก      ข. ผเีส้ือ      
ค. สัตวปี์ก     ง. แมลง      
 
20. พยคัฆ์  ลุงทมิเป็นคนดุราวกบัพยคัฆ์ 
 
ก. สิงโต      ข. ชา้งป่า    
ค. เสือ       ง. หมี 
 
21. พราว  นิสาแต่งตัวใส่เคร่ืองประดับพราวไปทั้งตัว 
  
ก. สดใส     ข. สวยงาม 
ค. ราคาแพง     ง. มายมาย 
 
22. ภินทนะ  ภินทนะเป็นอันตรายต่อการอยู่ร่วมกนั 
  
ก. การใส่ร้าย     ข. การเอาเปรียบ 
ข. การแตกแยก     ง. การใส่ร้ายป้ายสี 
 
23. มหรสพ  คืนนีม้ีมหรสพทีว่ดัภูเขาทอง 
  
ก. การละเล่นเพื่อความร่ืนเริง   ข. การออกร้านขายของ 
ค. การเทศน์ประจ าปี    ง. การสาธิตการแกะหนงัตะลุง 
 
24. ลนิลาศ  ชลเดินผ่านออกไปด้วยท่าทางลินลาศ 
 
ก. กม้หนา้กม้ตา     ข. ชา้ๆ 
ค. งดงาม     ง. ร้อนรน 
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25. สกดั  วภิาจึงรีบเข้าไปสกดัชลนีไว้ก่อน 
 
ก. หา้มปราบ     ข. แยกออกมา  
ค. ตรงกลางวงลอ้ม    ง. นัง่ลง  
 
26. สาธุชน  ศิริพรถือว่าเป็นสาธุชนคนหน่ึง 
 
ก. คนท่ีมีภูมิปัญญาดี    ข. คนท่ีมีคุณงามความดี 
ค. คนฝักใฝ่ในศาสนา    ง. คนท่ีสืบสานวฒันธรรม 
 
27. วลัลภชน  เธอมีวลัลภชนทีด่ี 
  
ก. คนสนิท     ข. คนคอยเอาใจ 
ค. คนรัก     ง. เพื่อน 
 
28. พนิาศ  เกดิความพนิาศหลงัพายุผ่านพ้นไป 
  
ก. ความชุ่มช่ืน     ข. ความโศกเศร้า 
ค. ความเสียหาย     ง. ความวติกกงัวล 
 
29. วโิยค  ความวโิยคอาจเกดิขึน้ทุกเวลา 
  
ก. อุทกภยั     ข. ความเสียหาย 
ค. การพลดัพราก    ง. วาตภยั 
 
30. สวมหน้ากาก  คนบางคนชอบสวมหน้ากาก 
  
ก. แกลง้จ ากนัไม่ได ้    ข. เก็บความรู้สึก 
ค. เกิดความกลา้     ง. เสแสร้งเขา้หากนั 
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31. องคุล ี ตัดเชือกให้ยาวเท่ากบัองคุล ี
  
ก. หน่ึงน้ิว     ข. น้ิวมือ 
ค. สองน้ิว     ง. สามน้ิว 
 
32. อลงกต  สนามหลวงเกดิการอลงกตคร้ังยิง่ใหญ่ 
  
ก. การชุมนุมประทว้ง    ข. การจลาจล 
ค. การตกแต่งประดบัประดา   ง.การแสดง 
 
33. หิตะ  วนันีค้รูสอนเร่ืองหิตะ 
  
ก. ความสามคัคี     ข. ความดูแลทรัพยสิ์น 
ค. การใฝ่หาความรู้ใหต้นเอง   ง. ความเก้ือกลู  
 
34. อปัราชัย  เมื่อทมีฟุตบอลไทยได้รับอปัราชัย 
  
ก. การพา่ยแพ ้     ข. ชยัชนะ 
ค. การตอ้นรับ     ง. การลงโทษ 
 
35. กระแจะ  พรจะไปซ้ือกระแจะจันท์ 
 
ก. ดอกกุหลาบชนิดหน่ึง    ข. สมุนไพรรักษาโรค 
ค. ของขบเค้ียวสมยัก่อน    ง. ผงเคร่ืองหอมต่างๆ 
 
36. กระบาล  เธอมีกระบาลเหมือนกบัลงิ  
 
ก. ศรีษะ     ข. ความฉลาด      
ค. นิสัย      ง. ความซุกซน 
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37. คุ้งน า้  สร้อยฟ้าบอกว่าพ้นคุ้งน า้ข้างหน้าโน้นกถ็ึงบ้านแล้ว 
  
ก. ส่วนเวา้โคง้ของฝ่ังน ้า    ข. ตล่ิงริมฝ่ังน ้า 
ค. ท่าน ้าริมฝ่ังน ้า     ง. ส่วนท่ีมีน ้าวนของแม่น ้า 
 
38. โจทก์  วนันีฉั้นไปในฐานะโจทก์ 
  
ก. บุคคลผูต้ ั้งค  าถาม    ข. บุคคลตั้งค  าถามและค าตอบ 
ค. บุคคลผูฟ้้องคดีต่อศาล    ง. บุคคลตดัสินการแพห้รือชนะ 
 
39. ชนก  รจนามองเห็นชนกอยู่ในสวน 
  
ก. นกแกว้สีเขียว     ข. ชะนี 
ค. นอ้งสาว     ง. บิดา 
 
40. ญตัติ  พวกเราต้องการญัตติเพือ่ตัดสินใจ 
  
ก. หวัขอ้เร่ืองท่ีท า    ข. เน้ือหาท่ีถูกตอ้งท่ีสุด 
ค. ขอ้เสนอเพื่อลงมติ    ง. ปัจจยัและส่ิงแวดลอ้ม 
 
41. ตรึกตรา  แม่ศรีก าลงัตรึกตราเกีย่วกบัปัญหาของเธอ 
 
ก. แกไ้ข      ข. สับสน 
ค. คิดเล่ห์กลอุบาย    ง. คิดทบทวน 
 
42. นฤบาล   นฤบาล บพติรเผ้า ภูวนา ยกแฮ 
 
ก. ภาษาบาลี     ข. ชยัชนะ 
ค. พระราชา     ง. บรรยาย 
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43. อาราธนา  พงษ์อาราธนาศีลในงานพธีิเมื่อวาน 
 
ก. รับ      ข. ขอ    
ค. สวด      ง.  น า 
 
44. เวฬุ วดันีม้ีต้นเวฬุเป็นจ านวนมาก 
 
ก. ตน้มะขาม     ข. ตน้ไผ ่    
ค. ตน้ตาล           ง. ตน้ล าพ ู
 
45. ศตวรรษ    เหตุการณ์เกดิขึน้คร้ังนีใ้นศตวรรษ 
 
ก. สิบปี                       ข. หา้สิบปี            
ค. ร้อยปี     ง. พนัปี 
 
46. สังสารวฎั   อาจารย์อธิบายเร่ืองสังสารวฎั 
 
ก. การเวยีนวา่ยตายเกิด    ข. การมีเมตตาต่อผูอ่ื้น  
ค. การปฏิบติัตนใหบ้ริสุทธ์ิ   ง. การเผื่อแผต่่อสัตวโ์ลก 
 
47. โสมนัส  วนันีพ้รรู้สึกโสมนัสเป็นอย่างมาก 
 
ก. เสียใจ          ข. ตกใจ         
ค. ปลาบปล้ืม     ง. ต่ืนเตน้ 
 
48. หิริโอตัปปะ  คนสมัยนีไ้ม่มีค่อยมีหิริโอตัปปะ 
 
ก. การสมานสามคัคี    ข. การมีน ้าใจต่อกนั     
ค. ความจริงใจ     ง. การเกรงกลวัต่อบาป 
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49. รโหฐาน    เขาอยู่ในที่รโหฐาน 
 
ก. ท่ีสาธารณะ          ข. ท่ีส่วนบุคคล        
ค. ท่ีท างาน           ง. ท่ีชุมนุม 
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ก. ล าไส้ใหญ่     ข. ปอด         
ค. ทอ้ง          ง. กระดูก 
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APPENDIX I  

Questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies 

 
Instruction: 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate the strategies that you use to 

lead to successful reading. Please answer the following statements and choose one 

(from 1 to 5) that best characterizes what you do when reading. Note the code: 

1 2 3 4 5 

‘I never 

do this’ 

‘I seldom 

do this’ 

‘I 

sometimes 
do this’ 

‘I regularly 

do this’ 

‘I always 

do this’ 

 

 I n
e

ve
r d

o
 th

is. 

I se
ld

o
m

 d
o

 th
is. 

I so
m

e
tim

e
s d

o
 th

is. 

I re
gu

larly d
o

 th
is. 

I alw
ays d

o
 th

is. 

 
 

1. I apply my learned grammatical knowledge while reading. 
 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

2. I look for grammatical patterns in the reading passage.     1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. I analyse grammatical cues in the sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. I skip unknown words that I cannot understand even if I know every 

word in it. 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

5. I choose the meaning of vocabulary that best suits with its context. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. I try to guess the meaning of the word or expression. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

7. I link the content with what I already know to help me understand the 

text. 

   

1 2 3 4 5 

8. I use my prior knowledge to help understand the reading text. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. I use the title to help to understand the contents. 1 2 3 4 5 
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10. I react emotionally to the text.   

 

11. I try to connect or relate information presented in different sentences 

or parts of the text.     

1 

 

1 

2 

 

2 

3 

 

3 

4 

 

4 

5 

 

5 

 

12. I go back and forth in the text to find relationship among ideas in it or 

go over difficult parts several times to double-check and correct my 

understanding of the text. 

 

13. I try to interpret hidden meaning in the text                                   

14. I try to make an inference or draw a conclusion based on information 

not explicitly stated in the text. 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

1 

 

1 

2 

 

 

 

2 

 

2 

3 

 

 

 

3 

 

3 

4 

 

 

 

4 

 

4 

5 

 

 

 

5 

 

5 

      
 

************* 
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Questionnaire on reading comprehension strategies  

(Thai Version) 

 

แบบสอบถามการใช้ทกัษะการอ่าน 
 

ค าช้ีแจงในท าแบบสอบถาม :  
อ่านขอ้ความดงัต่อไปน้ี และเลือกหน่ึงหมายเลข (หมายเลข 1 ถึง 5)  ท่ีแสดงถึงส่ิงท่ีคุณท าขณะท่ี

อ่านบทอ่านต่างๆ 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

ฉนัไม่เคยท า  ฉนัแทบจะไม่
ท า 

ฉนัท าบางเป็น
บางคร้ัง 

ฉนัท าเป็น
ประจ า 

ฉนัท าอยา่ง
สม า่เสมอ 

ฉนัไม่เคยท า 

ฉนัแทบจะไม่ท า 

ฉนัท าบางเป็นบางครั้ง 

ฉนัท าเป็นประจ า 

ฉนัท าอยา่งสม า่เสมอ 

 

 
1.ฉนัอ่านออกเสียงซ ้ าอีกคร้ังในส่วนท่ียาก เพื่อช่วย
ใหฉ้นัเขา้ใจมากข้ึน 

1 2     3 4          5  
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แบบสอบถามการใช้ทกัษะการอ่าน 
 

 แบบสอบถามน้ีเป็นส่วนหน่ึงของงานวจิยัเร่ืองผลกระทบของทกัษะการอนุมานต่อทกัษะการอ่านของ
ภาษาไทย (ภาษาท่ีหน่ึง) และภาษาองักฤษ (ภาษาท่ีสอง)  จุดมุ่งหมายของแบบสอบถามน้ีเพื่อศึกษากลวธีิและ
ทกัษะต่างๆ ในการอ่านอยา่งประสบความส าเร็จ   

 
ค าช้ีแจง : กรุณาอ่านค าสั่งอยา่งรอบคอบและตอบค าถามแต่ละขอ้ใหต้รงตามความเป็นจริงท่ีสุด   

แบบสอบถามน้ี  จะถือเป็นความลบัและไม่มีการน าออกไปเผยแพร่โดยเลือกหน่ึงหมายเลข จาก หมายเลขหน่ึง
ถึงหา้  ซ่ึงสามารถส่ือไดดี้ท่ีสุดถึงทกัษะท่ีคุณใชข้ณะท่ีอ่านบทอ่านต่างๆ 
 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

ฉนัไม่เคยท า  ฉนัแทบจะไม่
ท า 

ฉนัท าบางเป็น
บางคร้ัง 

ฉนัท าเป็น
ประจ า 

ฉนัท าอยา่ง
สม า่เสมอ 

 
  ฉนั ไม่เคยท า 

ฉนัแทบไม่เคยท า 

ฉนัท าเป็นบางคร้ง 

ฉนัท าเป็นประจ า 

ฉนัท าอยา่งสม า่เสมอ 

1 ฉนัไดน้ าความรู้ทางหลกัไวยากรณ์ท่ีไดเ้รียนมาใชใ้นการ
อ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

2 ฉนัมองส ารวจหาโครงสร้างทางไวยากรณ์ท่ีปรากฏในบท
อ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 ฉนัวเิคราะห์ตวับ่งช้ีทางไวยากรณ์ในประโยค 1 2 3 4 5 

4 ฉนัคิดวา่การเขา้ใจค าศพัททุ์กค าในบทอ่านเป็นเร่ืองจ าเป็น 1 2 3 4 5 

5 ฉนัเลือกความหมายของค าศพัทท่ี์เหมาะสมกบับริบทในบท
อ่านนั้น 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 ฉนัพยายามท่ีจะคาดเดาความหมายของค าศพัทห์รือ กลุ่มค า
ท่ีฉนัไม่เขา้ใจ 

1 2 3 4 5 

7 ฉนัเช่ือมโยมเน้ือหาในบทอ่านกบัความรู้ท่ีฉนัไดเ้คยเรียนรู้
แลว้ เพ่ือช่วยใหฉ้นัเขา้ใจบทอ่านนั้นๆ   

1 2 3 4 5 
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ฉนั ไม่เคยท า’ 

ฉนัแทบไม่เคยท า 

ฉนัท าเป็นบางคร้ง 

ฉนัท าเป็นประจ า 

ฉนัท าอยา่งสม า่เสมอ 

8 ฉนัใชค้วามรู้ท่ีมีอยูเ่ดิมของฉนัเพ่ือช่วยในการเขา้ใจบท
อ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

9 ฉนัใชช่ื้อเรืองของบทอ่านเพ่ือช่วยท าความเขา้ใจเน้ือหา
ของบทอ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

10 ฉนัพยายามท่ีเช่ือมโยงขอ้มูลท่ีปรากกฎในประโยคต่างๆ 
เขา้ดว้ยกนั 

1 2 3 4 5 

11 ฉนัอ่านกลบัไปมาเพ่ือหาความสมัพนัธ์ระหวา่งส่ิงน าเสนอ
ในเน้ือหา  หรืออ่านซ ้ าในส่วนท่ียากอีกหลายรอบ เพ่ือ
ตรวจสอบและท าความเขา้ใจเน้ือหาของบทอ่านไดอ้ยา่ง
ถูกตอ้ง 

1 2 3 4 5 

12 ฉนัพยายามท่ีจะแปลความหมายท่ีซ่อนอยูใ่นเน้ือหา 1 2 3 4 5 

13 ฉนัพยายามท่ีอนุมานหรือสรุปจากขอ้มูลท่ีไดก้ล่าวเป็น
นยัๆ ในบทอ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

14 ฉนัมีความรู้สึกร่วมกบัเน้ือหาในบทอ่าน 1 2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX J 

Test Administration 

Test administration of the questionnaire 

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questionnaires and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questionnaires to the students. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

ค าช้ีแจงในการแบบสอบถาม : 

อ่านขอ้ความดงัต่อไปน้ี และเลือกหน่ึงหมายเลข (หมายเลข 1 ถึง 5)  ท่ีแสดงถึงส่ิงท่ีคุณท าขณะท่ีอ่าน 

1 2 3 4 5 

“ฉนัไม่เคย
ท า” 

“ฉนัแทบจะ
ไม่ท า” 

“ฉนัท าบางเป็น
บางคร้ัง” 

“ฉนัท าเป็น
ประจ า” 

”ฉนัท า
อยา่ง
สม า่เสมอ” 
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‘ฉนัไม่เคยท ำ’ 

‘ฉนัแทบจะไม่ท ำ’ 

‘ฉนัท าบางเป็นบำงครั้ง’ 

‘ฉนัท าเป็นประจ ำ’ 

‘ฉนัท าอยา่งสม ่ำเสมอ’ 

 

1. ฉนัอา่นออกเสียงซ า้อีกครัง้ในสว่นท่ียาก เพ่ือช่วยให้ฉนัเข้าใจมากขึน้                   1         2       3       4         5 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to choose one number 

(from 1 to 5) that best characterizes what you do when reading before the administration 

of the test by asking “Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questionnaire.” 

Test administration of Thai listening comprehension   

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the answer sheets and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction page of the test 

face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 
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ค าช้ีแจงในการท าขอ้สอบ  

1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ .....นาที 

2. นิสิตจะไดฟั้งบทฟัง เพียงรอบเดียวเท่านั้น 

3. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยค าถาม “ใช่” หรือ ไม่ใช่” จ านวน 50 ขอ้ 

4. เลือกค าตอบ “ใช่” หรือ ไม่ใช่” 

ตวัอยา่ง       ใช่         ไม่ใช่ 

กรุณาฟังอยา่งตั้งใจ 

    หนงัสือสารคดีส าหรับเด็กท่ีเขียนโดยคนไทยนั้น ยงัมีอยูเ่ป็นจ านวนนอ้ย 

1. คนไทยส่วนใหญ่ไม่นิยมผลิตหนงัสือสารคดีส าหรับเด็ก             ใช่       ไม่ใช่                                                                                    

ค าตอบคือ ไม่ใช่ เพราะมีอยูเ่ป็นจ านวนนอ้ย 

 

 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

10. Read the listening passages and questions to the students once only with your normal 

speed. Allow ample time for students to choose their answers.  

11. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and the 

listening test will begin” 

Test administration of Thai vocabulary test   

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  
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3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but 

arranged so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.   

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

 

ค าช้ีแจงในการท าข้อสอบ  

1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ 12 นาที 

2. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยขอ้สอบตวัเลือก จ านวน 50 ขอ้  

3. เลือกค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง 

ตวัอยา่ง     1. สมโภช  : พรุ่งน้ีมีงานสมโภชพระประธาน 

 ก. อนุรักษ ์         ข. ซ่อมแซม       ค. ฉลอง         ง. สร้าง    

ค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้งคือ ตวัเลือก ค. เพราะเป็นความหมายท่ีถูกตอ้งของค าวา่ “สมโภช” 

 

 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and 

start answering the questions.” 

Test administration of Thai inferential skills  

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 
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General testing guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

 

ค าช้ีแจงในการท าขอ้สอบ  

1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ  20.นาที 

2. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยขอ้สอบตวัเลือก จ านวน 45 ขอ้  

3. เลือกค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง 

ตัวอย่ำง    

 เด็กไทยเรียนพิเศษตั้งแต่อายเุจด็ขวบ จนกระทัง่เขา้มหาวิทยาลยั เพราะเด็กไทยกลวัวา่ตวัเองไม่เก่งมากพอ เพ่ือเขา้มหาวิทยาลยัให้ได ้ 

1. ขอ้ความใดสามารถอนุมานไดจ้ากบทอ่านน้ี 

ก. การเรียนทางวิชาการเป็นส่ิงท่ีดี   ข. การเขา้มหาวิทยาลยัให้ไดเ้ป็นเร่ืองส าคญัมาก  

ค. เดก็ไทยมีความรู้รอบดา้น   ง. ธุรกิจกวดวิชาช่วยส่งเสริมเด็กไทย 

ค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง คือ ขอ้ ข. เพราะสามารถอนุมานไดจ้ากบทอ่านดงักล่าว 

 

 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 
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10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questions.” 

Test administration of Thai reading comprehension  

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch.  

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students following what you say. 

 

ค าช้ีแจงในการท าขอ้สอบ  

1. เวลาในการแบบทดสอบ 25 นาที 

2. แบบทดสอบประกอบดว้ยขอ้สอบตวัเลือก จ านวน 35 ขอ้  

3. เลือกค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้ง 

ตวัอยา่ง 

      สงัคมไทยเป็นสงัคมแห่งหนา้ตาในทุกๆ ดา้น ทกุอยา่งตอ้งดูดีและสวยงาม แมอ้าจไม่เหมาะกบัฐานะการเงินของตนเองก็ตาม     

1. ผูเ้ขียนตอ้งการอธิบายดา้นไหนของสงัคมไทย 

ก. ค่านิยม  ข. เศรษฐกิจ          ค. จริยธรรม         ง. ความเป็นศิลปิน  

ค าตอบท่ีถูกตอ้งคือ ขอ้ ก. เพราะผูเ้ขียนอธิบายลกัษณะการปฏิบติัในสงัคม ถือเป็นค่านิยมของสังคม  
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8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questions.” 

Test administration of Raven’s Advanced Progressive  Matrices 

(AMP)  

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch.  

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work. 

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment. Go to the 

classroom. 

5. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the question face up. 

6. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

 

Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 10 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 12 items of non-verbal, multiple choice questions. 

3.  Choose the missing element that completes a pattern.   

Example:  From picture 1-6, choose the picture that best completes this pattern. 
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Answer : The picture 6 is correct. The elements in picture 6 matches with the 

characteristics of the pattern. 

 

 

7. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking “Did you 

understand what I said?” 

8. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

9. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questions.” 

Test administration of English listening comprehension   

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the answer sheets and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 
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6. Distribute the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction page of the test 

face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 15 minutes.  

2. You will hear the passages once only. 

3. The test consists of 40 Yes or No questions. 

4. Mark ‘Yes” or “No” on your answer sheet. 

Let’s practice 

Example:          Yes      No 

Listen carefully. 

    Every Friday evening after work, Nick usually spends a few hours at a bakery 

enjoying a cup of coffee and a nice chocolate cake before heading home. 

Question   Does Nick go home directly after work?        

Then you mark Yes or No based on information from the listening. The correct 

answer is “No” because Nick stops at a bakery after work. 

 

 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

10. Read the listening passages and questions to the students once only with your normal 

speed. Allow ample time for students to choose their answers.  

11. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and the 

listening test will begin” 

12. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

13. Read the listening passages and questions to the students once only with your normal 

speed. Allow ample time for students to choose their answers.  
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14. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and the 

listening test will begin” 

Test administration of English vocabulary   

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but 

arranged so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 15 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 40 multiple choice questions. 

3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

Example    

1. see : They <saw it>. 

a. closed it tightly       b. waited for it      c. looked at it       d. started it up  

The correct choice is c. It is the right meaning of the word “see”. 

 

 

8. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 
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9. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and 

start answering the questions.” 

Test administration of English inferential skills  

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. Establishing and 

maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation during the 

administration of the test. 

General testing guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment. Go to the 

classroom. 

5. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

6. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students to follow what you say. 

 

 

Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 28 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 35 multiple choice questions. 

3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

Example    

 Tim was desperate to leave the classroom. He watched the clock wisely. It was 

only 12:30pm. He had to wait for an hour until the lesson was finished. He was 

learning math - algebra.  

1.  When can Tim leave the classroom? 
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a. 12:30 pm  b. 1:00 pm  c. 1:30 pm  d. 2:00 pm 

You mark the best choice. The answer is “C” 1:30 pm. You need to combine 

information from two sentences to get the answer. 

 

 

7. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

8. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

9. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questions.” 

Test administration of English reading comprehension   

It is very important to establish and maintain rapport with the students you test. 

Establishing and maintaining a good rapport facilitates the students’ interest and co-operation 

during the administration of the test. 

General Testing Guidelines 

1. Prepare the questions, the answer sheets, and the watch. 

2. You will need a watch to record the maximum time taken to complete the test by the 

majority of students.  

3. The seating arrangements should be comfortable and appropriate for the test but arranged 

so the participants cannot see one another’s work.  

4. Strictly control distractions during the administration of the assessment.  

5. Go to the classroom. 

6. Distribute the questions and the answer sheets to students and make sure the instruction 

page of the test face up. 

7. Read out the instruction to the students, while asking students following what you say. 

 

Test Instruction  

1. The test administration will be 30 minutes. 

2. The test consists of 40 multiple choice questions. 
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3. Mark the best choice for every question. 

Example 

      If you visit Japan, you might choose to travel around the country by 

Shinkansen trains. These high-speed trains are nicknamed “bullet trains” 

because they go very fast and have pointy noses like a bullet.     

1. Why are Shinkansen trains nicknamed “bullet trains”? a. safety and shape    

b. safety and timing    c. speed and shape    d. speed and timing 

You mark the best choice. The answer is “C” based on information in the reading 

passage. 

 

8. No simplifications or explanations for any words or asking any other questions during 

administration are allowed. 

9. Make sure that the students understand how they are expected to mark their answer 

sheets for the best choice before the administration of the test by asking  

“Did you understand what I said?” 

10. Tell the students to start answering the test.  Say “Please turn over the next page and start 

answering the questions.” 

 

 


